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ABSTRACT
Within the UK, and elsewhere, there is a growing interest in the Passive Solar Design for dwellings
and commercial buildings. The aim is to make greater use of the renewable energy source, the sun,
to provide space heating energy and (in commercial buildings) lighting energy. Such buildings often
have large equator-facing glazed areas, attached conservatories, or large atria. The trend towards
greater areas of glass is, for energy and aesthetic reasons, likely to continue.
Thermal simulation models such as ESP, HTB2, and SERI-RES have been used extensively to study
the design of highly glazed buildings. However, recent work at De Montfort University Leicester has
indicated that approximate methods used to model the glazing, solar distribution, and solar shading
can severely compromise the accuracy of the predictions. This was confirmed for both direct-gain
spaces and conservatories in early work in this project.
To improve the simulation of highly glazed spaces, new algorithms and calculation models for the
transmission of solar radiation through windows, and the distribution of the transmitted solar radia-
tion to internal surfaces, have been developed. A new calculation model allows the incidence angle
dependent direct transmittance and absorptance, the diffuse transmittance and absorptance, and the
effective total solar energy transmittance of glazing systems to be calculated. The main feature of the
model is its applicability to any combination of coated or tinted glass, with no limitation on the num-
ber or sequence of the layers. The influence of internal or external slat-type blinds can also be simu-
lated.
An internal solar distribution model has also been developed which can calculate the time-varying
internal solar distribution in a room. It considers radiation transmission through any glazing system,
radiation re-transmission through the other windows, backloss of the reflected radiation, and inter-
zonal radiation transfer.
The new calculation models were formulated as independent pre-processing programs which produce
the necessary input values for thermal simulation programs. The program HTB2 was used to illus-
trate the different links. The new programs were validated by comparing their predictions with
measured values, known analytical solutions, or the results of other reputable programs.
Simulation studies examined the thermal consequences- of using the new calculation models rather
than applying conventional approximations. It was concluded that the application of all the new
simulation aspects leads to a more authentic prediction of the environmental conditions in highly
glazed spaces.
Finally, the new modelling possibilities were used to produce widely applicable information about
the design, energy saving potential, and internal comfort conditions, of domestic conservatories.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
Within the UK, and elsewhere, there is a growing interest in the Passive Solar Design for
dwellings and commercial buildings. The aim is to make greater use of the renewable en-
ergy source, the sun, to provide space heating energy and (in commercial buildings) lighting
energy. Passive solar dwellings often have large equator-facing glazed areas (i.e. south-fac-
ing glazing in high northern latitudes') and they may include attached conservatories. Com-
mercial buildings may incorporate large atria. The ratio of the glazed area to the area of the
opaque building elements is growing.
Atria and conservatories are increasingly popular in new buildings and as retrofitted addi-
tions to older properties. They can provide attractive spaces which may be habitable for a
large part of the year, even without heating. They may reduce the cost of heating the build-
ing to which they are attached. Aria and conservatories are, however, poorly understood
spaces when considered from the perspective of their environmental performance. Their
thermal environment is produced by a complex interaction between solar gains, heat losses
through the glazing, air flow and thermal storage. Since atria and conservatories are often
_
neither mechanically heated nor mechanically cooled, their time of habitability, the thermal
comfort conditions and the time of overheating are very important issues. Issues, which,
however, are very difficult to resolve.
One route to an improved understanding of glazed spaces, and to their effective design, is to
use Detailed thermal Simulation Models (DSMs). In these programs, the energy transport
through the individual building components is calculated on the basis of hourly values for
the external climatic conditions and the assumed behaviour of the building occupants. The
resulting predictions of the indoor temperature, and the necessary heating or cooling ener-
gies arise from the balance of the different energy fluxes. DSMs play a key role in the Pas-
sive Solar Design Program (PSP) of the UK Department of Energy (now in the Department
of Trade and Industry (DTI)) as, potentially, they provide the most cost-effective way of re-
solving many of the key issues encountered in the thermal design of buildings.
1This thesis is written from the perspective of energy-efficient design at high, northern latitudes,
considering the UK and Germany in particular. Therefore, the term south-facing, rather than equator-
facing, is used throughout.
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In the UK, thermal models such as ESP (Clark and McLean 1988), HTB2 (Lewis and Alex-
ander 1985) and SERI-RES (Palmiter and Wheeling 1983) have been used extensively to
study the design of passive solar buildings, conservatories and commercial atria. For exam-
ple, the program SERI-RES was used in the PSP to study the effect of glazing types, glaz-
ing areas, glazing orientations, and conservatories, on the energy demands of passive solar
dwellings (Yannis 1994). Also in the PSP the program ESP was used to predict the energy
demand of commercial atria (BDP 1991). The program FRED (Penz 1983) was used by
Baker (1985) to study the energy demands of dwellings with conservatories, as well as the
internal air temperatures, the habitabilities, and the incidences of overheating in the conser-
vatories themselves. In Germany, well-known studies of conservatories have also been
based on DSM simulations (Hauser 1984, 1986).
1.2 MODELLING ASPECTS OF HIGHLY GLAZED SPACES
In highly glazed spaces the internal environmental conditions depend mainly on the energy
transport through the window, while all the other energy fluxes (fabric heat losses through
opaque walls and ground, internal small power heat gains etc.) loose importance. The en-
ergy transport through windows can be divided into two main mechanisms:
(i) the heat transport through the window; and
(ii) the transmittance of solar radiation energy through the glazing.
Taken together, these two mechanisms will be termed the "glazing model" in this thesis,
however, DSMs may use quite different models for each of the components.
1.2.1 Heat transport through glazing
The heat transport through the window includes the following aspects: the longwave
(infrared) radiation exchange either externally (to the sky and to the surroundings) or inter-
nally to the room surfaces; the convective energy transport from the room air to the internal
window surface and from the external window surface to the outside air; and the conduc-
tance through the window itself (Fig. 1.1).
The heat-transport through the window consists of one portion, which is transport through
the frame, and another portion which is transport through the glazing. Since, especially for
large glazing areas, the heat transport through the glazing dominates, in this work, the
problem of modelling windows was reduced to that of modelling glazing. (Since frames can
be produced with thermal resistances, which are similar to those of the glazings, frames are
usually not explicitly modelled by thermal simulation programs).
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Figure 1.1:	 Heat transport through glazing.
The heat conduction through glazings depends mainly on the thermal resistance of the air
cavity between the glass panes (for multi-layered glazings); the thermal resistance of the
glass panes is unimportant. Conduction is modelled in a similar way by most DSMs but they
may adopt quite different algorithms, and sub-models, for the internal and external radiant
and convective exchanges. In this thesis, the sum of all the different heat transport algo-
rithms will be termed the "thermal model of glazing".
1.2.2 Solar radiation energy transport through glazing
The solar radiation gains to a room through a glazing, depend on: the external solar radia-
tion; the transfer of the incident radiation through the glazing; and the distribution of the
transmitted shortwave radiation to internal surfaces (Fig 1.2).
sky mod solar model of glazing internal distribution model
diffuse sky radiation
direct solar radiation
diffuse ground radiation
reflected
internal surfaces
I ward directed
h at flow
shading I	 I shading
glazing
Figure 1.2:	 Solar radiation transfer through glazing.
Solar radiation has direct (beam) and diffuse components. The direct radiation intensity
onto the glazing is determined: by the position of the sun in the sky (sun height and azi-
muth); by the position of the glazing (orientation and tilt); and by conditions of the atmos-
phere (turbidity; clouds etc.). The diffuse radiation onto a tilted surface consists of portions
from the sky, ground and surroundings. Each radiation portion has different incidence an-
3
re-transmission
bacldoss
ROOM
Figure 1.3:
Plan view of a conservatory with attached room to
illustrate radiation re-transmission, backloss and in-
terzonal radiation transfer.
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gles and intensities. These are influenced by any shading due to either external objects or the
building itself, e.g. side-fines, overhangs, window reveals, external blinds. In this thesis, the
combination of all the algorithms which influence the solar radiation incident on the glazing
will be termed the "sky model".
The transfer of radiation through the glass involves the transmittance, absorptance and re-
flectance of the radiation. The magnitude of these components is determined by the thick-
nesses and optical properties of the glass panes. Traditionally, clear (float) glass is used in
buildings, however, the use of coated and tinted glass is growing - in this thesis, these are
termed "special glazings". The portion of transmitted radiation entering the internal space is
also affected by curtains, blinds or other internal shading devices. The absorbed radiation
energy in the glass panes is transformed into heat and transported to the room and to the
outside by longwave radiation and convection; this is often termed "secondary heat flow".
The solar transfer and the heat transfer issues therefore interact. In this thesis, these algo-
rithms, which together describe the solar energy transmission, will be termed "solar model
of glazing".
Finally, the thermal reaction of a room to solar energy gains depends on the absolute
amount of radiation energy entering the room and on the interactions of the solar radiation
with the internal wall surfaces and furnishing. These interactions influence the way the solar
energy is distributed around internal surfaces (sun patching), absorbed at surfaces, transmit-
ted straight back to the outside (re-transmission), reflected onto other internal surfaces or
back to the outside (backloss) or transmitted through internal glazings into adjacent spaces
(interzonal radiation transfer) (Fig. 1.3). In this thesis these processes together are termed
the "internal solar distribution model". In a modestly glazed room radiation bacldoss is
small, interzonal radiation transfer happens rarely, solar distribution can be easily deter-
mined, and finally the overall solar energy gains are limited. In highly glazed spaces these
processes may be important.
interzonal
radiation transfer
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1.23 Other important aspects
In highly glazed spaces other thermal aspects gain importance.
• The high solar gains in conservatories and atria often precipitates the need for an inten-
sive ventilation (with outside air) to reduce overheating. Therefore, aspects of air flow
(natural and mechanical ventilation) become important.
• The solar pre-heated air in conservatories (or atria) can be used to ventilate the parent
building, which is called "Solar Pre-heating of Ventilation air" (SPV). This topic
includes aspects of air flow through ducts, openings and cracks, distribution of
ventilation air in the building, forced and free convection etc.
• The high solar gains, and low insulation levels, often lead to big temperature variations
in free-floating (unheated) highly glazed spaces. Furthermore marked temperature
stratification is frequently encountered in tall (atrium) spaces.
With regard to thermal simulations, all these aspects can be attributed to the modelling
problem of air flow and ventilation within one space or between spaces (interzonal air-
flow).
13 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
To appreciate why the research presented in this thesis was felt to be necessary, it is impor-
tant to briefly review previous relevant work.
It has been shown (Bland 1992 and Martin et al. 1994) that DSMs usually calculate con-
duction through solid building elements very accurately. However there is an awareness that
the theoretical basis of even the most sophisticated codes may not be adequate for spaces
with large glazing areas. To illustrate this problem, consider the study in which expert users
of ESP, HTB2 and SERI-RES were requested to predict the annual energy demands of a
direct gain passive solar house, the Linford house (Everett et al. 1985). Wildly differing
predictions were obtained for the absolute annual auxiliary energy demand and, even more
significantly, the trends in energy demand as the window area and type were varied (Fig.
1.4). The poor results for the Linford house were attributed-to a poor building specification
and errors in interpretation of the specification. They may also be due to the inherent differ-
ences in the algorithms used by the programs (see Lomas 1992).
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Fig. 1.4:
Comparison of annual auxiliary
heating energy demand predictions
made by ESP and SERI-RES for
the Linford passive solar house
(after Lomas et al. 1991).
Because of these results the UK DTI initiated Applicability Study 1, a seven man year in-
itiative aimed at enhancing the usability and credibility of DSMs for the design of passive
solar dwellings. The work concentrated on inter-model comparisons with the programs
ESP, HTB2 and SERI-RES. This work was led by De Montfort University in Leicester and
confirmed that the approximate methods used to model some aspects of windows and glaz-
ings can severely compromise the accuracy of the program predictions (Lomas et al. 1989,
1991). For example, the three programs produced large variations in daily energy demand
predictions for typical domestic scale buildings as the glazing area (Fig. 1.5) and glazing
type of the building was varied. In some cases (as demonstrated in Fig. 1.5) the optimal de-
sign solution depended on the DSM used for the analysis. Results such as this seriously un-
dermine the credibility of DSMs for the analysis of highly glazed spaces. Since the investi-
gated DSMs (SERI-RES; ESP and HTB2) differed highly in their approach to modelling
the thermal conductance through glazing (thermal model of glazing), the inter-program
variations were first attributed to this issue (Lomas et al. 1991).
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Figure 1.5:
Predicted influence of window area on the en-
ergy demand of a domestic living-room (with
one, single-glazed, south-facing window) on a
sunny winter's day.
A similar conclusion was drawn as a result of inter-program comparisons done as part of
the TEA Annex XII work (Frank and Piintener 1987). The work was aimed to identify the
problem areas responsible for large differences in heating and cooling loads predicted by
DSMs and compare the calculation procedures connected with windows. The chosen strat-
egy was to perform a detailed code-to-code comparison (inter-model comparison) based on
a given standard test room subjected to Geneva climate conditions. The room was very
sensitive to the energy transport through the window. The calculations included simplified
checks using steady-state boundary conditions, 10-days simulations, and predictions of the
seasonal heating demand. The deviations in the predictions of seasonal heating demand and
the hourly peak loads and zone temperatures were mainly attributed to differences in the
approach to treating heat transfer between window surfaces and room air (thermal model of
glazing). Other factors were also indicated to have a significant influence on the results
(such as the internal distribution of solar gains, see Frank and Piintener 1987).
Within International Energy Agency (TEA) Task VIII, passive and hybrid solar low energy
buildings, a validation study was undertaken which included the most prominent simulation
programs of the day. The study comprised of three empirical validation test cases: Direct
Gain, Trombe Wall and Attached Sunspace, followed by code-to-code comparisons on
yearly data sets. These results are documented in a work report edited by Morck 1986. In
addition, inter-program comparisons studied the annual heating and cooling energy demand
predictions for a test room with attached sunspace subjected to Copenhagen and Denver
climate conditions (see also Judkoff 1988).
As a result of these studies, the major source of error and disagreement among the pro-
grams used to model passive and hybrid low energy buildings was attributed to differences
in the algorithms related to the handling, distribution and storage of solar energy (see Morck
1986 and Judkoff 1988). This would include algorithms of incident and transmitted solar
radiation, modelling of radiative and convective surface coefficients, natural convection heat
transfer and stratification (see section 1.2). Judkoff (1988) concluded, that the presence of
strong solar forcing functions in the building exacerbated the inaccuracies caused by the
above algorithms and subroutines.
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Unfortunately, since the DSM predictions were influenced by many different algorithms,
none of the above studies could determine the particular sensitivity of the results to specific
algorithms.
1.4 THE PROJECT "THERMAL MODELLING OF HIGHLY GLAZED
SPACES"
The foregoing studies indicated, that design guidelines on aspects of glazing area and glaz-
ing type derived from DSM predictions, as given in many passive solar design studies, must
be treated with caution. The studies suggest that, at least for some circumstances, programs
give divergent results because of their glazing models. Since domestic conservatories and
commercial atria (as well as glazed halls, greenhouses etc.) are particularly sensitive to the
energy transport through glazing, the credibility of the design statements is even more
questionable. This was the starting point of the project "Thermal Modelling of Highly
Glazed Spaces" described in this thesis.
The project was an international research programme between the De Montfort University
(DMU) Leicester (UK) and the Fachhochschule fiir Technik Stuttgart (Germany). The
Environmental Computer Aided Design and Performance (ECADAP) research group in
Leicester has extensive experiences in the area of detailed simulation programs and program
validation. The department of Building-Physics in Stuttgart concentrates on the theoretical
investigation of physical phenomenon in buildings and its practical consequences in modern
building design. Hence the collaborative research work offered the advantage of combining:
theoretical aspects; their realisation in thermal simulation programs; validation of new as-
sumptions; and their application to building design.
The aims of this project were:
• to illustrate the weakness of existing models for calculating the heating energy demand
of houses with attached, or incorporated, highly glazed spaces;
• to improve the credibility of simulations of highly glazed spaces;
• to explore the internal temperatures in-, and energy demands of-, highly glazed spaces.
In this thesis, different DSMs are reviewed and/or used for thermal simulations. It was
agreed to concentrate on the programs ESP, HTB2 and SERI-RES to maintain continuity
with previous studies at De Montfort University Leicester (see section 1.3). In some cases,
the performance of the programs TRNSYS (Klein et al. 1988) and ZB-SIMULAP
(Zimmermann and Becker 1992) were also considered. These programs were available at
the Fachhochschule fiir Technik in Stuttgart and had been used in many previous research
projects (see for example Spitzner 1991).
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To achieve the aims of the project a programme of work with six phases was devised. The
purpose of each phase was as follows:
(0 to review the theoretical basis of the glazing, shading and solar distribution algo-
rithms used within DSMs. This included parametric studies with the currently avail-
able DSMs to investigate the variability in their predictions of the environment in
highly glazed spaces. Inter-model comparisons would be used to understand the
differences and the impact of the different physical approaches in the algorithms.
to identify the specific areas of weakness in the DSMs, e.g. solar gains, solar shad-
ing, internal solar radiation distribution, stratification, convection etc. The conse-
quences of the algorithmic approximations for energy demand and temperature pre-
dictions were to be determined.
to investigate alternative theoretical approaches to improving the programs. This
task was to include the development of new appropriate algorithms and program-
ming work. Ideally, it would lead to standalone program modules, which could be
used in connection with more than one DSM. Alternatively it may require the im-
provement of a DSM in order to incorporate the new algorithms.
(iv) to investigate the impact of the newly developed algorithms using sensitivity studies
and realistic buildings. This was intended to lead to guidance about when a more ac-
curate treatment of a phenomenon is necessary, or how big the error potential will
be when a simplified approach is used. The effect of the new algorithms could also
be judged by rerunning some of the simulations undertaken in activity (i).
(v) to validate the improved programs by comparing their predictions with measured
values, and/or analytical tests.
(vi) to use the improved program to predict the energy saving potential of domestic con-
servatories and atria.
The investigations into the modelling capabilities of DSMs (phase i) are presented in Chap-
ter 2 of this thesis. As a result of these investigations, the specific areas of weakness of
DSMs (phase ii) are indicated. Chapter 3 discusses the key aspects for further investigations
and model implementations. It also deals with general asfects for the development and
testing of new algorithms (phase iii). The various aspects of developing improved calcula-
tion models were divided into five main problem areas, these are discussed in Chapters 4 to
8. Each of these Chapters summarises: the theory of the newly developed algorithms and
computer models; their testing; and their validation (phases iv and v). Finally, Chapter 9
deals with the application of the improved modelling methods to the study of conservatory
designs (phase vi). Rather than listing the conclusions of each piece of work at the end of
9
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the relevant Chapter, all the conclusions are presented together in Chapter 10. This Chapter
also outlines suggestions for further work.
Each phase, and the intermediate results, have been described in 14 "Interim Reports".
These reports are not fully polished public domain documents, but they may be interesting
for some readers, since they contain additional, more detailed, information which could not
be fully presented within this thesis. A list of these reports is given in the Bibliography; they
are refered to in the main text as follows, IR1, IR2 etc. The reports can be requested from
ECADAP research group at DMU or from the department of Building-Physics in the Fach-
hochschule fiir Technic Stuttgart. (For contact names and addresses see the Bibliography).
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CHAPTER 2
WEAKNESSES IN THERMAL MODELLING OF HIGHLY GLAZED SPACES
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Previous studies (see section 1.3) suggest that, at least for some circumstances, DSMs give
divergent results because of the models used to simulate aspects of glazing and solar radia-
tion. However, the particular sensitivity of the DSM predictions to specific algorithms; and
the accuracy of these algorithms was not determined. This Chapter seeks to identify the
main areas of weakness; two methods were used:
• inter-model comparisons using the currently available DSMs to investigate the variabil-
ity in their predictions of the environment in highly glazed spaces; and
• a theoretical review of algorithms used within DSMs.
Inter-model comparisons were used to understand the differences in the algorithms cur-
rently employed in DSMs and to illustrate the consequences of using simplified methods
rather than more detailed approaches. The comparison of the program predictions quanti-
fied the sensitivity of algorithms to the special environment in highly glazed spaces. Clearly,
these investigations were restricted to the algorithms currently employed in DSMs.
The aim of the theoretical review was to establish the mathematical differences in the algo-
rithms used by different DSMs and the significance of these differences. This also high-
lighted the limitations of some algorithms and the implications for their use in particular
applications. Although the theoretical review was useful to establish modelling weaknesses,
the thermal consequences of the assumptions could not be quantified. This was done later,
when more rigorous algorithms were available (Chapters 4 to 8).
The review concentrated on the programs ESP (Clark and McLean 1988), HTB2 (Lewis
and Alexander 1985) and SERI-RES (Palmiter and Wheeling. 1983), however approaches
used by the programs TRNSYS (Klein et al. 1988) and ZB-SIMULAP (Zimmermann and
Becker 1992) were also considered.
The programs can be characterised as follows:
(0 ESP (Environmental Systems Performance) was developed at the University of
Strathclyde in Glasgow (UK). It is a transient energy simulation system which is ca-
pable of modelling the energy and fluid flows within combined building and plant
systems. The program is comprised of several interrelating program modules ad-
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dressing input management, simulation, results output, database management and
several simulation support functions.
The program requires the input of the exact building geometry. Because of this, it is
able to consider geometrical factors when calculating the view factors, the internal
long-wave radiation exchange, the external shading etc. ESP adopts a mixed,
equally-weighted, implicit and explicit Finite Difference approach (i.e. the Crank-
Nicholson method) to solving the partial differential equations which are required to
predict the energy flow through walls, floors and roofs. Unfortunately, because of its
complexity, the internal operation of the program is difficult to trace.
HTB2 is a computer program designed for simulating the thermal performance of
energy efficient occupied buildings. It was developed at the Welsh School of Archi-
tecture, UWIST, in Cardiff (UK) and has been intended primarily as an investigative
research tool rather than a simple design tool. In order to achieve this, HTB2 has
been written in a modular format in which each sub-system has been isolated and lo-
calised in specific subroutines.
Compared to ESP, HTB2 is less rigorous in the calculation detail (e.g. it is non-
geometric and has an explicit calculation method based on small time-steps). How-
ever, since the programming has been made as explicit as possible, its internal op-
eration can be easily understood (see also Chapter 3, section 3.2).
SERI-RES is a non-geometric dynamic simulation program, which simulates a
building's thermal and energy performance, based on a backward finite difference
approach. It was developed at the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) in
Golden, Colorado (USA) and incorporates several additional features for calculating
passive solar systems (e.g. Trombe Wall simulations, external shading etc.).
Compared to ESP and HTB2, the input requirements of SERI-RES are less exten-
sive and the program operates much faster, however, the internal algorithms are also
less detailed (e.g SERI-RES does not model internal long-wave radiation exchange,
uses constant internal and external surface coefficients, and treates glazings with a
simple U-value model).
(iv) TRNSYS (Transient System Simulation Program) is a library of program modules to
calculate transient technical systems, mainly active and passive solar systems and
buildings. TRNSYS was developed at the Solar Energy Laboratory in Madison,
Wisconsin (USA) sponsored by the American government. Although the program
was originally not aimed for building simulations (the building module TYPE 56 was
added later), the program is increasingly used to this end. The level of detail of the
building module can be best compared with that of SERI-RES.
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(v) ZB-SIMULAP is a transient program to simulate heating and cooling plant systems
in multi-zone commercial buildings. It is the advancement of one of the first dynamic
simulation programs (developed in the early 1970s) and is based on a calculation
model, which represents the thermal behaviour of walls using electric circuit theory
(see Rouvel 1972). Since it is not intended for modelling passive solar systems in
detail, it uses simplified calculation methods for solar gains.
All these DSMs represent different calculation methods and algorithms which should illus-
trate the diversity of approaches used by the current generation of DSMs. The complexity
of the programs decreases from (i) to (v). While programs (i) - (iii) normally require the
computer power of an UNIX Workstation, the latter two programs easily run on a PC. (All
the programs are written in Fortran77.)
For each program, the algorithmic approaches could be determined by investigating the
source code, by comparing the input possibilities, and by a detailed review of previous
investigations into the modelling techniques (Allen and Whittle 1988; Bland et al. 1988;
Parand and Lomas 1988 and 1989; Pinney 1990).
The inter-program comparisons and the theoretical review concentrated on:
(i) thermal models of glazing (section 2.2 and 2.3);
(ii) internal solar radiation distribution (section 2.3);
(iii) solar models of glazing (section 2.4); and
(iv) air-flow and temperature stratification (section 2.5).
These are the most important modelling aspects for (passive, low-energy) buildings with
strong solar exposure (see section 1.2). The results of the review are summarised in section
2.6.
2.2 COMPARISON OF THERMAL MODELS OF GLAZING FOR DIRECT-
GAIN SPACES
2.2.1 Introduction
Although the thermal modelling of glazings is one of the most important aspects of detailed
..
thermal simulations programs there are still great differences in the level of detail and accu-
racy of these models. In general, there are two different approaches.
(i) The glazing is represented by a single thermal resistance between the zone air and the
external environment (U-value model). The detailed effects of thermal storage in the
glass, absorption in the glass (the inwards directed secondary heat flow is calculated
using total solar energy transmittance values), and longwave (infrared) radiation ex-
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change either to the sky or to the room surfaces, are neglected. For example, this ap-
proach is used by SERI-RES, TRNSYS and ZB-SIMULAP.
(ii) The glazing is treated as a transparent multi-layered construction (TMC) in which each
layer of glass has thermal properties just like any other opaque material (TMC model).
Thus, in the TMC approach, the effects of thermal storage, absorption and longwave
radiation exchange are considered in detail. For example, this approach is used by ESP
and HTB2. It should be noted, that the TMC models used by ESP and HTB2 differ in
their treatment of internal and external convection coefficients, as well as in their calcu-
lation of the longwave radiation exchange.
Both ESP and HTB2 consider the thermal resistance of the air-gap as a constant fixed
value. The resistance actually depends on the longwave (infrared) radiation exchange, con-
vection, and conduction in the air cavity; these are highly dependent on the boundary condi-
tions (surface temperatures) (Erhorn 1983). A similar problem occurs for glazing systems
with internal blinds, where the heat transport through the system depends highly on the
convective and radiative conditions in the cavity between the glass pane and the blind.
The studies outlined in Chapter 1 (section 1.3) compared numerous DSM predictions.
Whilst the researchers felt that the key algorithms influencing the performance of DSMs
were those describing the thermal conductance through glazings, the detailed effects of dif-
ferent thermal models of glazing were not studied. Therefore, as a first step, an investigation
was conducted to determine the sensitivity of the predicted heating energy demands of do-
mestic-scale buildings to the algorithmic differences in the thermal models of glazing. Inter-
model comparisons were used to study the impact of the different approaches in the algo-
rithms more closely.
The investigation concentrated on the program ESP, since it provides the possibility of
modelling windows in different levels of detail. By using one program, which offers differ-
ent thermal models of the glazing, there is the big advantage that all the other algorithms
remain unchanged. Therefore, variations in the results can be entirely attributed to the ther-
mal glazing algorithms.
2.2.2 Alternative algorithms
Three methods of modelling the heat transport through windows were studied.
(i) A simple, fixed, user-specified, U-value (Uf). The fixed values chosen imply the
standard Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) values for
the inside and outside combined surface coefficients, which are for vertical glazing
8.3 W/m2K and 16.7 W/m2K respectively (see also DIN 67507, 1980). (This
represents the approach in SERI-RES, TRNSYS and ZB-SIMULAP.)
external
adjacent zones
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A time varying U-value (Uv), in which the standard (CIBSE) external convection
coefficient is subtracted from the user specified U-value and replaced by an inter-
nally calculated coefficient based on wind speed and direction. The external convec-
tion coefficient 13c is calculated by ESP as follows:
(2.1) leeward surface:
	
f3, . 2.8 + 0.75* v*sinixl
(2.2) windward surface, 13 < 10° pc - 2.8 + 0.75*v
(2.3) windward surface, 13 > 100 I3, . 2.8 +3.0*v.sinixl
where, v is the wind speed and x the angle between surface azimuth and wind direc-
tion. Thus, for wind speeds between 0 and 10 m/s, 13c varies between 2.8 W/m2K
and 32.8 W/m2K. (This approach is unique to ESP.)
A rigorous transparent multi-layer construction (TMC) approach, in which each
layer of glass has thermal properties just like any other opaque material. The exter-
nal and internal surface coefficients are determined by ESP at each time-step. (This
approach is also used in HTB2.)
2.2.3 The building description
The different thermal models of glazing were compared for the simple hypothetical direct
gain test room (Appendix A.1) used in previous work at DMU (Lomas et al. 1989) (Fig.
2.1). The room represents a typical UK domestic scale living-space, however, it may also
represent an office room in a commercial building. It was south orientated, with two walls
(south and west) treated as external. The room was continuously heated to 18°C. (The low
temperature set-point was chosen as being appropriate for passive solar buildings, where
lower set-points lead to lower energy demands.) The room was assumed to be well sealed
with a low air-change rate of 0.35. To exaggerate any effect that the glazing algorithms may
have on the inside climate of the room, occupancy, lighting and small power heat gains were
neglected.
T upper zone
mimiced ,	 Figure 2.1:
i
/
One-zone module of a typical
UK domestic scale living-
room.
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The room was located at Kew near London (UK): latitude = 51.5° North; longitude = 0 0 . It
was unobstructed with respect to the wind and sun (no shading from other buildings was
considered).
In this study two constructions, representing the extremes in terms of insulation levels, were
studied. One was a traditional heavyweight construction with an average U-value of 1.4
W/m2K and the other was an advanced well-insulated (heavyweight) construction with an
average U-value of 0.3 W/m2K. For both constructions, the energy demand was studied for
four different window areas (20%; 33%; 45%; and 55% of the floor area). In connection
with each of these, three different window types (single glazing; double glazing; low-emit-
tance glazing) were used.
Both annual and daily simulations were undertaken. For the daily simulations, two UK de-
sign days generated by Loxsom (1985) were used: a cloudy winter's day; and a sunny win-
ter's day (Appendix B). All combinations of construction, window type and window area
were examined. The annual energy demand was studied for different window types only
(the window area was 45% of the floor area or 7.2 m 2). Weather data of Kew in London
was used.
2.2.4 Predicted differences between the two U-value models
A comparison of the results predicted by the two U-value models (Uf and Uv) indicated that
the energy loss of a room can be very sensitive to the external surface convection coeffi-
cient. The predicted differences were greatest for a single glazed, highly insulated room
(with a high portion of window area), but the differences decreased as the insulation proper-
ties of the glass increased. For example, the fixed U-value model (U f) predicted higher an-
nual energy demands than the variable Uv model. The differences were 35% for a single
glazed room (45% window to floor area ratio), but decreased to less than 8%, for low-
emittance glazing (Fig. 2.2). In contrast, for the daily simulations, the fixed U-value model
(Uf) produced lower values for energy demand irrespective of the glazing area, glazing type,
construction mode and design day (e.g. see Fig. 2.3).
The apparent contradiction between the daily and annual results occurred because the ex-
ternal convection coefficient (used by Uv) depends on the wind speed and on the angular
difference between surface azimuth and wind direction (equations 2.1 to 2.3).
Early in the study it became clear that the external convection coefficient algorithm in ESP
had curious properties. In particular, there was a step-wise change in the coefficient. In a
small side study, the change in daily energy demand of a single glazed, well-insulated room
on a sunny winter's day was calculated as the wind direction was changed from 270° to
271°. For that building, a swing in the wind direction from exactly parallel to the glazing to
just 1° off parallel halved the energy demand! Physically this scenario seems doubtful and,
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unfortunately, because the wind direction had been arbitrarily set to 270 0 in the daily
weather files the Uv model was using a windward coefficient which produced very large
heat losses (for the daily simulations).
Figure 2.2
Influence of the thermal models of glazing
on annual energy demand as the window
type is varied (advanced well-insulated
building; 45% window area to floor area
ratio).
Figure 2.3
Influence of the thermal models of glazing
on the daily energy demand on a sunny
winter's day as the window type is varied
(advanced well-insulated building; 45%
window area to floor area ratio).
2.2.5 Predicted differences between the U-value and TMC models
The forgoing considerations indicate, that for daily comparisons between U-value and TMC
models, the variable (Uv) model is more suitable (since both models consider the same vari-
able external surface coefficient). For annual simulations, where the wind direction changes
numerous times, results for all three algorithms can be compared.
For all buildings, irrespective of the glazing area, glazing type, construction mode and de-
sign day, the Uv specifications always predicted a higher daily energy demand than the
TMC specification (e.g. see Fig. 2.3). For a sunny winter's day and a traditional construc-
tion, the difference was up to 23% for a single-glazed room with , a large area of glass but it
decreased with the window area and the insulation properties of the glass to as little as 2%
for a modestly glazed room (20% of the floor area) with low-emittance glazing.
The TMC specification generated significantly lower values than either U-value model for
the absolute annual energy demand (Fig. 2.2). Again, the difference was greatest for poorly
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insulated single glazing (800 kWh; 41%) less for double glazing (300 kWh; 25%) and least
for low-emittance glazing (200 kWh; 15%). These differences were obtained for the well-
insulated room. The traditional construction led to similar absolute differences but to lower
relative differences (since the absolute energy demand predictions were higher). Clearly, ir-
respective of whether daily or annual energy demand is being studied the thermal model of
glazing can have a significant impact on the energy demand results obtained.
In general, the trends in daily energy demand, as the window area changed, were not influ-
enced by the thermal models of glazing. One notable exception was for the traditional, sin-
gle glazed building at a sunny winter's day. Here, the Uv (and Uf) specification indicated an
increase in the daily energy demand whereas the TMC specification indicated a continuous
decrease (Fig. 2.4). Thus, in this case, the selection of an optimum design is affected by the
chosen thermal model of glazing.
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Figure 2.4
Variation of the daily energy demand as the
window area is varied (traditional low-insu-
lated, single glazed room on a sunny winter's
day).
20%	 33%
	
45%	 55%
window / floor area ratio
Although the thermal models of glazing did not influence the actual trends in daily and an-
nual energy demand as the window type was changed, they did have a marked impact on the
energy saving predictions. For example, the predicted annual energy savings due to replac-
ing single glazing with double glazing varied from 39% for a fixed (U f) value specification
to 26% for a TMC specification (compare Fig. 2.2). For changes from double glazing to
low-emittance glazing the savings were 21% and 14% for the Uf and TMC specifications
respectively.
The observed differences can be fully explained by considering the fundamental differences
between the TMC and the U-value models and the likely thermo-physical effects which
these will have (see IR 1). The differences are mainly caused by the approximate treatment
of the internal longwave radiation transfer in the U-value models. These use a combined
surface coefficient which does not take account on the actual temperature differences be-
tween the internal surfaces and the glazing. It is these temperature differences which control
the radiative energy transport to the window. Instead, in the U-value models, the heat loss is
driven by the temperature difference between the zone air node and the glazing. The TMC
model treats the convective and radiative components separately and calculates the radiative
- 18 -
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heat flow by considering the actual temperature differences between the internal surfaces
and the glazing.
The impact of the internal convective heat transfer coefficient could not be tested, since it
was only explicitly modelled by one specification (TMC). However, the high impact of the
external surface convection coefficient (see above), which has a comparable thermal effect
on the heat transfer through windows, suggest that the internal coefficients will also have a
big impact.
2.2.6 Discussion
The variabilities in energy demand and energy saving predictions due to varying window
type or window area, which were indicated by previous inter-program comparisons, were
confirmed and explained by the different thermal models of glazing. This study casts
significant doubt on the credibility of a simple U-value model for glazings, even for typically
glazed domestic scale rooms. The error potential increased with the glazing area, which
indicates that highly glazed spaces will be particularly sensitive to the thermal models of
glazing.
Since this study explained many of the inter-program variations, which were obtained dur-
ing the Applicability Study 1 work at DMU, the results of this study were considered within
the executive summary of Applicability Study 1 (Lomas 1992).
2.3 COMPARISON OF THERMAL MODELS OF GLAZING AND INTERNAL
SOLAR DISTRIBUTION MODELS FOR HIGHLY GLAZED SPACES
2.3.1 Introduction
The previous study (section 2.2) examined different thermal models of glazing in connection
with a simply glazed test room. The glazing areas corresponded to those used for typically
glazed domestic scale rooms. Since the study indicated that the influence of the models was
highly dependent on the area of the glazing, it was felt to be important to study the thermal
models in connection with highly glazed spaces, for example with conservatories.
However, the thermal behaviour of a highly glazed space depends not only on the heat
transport through the window, but also on the amount of transmitted solar radiation and its
internal distribution (see section 1.2). The programs studied (ESP, SERI-RES, HTB2,
TRNSYS) used similar approaches for the radiation transfer through the glazing (at least for
clear vertical glazing without shading devices). However the programs had different input
requirements, and used different models, for the internal solar distribution. Therefore, this
second study concentrated mainly on the issues of thermal models of glazing and internal
solar distribution models.
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Many of the current DSMs require the user to input the relative amounts of sun absorbed by
the various interior surfaces of a direct-gain room (e.g. ESP, HTB2, SERI-RES). However,
little information is available in the literature to help program users to determine them.
Normally, the user has to make (more or less accurate) assumptions. In the case of highly
glazed spaces (e.g. conservatories), in which the internal solar radiation split depends highly
on the time-of-day, day-of-year, and geographical location, the definition of appropriate val-
ues is difficult. The internal distribution of the diffuse radiation, the distribution of radiation
reflected from internal surfaces, the radiation bacldoss, the re-transmission and interzonal
radiation transfer etc., are usually calculated implicitly by the DSM. However, the calcula-
tion models are normally simplified approximations. To illustrate these points, it is useful to
consider the solar distribution models used by the programs ESP, HTB2 and SERI-RES
(see also Parand and Lomas 1988). Their models illustrate the diversity of approaches used
by the current generation of DSMs.
• In ESP the user can specify three different surfaces to receive direct radiation (through
all windows). Using the program module ESP-INS a time dependent variation of three
surfaces is possible to account for a moving sunpatch. ESP then apportions the transmit-
ted radiation to those surfaces according to their area weighting. It also calculates the
internal distribution of the diffuse radiation, the reflected direct radiation, the interzonal
radiation transfer and radiation backloss. Radiation re-transmission to the outside is not
considered.
• In HTB2 the user can appoint an unlimited number of surfaces to receive direct radia-
tion and the proportion of the incoming radiation received by each one. The selection
must be made for every window and it can be time-scheduled. H'TB2 calculates the
amount of radiation reflected from the defined internal surfaces, adds this reflected ra-
diation to the incomming diffuse radiation, and then distributes the total using area-
weighting around all the internal surfaces. Radiation re-transmission and backloss are
not considered. Interzonal radiation transfer can be approximately modelled by assigning
direct radiation to internal surfaces in an adjacent zone.
• SERI-RES does not distinguish between direct and diffuse radiation once it enters the
zone. The distribution of direct, diffuse and reflected radiation can be specified by the
user or calculated internally using an area weighting algorithm. It is not possible to
schedule the fraction absorbed by each surface as a function of time, so it is not possible
to account for a moving sunpatch.
The foregoing considerations led to the decision to investigate the effect of internal solar
distribution in highly glazed spaces in more detail. Since it had already been decided to in
vestigate the effect of thermal models of glazing, the study considered both issues.
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Figure 2.5:
Two-zone module of a typical
UK domestic scale living-room
and attached conservatory.adjacent zones
mirniced
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2.3.2 The building description
A typical UK domestic scale living-room (of the type used in the previous study, section
2.2) and an attached single glazed conservatory with a typical shape was chosen for the
study (Fig. 2.5). To meet the requirements for a passive solar design and to enhance the
sensitivity of the heating demands to solar energy gains, the living-room had an advanced
highly-insulated and heavy-weight construction (average U-value = 0.3 W/m 2K), continuous
heating (to a heating set-point of 21°C) and a low infiltration rate (of 0.35 ach).
The basic conservatory had a rectangular shape (12 m 2 floor area), and was unheated and
not ventilated. It was connected to the living-room by a partition wall with a double glazed
window which was half the size of the partition area. There was no interzonal air-flow and
the whole building structure was south orientated. For more detailed description see Ap-
pendix A.2.
By changing the building design systematically the -different reactions of the programs could
be examined. The following parameters were varied:
(i) the partition window area (none - 0 m2, half - 7 m2, fully glazed -14 m2);
(ii) the conservatory glazing type (single, double, low-emittance);
(iii) the partition window glazing type (single, double);
(iv) the conservatory floor area (0 m2 - no cons., 6 m2, 12 m2, 18 m2);
(v) the air-flow between the two zones (0 m3/h, 14 m3/h, 80 m3/h, 200 m3/h); and
(vi) the orientation (south, east, west). 	 •11,
All the variations were studied for three different UK (Kew, London) weather conditions: a
cloudy winter's day, a sunny winter's day, and a sunny summer's day (Appendix B). The
study concentrated on the influence of the design variations on the heating energy demand
of the living-room, and on the peak air temperatures in the conservatory (see IR2).
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2.3.3 Alternative algorithms
The programs ESP and HTB2 were used for the study and the following alternative thermal
models of the glazings were examined.
(i) The variable U-value approach of ESP (Uv); and
(ii) the rigorous transparent multi-layer construction (TMC) approach of ESP and
HTB2.
These have been fully explained in section 2.2.
Two possible internal shortwave radiation distribution models were studied in association
with the thermal models of glazing. Since neither of the programs (ESP or HTB2) calcu-
lated the internal direct radiation distribution (in the conservatory), and since the User
Manuals gave little guidance on appropriate values to use, approximate assumptions were
necessary.
(i) In the first approach, all the direct radiation was assigned to the conservatory floor
(no interzonal radiation transfer). The diffuse radiation and the reflected direct ra-
diation was distributed among all the internal conservatory surfaces in an area
weighted manner. This approach was chosen, since for nearly all locations, seasons
and times of day a great portion of the solar radiation will strike the conservatory
floor. This model was given the symbol Lf.).
In the second approach, the radiation was distributed in an area weighted way be-
tween the conservatory floor, the partition (common) wall, the partition (common)
window, and (in the case of HTB2 to consider interzonal radiation transfer) to the
adjacent living-room floor (Fig. 2.6). The diffuse radiation and the reflected direct
radiation was distributed among all the internal surfaces.
Figure 2.6:
Internal solar distribution in the
conservatory and adjacent space.
4
conservatory
NI, 4
4 partition window
MMIMII
partition wall
floor
This radiation distribution was chosen, because it represents approximately the situ-
ation at noon, which is the time of the highest radiation intensity. Since ESP permits
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the definition of just three internal surfaces to receive direct radiation, the radiation
split was limited to three components. This model was given the symbol (_tr).
Both models differ in their treatment of interzonal radiation transfer, it is not modelled by
the first (2) approach, but is approximately considered by the second (_tr) approach. The
second model also has a more detailed solar distribution in the conservatory.
A third model was introduced later for a single study to investigate the particular effect of
the solar distribution within one space (only for HTB2).
(iii)
 
The radiation was distributed between the conservatory floor, the partition
(common) wall and partition (common) window using an area weighting algorithm.
The diffuse radiation and the reflected direct radiation was distributed among all in-
ternal surfaces. This model was given the symbol Ld).
All three approaches for the solar distribution are approximate models with the following
limitations.
• The solar distribution split is fixed (the dependency of internal distribution on the
sun position is neglected).
• Re-transmission of the direct radiation is not considered.
• The programs predict the distribution of the diffuse radiation based on an approxi-
mate area-weighting algorithm; the accurate geometrical relations (view factors) are
neglected.
• Only the first reflection of the direct radiation is considered (higher-order reflections
are neglected).
The programs ESP and HTB2 were comparable provided they both had distribution models
(I) or Ltr). However, two main differences could not be avoided.
ESP considers the bacldoss of diffuse reflected radiation, while HTB2 distributes the
reflected radiation around all the internal surfaces. In neither model is radiation lost
to the outside.
ESP calculates the interzonal radiation transfer internally .and considers the direct- as
well as the diffuse- interzonal radiation transmission. For HTB2, the portion of in-
terzonal transmitted direct radiation can be specified by the user, however, diffuse
interzonal transmission can not be modelled.
It is worth noting, that ESP offers a more detailed time-dependent treatment of solar distri-
bution (ESP-INS), however, there are program limitations, which diminish its application
for conservatories. This limitations are discussed in detail in Chapter 8 (section 8.2).
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2.3.4 Predicted differences between the thermal models of glazing
As in the previous study (section 2.2), the different window modelling techniques influenced
the results in a significant manner. However, the inconsistencies were now much more pro-
nounced. There were not only clear disagreements in the absolute values of energy demand
and internal temperature, but also in the predicted design trends. This is important, since in
building design applications, DSMs are used primarily to guide the user towards an opti-
mum solution.
Different trends occurred for the heating energy demand of the room (and the peak air tem-
perature in the conservatory) as the conservatory glazing type (Fig. 2.7), the partition win-
dow area (Fig. 2.8) and the partition window type were varied. For example, on a sunny
winter's day ESP_TMC_tr produced the lowest energy demand for a single glazed conser-
vatory, while ESP_Uv_tr predicted nearly no differences as the conservatory window type
changed. HTB2_TMC_tr predicted the lowest energy demand for low-emittance conserva-
tory glazing (Fig. 2.7).
Figure 2.7:
Variation of the daily heating energy de•
mand of the room on a sunny winter's day as
the conservatory window type is varied.
2.3.5 Predicted differences between the solar distribution models
As expected, the simulation results were very sensitive to the different solar distribution
approaches. The trends predicted by the simplified approach (f), which did not consider
interzonal radiation transfer, differed in most cases from the trends predicted by the detailed
approach (_tr). For example, on a sunny winter's day the detailed approach (_tr) indicated
the lowest energy demand for a large partition window (14 m 2), whereas the simplified ap-
proach Cf) calculated the lowest energy demand for a total opaque partition (0 m 2; no par-
tition window) (Fig. 2.8).
The absolute energy demand predictions for the large partition window (14 m 2
 in Fig. 2.8)
varied from 2 kWh to 17 kWh depending on the solar distribution model used. This is a
very large variation.
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Figure 2.8:
Variation of the daily heating energy
demand of the room on a sunny winter's
day as the partition window area is
varied.
The daily energy demand of the base-case building with the attached conservatory was also
compared with an arrangement in which the external wall had a double glazed 7 m 2 external
window and no conservatory (case "no cons" in Fig. 2.9). Thus, the impact of a conserva-
tory on the energy demand of the room (to which it is attached) could be studied. The dif-
ferent solar distribution models predicted quite different outcomes. While the detailed mod-
els (_tr) indicated a lower energy demand for the living-room with conservatory, the simpli-
fied models Lf.) indicated an energy increase (Fig. 2.9)!
16
CI no cons.
14 o	 tr
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Figure 2.9:
Daily heating energy demand of a living-room
with and without a conservatory on a sunny win-
ter's day. The case "no cons." describes the living-
room without a conservatory but with a double
glaz- ed, 7m2 external window. The cases "f" and
"Jr" represent different solar distribution ap-
proaches for the living-room with the conserva-
tory.
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For all the buildings on clear days (sunny winter's or sunny summer's days) the predicted
variabilities in peak conservatory temperatures due to the different solar distribution models
were pronounced. Irrespective of the building variation, the differences were more than
10%. On a sunny winter's day the predicted peak temperatures in the single glazed conser-
vatory varied by about 7 K between 21°C (ESP_Uv_tr) and 28°C (ESP_Uvi). The total
variation, due to different programs, thermal models of glazing and different solar distribu-
tion models was 9 K (Fig. 2.10).
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Figure 2.10:
Variation of the peak air temperatures
in the single glazed conservatory on a
sunny winter's day as the partition win-
dow area is varied.
The solar distribution methods (f and _tr) differed in the modelling of the interzonal radia-
tion transfer and the solar distribution in the conservatory (section 2.3.3). It was therefore
not possible to attribute the predicted variabilities to one of these aspects. In a single study
the thermal consequences of the solar radiation split within one zone was therefore investi-
gated. An additional solar distribution model was introduced (_d) which considered the
same radiation split in the conservatory as the Ur) model, but no interzonal radiation
transfer. In this study the predicted room energy demands (Fig. 2.11) were compared for
different partition window areas.
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Figure 2.11:
Variation of the daily heating energy
demand in the room on a sunny win-
ter's day as the partition window area is
varied. The model (_d) describes a de-
tailed solar distribution within the con-
servatory, but without interzonal radia-
tion transfer.
The trend produced by the (_d) method lies approximately mid-way between the trends for
the other two methods (Fig. 2.11). It was therefore concluded, that both effects (interzonal
radiation transfer and radiation split) have similar effects on the predicted heating demand of
the room.
2.3.6 Predicted differences between the DSMs
Generally, ESP and HTB2 produced similar design trends for the same thermal model of
glazing (TMC) and solar distribution model. One exception, however, was for the daily en.
ergy demand as the conservatory window type was varied (Fig. 2.7). Here, the
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HTB2_tmc_tr specification indicated a minimum energy demand for low-emittance glazing,
whereas ESP_tmc_tr indicated a minimum energy demand for single glazing. These differ-
ences can only be explained by second order differences in the algorithms for solar distribu-
tion and thermal glazing modelling. It is probable, that these include difference in: the dif-
fuse interzonal radiation transfer; the distribution and bacldoss of diffuse radiation; and the
treatment of internal reflections. The TMC glazing models differ mainly in their treatment of
the internal and external surface convection coefficients. This is also likely to have a big im-
pact on predictions.
2.3.7 Discussion of solar distribution models
The sensitivity of the predicted energy demands and peak conservatory temperatures to the
solar distribution models was pronounced. The programs produced not only marked vari-
ations in the absolute predictions, but serious differences in the trends for important design
aspects of the building. The predicted differences were mainly attributed to the interzonal
radiation transfer and the radiation split within the conservatory.
However, other aspects, such as the treatment of the diffuse radiation, internal reflections
and radiation backloss, were also felt to be important. The programs used, ESP and HTB2,
considered these aspects only approximately.
(i)
 
The radiation splits within the conservatory were crude approximations and treated as
being fixed. The position of the sunpatch as a function of time was not considered.
This also affects the calculated interzonal radiation transfer between the conservatory
and the adjacent room.
None of the programs accurately considered the problem of radiation loss (by re-
transmission of the direct beam or backloss of reflected radiation). However, it is
probable that radiation loss is very important when a conservatory (or other highly
glazed spaces) is modelled.
Thus, credible design conclusions for a test building with a conservatory cannot be derived
from the DSMs used.
The above considerations clearly demonstrate the need of more accurate solar distribution
_
models if highly glazed spaces are to be simulate. These could also be useful for investiga-
tion the particular effect of interzonal radiation transfer and radiation loss more closely (see
Chapter 8).
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2.4 COMPARISON OF SOLAR MODELS OF GLAZING
The forgoing studies demonstrated the differences and weaknesses in the thermal models of
glazing and internal solar distribution models in the DSMs. In the first study, the impact of
the window algorithms was mainly attributed to their thermal effect and therefore to their
effect on the heat loss. However, the solar radiation energy transport through a window is
also important. In fact, the solar radiation energy transport can become a predominant issue,
especially as glazing areas and the levels of insulation in the opaque elements increases.
As noted in section 2.3.1, the programs ESP, HTB2 and SERI-RES use quite similar ap-
proaches for the direct (and to a certain extent diffuse) radiation transfer through clear
glazings. An investigation has shown that the predicted direct transmittance values of a 4
mm glass pane (considering different incidence angles of radiation), and therefore the pre-
dicted radiation energy flows through the glass pane, were nearly the same for all three
programs. In addition, the predicted transmittance values and energy flows agreed very well
with exact analytically obtained values (Parand and Lomas 1988).
It was assumed, that the exact treatment of the radiation transfer by DSMs was limited to
clear glass and direct radiation only. There were obviously big differences in the treatment
diffuse radiation, special (tinted or coated) glazing, and glazings with shading devices. This
was felt to be important in the passive solar design of dwellings where low-emittance glaz-
ing is used to reduce the heat loss through the large glazed areas. Coated or tinted solar
control glazings, as well as shading devices, are increasingly popular in commercial build-
ings, atria and conservatories. It was also felt, that the importance of diffuse radiation in-
creases as the glazing areas increase.
The programs ESP, HTB2 and SERI-RES were reviewed to identify the main weaknesses
in their solar models of glazing, with a special focus on their modelling capabilities for spe-
cial glazings and shading devices. In addition, the treatment of solar radiation energy gains
in simplified, quasi-stationary (empirical), calculation models (BREDEM (Anderson et al.
1985); ASHRAE Handbook 1981; CIBSE Guide 1986; WarmeschutzVO, 1993; DIN 4108,
1981; DIN 4701, 1983; VDI 2078, 1977) was also studied.
It should be noted that the review and improvement of quasi-stationary models was not
planned at the beginning of the project (see section 1.4). But work on these models was
useful, since the improvements made to the solar models of glazing (which resulted in an
improvement of glazing properties) could also be transferable to quasi-stationary calcula-
tions. Besides, as an alternative to detailed simulations, quasi-stationary calculation models
are often used to assess the performance of highly glazed spaces.
As a result of the theoretical review, the following areas of weakness were recognised.
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2.4.1 Diffuse radiation transfer
While DSMs often use complex anisotropic sky models to calculate the diffuse radiation in-
cident on external glazings, they treat the diffuse radiation transfer through the glazings very
roughly. Normally, the value of the direct transmittance at an average incidence angle of
about 60 0 is recommended as the diffuse transmittance (ASHRAE 1981). This value results
from theoretical investigations of the radiation conditions on vertical glazing and considers
the transmission behaviour of clear glass under isotropic sky conditions (Hottel and Woertz
1942). In the case of non-vertical windows, real sky conditions, or special (coated or tinted)
glazing the corresponding value is generally unknown and the simplified assumption leads to
inaccuracies.
SERI-RES calculates the diffuse transmittance using an equivalent incidence angle of 60° as
recommended by ASHRAE, ESP uses 51° and HTB2 leaves the definition to the user (but
no recommendations are given).
The diffuse transmittance of clear double glazing (2 x 6 mm clear glass panes) for an
equivalent incidence angle of 60° (as used by SERI-RES) is about 0.48. The corresponding
value for an equivalent incidence angle of 51° (as used by ESP) is about 0.54. Thus, the
diffuse radiation energy flow through the glazing, as predicted by SERI-RES and ESP, dif-
fers by more than 10%.
Simple calculations can show that the inaccuracy in the predicted radiation energy flow
through a glazing, due to a mistake in the diffuse transmittance of 10%, is comparable to
the heat flow through a traditional wall in winter! For example, a 10% error in the trans-
mission of diffuse radiation with an intensity of 200 W/m2 produces an error in the calcu-
lated energy flow of 20 W/m2. This corresponds to the energy flow through a wall with an
U-value of 1 W/m2K when the temperature difference between inside and outside is 20 K.
Such an error may not be important in modestly glazed spaces (where glazing areas are
small in comparison to the total space envelope). However, it is certainly important in highly
glazed spaces, (where the glazed areas can be much larger than the opaque areas).
It is probable, that the thermal conditions in a highly glazed space on cloudy days depends
mainly on the amount of diffuse radiation energy entering the sp,ace. Thus, any inaccuracy in
the prediction of the diffuse radiation transfer will lead directly to inaccurate simulation re-
sults. Since more accurate values for the diffuse transmittance were not available at the be-
ginning of this work, the thermal consequences of the simplified treatments could not be in-
vestigated. This was done as part of the new model development process (Chapter 4).
2.4.2 Radiation transfer through special glazing
DSMs normally consider the direct radiation transfer through glazings very accurately be-
cause this phenomenon is known to have a big influence on thermal performance. Simple
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(quasi-stationary) models may need one characterising value for the transmittance and ab-
sorptance of the radiation, but DSMs normally use the incidence angle dependent values.
ESP and HTB2 rely on the program user to supply the incidence angle dependent transmit-
tance and absorptance properties for each window. In the case of clear glazing these values
are either well known or can be easily calculated (based on the Fresnel equations) (DIN
1349, 1972). For special glazing however (coated low-emittance glazing, sun-reflective so-
lar control glazing, absorbing tinted glazing) these values are normally unknown. SERI-RES
generates the incidence angle dependent glazing properties internally based on the refraction
and extinction indices of the glazings (a similar approach is used by TRNSYS). However,
the calculation is limited to only four glazing layers, all of which must have the same prop-
erties. In addition, the calculation is only valid for clear glazing.
If the angle dependent properties of clear glazing are assumed to be true for special glazing,
the radiation transfer is described quite accurately up to an incidence angle of about 40 0, but
for higher incidence angles - which is the normal case in Europe - the assumption may only
be a rough approximation. This was inferred from the incidence angle dependent transmit-
tance curve shapes for special glazing presented by Tschegg et al. (1984).
Figure 2.12:
Incidence angle dependent relative transmit-
tance curve shapes of special glazings pre-
sented by Tschegg et al. (1984). The curves
are not related to particular glazing types.
The relative transmittance is the ratio be-
- tween an actual transmittance value at a
particular angle of incidence and the trans-
mittance at normal incidence.
The assumption that conventional properties apply to special glazings is likely to lead to in-
accurate predictions of heating and cooling power, energy demands and internal tempera-
tures.
2.43 Total solar energy transmittance
Most window producers present fixed total solar energy transmittance values in the same
way as fixed U-values are often quoted for glazings. These are used in some DSMs (e.g.
ZB-SIMULAP) or in quasi-stationary calculations of cooling or heating demands (e.g.
ASHRAE Handbook 1981; CIBSE Guide 1986 etc.). They are widely used in many inter-
national standards. However, the total solar energy transmittance in particular, is not a fixel
property but highly dependent on the time and season. There is also a dependency on the
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location, orientation and the inclination of the window surface. These aspects are generally
neglected (DIN 67507, 1980). Since the total solar energy transmittance also depends on
the specific transmittance characteristic of the glazing, there is a high dependency on the
glazing type (which is particularly important for special glazing). To improve the calculation
possibilities it was felt to be important to produce new effective window statements, which
consider the time-dependent changes of the properties using an appropriate averaging
method.
2.4.4 The radiation transfer through slat-type blinds
The most effective way to reduce the solar load on windows is to intercept direct radiation
from the sun using internal or external sunshades. External and internal slat-type blinds
(such as venetian blinds) are the most frequently used sun protection devices.
While there are well known calculation methods for the shading effects of frames, side fines,
overhang and obstructions (sky line) (Rodriguez et al. 1988; Rodriguez and Alvarez 1991)
which are implemented in many programs (ESP, HTB2, SERIRES) there are no calculation
principles for external or internal slat-type blinds. There is also no possibility of simulating
blind systems dynamically. SERI-RES offers the possibility to define shading factors, which
may be scheduled hour-by-hour. ESP and HTB2 permit the definition and scheduling of
glazing properties, which can be used to implicitly consider the time-dependent solar shad-
ing effect of blinds. But, unfortunately, these quantities are generally unknown.
The available fixed standard shading factors (ASHRAE Handbook 1981; CEBSE-Guide
1986; DIN 4108, 1981; VDI 2078, 1977) do not take account of specific blind systems or
locations. Moreover, they do not distinguish between the net-reductions in the different ra-
diation components (transmitted or absorbed, direct or diffuse). These are usually needed by
DSMs. These problems lead to a very unsatisfactory situation in the case of highly glazed
spaces with slat-type blinds, since the inside climate depends fundamentally on the amount
of solar radiation entering the room.
2.5 MODELLING OF TEMPERATURE STRATIFICATION AND
VENTILATION IN HIGHLY GLAZED SPACES -
Till now, the discussion of model weaknesses in predicting the thermal performance of
highly glazed spaces has concentrated on issues of window modelling and solar radiation
gains. However, there are other modelling problems, which can be neglected for typical
modestly glazed buildings, but which gain importance, when highly glazed spaces are to be
simulate.
• Temperature stratification is frequently encountered in high glazed halls or in other
tall spaces, where warm air rises to the roof space. Stratification could also be estab-
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lished in small highly glazed spaces like conservatories (Hofmann 1981). However,
there are little or no statements found in the literature, which defuied the quantity of
stratification for certain situations or explained the thermal impact of stratification on
heating (or cooling) load predictions or on comfort assessments. Since stratification de-
pends on the air-flow within one space, the problem of modelling stratification leads to
the modelling of air-flow.
• Highly glazed spaces are often cooled by using natural ventilation to solve or reduce
overheating problems. When DSMs are used to design a cooling system for halls of
considerable height (like glazed atria), the modelling of displacement ventilation (natural
ventilation based on the stack effect) is known to be an important issue (Borresen and
Harsem 1991).
• The solar pre-heated air of conservatories (or atria) can be used to ventilate the parent
building, which is called "solar pre-heating of ventilation air" (SPV). This problem re-
quires the simulation of interzonal air-flow (see Baker 1985).
In short, single studies the possibility of modelling temperature stratification and ventilation
was investigated. This was done with the programs ESP, using the existing air-flow calcu-
lation possibilities of ESP-AIR (now called ESP-MFS, mass flow solver), and with HTB2,
which permits the parting of a room into a number of fictitious air-spaces. It proved possi-
ble to consider forced ventilation effects, like wind-driven air-flow, stack effect (forced
convection) or mechanical ventilation. Within these calculations temperature stratification in
highly glazed rooms (high atria or conservatory) can be considered (see also McLean 1988;
Hensen 1991; Hensen et al. 1991). It is also possible to model interzonal air-flow. In con-
trast, convection, based on temperature differences within one room, cannot be modelled.
The buoyant flows depend on the interaction of many complex boundary conditions and can
mathematically only be solved within special computational fluid dynamic programs (CFD).
In small spaces with low air-flow rates, e.g. domestic conservatories in winter, the tempera-
ture stratification depends mainly on free convection and cannot therefore be considered in
today's DSMs.
2.6 IDENTIFIED AREAS OF WEAKNESS
The following four areas of weakness in DSMs for predicting the thermal environment in
highly glazed spaces were identified by inter-model comparisons and a theoretical review of
existing modelling capabilities. They were felt to be the main issues for further investiga-
tions, development of new algorithms, and model implementations.
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(i)
	
Thermal models of glazing (modelling of heat transfer through glazing)
The weakness of simplified U-value models for windows has been shown. However,
since more rigorous transparent multi-layer construction approaches are already
available in state of the art DSMs, further improvements are mainly necessary in the
area of internal and external convective surface coefficients; external longwave
(infrared) radiation energy losses and detailed calculations of the energy transport
through air cavities.
Solar models of glazing (modelling of solar energy gains)
The solar radiation transport through windows is normally considered very accu-
rately. However there are modelling weaknesses in the following areas:
- the transmittance and absorptance of diffuse radiation;
- glazing transmission properties for special (coated or tinted glazing);
- models of internal and external slat-type blinds; and
- the total solar energy transmittance used by simpler calculation models.
(iii) Internal solar distribution
The methods used for solar distribution within DSMs are quite different. Although
general statements about modelling capabilities are difficult to make, the following
important modelling aspects were found to be neglected or not fully developed:
- the dependence of the solar distribution on the sun-position and therefore on time
and season;
- the immediate re-transmission of direct and diffuse radiation to the outside;
- interzonal radiation transfer of direct and diffuse radiation;
- the backloss of reflected radiation to the outside;
- considerations of internal multi-reflections (higher-order reflections); and
- accurate considerations of geometric conditions (view factors).
(iv) Temperature stratification and natural convection (buoyant air-flow)
The problem of temperature stratification is closely related to the problem of air-
flow within one space. Although some DSMs permit the separation of one zone in
more than one air-space, the air-flow due to natural (buoyant) convection cannot be
explicitly modelled.
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CHAPTER 3
DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF NEW ALGORITHMS
3.1 FOCUS OF WORK
The previous Chapter indicated the key aspects for further investigations, development of
new algorithms and model implementations. These were summarised in four groups: (i) the
thermal glazing models; (ii) the solar glazing models; (iii) the internal solar distribution; and
(iv) temperature stratification and natural convection. It was impossible for one worker to
cover the complete range of these problems within the available resources. It was therefore
necessary to decide, which problems were of most importance and best suited for investiga-
tions in this research. This led to the decision to focus on all aspects of the shortwave radia-
tion transfer into the room and its distribution to internal surfaces or adjacent spaces
(aspects (ii) and (iii)).
The decision was based on the following considerations.
• In Chapter 2, the weakness of modelling window conduction has been attributed to the
inaccuracies in the surface coefficients. The surface coefficients were shown to be pri-
marily important with poorly-insulation (single) glazing. The influence of the surface
coefficients on the calculated heat transfer through double or heat-protective (low-
emittance) glazing was shown to be less important. Today, in many countries strong
heat-protection standards prescribe highly-insulation glazings for buildings. For exam-
ple, the future German building regulations (WarmeschutzVO 1993) will prescribe for
glazing U-values lower than 1.9 W/m2K. The prescribed insulation standard for glazing
will increase as the glazing area increases. Therefore, it was concluded, that the im-
provement of surface coefficients should not be object of this work, since it is not of
primary importance in predictions produced for modern, high-insulated, highly glazed
spaces. Furthermore, studies elsewhere have shown that internal surface coefficients
have a small impact on peak air temperatures and thermal comfort in typical domestic
scale buildings (Lomas and Mardaljevic 1990).
• While the surface coefficients lose importance as the insulation standard of a building
increases, the solar radiation energy gains through the windows become more impor-
tant. In modern high-insulated buildings, where U-values lower than 0.3 W/m 2K are
typical, the solar heat gains have a large impact on the thermal conditions of a room.
Any inaccuracy in the calculated solar heat gains directly influences the predictions of
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heating energy demands and internal temperatures. Since the insulation standard of
buildings is likely to increase, the significance of solar radiation aspects will also in-
crease.
• The aspects of shortwave radiation can be improved by a rigorous application of known
physical theory. Because of available resources there was a preference for theoretically
orientated rather than experimentally based work. This also excluded empirical investi-
gations of internal and external convection coefficients, measurements of convection in
air cavities and experimental examinations of temperature stratification and air move-
ment. These aspects are objects .of a great deal of effort at other places (Linden et al.
1990; Khalifa and Marshall 1990).
• Any theoretical consideration of air movement or convection coefficients would lead to
work, which would require a fundamental study of air flow algorithms. This would lead
away from the central theme of highly glazed spaces.
• All aspects of shortwave radiation within buildings can be calculated separately in
standalone computer modules or in pre-processing programs, which produce the input
values for DSMs. The calculation need not necessarily be fully integrated into the ther-
mal simulation. Standalone computer modules offer the big advantage, that they can be
used in connection with any DSM. The benefits of the improved calculation models
would not therefore be restricted to one single DSM. The work would therefore have
the widest possible applicability.
The different aspects of solar glazing models and solar distribution were divided into five
main problem areas and each is treated in separate Chapters.
1. Diffuse radiation transfer (Chapter 4).
2. Radiation transfer through special glazing (Chapter 5).
3. Total solar energy transmittance (Chapter 6).
4. Radiation transfer through slat-type blinds (Chapter 7).
5. Internal solar radiation distribution (Chapter 8).
The sequence of the Chapters is not determined by their relative importance, but rather by
the sequence which permits the clearest explanation of these interrelated studies.
3.2 PROGRAMS FOR MODEL IMPLEMENTATIONS
As indicated in the previous section, the improvement of shortwave radiation aspects can be
done by standalone computer modules or by pre-processing programs. These will produce
the input values for DSMs. This is especially important, since the choice of the best DSM
for model implementations and model improvements is difficult. Considering the quick de-
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velopments in the area of computer technology, it is impossible to make predictions regard-
ing future DSMs. There is no doubt that their appearance will be quite different and that
their power, and their features on offer, will be much larger than at present. Since it is not
yet clear, which of todays DSMs will be developed further and therefore of future interest,
it seems to be much more appropriate to realise program implementations which are inde-
pendent of a specific DSM. In addition, there is a general move towards object oriented
programs (energy kernel system (see Clark and Mayer 1991)), and modular programs (e.g.
TRNSYS (Klein et al. 1988)), in which different elements are linked to create whole sys-
tems. Standalone pre-processing programs will be usable by the (modular) programs of the
future.
It was decided to realise the different aspects of solar glazing transmission in separate
modules within one pre-processing program, which was later called GLSIM (GLazing
SIMulator). The solar distribution problem was also realised in a standalone computer
module, which was called SUNSIM (SUN SIMulator).
In principle, these modules can be linked to any DSM. In this work, however, it was not
possible to make links to various DSMs for the following reasons.
(0 Since DSMs differ considerably in their input structure and the level of detail of the
needed data, the production of universally valid input data was impossible. It was
therefore necessary to find appropriate solutions, which meet the requirement of a
wider range of DSMs. In extreme cases, the concentration on the need of one DSM
appeared to be necessary.
00 The coupling of the solar distribution module SUNSIM with the thermal processor
required a specific interface, which could not be achieved without modifications of the
connected DSM.
The testing and demonstration of model consequences and the application of the improved
models on the investigation of highly glazed spaces required only one DSM to be used. To
choose the DSM which is best suitable for code modification and to demonstrate the links
different program source codes were studied. This led to the decision to focus on the pro-
gram HTB2 (Lewis and Alexander 1985), which was developed at the Welsh school of Ar-
chitecture in Cardiff. The decision was based on the following -considerations.
• HTB2 was developed as a research tool rather than a design tool. It can operate at very
small time-steps and its source code can easily be modified (e.g. there are five special
ziproutines for user alterations and extensions). HTB2 has been written in a modular
format in which each sub-system has been isolated and localised in specific subroutines.
In addition, the programming has been made as explicit as possible to enable the internal
operation to be easily understood. It is well documented both internally and in the man-
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ual The suitability of HTB2 for model implementation and modification has been clearly
shown on the basis of side-studies conducted during this work (Pfrommer 1994a).
• HTB2 treats glazing as a transparent multi-layered constructions (TMC), which was
shown in section 2.2 to be an important feature.
• HTB2 relies on the program user to supply the incidence angle dependent transmittance
and absorptance values for each individual window (i.e. these are not calculated inter-
nally). In addition, the transmittance and absorptance values for diffuse radiation are
specified explicitly (they are not calculated internally assuming the same values for di-
rect radiation at a particular angle). This simplifies any link to a pre-processing program,
which calculates these values.
• In H1'B2 the user can appoint an unlimited number of internal surfaces to receive direct
radiation. Moreover, the internal radiation splitting can be time-scheduled. HTB2 is
therefore suitable for modelling very detailed time-varying internal solar radiation distri-
butions. Since the distributions can be specified by the user, HTB2 is also suitable for
comparing different radiation distributions.
• HTB2 permits the division of a room into different air spaces without interruption of the
internal longwave (infrared) radiation exchange. It is therefore possible to consider more
than one air node in a space. This was not important in this research but for the simula-
tion of temperature stratification (perhaps by other researchers) this is valuable.
• HTB2 was considered within the Applicability Study (Lomas et al. 1989) and the LEA
21C/12B Empirical Validation exercise (Bloomfield et al. 1993). Neither study provided
evidence to indicate that HTB2 would be unreliable when used in this research.
HTB2 is a non-geometric, multi-zonal model. A building consists of a series of spaces
linked to each other and to the outside by walls, windows and ventilation paths. This build-
ing is driven by external climate, by heating systems, operating under control systems, and
by incident heat sources. HTB2 is designed for simulating the thermal performance of en-
ergy efficient occupied buildings. In order to achieve this, HTB2 provides detailed algo-
rithms for convective and radiant gains and exchanges and a flexible way of specifying op-
eration schedules.
HTB2 is written in a standard language, FORTRAN 77, with a minimum of machine de-
pendent features so that it should be portable between machines with a minimum of modifi-
cations. Nevertheless, the basic HTB2 version used within this work was intended for a
desk top workstation (UNIX computer system). Therefore, all program development, code
modification, validation and application work was done under UNIX. However, the new in-
dependent program modules are additionally provided for personal computers (DOS corn-
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puter systems). It is worth notable, that the latest HTB2 version is also available for per-
sonal computers (DOS computer systems) (Alexander 1993).
3.3 VALIDATION AND SENSITIVITY STUDIES
Because the work was theoretically based and aimed at developing separate pre-processing
modules, each module was validated, as far as possible, in isolation. Similarly, the impact of
apply each module to real design situations was assessed separately. The investigations were
done as part of the model development process and are therefore described in the appropri-
ate Chapter.
There are three main evaluation techniques for energy simulation programs (Judkoff 1988).
These techniques can be applied to program modules, which deal with only a part of the
simulation process:
1) Empirical Validation in which calculated results from the program are compared to
monitored data from real buildings, or intermediate results from an algorithm or sub-
routine are compared to laboratory (or field) data.
2) Analytical Verification in which the output from a program, subroutine, or algorithm
is compared to the result from known analytical solutions. This is applicable to isolated
physical mechanisms tested under very simple boundary conditions.
3) Intermodel Comparisons in which a program is compared to other programs, which
include different, or more detailed physical approaches, or which have been more rigor-
ously validated. A program may also be compared to alternative (or earlier) versions of
itself.
Each of these approaches has different strength and weaknesses (Judkoff 1988), which are
not discussed here. The model development process required the use of all three methods.
Analytical Verification is the most obvious way of validating separate algorithms or pro-
gram modules, since the correct analytical solution can often be derived and compared with
the program's results. This way the correct implementation of a theory can be tested. This
was on principle immediately done during the coding process. The analytical verification
work is therefore not always fully described.
Empirical Validation was applied, when comparative measurement values were available.
Unfortunately, this was not always the case.
Intermodel Comparisons were rarely possible, since the developed modules were improve-
ments and therefore without comparable counterpart. However, in one case, there were
useful comparisons possible with programs, which use different, but comparatively accurate
physical approaches for application in a different domain: daylight programs, which use a
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rigorous ray tracing calculation technique for solar radiation problems, could be used as
references for the radiation transfer through blind systems.
Sensitivity analyses seek to determine the total uncertainty in the model predictions due to
the uncertainty in individual internal program algorithms or input parameters. Because the
models are so complex, there is no simple (analytical) way of relating output uncertainty to
the net-uncertainty of particular algorithms or uncertainties in input parameters. Therefore,
all errors must be propagated numerically through the models themselves to establish the
total error in the predictions (Lomas and Bowman 1988). The impact of the newly devel-
oped algorithms and the newly produced input values was therefore investigated in sensitiv-
ity studies using realistic situations. This also led to guidance, about when a more accurate
treatment of a phenomenon is necessary, or how big the error potential will be when a
simplified approach is used. The effect of the new algorithms were also judged by rerunning
some of the simulations undertaken in the previous studies (Chapter 2).
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DIFFUSE RADIATION TRANSFER
4.1 INTRODUCTION
It is probable, that the thermal conditions in highly glazed spaces depend significantly on the
amount of diffuse radiation entering the space. It has been indicated in Chapter 2 (section
2.4.1) that DSMs use different methods to calculate the diffuse radiation transfer through
glazings. Therefore, this Chapter investigates the diffuse radiation transfer through &zings
in detail.
The diffuse radiation onto a plane consists of the radiation from the sky, ground and sur-
roundings. Each radiation portion has a different average incidence angle and intensity. Its
transmittance through glazings depends on its incidence angle. The ratio of the total diffuse
transmitted radiation energy to the total incident diffuse radiation energy describes the dif-
fuse transmittance tf Similarly, the ratio of the total absorbed diffuse radiation and the total
incident diffuse radiation describes the diffuse absorptance af Often the diffuse transmit-
tance is presented in terms of the equivalent incidence angle O f such that, for the particular
glazing system t1 is equal to the transmittance of direct radiation at an incidence angle of Of
The following important factors affect the transmission of diffuse radiation into a room:
(i) the distribution of the sky radiation;
(ii) the ground reflected diffuse radiation;
(iii) the location, orientation and inclination angle of the window; and
(iv) the relationship between the incidence angle and the transmission or absorption for the
particular glazing system.
DSMs usually provide different algorithms to calculate the diffuse radiation energy inci-
dence on inclined surfaces from measured data of horizontal insolation. More simple pro-
grams use isotropic sky models (ISO), which assume that the diffuse insolation is uniformly
spread over the sky vault. However, many programs use complex anisotropic sky models to
take account of the detailed luminance distribution over the sky vault. There are different
anisotropic sky models available, for example Klucher's model (used by ESP), which treats
the diffuse insolation as the sum of a circumsolar term (which is added to the direct radia-
tion) and an isotropic term (ISO), or Hay's sky model (used by SERI-RES), which ap-
proximately considers clear and CIE-overcast sky conditions (see Hogan and Loxsom
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1981). All formulations are empirical simplifications, which permit a quick calculation dur-
ing the simulation run.
Although DSMs seek to calculate the radiation energy incidence on inclined surfaces very
accurately, they estimate the diffuse radiation transfer through glazings very roughly. No
program could be found, which considers aspects of sky radiation distribution in the predic-
tion of the diffuse radiation transmittance or absorptance. For example, SERI-RES uses the
value of the direct transmittance for an equivalent incidence angle of 60 0 , ESP uses 51° and
HTB2 leaves the definition of the diffuse transmittance and absorptance values to the user.
Normally, the value of the direct transmittance for an equivalent incidence angle of about
600 is recommended (ASHRAE 1981). This value results from theoretical investigations of
the radiation conditions on clear glass under hemispherical isotropic sky conditions (Hottel
and Woertz 1942). Since this value does not distinguish between the sky and ground diffuse
components, it only reflects the symmetric diffuse radiation situation on vertical or horizon-
tal surfaces (and isotropic sky conditions). In the cases of inclined windows (not vertical
and not horizontal), real day sky conditions, or special coated or tinted glazing the corre-
sponding value is generally unknown and the simplified assumption leads to inaccuracies.
Mole rigotous investigations have been conducted previously. These emphasised the weak-
ness of the conventional approach and introduced more detailed treatments.
• Tschegg et al. (1984) presented a simplified formulation, which relates the diffuse
transmittance to the incidence angle dependent transmittance curve of the direct radia-
tion. The curve defining the relationship between incidence angle 6 and the direct
transmittance t(0) is described as follows
(4.1)	 t(e)-e*[1-(1-coso)ci
where VI is the transmittance for normal incidence. Thus, the angular dependence of
transmittance is described by an empirical constant x, which usually lies between 2 and
5. The hemispherical diffuse transmittance T.!, is given by
(4.2)  	 lc*(c +3) I	 (ic +1)*(K + 2)
• A similar formulation was used by Rubin (1982) to represent the hemispherical diffuse
transmittance for special coated or tinted glazings. The incidence angle dependent
transmittance is defined by
(4.3)	 t(e) - co + ci * cos° + c2 scos2 0 + c3 cos3 0
where co, c1 etc. are the empirical coefficients, which describe a certain curve shape.
The hemispherical diffuse transmittance can be calculated from,
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(4.4)	 2	 1	 2t f m Co 4- — CI + — C2 4- — C3
3	 2	 5
In both formulations described above, the transmission behaviour of different glazing
systems can be approximately considered. However, both formulations are limited to the
isotropic sky conditions (ISO) and the affect of surface inclination is not considered.
• The diffuse transmittance on inclined (flat plate collector) glazing was investigated by
Brandemuehl and Beckmann (1979). They studied diffuse radiation incident on inclined
planes, and derived a solution, based on the inclination angle 1 of the collector cover
and the angular distribution of incident isotropic (ISO) diffuse radiation. They presented
simple quadratic correlations which describe closely the analytical solutions for collec-
tor-cover systems, whose refractive indices lie between 1.34 and 1.526 and which had
internal absorption extinction lengths of less than 0.0524. The equations distinguish
between the sky and ground radiation components. They relate the inclination angle of
the surface 1 to the equivalent beam radiation incidence angles 0j .,. (for diffuse ground
radiation) and 0 f sky (diffuse sky radiation):
(4.5a)	 614, .- 90 0 — 0.57881+0.00269312
(4.5b)	 Ofm, 59.68°— 0.13881+0.00149712
Unfortunately, the limits of the refractive and extinction coefficients excludes typical
window float glass panes. These usually have extinction coefficients of more than 0.02
1/mm and so the extinction length (product of extinction and thickness) for a 6 mm
glass pane is more than 0.12, which is clearly above the limiting value of 0.0524.
The actual approaches for the diffuse radiation transfer do either neglect the dependency of
the diffuse transmission on the surface inclination (since they do not distinguish between a
sky and ground radiation component), or the specific incidence angle dependent transmis-
sion behaviour of the glazing. None of the models considered real day sky and ground lumi-
nance distributions. Therefore, an improved calculation model has been developed, which
considers all these aspects. It was intended as a pre-processing model which predicts the
necessary glazing properties for diffuse radiation. The following sections deal with the the-
ory, the application and the thermal consequences of the new approach.
4.2 THEORY OF DIFFUSE RADIATION TRANSFER
To calculate the diffuse radiation energy incidence on inclined surfaces, DSMs use istropic
(ISO) or simplified anisotropic sky models (e.g. Klutcher's or Hay's model), which permit a
quick, approximate, calculation during the thermal simulation run (no time consuming nu-
merical procedures are necessary). The diffuse sky models are normally based on measured
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values of horizontal irradiation. The inaccuracy in the predicted radiation incidence in-
creases as the inclination angle (i.e. the angle between the surface normal and a vertical
plane) of the surfaces increases (Hogan and Loxsom 1981). It is greatest for vertical sur-
faces, but it is very small for low inclinations.
Although, an accurate calculation of the radiation transfer through glazings cannot correct
any inaccuracies in the predicted radiation energy incidence onto an inclined surface, it was
decided to calculate the radiation transfer through glazings as accurately as possible. The
use of accurate transfer properties, even in association with inaccurately predicted radiation
intensities, will produce more accurate results. Calculation time was not critical, since the
new computer model was intended to be a pre-processing module. Since numerical calcula-
tions were possible, the three-dimensional radiation conditions of the sky could be consid-
ered.
As described in section 4.1, the diffuse radiation onto a plane consists of the different radia-
tion portions from the sky, ground and surroundings. Every radiation portion has a different
incidence angle and intensity. The relation between the total diffuse transmitted radiation
energy to the total incident radiation describes the diffuse transmittance tf Similarly, the
relation between the total absorbed radiation to the total incident radiation describes the
diffuse absorptance af. The values implicitly take account on the incidence angle depend-
ency of the glazing properties and on the change of the radiation intensities due to the irra-
diation distribution. The diffuse transmittance Tf is calculated as follows,
i
L *cos(0)*T(0)*dcoP
(4.6)	 ,	 .,, f - 	5 
LP *cos(8)*dco
w
where T(0) is the transmittance for beam radiation, 0 the incidence angle, Lp the radiance of
a certain sky or ground point and co the spatial integration angle. The diffuse absorptance af
is calculated by replacing T(0) with a(0) in equation (4.6). Radiance is measured in terms of
radiation intensities (W/m 2sr) and is analogous to luminance (cd/m2) when light is being
considered. This is appropriate, since the standardised relative distributions of light in the
sky are also valid for radiation (DIN 5034, 1983).
In anisotropic sky models the radiance Lp
 is not a constant value but varies relative to the
sun or, in other models, the zenith. It also depends on the sun height and therefore on the
time of day. However, for the prediction of the diffuse radiation transfer properties, the ab-
solute radiance values are unimportant. Instead, normalised radiance distributions (relative
to the zenith radiance Lz of one) were considered. These could be derived from the standard
CIE clear and overcast sky models of DIN 5034 (1983).
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1. The radiance distribution of the overcast sky is rotationally-symmetric and independent
of the sun position. It is assumed to be brightest at the zenith and decreases from zenith
to horizon by a third. The distribution was introduced by Moon and Spencer (1942) and
standardised by the CIE (1955) and DIN 5034 (1983). A sky point with the height angle
hp above horizon has a normalised sky radiance L sky of
1+ 2* sin(hp)
Lsky ••• 3
The radiance of the ground L gr can be calculated by an analytical integration of the ra-
diation intensities on a horizontal plane (p gr is the ground reflectance) (see Aydinli
1981):
2.45*pgr(4.8)
	 Lgr g•
7C
2. The radiance distribution of the clear sky is determined by the position of the sun. It
shows a maximum brightness around the sun (circumsolar radiation) and near the hori-
zon. There is a minimum brightness in the northern hemisphere opposite the sun. Clear
skies are modelled with a complex formulation which considers the sun height h„, the
angle between the zenith and the sky point c and the angle between the sun position and
the sky point R (all angles in rad) (CIE 1973; DIN 5034, 1983):
[1- exp(-0.32 / cos €)]*[0.856 + 16* exp(-3*11) + 0.3*cos 2 p}(4.9)
	 Lsky 	 0.27385*f0.856 +16*exp[-3*(n/ 2 - 10]+ 0.3* cos 2 (n/ 2 - hs)}
The radiance of the ground depends directly on the zenith radiance and on the turbidity
of the atmosphere, which is described by the turbidity factor T. The turbidity represents
the ratio of the vertical optical thickness of the dull atmosphere to that of the clear at-
mosphere. The turbidity factor by Linke 11, is standardised in DIN 5034 (1983) (see also
Aydinli 1981). The relative ground radiance can be obtained as follows (sun height h, in
deg):
(4.7)
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Figure 4.1:
Cross-section through sky and ground vault.
Figure 4.2:
Coordinates and angles used to integrate the irra-
diation from the sky and ground vaults.
east
south
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f1.294 + 2.44174. 10-2 *h, —3.973.010-4*h/
(4.12)	 tat,„ - (0.506 —1.0788.010 -2 * TL
 )* +3.8034 .010 -6 *h: — 2.2145.010-8*h:
+5.8332*10-11*h:
Taw is the transmittance of the Raleigh-atmosphere for direct radiation and Ta t, a is the
total transmittance of the atmosphere inclusive the absorption in the air (Schulze 1970);
His the height above sea level in km.
Thus, the normalised sky radiance distributions L51 ,
 for overcast and clear skies and the
corresponding radiance of the ground Lgr can be derived from parameters, which are either
known (height above sea level I/), or which can be easily estimated (turbidity 71) or calcu-
lated (sun height hs). When the radiance Lp
 of a certain sky or ground point in equation
(4.6) is replaced by the radiances Lsky or Li,., the diffuse transmittance for the correspond-
ing sky models can be obtained.
Both sky models were considered within a new computer module GLSIM-DIF, which cal-
culates diffuse transmittance and absorptance values using equation (4.6). Since the inte-
grals could not be solved analytically, a numerical solution technique was applied. There-
fore, the sky (and ground) vault was divided into slices with a constant radius and inte-
grated along the slice angle and height angle t (Fig. 4.1 and 4.2).
zenith
nadir
zenith
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Noting that dco = sin(t) .g . dt and that the integrals are calculated by numerical summa-
tions, equation (4.6) becomes:
*cos(0)*sin()*T(0)*g* gP
(4.13)
ti - 
L,, cos(0)* sin()* g* At
The integration limits for the slice angle are constantly 0 and 7C. The height angle t is to
consider for the sky and ground vault separately. The integration limits for t vary with the
inclination angle of the window 1 (Fig. 4.1).
0 n	 n-n aE; Ls,*cos(0)*sin(t)*T(0)* g* At + 	 L thy * cos(0)*sin( ).1,..r(0)* At* At
(4.14) Tf M -9	 0 7t	 n-n n
22 Lsr *cos(0)*sin(t)* At* g + ; L thy * cos(0)*sin(t)* At* At
-ri 0
The radiances of the sky Lsky and ground L gr due to equations (4.7) to (4.12) depend on the
angles hp, e and R. These angles can be related to the integration angles and considering
the following geometrical conversions (see also Fig. 4.2):
(4.15a)	 hp . arcsin [sin( )* sin (t)]
(4.15b)	 az p . arctan [sin()* cos(t)/ cos(t)]
(4.150	 E I. 0.5*7t — hP
(4.15d)	 v - arccos [sin(h, )*cos(E) + cos(hs )*sin(E)* costa; — azpij
In equations (4.15) hp is the height angle of a certain sky point above horizon, azp is its
azimuth angle and azs is the azimuth angle of the sun. The incidence angle 0 of a radiation
portion is given by equation (4.16):
cos(hp
 )* cos(azp )* cos(0.5* rr — i)* cos(az„,) +
(4.16)	 0 - arccos cos(hp
 )*sin(azp )* cos(0. 5* rt — ri)*sin(azu, ) +
sin(hp)
 * sin(0. 5* rt — I")
where azw is the azimuth angle of the window surface. After substituting equations (4.15)
and (4.16) into (4.14) the last remaining unknown variable (only needed for clear sky simu-
lations) is the sun height hs. It is calculated by GLSIM-DIF in consideration of fundamental
astronomical relations found in DIN 5034 (1983).
When a window lies in the area of dense buildings (city centre) or in an area with a high ho-
rizon (e.g. in a valley), the influence of obstructions on the diffuse radiation transfer can be-
come considerable. Within GLSIM-DIF the problem was solved by changing the integration
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limits of the height angle assuming that the radiance of the obstructions corresponds to
that of the ground (see also IR3). This is appropriate as ground and buildings often have re-
flectances of similar amount e.g. 0.2.
The uncertainty in the predicted diffuse glazing transmittance and absorptance values de-
pends on the uncertainties of the sky models used. These were not investigated within this
work. The danger of programming errors lie mainly in the complicated trigonometric rela-
tions, which were carefully tested using plausibility cheques. These are not described here.
4.3 APPLICATION FOR THERMAL SIMULATIONS
The new program module GLSIM-DIF was developed as a pre-processing program, which
produces more accurate diffuse glazing properties. The program predicts the diffuse
transmittance and absorptance rather than equivalent incidence angles. The diffuse transmit-
tance and absorptance can be directly used as input values for DSMs. However, there are
important differences between the predicted diffuse glazing properties for overcast or clear
skies, which require program inputs at different level of detail.
In the following sections, the dependence of diffuse radiation properties on the sky condi-
tions are discussed. To exemplary demonstrate diffuse glazing properties, a clear double
glazing system consisting of two 6 mm glass panes (refractive index = 1.52; extinction co-
efficient = 0.025 1/mm) is used. The glazing has a transmittance for direct normal radiation
of 0.627.
4.3.1 Overcast sky conditions
On an overcast day the sky radiance depends only on the height of a sky point above the
horizon. It is for all directions the same and the relative relations are independent of the sun
position. The diffuse glazing properties are therefore only dependent on the surface inclina-
tion and ground reflectance (Fig. 4.3).
The dependence of the diffuse transmittance on the surface inclination is very pronounced.
The transmittance varies by 0.07 for clear double glazing (between 0.60 and 0.53, Fig. 4.3),
which leads to differences in the predicted diffuse radiation energy flows of more than 10%.
The variation of the diffuse absorptance is less important. It is not shown here.
The diffuse transmittance for overcast days can easily be considered by many DSMs, which
use one fixed value for the diffuse transmittance (and absorptance). A diagram was pro-
duced (by GLSIM-DIF), which shows the equivalent beam radiation incidence angle rather
than the diffuse transmittance values (Fig. 4.4). It can be used to derive the diffuse transmit-
tance for different clear glazing systems. It also shows, that the influence of the number of
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layers in the glazing is small. The curve for double glazing corresponds to that for triple
glazing.
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Figure 4.3:
Variation of the diffuse transmittance of
clear double glazing on an overcast day as
the surface inclination angle (90 0
 - vertical;
0° - horizontal) and ground reflectance is
varied. The direct normal transmittance of
the glazing is 0.627.
Figure 4.4:
Variation of the equivalent beam radiation
incidence angle on an overcast day as the
surface inclination angle (90° - vertical; 0° -
horizontal) and glazing type is varied
(ground reflectance = 0.2).
It is worth noting, that the equivalent incidence angle for the clear glazing systems varied
between 44° and 60 0 , which is for some circumstances very different from the value of 60°
recommended by ASHRAE 1981. However, the value for vertical glazings was about 59 0 ,
which corresponds well to the recommended value of 60°. Thus, the conventional diffuse
radiation treatment seems to represent the diffuse radiation conditions on vertical glazings
on overcast days.
The equivalent beam radiation incidence angles for the most important types of special
(tinted and coated) glazing and vertical windows are shown in Appendix C (see also
Chapter 5). The values vary from 56° to 63° which is considerable. A tilt correction had
been introduced, which can be used to approximate the diffuse transmittance for any given
inclination angle and glazing type (see Appendix C).
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Figure 4.5:
Hourly values for the diffuse transmittance
of a vertical clear double glazing on a clear
day (location: Kew; date: 21/3; ground re-
flectance = 0.2). The direct normal trans-
mittance of the glazing is 0.627.
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4.3.2 Clear sky conditions
Since the radiance of the clear sky depends on the sun position, the clear sky diffuse radia-
tion properties additionally depend on the time of day (Fig. 4.5). On sunny days, the bright-
ness of the sky is highest near the sun (circumsolar radiation). This leads to an effective in-
cidence angle of the diffuse radiation, which is comparable to that of the direct beam (i.e.
the diffuse transmittance of a vertical, south orientated glazing has a maximum at noon,
when the solar radiation incidence angle is smallest).
transmittance
Although some DSMs permit a hourly scheduling of glazing properties (e.g. HTB2), the use
of this facility could mean an unpractically high input effort (especially in the case of annual
simulations). Further, the incorporation of the numerical solution technique into the thermal
simulation would disproportionately increase the simulation time. Therefore, effective dif-
fuse transmittance (and absorptance) values were introduced, which correspond to the so-
lar-energy weighted average of a defined example day. The averaging method considers
standard hourly radiation intensities calculated using DIN 5034 (1983). The thermal conse-
quence of this assumption was investigated in a sensitivity study (section 4.4). The effective
diffuse transmittance (absorptance) values depend on the window location (inclination, ori-
entation, ground reflectance) and season. In comparison with the yearly swing, the variation
of values within one month is less important (Fig. 4.6). For thermal simulations it is there-
fore possible to consider one example day for each month or even to be satisfied with one
example day for each season. The variation between the value at noon (time of the highest
diffuse radiation intensity) and the daily effective value is nearly independent of the season
and with 0.01 small (Fig. 4.6).
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Figure 4.6:
Seasonal variation of the effective diffuse
transmittance of clear double glazing for
clear example days at Kew (the 21th of
every month). The glazing is vertical and
south-facing. The ground reflectance is 0.2.
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4.3.3 Average sky conditions
Annual simulations require the specification of one value for the diffuse transmittance (and
absorptance) on overcast days and, for clear days, either twelve monthly values for the ef-
fective diffuse transmittance (and absorptance), or, twelve sets of hourly values for the ef-
fective diffuse transmittance (and absorptance). These values must be given for every win-
dow separately. During the thermal simulation the DSM must decide whether to use the
values for the overcast skies or for the clear skies.
Different algorithms within DSMs require the distinction between clear and overcast sky
conditions (e.g. algorithms for external longwave radiation exchange). Therefore, DSMs
often consider a cloud-cover (or sky clearance) statement, which is provided by the climate
file or calculated internally based on a weighting of the direct and diffuse radiation compo-
nents. The statement is also used to interpolate between the idealised clear and overcast sky
conditions to consider partly-cloudy skies (average skies). For example, ESP uses the fol-
lowing algorithm to calculate the cloud-cover cc from the irradiation data in the climate file:
where Id and If are the direct or diffuse radiation intensities on horizontal respectively.
The cloud-cover statement is suitable to switch from clear to overcast diffuse transmittance
(absorptance) values (used for the calculations) or to interpolate between them. The method
is simple and easy to implement. It was illustrated using the program HTB2.
The interpolation between clear and overcast sky conditions does only approximately reflect
the situation on a partly-cloudy day. The complex sky radiance distribution on a partly-
cloudy day excludes a detailed consideration within thermal simulations. The application of
a cloud-cover statement to interpolate between clear and overcast sky conditions is only
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appropriate for long-term simulations. This approach is similar to statistical methods used
for daylight problems, which consider a sun shining probability to take account on changing
weather conditions (Aydinli 1981).
It should be noted that DSMs are widely used for the design of heating and cooling systems
or for comfort predictions, which requires the simulation of extreme climate conditions (e.g.
extremely hot or cold design days). Such calculations normally consider either clear or
overcast sky conditions. Hence, for these calculations the improved diffuse glazing proper-
ties can be used without having problems due to changing weather conditions. Various
DSMs can therefore take advantage of the improved properties without any modification to
the program structure.
4.4 SENSITIVITY OF PREDICTIONS TO DIFFUSE GLAZING PROPERTIES
4.4.1 Building description
The thermal consequences of using the improved diffuse glazing properties rather than con-
ventional values, was investigated by studying the thermal performance of the simple direct-
gain test room used in previous studies (Appendix A.1, see also Chapter 2). The test room
corresponded to a typical UK living-room with an advanced highly-insulated and heavy-
weight construction (average U-value of 0.3 W/m 2K). It was well sealed and had a low in-
filtration rate of 0.35 ach. A large clear double glazed window of about 14 m2 (which corre-
sponded to the total wall area) was adopted. The glazing system consisted of two 6 mm
glass panes with a refraction index of 1.52 and an extinction coefficient of 0.03 1/mm. The
glazing had a normal transmittance of 0.59. To enhance the sensitivity of the thermal condi-
tions in the room to the diffuse radiation energy gains on sunny days, the orientation was
chosen to be north. The room was continuously heated to 21°C or (for cooling energy pre-
dictions) cooled to 30°C. The cooling energy demand prediction was added to demonstrate
the sensitivity of the algorithms to the predicted performance of commercial buildings,
where cooling equipment is often used.
The room was located at Kew near London (UK): latitude = 51.5° North; longitude = 0°. It
was unobstructed with respect to the wind and sun (no shading from other buildings was
considered).
The study concentrated on the influence of different window inclination angles (0° - hori-
zontal; 30°; 60°; 90° - vertical) on the predicted daily heating energy demand, daily peak air
temperatures and daily cooling energy demand. The affect of different glazing types on the
diffuse radiation transfer has not been considered within this study. This was done as part of
a sensitivity analysis when special glazings were studied (Chapter 5).
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For the daily simulations, the six UK design days generated by Loxsom (1985) were used:
an overcast day in January; a sunny day in January; an overcast day in April; a sunny day in
April; an overcast day in July; a sunny day in July (Appendix B). The design days represent
either pure overcast or pure clear sky conditions. Thus, the influence of the different diffuse
glazing properties on clear and overcast days could be studied separately. All the results are
described in detail elsewhere (IR7).
4.4.2 Programs used
The investigation concentrated on the program HTB2, which was provided with all neces-
sary input and calculation possibilities. These were:
(i) an input of two different diffuse transmittance and absorptance values - one for over-
cast and one for clear skies (the hourly time-scheduling of these values was already
provided by the basic program);
(ii) the calculation of a cloud cover statement using equation (4.17); and
(iii) a routine, which interpolates between the properties for overcast and clear skies
weighted by the cloud cover.
Two methods for calculating the diffuse glazing properties have been compared within this
study: (a) the conventional approximate treatment; and (b) an improved treatment.
The conventional treatment uses a fixed equivalent direct radiation incidence angle of 60 0
 as
recommended by ASHRAE (1981) and as used by the program SERI-RES. The diffuse
transmittance of the clear double glazing (for an equivalent incidence angle of 60 0) is 0.481.
The absorptance at an incidence angle of 60 0
 is 0.341.
The improved treatment considers the influence of window orientation, inclination and sky
conditions as calculated by GLSIM-DIF.
For clear sky conditions, two different calculation possibilities were compared:
(i) a rigorous dynamic treatment, which uses hourly values for the diffuse properties; and
(ii) effective daily energy-averaged diffuse properties, (these were only used in a small,
subsidiary, study).
4.43 Consequences on overcast days
Generally, on overcast days, the diffuse transmittance values predicted by the two diffuse
radiation treatments were nearly the same for vertical windows. The diffuse transmittance
predicted by GLSIM-DIF was about 0.487 which corresponds to the value for direct
transmittance at an incidence angle of about 59°. These values are close to those produced
by the conventional treatment: 0.481 or 60° respectively. This good agreement for vertical
glazing has already been mentioned in section 4.3.1 (see Fig. 4.4).
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For non-vertical windows, GLSIM-DIF calculated the following diffuse transmittance val-
ues at an inclination of: 600
 - 0.526; at 30° - 0.552; and at 00 - 0.521. These values are
clearly higher (by up to 0.071) than the value of 0.481, used in a conventional treatment.
GLSIM-DIF predicted similar diffuse absorptance values of 0.32 for all inclination angles.
These were about 0.02 lower than the value used by the conventional treatment (0.34).
Since the diffuse transmittance due to the two different diffuse radiation treatments nearly
agreed for vertical windows, the predicted energy demand and peak temperatures were ap-
proximately the same. Thus, the conventional treatment correctly represented the diffuse
radiation transfer through vertical windows. It should be noted, that this result was obtained
for clear double glazing only. It may not necessarily be true for special (tinted or coated)
glazings, which have quite different radiation transmission characteristics.
For non-vertical windows and overcast days, the conventional treatment led to an underes-
timation of the solar gains. Therefore, the improved treatment generally calculated higher
temperatures (Fig. 4.7), lower heating energy demands and higher cooling energy demands.
The differences were largest for window inclinations of about 30°, they reached more than
15% for the daily heating energy in April (Fig. 4.8) and up to 2 K in the predicted peak
temperatures in July (Fig. 4.7). The differences in the predicted peak air temperatures (and
energy demands) increased from winter to summer. This may be expected, since the inten-
sity and the duration of solar radiation is greatest in summer.
Clearly, such discrepancies in the predicted heating energy demands or air temperatures,
could lead to inaccurate statements about the energy benefits of the glazing or about the
thermal comfort in the room. Moreover, this result was obtained for a simple shoe-box type
of room. In the case of highly glazed spaces such as conservatories or atria the differences
are likely to be even higher.
Figure 4.7:
Predicted daily temperature variations for
the conventional and improved diffuse ra-
diation treatment on an overcast day in July
(window inclination = 300).
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Figure 4.8:
Predicted influence of the window inclina-
tion angle on the daily heating energy de-
mand (overcast day in April).
4.4.4 Consequences on sunny days
On a sunny day, the direct beam radiation has more energy than the diffuse radiation. This
reduces the sensitivity of the internal thermal conditions to the diffuse radiation. Hence, any
inaccuracy in the predicted diffuse energy gains are less important than on overcast days.
This was confirmed by auxiliary studies looking at south and west orientated windows.
These are not shown here.
The investigation shown here concentrates on north orientated windows, which hardly get
any direct radiation. The hourly diffuse transmittance values predicted by GLSIM-DIF
(improved treatment) for north-facing windows of varying inclination are summarised in
Table 4.1. The highest diffuse transmittance always occurred at 12:00 (noon), the lowest
value occurred at about 7am and 5pm (in January at sunrise and sunset).
diffuse transmittance tf in winter (January) xf in spring (April) .rf in summer (July)
inclination angle highest lowest highest lowest highest , lowest
90° (vertical) 0.508 0.504 0.500
,
0.476 0.496 0.480
60° 0.516 0.513 0.502 0.485 0.502 0.483
30° 0.537 0.525 0.543 0.488 0.543 0.501
0° (horizontal) 0.431 0.42 0.486 0.419 0.511 0.420
Table 4.1:	 Daily variation in the diffuse transmittance of north-facing clear double glazing on clear
days as the window inclination angle and season is varied.
The predicted diffuse transmittance values differ by up to ± 0.062 from the value of 0.481
produced by the conventional treatment. The values for vertical windows were close to
0.481 on all the days. (The highest difference was 0.03 at noon in January.) This result is
similar to that obtained for overcast days (section 4.4.3).
The predicted diffuse absorptance values were (for all cases) between 0.31 and 0.32. This is
0.02 to 0.03 lower than the value produced by the conventional treatment (0.341).
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Figure 4.9:
Predicted influence of the window inclina-
tion angle on the daily cooling energy de-
mand on a clear day in July (window orien-
tation is north).
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Generally, the improved model predicted slightly higher solar gains. However, the impact
on internal temperatures or cooling energy predictions was small. In July the differences in
the predicted cooling energy demand reached 5% for a window inclined at 30 0
 (Fig. 4.9).
The small impact would be expected because the conventional treatment produced diffuse
transmittance values which were too low (on average by 0.04), but at the same time gener-
ated diffuse absorptance values which were to high (by 0.02 to 0.03). These errors compen-
sate to a certain extend.
cooling energy, kWh
80•	 30'
surface inclination angle
In an auxiliary study, the use of daily, rather than hourly, effective diffuse transmittance val-
ues was investigated. This study concentrated on the predicted cooling energy demand and
peak air temperatures on a clear day in July as the window inclination angle was varied. The
cooling energy demands and peak air temperatures predicted by the effective daily values
were very close to those predicted by the hourly values. Since the predictions were ap-
proximately the same, they are not shown here. Effective daily glazing properties are obvi-
ously a good alternative to the very rigorous treatment, which produces a large amount of
program input data (8760 values for each window for an annual simulation).
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CHAPTER 5
RADIATION TRANSFER THROUGH SPECIAL GLAZING
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Because the direct radiation energy transport into and out of buildings through the glazing
is often many times greater than the conductive energy transport through the solid elements,
an accurate knowledge of the direct radiation transfer through glazings is essential in order
to obtain accurate simulation results. This becomes more important as the levels of insula-
tion in the opaque elements increase, as greater areas of glazing are used, or as the use of
special glazings increases (in both domestic and commercial buildings).
It has been shown in Chapter 2 (section 2.4.2) that DSMs normally consider the direct ra-
diation transfer through glazings very accurately because this phenomenon is known to have
a big influence on thermal performances. They normally calculate the radiation transfer of
the diffuse and direct radiation separately. For the direct radiation the incidence angle de-
pendent transmittance and absorptance values are used. In the case of clear glazing these
values are well known and can be easily predicted based on the Fresnel equations (see DIN
1349, 1972). For special glazing however (coated low-emittance, sun-reflective solar con-
trol glazing, absorbing tinted glazing) these values are normally unknown. If the angle de-
pendent properties of clear glazing are assumed to - be true for special glazing, the radiation
transfer is described quite accurately up to an incidence angle of about 40 0, but for higher
incidence angles - which is the normal case in Europe - the assumption is only a rough ap-
proximation (see Fig. 2.12 in section 2.4.2). Unfortunately, manufacturers rarely quote the
incidence angle dependent properties of their products.
It was found, that the derivation of more accurate properties for special glazings requires
solutions to the following three issues.
(0 A calculation technique is needed, which considers the radiation transfer through thick
layers (glass panes) as well as through thin layers (coatings).
0.0 The detailed (wavelength-dependent) optical constants (refractive and extinction indi-
ces) of the glass panes and coatings are needed.
(iii) In order to simulate a certain glazing system, the information about the detailed struc-
ture of the glazing (and coating) system is needed. For a coating system, the materials,
their sequence, and their thickness must be known.
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No computer program or calculation technique could be found, which offered an appropri-
ate solution to all three issues.
• The program ESP-WIN (McLean 1981) permits a calculation of the radiation transfer
through thin and thick layers. However, at the time of the investigation, the available
program version (ESP-WIN V2.1 1988) did not cope correctly with all problem aspects.
The calculation of the radiation transfer through thin films was restricted to normal ra-
diation incidence only. For higher incidence angles, the program assumed total reflec-
tance (zero transmittance), which was obviously wrong. In addition, the program of-
fered no help for defining glazing systems, material properties were not provided and
the input was complicated and user-unfriendly.
• Rubin (1982) presented a theory (and computer program) which, in principle, can calcu-
late the radiation transfer through thin and thick layers from first principles using the
optical constants and thicknesses. However, his thin film analysis concentrated on layers
that are described in terms of their overall optical properties (transmittance and reflec-
tance) rather than in terms of optical constants and thicknesses. He assumes, that thin
film-coated samples should be described by overall optical properties rather than by
their optical constants, since there are large variations in the reported values due to dif-
ferences in deposition methods and process variables. He used a recursive formulation
to derive the incidence angle dependent properties of multi-layered systems from the
measured values for single layer systems. His theory for calculating thin layers from first
principles is discussed in section 5.3.1.
• An extended database of glazing optical properties had been developed, which stores
the properties of special glazing and coatings for normal radiation incidence (Reilly et al.
1992 (IEA Task 12 Subtask A.1)). Programs are available, which calculate the glazing
properties for multi-layered glazing systems by considering these values (e.g. Wright
and Sullivan 1992 (VISION3)). However, neither the database nor the computer pro-
grams consider the incidence angle dependence of the glazing properties.
The basic idea of an improved treatment was to use the producer quoted wavelength de-
pendent transmittance and reflectance values of special glazings (e.g. Vegla 1985; Interpane
1990; Pilkington 1990) to derive the layer sequence and thicknesses of the coating systems.
Parametric variations of the thin film materials, layer sequences and thicknesses could be
used to adapt the predicted spectral properties to a certain measured characteristic. These
could also show the sensitivity of the overall glazing properties to uncertainties in the basic
glazing parameters (optical constants, layer thicknesses, materials etc.). A flexible calcula-
tion technique appeared to be necessary therefore, which would permit an easy definition of
glazing systems and which could be applied to any combination of thick and thin layers.
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Within this research work, the program-module GLSIM-FILM had been developed which
calculates the wavelength and incidence angle dependent radiation transfer through coated
and tinted glazing (see also GLSIM user manual 1994). The solution technique is based on
the models of Harbeke (1986), and Heinz (1991), which calculate the radiation transfer
properties of multi-layer structures. The models were modified to generate an equivalent
application in the domain of window glazing and building simulation. The main feature of
the modified model is its applicability to any combination of coatings (thin layers) and sub-
strates (thick layers - in this case glass), without any limitation on the number or sequence
of the layers.
This Chapter explains the theoretical basis of GLSIM-FILM and demonstrates its
application to produce radiation transfer properties (wavelength and incidence angle
dependent transmittance, reflectance and absorptance) of coated and tinted glazing. The
validity of the model is demonstrated by comparing its predictions with measurements.
5.2 TYPES OF GLAZING
Modern sun- or heat-protective glazings consist of several glass panes with a combination
of metal and/or metal oxide coatings. The coatings in a double glazed system are usually
applied to the glass surfaces facing into the cavity.
Glazing systems may be divided into four categories (see also Groth 1977):
glazings with a single pure noble metal coating;
tinted glass;
glazings with multi-layer coatings; and
glazings with single metal oxide coatings.
Noble metal coating is one of the oldest glazing treatment processes. Compared to clear
glazings, systems with a noble metal coating have increased absorptance and reflectance in
the visible range and a high long-wave reflectance. These glazings therefore reduce solar
heat gain and light transmission. The metals used are mostly those with the highest electrical
conductivity (copper, silver or gold). The colour of the coated glass is the same as that of
the bulk metal. A layer thickness of around 10 nm is sufficient to reduce the emittance to
less than 0.1 (Beming 1983). This reduced emittance decreases the U-value of the glass.
Thus double glazing with a noble coating can have a U-value similar to that of clear triple
glazing (i.e. 1.9 W/m2K).
Tinted glass is used as the outer pane of the double glazed system. The tinting can produce
various colours (e.g. green, grey, bronze). These glazing systems are heat absorbing in the
solar radiation range and reduce both the heat and light transmission.
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Because noble metal coatings reduce the transmission of visible light, such coatings are
often combined with additional dielectric films (usually metal oxides) which selectively raise
the transmittance over a chosen waveband. The noble metal may be combined with a single
dielectric film or sandwiched between two such films (Glaser 1980, 1990). By the appro-
priate choice of coating, transmittance can be selectively raised in the range of highest eye
sensitivity (550 nm). The reflectance is correspondingly reduced in this region whilst it re-
mains high in the near infra-red range due to the metal layer. Glasses with multi-layered
systems can be easily recognised by the pronounced reflection maximum in the near UV-
range. This gives the glazing a slightly blue outside appearance (there are also other colour
impressions possible). If the coating system is located at the outside of the inner pane, the
high absorptance of the coating systems leads to a high secondary heat flow into the room.
Such glazings have total solar energy transmittance values of more than 60% and are cur-
rently sold as heat-protective glazing.
This Chapter illustrates how GLSIM-FILM can be used for these three types of glazing sys-
tem when only standard manufactures' data are available.
There are other types of coated glass which use non-metal film, such as single-layer coat-
ings of conductive metal-oxide (tin oxide or indium-tin oxide) for highly transparent heat-
protective glazing, or pure dielectric single-layer coatings (e.g. titanium dioxide) for sun-re-
flective glazing (Berning 1983; Dislich 1983). A homogenous characterisation of these sys-
tems is not possible, however, the derivation of the composition from known measured at-
tributes is, in principle, possible. It is shown for one appropriate oxide coating system.
5.3 THEORY OF RADIATION TRANSFER THROUGH COATED GLAZING
5.3.1 Earlier work
The classical calculation approach to thin films handles the lightrays in a recursive way
(summation of single lightrays) (e.g. Andres 1965). This approach meets the requirement
for fundamental investigations of single films, which are often used as anti-reflective coat-
ings for optical equipment such as spectacles, lenses, objectives etc. However, for multi-
layered systems or combinations of films and substrates (glass panes), such a calculation be-
comes extremely complex.
Rubin (1982) presented a calculation technique for thin films which is based on a matrix
multiplication approach. It considers the fundamental physical effects of electromagnetic
waves (electric and magnetic field strength) in thin films. The radiation transfer formulation
uses one total transfer matrix for every layer. The calculation of the radiation transfer
though a layer pile requires the multiplication of a set of transfer matrices. This method is
appropriate for any combination of thin films. However, it is not suitable for the calculation
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of thick layers (glass panes). In thick layers the radiation transfer is described with the in-
tensities of the transported energy (see section 5.3.2). Energy intensities need the separation
of the radiation transfer through the layer interface and through the layer itself. This cannot
be provided by total transfer matrices.
For the computer program GLSIM-FILM another possibility was chosen, which is based on
the models of Harbeke (1986) and Heinz (1991). These models consider the radiation
transfer through layers more rigorously. The solution method uses a matrix multiplication
approach in which the effect on the radiation of each interface and of each layer is repre-
sented by individual matrices. The interface matrix represents the relationship between the
amplitudes or intensities of the radiation fields on each side of the interface between two
layers. The layer matrix describes the attenuation of the radiation as it propagates through a
layer. Therefore it becomes possible to consider thin and thick layers with the same matrix
multiplication approach. This makes the calculation technique very flexible and fast. In ad-
dition, it produces a clear formulation which can be programmed easily and built in by oth-
ers. It also enables different glazing systems to be quickly modelled on a PC.
This section describes the key points of the theory upon which the computer program GL-
SIM-FILM is based. By considering the transfer of radiation through both coherent
(optically thin) and incoherent (optically thick) layers as well as the effects of interference
and absorption, it enables the total reflectance (pT) and total transmittance (TT) of any com-
bination of thin and thick layers to be determined. The term "total" means that the net re-
flectance and transmittance due to all of the layers comprising the glazing are being consid-
ered. A more detailed description of the theory is presented elsewhere (IRS; see also
Pfrommer et al. 1995a).
5.3.2 Radiation transfer across an interface
In general, when light is incident upon the interface between two optically different materi-
als, part of the light is reflected and part transmitted. If the medium on (what is nominally
chosen to be) the outside (o) of the interface has a complex refractive index n'0 and the me-
dium on the inside (i) has a refractive index n'i, then, for a given wavelength of radiation,
Snell's law states that
(5.1) n' 0 *sin(00) n'i*sin(01)
00 and 0. being the angles of incidence and refraction.
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For an incident wave of amplitude E: travelling across an interface from outside to inside
(the superscript denotes the direction of propagation), the amplitude reflection coefficient
(r) and amplitude transmission coefficient (t) are defined as
where E: and Et are the amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted waves. Similar expres-
sions hold for waves travelling in the opposite direction, for which it can be shown that
(5.3)
	 rio mi — roi	 tor* tag, — ror* rio •• 1
The reflectance (p) and transmittance (T) of an interface are defined in terms of the incident,
reflected and transmitted beam intensities (I):
(5.4)	 N I' —9—	 To, -
Plane-polarized radiation can be regarded as the superposition of two orthogonal plane-po-
larized waves with zero phase difference, one with the electric field normal to the plane of
incidence (S-polarization), the other with the electric field parallel to the plane of incidence
(P-polarization). The physical laws governing the reflection and transmission of radiation at
an interface are different for each polarization and are given by the following Fresnel equa-
tions (DIN 1349, 1972):
S 	 o * cos(00) —ni i* cos(e i)	 _p n' 1 *cos(0 0 )— re ° * co s (0 I) 
(5.5)
tS.	 ti;
n' 0 * co s (0 0 ) + * co s (0
	
o
	*cos(Oo ) + n' * cos(0)	 n' * co s (0 I ) + ne i*cos(60)
2* n' * co s (0 0 )	 2* n' 0 * co s (0 o) 
	
i )	 n' * cos(0 1 )+ n' *cos(13,,)
It can be shown that
(5.6)
ps 	 (7..5)2
TS 	 *cos(0,)  * (ts )2
n' * co s (0 0)
pP V?
p	 n' i*cos(ei)
T	 *(tP )2
n' 0 * co s (A 0)
When calculating the radiation transfer properties of multi-layer systems (section 5.3.4) the
total reflectance of the system (pr) is found by averaging the reflectances determined from
the two separate treatments of polarized radiation. The total transmittance (t r) is similarly
found by taking the mean of the two polarized transmittances.
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5.3.3 Radiation transfer through a single absorbing layer
The transmission of radiation through an absorbing material is characterised by the mate-
rial's complex refractive index n' (Bergmann 1978):
(5.7)	 n' n– ik
The imaginary part of the complex refractive index, the absorption index k, is responsible
for the absorption in the layer, the real part n describes the refraction. If a plane-polarized
electromagnetic wave of electric field strength C propagates in the positive x-direction
through the medium, then
(5.8)	 E El * exp[ko* (t	 n' )]
where E 1 is the initial amplitude of the wave, co the angular frequency, t the time variable and
c the speed of light in a vacuum. Substituting for n', equation (5.8) becomes
(5.9)	 El* exp[iw(t – —n*x )]*exp[ co* k* xl
c
The imaginary part describes the phase of the wave and the real part its spatial attenuation.
To calculate the radiation transmission through an absorbing material it is necessary to dis-
tinguish between layers with a thin or thick optical path. A thin layer has a thickness of the
order of the wavelength of light or less. The short path-differences between the waves inter-
reflected between the interfaces of a thin layer mean that coherence of the waves is main-
tained, resulting in interference. The destructive interference which occurs leads to attenu-
ation of the electric fields which manifests itself as absorption. It is therefore appropriate to
consider the electric fields when modelling the transfer of radiation through thin layers.
When the thickness of a layer is greater than the coherence length of about 1500 nm distur-
bances along the path of propagation due to in-homogeneities in the material, disrupt the
phases of the waves and destroy coherency. For thick layers it is therefore not possible to
describe the radiation in terms of electric field strengths; instead the intensity (I) of the
transported energy is used. The resulting reduction of the radiation intensity, referred to as
extinction, is caused by absorption and scattering.
The attenuation factor (e) of a thin layer (film-f) relates the initial amplitude El of a wave
within the layer to its final amplitude C2 as it propagates between the interfaces. If d is the
layer thickness and X the wavelength, then equation (5.9) leads to the following definition of
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(5.10)
	
(d).	 exp[ z.-2*n * n* (1]* exp[--24,7( * k* (1]
For a thick layer (substrate-s), the attenuation factor (A s) describes the reduction in intensity
of the radiation from an initial intensity /1 to the final intensity 12 as it traverses the layer.
Since intensity is proportional to the square of the wave amplitude,
(5.11)	 s(d).•	 exp[	 k* di
k
5.3.4 Radiation transfer through multiple layers
The propagation of radiation through multi-layer systems is normally represented by a re-
cursive formulation which explicitly models the multiple inter-reflections between and
transmissions through the interfaces. This is an appropriate technique for one or two layers,
but for a greater number the formulation of the problem and its solution become extremely
complicated.
An alternative approach is to calculate the transmission through the multi-layer system using
transfer matrices (Harbeke 1986). Each matrix in an ordered sequence of matrix multiplica-
tions represents one of two possible transformations of the radiation fields; transformation
due to:
(i) transmission across an interface (interface matrix);
(ii) transmission through a layer (layer matrix).
Polarization, multiple inter-reflections between the interfaces and the effects of wave inter-
ference are all accounted for in this model. Each layer can be either thick or thin.
a)	 The interface matrix
The definition of the interface matrix (M) follows from consideration of the boundary con-
ditions at an interface.
0
Eo 	
outside
Eo 	
Interface I
Figure 5.1:
The electric fields at an interface between
two layers.
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Let Ea+ and Er represent the amplitudes of the net electric fields propagating towards and
away from an interface in the direction from the outside to the inside medium (Fig. 5.1).E is
the net field since it arises from the superposition of multiply inter-reflected and transmitted
waves. E; and El are the corresponding net electric fields travelling in the reverse direc-
tion. E7 is then composed of the transmitted component of E; and the reflected component
of El, and E; consists of the transmitted component of El and the reflected component of
E. Equations (5.2) and (5.3) enable this to be expressed mathematically as
Er .. to,* E: +rio *Ei-(5.12)
E; m tio * ET + ro,* E;
or
1	 i;, 1
(5.13) [E:1E;
to,	 toi
roi	 _1
to,	 to,
ET
* [E7] ..m(E)*I-Eri
°I
	
LET]
When transmission across an interface is considered in terms of energy intensities, the fol-
lowing matrix equation is obtained.
b)	 The layer matrix
The layer matrix (N) describes the attenuation of a wave as it traverses the medium within a
layer. In thin layers (f) one is interested in the attenuation of the electric field strength and in
thick layers (s) the attenuation of the intensity.
f
Figure 5.2:
Transmission through a thin absorbing
layer of thickness d.
-E: ->
outside
E
o
-
0 12
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When a wave propagates in the positive direction between the interfaces of a thin layer, its
initial amplitude at interface '1' E; (1) within the layer is attenuated to, say, E; (2) on
reaching the interface '2' (Fig. 5.2). A wave of initial amplitude E; (2) travelling in the op-
posite direction through the layer is reduced to E; (1). If the layer has thickness d then,
from the definition of attenuation factor in equation (5.10),
(5.15)
E; (2) . A (d)* E + (1)
 I	 f
E;(2) Af (—d)* E; (1)
or
[E; (1)	
A f 
0
(d) 
1
	
0	
* [
I
E; (2)] . A T(E)* [E; (2)](5.16)	
E-,	 (1)] [
1
A	 f(d)	 E- (2) i Y I	 E; (2)
i
For thick layers the layer matrix is similar, except that intensities rather than electric field
strengths are considered.
1[I: (1)] . [ A .iri)	 0 1 * [/: (2)] .x	 7(,)* [/: (2)](5.17)
I; (1)	 0	 A, (d)	 I; (2) A v '	 i; (2)
c)	 Matrix multiplication
The following equation set represents the transformation of the electric fields by a thin layer
.	 -	 .(f) sandwiched between a pair of outer (o) and inner (z) media (e.g. both air):
.	
r:18)
E;1- Al(ofe) * NT * MT *[E7i(5 ET
In this multiplication of three matrices, the first and third being interface matrices, the sec-
ond a layer matrix.
i-2 i-1 i
Figure 5.3:
> E.+ The electric fields at the outer and inner1 interfaces of a multiple thin layer structure.
inside
E.i
-
A system composed of a greater number of thin layers, say layers 1,2,...,q, sandwiched be-
tween media o and i (Fig. 5.3) would result in the transformation
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[	
..-* N(E) * Ar) * Isr * Ar * 
E
'
+](5.19) E: . A Ara) * A T(E) * A AlE) * A T(E)
*
ET,	 Du 01 Ill i 1E112 IV 2	 q-1	 q-14	 q	 qi	 E-t
One can use equation (5.19) to obtain the total amplitude reflection and transmission coef-
ficients Roi and T01 of the multiple thin layer structure. This follows by considering the sur-
rounding media o and i to be of infinite thickness so that there is no net reflected wave in
medium i incident upon the inner interface (i.e. ET =0). By setting E: to 1, equation (5.19)
becomes
(5, 20) 1D
Atoi
[	 I ME) * 1n1(E) * Ai(E) *01	 1	 IVI 12
A rf E) *...
I Ilf 2
* A T(E) * A L(E)	 E)
IY q-1 ivi q-4q* NT* MO * ed[T0
which can be solved for Roi and Toi.
The corresponding equation for a sequence of thick layers is derived in terms of intensities,
reflectances and transmittances, namely
r
(5.21) 
[
,
1
Ti_lir*Yn*-..*Nv)q- *Mm *Nq 	 0u) *Mn *ol	 1	 12	 2	 1	 q-14Foi	 qi 
where pToi and TT00 the variables ultimately being sought, are the total reflectance and
transmittance of the structure.
To illustrate the method for calculating the total reflectance and transmittance of a multi-
layer system composed of both thin and thick layers, consider a single thick layer in air with
the outer surface coated in a sequence of thin layers. The first step is to use equation (5.20)
to calculate the total amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients (R and I) of the thin
layer structure, the outside medium being air, the inner medium the thick layer. Equations
(5.6) are then used to convert R and T to pT and TT where, in this case, the refractive indices
n'i and n'0, refer to the thick layer and the adjacent thin layer respectively. The thin layer
structure is then treated as an interface of the thick layer and the interface matrix Ar
formed using p T and TT. Substituting MT into equation (5.21) for q= 1 yields the total re-
flection and transmission coefficients of the glazing. This procedure is performed separately
for each of the S- and P-polarizations and the corresponding values averaged to give the full
reflectance and transmittance.
To determine the spectrum averaged transmittance and reflectance for a particular angle of
incidence, a weighted sum (integration) is performed over the desired bandwidth using the
solar radiation distribution function (DIN 67507, 1980). The absorptance is obtained by
taking the difference of the sum of the reflectance and transmittance from 1. Typically,
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GLSIM-FILM would be used to calculate these wavelength dependent properties for nor-
mally incident solar radiation.
The flexibility of the above matrix formulation enables the angle dependent transmittances
for the complete solar spectrum and for any type of glazing system to be found, provided
the properties of the coatings are known.
5.4 MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The basic data necessary for calculating the overall properties of glazing systems are the
wavelength dependent material properties (refractive and absorption indices) of the absorp-
tion and dielectric coatings (see LandIt-Bornstein 1962; Otter 1961; Palik 1985).
The dielectric coatings are mostly non-absorbing and show a relatively constant refractive
index over the total solar spectrum. The refractive index lies between 2.0 and 2.5 depending
on the material used (normally metal oxides). The representation of the absorbing low-
emittance noble metal films like gold, silver or copper is much more complicated. The opti-
cal properties of these coatings are highly dependent on the wavelength of the incident light
and on the material used. The refractive and absorption indices differ considerable from the
constants of the bulk material and depend also on the film thickness (Pulker 1984). For a
few exemplary coatings these dependencies are measured and presented as material values
(Landlt-Bornstein 1962; Memarzadeh et al. 1988), but in practise different manufacturing
processes can lead to a variation in these properties (possibly even within a single pane).
The accuracy with which thin noble metal films can be modelled is limited by these practical
considerations. It is important to stress, however, that these difficulties also limit the gen-
erality with which the physical measurement of one example sheet of glass can be used as a
reference for a certain glazing system.
Investigations using GLSIM-FILM have shown, that the uncertainties in the optical con-
stants of metal and oxide films (as well as of glass panes) clearly influence the wavelength
dependent transmittance and absorptance for normal radiation incidence as well as the
overall glazing properties. However, the differences rarely influence the curve defining the
relationship between the glazing properties and the incidence angle. By knowing the usual
producer quoted values for normal incidence, sufficiently accurate incidence angle depen-
dent glazing properties for the use within DSMs can therefore be derived.
The calculation of the radiation transfer through clear and tinted glass also requires a
knowledge of the wavelength dependent optical constants (refractive and absorption indi-
ces). These constants can be back-calculated from measurements of the spectral transmit-
tance and reflectance at various wavelengths. The calculation considers the application of
equation (5.21) on one single glass pane. The resultant equation (5.22) is then inverted to
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calculate the basic optical constants n and k of the glass pane (for a given wavelength) from
the spectral transmittance -Coo and reflectance pT,,,. The detailed mathematical formulation is
not shown here.
T
(5.22)	 [pir ] . mil).m,).mio.rooi]
The wavelength dependent transmittance and reflectance values are presented in many
technical descriptions produced by glazing manufacturers (e.g. Vegla 1985; Interpane 1990;
Pilkington 1990).
An extensive database of the most important glass panes (clear, grey, green, bronze), ab-
sorbing metal films (gold, silver, copper) and dielectric films (metal oxides, metal sulphides)
was created and incorporated within the program GLSIM-FILM. The available data are
fully presented in the GLSIM user manual 1994.
5.5 APPLICATION AND VALIDATION
5.5.1 Wavelength dependent properties
The wavelength dependent glazing properties are responsible for the special characteristics
of the glazing such as solar radiation and light transmittance, reflectance and colour impres-
sion. By varying the materials, their thicknesses and the sequence of coatings, a glazing can
be adapted to a desired characteristic. Similarly, by parametric variations, the wavelength
dependent properties predicted by GLSIM-FILM can be adapted to a certain measured
characteristic. It was valuable to test the validity Of the GLSIM-FILM predictions of the
wavelength dependent properties. This was done in consideration of measured curves pre-
sented by Glaser (1980, 1990); Groth (1977); Dislich (1984); Hutchins (1988) and Veg,la
(1985). The method of varying parameters proved to be suitable for deriving unknown pa-
rameters (normally layer thicknesses and material types) from known measured spectral
glazing properties.
As an example, the results of one study is shown here: the predicted transmittance and re-
flectance values of the coated double glazing system Eliotherm Cosmos® are compared with
measured values presented in Vegla (1985) (Fig. 5.4). The glazing consists of clear glass
panes with a thickness of 2 x 6 mm (normal transmittance = 0.4). The coating system was
assumed to be a typical example of multi-layer systems with selective qualities. In this case,
the interference layers are designed to minimise reflection in the visible light range and
permit a maximum transmission at a wavelength of 550 nm. This is the best case for a high
light transmittance. The reflection maximum at 380 nrn (which is caused by an interference
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effect in the protective layer) is very pronounced (Fig. 5.4) and gives the glazing a slightly
blue outside appearance.
The best results were achieved by the following coating system (from outside to inside):
metal oxide (n = 2.3) 31 am	 (adhesive layer between glass and silver);
silver	 17 nm;	 and
metal oxide (n = 2.3) 47 am	 (protective layer between silver and air).
For the silver layer the optical constants of the bulk material were used.
transmittance	 reflectance
ox	 Figure 5.4:
Comparison of the calculated spectral
radiation properties T, p of the coated
glazing Eliotherm Cosmos* with
measurement values. The coating system
consists of one silver and two metal oxide
layers located on the inside of the outer
pane.
20%
10%
0%	 100%
300 I 500 700 900 1100 1300 1500 1700 1900 2100 2300 2500
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5.5.2 The incidence angle dependent properties
A common problem when modelling glazings with coating systems is that the thickness of
the layers and the optical constants of the individual films are needed. However, a special
investigation showed that uncertainties in layer thicknesses and the choice of material
(optical constants) rarely influenced the curve defining the relationship between the trans-
mittance and absorptance and the solar incidence angle, provided a plausible layer thickness
(which can be derived with the methods outlined in sections a) to d) below) and the correct
layer type (noble metal or dielectric coating) was used.
It was found that most glazing systems could be divided into one of four groups:
(i) systems with single noble metal coatings;
(ii) glazings with multi-layered coating systems consisting of noble metal and dielectric
coatings (usually metal oxides);
(iii) glazings with tinted glass panes; and
(iv) glazings with pure dielectric (oxide) coatings.
For each group, characteristic relationships existed between the angle of light incidence and
the transmission properties. By knowing the usual (producer quoted) total transmittance
100%
DO%
80%
70%
80%
50%
40%
IN I VISIBLE	 IR
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and reflectance for normal incidence and the characteristic incidence angle dependence of
the glazing group the incidence angle dependence of the individual glazing system could be
derived. The different relationships are presented in detail in the following sections (see also
Pfrommer et al. 1993a).
To describe the shape of the transmittance versus incident angle curves, the relative
(normalised) transmittance representation of Krochmann et al. (1992) has been used. The
relative transmittance is simply the ratio of the transmittance at any given angle of incidence
to the transmittance at normal incidence. All relative transmittance curves therefore vary
from 1 (at 00 incidence) to 0 (at 90° incidence). The absolute transmittance is found by mul-
tiplying the relative transmittance values by the known, usually published, transmittance at
normal (00) incidence.
It should be noted, that the same method can also be used to describe other glazing proper-
ties: e.g. the relative absorptance and reflectance of the direct radiation (as calculated by
GLSIM-FILM) or the relative transmittance, reflectance, and absorptance of the diffuse ra-
diation (as calculated by GLSIM-DIF (Chapter 4)). The relative transmittance and ab-
sorptance values for most current glazing systems are presented in Appendix C. Since the
transmittance is the most important glazing property, the discussion in the following sec-
tions concentrates on the relative transmittance.
It was useful to evaluate the calculated incidence angle dependent properties by comparing
them with measurement values. However, all the available measured values are published
with the reservation that there exists a high (but not defined) measurement uncertainty.
Furthermore, the measured glazing systems were usually not described in detail. The com-
parisons presented here must be regarded with these limitations in mind. The large differ-
ences between the measured values quoted in different sources is a clear demonstration that
more confident measurement values are needed for a thorough validation.
a)	 Pure noble metal coatings
The transmittance, absorptance and reflectance properties of glazings with noble metal
coatings vary with the layer thickness, material type and the wavelength of light (Section
5.4). Sensitivity analyses using GLSIM-FILM have shown, however, that the angle depen-
dent solar radiation transmittance properties are relatively insensitive to the precise values
of the refractive and absorption indices, provided they are chosen from within the plausible
ranges. Although the bulk optical constants (refractive and absorption indices) of different
noble metal materials (Ag, Au, Co) differ considerably, all materials produced nearly the
same relative transmittance curve. In addition, an investigation showed, that there was al-
most no difference in the predicted relative transmittance curve, if the optical constants of
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the bulk metal were replaced by more accurately measured values (measured by Me-
marzadeh et al. (1988) as a function of the film thickness) for thin films.
Because, the normal transmittance depends almost entirely on the layer thickness (and to a
limited extent, on the metal used), knowing the normal transmittance, which is usually
quoted by manufacturers, the layer thickness can be estimated from Fig. 5.5, and hence the
angle dependent curves can be predicted by GLSIM-FILM (Fig. 5.6). The metal used can
be estimated from the known colour of the glass but it has little impact on the predicted
curve (Fig. 5.6).
Figure 5.5:
Measured transmittance at normal incidence
against film thickness of double glazings
with single noble metal coatings.
The predicted relative transmittance curves for various thicknesses of noble metal layer lie
above the corresponding curve for clear float glass (Fig. 5.6). However, the normal trans-
mittance is less because the noble metal is present. For example, for clear double glazing the
_
normal transmittance t is about 0.6. By comparison, the values for the same system with 5
nm or 10 nm metal coatings are 0.48 and 0.33 respectively. Usually the absolute transmit-
tance of the coated glazing at each angle of incidence is also less.
relative transmittance
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Figure 5.6:
Calculated relative transmittances of double
glazing with a single noble metal coating of
various thicknesses.
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Once the film thickness is known and an estimate has been made of the metal type GLSIM-
FILM will also produce angle dependent absorptance (and reflectance) curves. As said be-
fore, here, and in the discussions about other glazing systems only the more important
transmittance values will be shown.
To validate GLSIM-FILM two measured transmittance curves for glazing,s with noble metal
coatings were available. The measured and predicted curves are compared in Fig. 5.7. The
measured values for Pilldngton SunCool ® glass (Pilldngton 1988) were graphically pre-
sented in a public prospectus (no more informations was given). It was estimated, from the
known normal transmittance of 0.16, that the silver coating was about 20 nm thick. ICroch-
mann et al. (1992) quoted in detail the relative transmittance values of a 4 mm thick Infras-
top-silber® glass pane. It was indicated that the glazing had a noble metal coating. However,
the normal transmittance of the glazing was not given, nor could it be derived from other
information sources. It was therefore not possible to determine exactly the noble metal layer
thickness. There was however, a large deviation between the measured curve for Infrastop-
silber® and the other curves (see Fig. 5.7). It is probable that the differences (and the curi-
ous shape of the measured curve) are due to measurement uncertainties.
Figure 5.7:
Comparison between the calculated and
measured relative transmittance of single
noble metal coated glazings.
b)	 Multi-layer systems
To circumvent the lack of published data describing the materials and layer thicknesses used
by manufacturers for multi-layer systems, an extensive examination of two- and three-layer
coating systems was undertaken to establish the relationship between the incidence angle
dependent transmittance curve of a coating system and its construction. The material and
film thickness of each component were varied and the corresponding relative transmittance
curves compared. Changes were made to the material of the noble metal film (Ag, Au, Co);
the material of the metal oxide films (n between 2.0 and 2.5); the thickness of the noble
metal films (10 - 20 nm) and the thickness of the metal oxide films (0 - 35 rim for the adhe-
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sion layer and 20 - 50 nm for the protective layer). It was found that the relative transmit-
tance values changed by less than ± 2%. Therefore, the investigation led to the simple result
that all multi-layer coating systems, irrespective of the material and film thicknesses, had
virtually the same relative transmittance curves. This is because the curve shape is deter-
mined entirely by the interface between the highly absorbing noble metal layer and the adja-
cent highly refractive dielectric layer. The individual values of the absorption and refractive
indices are inconsequential. If there is a dielectric protective layer above the noble metal
film, the adhesion layer between the glass and noble metal also has no influence on the curve
shape.
The location of the layer system also has an insignificant influence on the transmission. The
layers may be at the inside of the outer pane or at the outside of the inner pane. The location
of the coating will influence the absorptance in each layer and this could be important when
modelling the detailed thermal effect of the glazing. The curve shape which is appropriate
for all multi-layer systems is shown in Fig. 5.8.
Figure 5.8:
Comparison between the calculated and
measured relative transmittance of glazings
with a multi-layer coating.
For comparisons purposes two different measurement curves were available. The measured
values from Snatzke and Kiinzel (1974) relate to Infrastop-auresino double glazing which
was indicated by Glaser (1990) to be a three layer system (dielectric/ noble metal/ dielec-
tric). In addition, Glaser published the wavelength dependent properties (transmittance and
reflectance) of the glazing. These were also shown in a producers' prospectus (Flachglas
AG 1975). The measured and calculated curves of Infrastopauresin ® are in close agreement
(Fig. 5.8).
In contrast, the measured curve from ICroclunann et al. (1992) for Infrastop-griin e 6 mm
single glazing deviates highly from both the other curves. Infrastop-grun® was indicated by
ICrochmann et al. to be a metal oxide coated glazing. The coating system was assumed to be
multi-layered (dielectric and noble metal films), because of the low-emittance quality quoted
by the producer (Flachglas AG) and its green colour appearance, which is typical for addi-
tional dielectric (metal oxide) coatings; no more information was available. The high devia-
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tion of the Infrastop-griin® curve from both of the other curves can hardly be explained by
the uncertainty in the coating system. Again, measurement uncertainties are much more
probable.
c)	 Heat absorbing glass
To investigate the wavelength dependent properties of heat absorbing glass, the sun-protec-
tive glazing Parsole (Vegla 1985) was used. A comparison with other products (e.g. Pilk-
ington 1988) showed that different types of glass with the same colour have similar wave-
length dependent properties. Similarly, different types of glass of the same colour have
nearly the same incidence angle dependent relative transmittance curves. Therefore the col-
our of a glazing can be used as a guide to derive the relative transmittance curve of a certain
absorbing glass.
Unlike noble metal coatings, the relative transmittance curve of clear glazing is now the up-
per limit. That means, compared with clear glass, tinted glazing has a reduced relative
transmittance (Fig. 5.9).
Figure 5.9:
Relative transmittance of double glazing
with an absorbing (tinted) outer pane and its
dependency on the colouration.
To validate the predicted transmittance curves for heat absorbing glasses, measured curves
for green glass from Krochmann et al. (1992) and Snatzke and Kiinzel (1974) were used.
The measured glass by Krochmann et al. was indicated as Parsol green e (Vegla 1985). The
exact green glazing type measured by Snatschke and Kiinzel was not given. However, as
indicated before, the relative transmittance curves only depend on the colour of the glazing,
which for both glazings was the same (green). The calculated and measured curves are
compared in Fig. 5.10.
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relative transmittance
Figure 5.10:
Comparison between the calculated and
measured transmittance of absorbing green
glass.
d)	 Dielectric single coatings
The most simple coating systems, which are used to reduce or enhance reflectance in the
visible light range, are single dielectric coatings. A homogenous characterisation of these
systems, as presented for the previous glazing types, is not possible. One solution to finding
the thickness of a single dielectric coating and the material used is to look at the wavelength
dependent glazing properties for normal incidence. These properties are often published by
the producers (see section 5.5.1).
By considering the physics of light in thin films (interference effects) the following formula-
tions can be derived (j is the order of the reflectance extreme (0, 1, 2, 3, ... ))
(5.23) For a maximum in the reflectance curve: - 2* d*n - (j + 0.5)*X
(5,24) For a minimum in the reflectance curve:
	 2*d*n (j +1)*X
Noting that the refractive index of a dielectric coating is relatively insensitive to the wave-
length, these equations can be used to predict the product of layer thickness and refractive
index (dx n) from the curve showing the variation of reflectance and transmittance with the
wavelength of light. Again, inaccuracies in the material values and layer thicknesses are
fairly inconsequential because the incidence angle dependent characteristics of the coating
are relatively insensitive to the precise definition of the optical properties.
As an example, the predicted and measured curves for the sun-protective glazing Calorex
AO® are compared (Figs. 5.11 and 5.12). This glazing consists of a single 6 mm pane
coated on both sides with titanium dioxide using a dipping process (Dislich 1984). The
wavelength dependent properties of the glazing were presented by Dislich as well as by the
producer (Schott 1982) (Fig. 5.11). In this case the refractive index was approximately
known (2.3 for titanium dioxide, see Memarzadeh et al. 1988). By considering the maxi-
mum in the reflectance curve, which occurs at a wavelength of about 550 nrn, and by using
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2.3 for the refractive index, equation (5.23) produces a layer thickness of about 60 nm. Us-
ing this thickness for the coatings on both sides of the glass pane (and a refractive index of
2.3), the wavelength dependent transmittance and reflectance curves predicted by GLSIM-
FILM closely reproduced the values measured at the other wavelengths (Fig. 5.11).
transmittance
toow,
reflectance
90%	 Figure 5.11:
50% Comparison of the calculated spectral ra-
diation properties x and p for the coated
40%	 single glazing Calorex AOe with the meas-
urement values. The glass pane is coated on
elm	 both sides with titanium dioxide.
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The relative transmittance curves predicted by GLSIM-FILM and measured values by
Krochmann (1992) for Calorex AO® are compared in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12:
Comparison between the calculated and
measured relative transmittance of the sun-
protective glazing Calorex A02). The coat-
ing system consists of one metal oxide layer
on each side of the pane.
This glazing has an extremely high relative transmittance right up to an incidence angle of
70°. Calculation of the transmission properties of this glazing by assuming it to be clear float
glass would be very inaccurate (see Fig. 5.6 or 5.9). For example, at the incidence angle of
700
 it would yield a relative transmittance which was approximately 60% of the measured
value.
e)	 Other glazing systems
Most glazing systems fall into one of the four categories given in Sections a) to d) above,
and their incidence angle dependent transmittance curves can be calculated using the meth-
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ods outlined. A lack of data about the glass and the coating system often precludes predic.
tions being made for other glazing systems. However, GLSIM is able to simulate them.
5.6 SENSITIVITY OF PREDICTIONS TO THE PROPERTIES OF SPECIAL
GLAZING
The thermal consequences of using the improved glazing properties rather than conven-
tional Fresnel-based values, was investigated by studying the thermal performance of the
commercial building used in EEA Annex 21 work (TEA Task 12 & 21 C, ICataja and Kalema
1992). For the thermal simulations, the program HTB2 was used. HTB2 considers the
angular-dependency of the incident radiation by using ten values of transmittance and ab-
sorptance for the incidence angles 00 to 90° (step is 10°) which must be specified by the
user for every window separately. Similarly, the transmittance and absorptance for the dif-
fuse radiation must be defined. Hence, HTB2 leaves the choice of an appropriate glazing
transmission model to the user.
5.6.1 Calculation methods used
Two methods for calculating the incidence angle dependent glazing properties have been
compared within this study (see also Pfrommer et al. 1994b; IR9):
(1) conventional approximate method
The conventional method for calculating the incidence angle dependent glazing
properties of clear glazing uses a recursive calculation (ray-tracing technique) of the
multi-reflected, absorbed and transmitted lightrays in a glass pane based on the Fres-
nel-equations (DIN 1349, 1972). These calculated incidence angle dependent charac-
teristics are transferred to special glazing (coated or tinted glazing) by using the
known (manufacturer quoted) values for normal incidence.
For the diffuse transmittance the values of the direct transmittance for an equivalent
incidence angle of 60° were taken (see Chapter 4).
(ii) improved method
The improved method uses the new computer program GLSIM-FILM to calculate the
detailed incidence angle dependent transmittance and absorptance values.
The diffuse transmittance are calculated by the new computer program GLSIM-DIF,
as introduced in Chapter 4.
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5.6.2 The glazings studied
The selection of an appropriate glazing system is one of the key decisions which must be
made when designing a commercial building. Clear double glazing often leads to high cool-
ing loads in highly glazed offices, so sun-protective glazing is often preferred. To show the
importance of more accurate consideration of glazing properties, four different glazing
types, including different types of heat-protective glazing were studied (1R9), the results for
just two glazings are shown here:
heat absorbing grey glass (Antisun grey ® (Pilkington 1988)); and
non-absorbing, sun reflective glass (Calorex AO ® (Schott 1984)).
These glazings have the same conventional (producer quoted) energy related properties: U-
value (2.9 W/m2K); and total solar energy transmittance (0.48). (Note, the total solar energy
transmittance includes both the directly transmitted radiation and the absorbed radiation,
which is transported to the inside by convection and long-wave radiation (secondary- heat
flow)). Differences occur in the light transmittance and the colour appearance. Because the
energy related properties of the glazings are the same, there would be no reason to choose
between one or the other when considering such issues as imposed heating or cooling loads,
energy demands, peak temperatures etc.
Heat absorbing glass gets its sun-protective quality by its high heat absorbing ability. Such
systems are usually double glazed, consisting of an outer coloured pane and an inner clear
pane. The particular glass studied, Pillcington's Antisun grey®, had two 6 mm panes. Com-
pared to the conventional method, the detailed calculation produces lower transmittance
values for all angles of incidence (Fig. 5.13). The improved method gives a calculated
transmittance of the diffuse radiation of 0.278 which is equal to the direct transmittance at
55°. The diffuse absorptance is 0.587.
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As an example for non-absorbing sun-protective glazing, the sun-reflective glass Calorex AO
of Schott has been chosen. The glass is coated on both sides with Titanium dioxide films
Figure 5.13:
Incidence angle dependent transmittance of
Antisun greys; conventional and improved
calculation method.
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Figure 5.14:
Incidence angle dependent transmittance of
Calorex A0®; conventional and improved
calculation method.
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using a dipping process and is regarded as one of the classic examples of this type of prod-
uct (Dislich 1984). The light transmittance is 0.5, which is relatively high, and the colour
appearance is neutral. When compared with the conventional transmittance values the im-
proved method produces transmittance values which are higher for all angles of incidence
(Fig. 5.14). The improved method gives a calculated transmittance of the diffuse radiation
of 0.399 which is equal to the direct transmittance at 63°. The diffuse absorptance is 0.243.
The transmittance curve of Calorex AO is almost horizontal up to high incidence angles and
then decreases quickly. In the practically important range (between 500 and 80°) there is a
high relative transmittance. Heat absorbing glasses, in this case Antisun grey, have relative
transmittance curves which lie considerably below the curve for clear glass. The comparison
clearly demonstrates that the relative transmittance curve of special glazing can differ sig-
nificantly from the curve for clear glazing (section 5.5) even though this approach is often
used when modelling special glazings. It also shows that the improved method will calculate
higher radiation gains for Calorex AO than the conventional method, whilst it will calculate
lower radiation gains for Antisun grey.
transmittance
0
 20	 30 	 40'	 50'	 50 	 70'	 OW
incidence angle
5.6.3 Commercial building description
In these sensitivity studies, the conventional treatment of the glazing properties is compared
with the improved treatment. The studies are based on a commercial building similar to that
being used by the IEA Annex 21 and Task 12 model evaluation groups (ICataja and Kalema
1992). In the first study, the clear double glazing used in the IEA work was replaced by
different types of special glazing.
The test module is assumed to be in the middle of a multi-storey block. It consisted of two
rooms with a corridor between them. The corridor was separated from the office rooms by
an internal wall and a door. The area of the window on each external wall was 2.52 m2. The
windows were orientated to face North-South. The basic building descriptions are given in
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Appendix A.3 (more detailed information about the building is given by Kataja and Kalema
1992).
The basic IEA building had: an extremely high ventilation rate (2.47 ach in the daytime);
high internal lighting heat gains (500 W in every room); and a relatively small window size
(2.52 m2). All three aspects reduce the influence of solar radiation on the inside climate. In
commercial buildings with less ventilation, lower casual heat gains, and bigger windows, the
impact of the energy transmission through the glazing will be greater. Therefore, any in-
accuracies in the glazing properties will have a greater impact.
To produce a building which was more sensitive to glazing properties, three changes were
made to the basic IEA building description:
(i) the lighting system was switched off;
(ii) the day-time ventilation rate was reduced to a constant 0.41 ach; and
(iii) the areas of the window were increased to 8.1 m2 (i.e. the total external wall area).
In the IEA work, the weather conditions of Denver (USA), which has very hot, sunny
summers and very cold, clear winters, were used. To study the impact of the glazing models
in more moderate climates, all the simulations were repeated using the more cloudy, over-
cast weather of Kew, UK (Appendix B).
5.6.4 Effect of the improved method
For both climates and both buildings, the annual heating and cooling energy predicted by
HTB2 and the conventional glazing properties, were compared with the corresponding val-
ues predicted by HTB2 and the GLSIM-FILM pre-processor (Figures 5.15 to 5.18). Addi-
tionally, the maximum cooling powers predicted on a hot, sunny summer day in Kew, UK
were compared (Fig. 5.19). Only the results for the south-facing office, which was most
sensitive to the glazing models, are shown here.
Antisun my	 Calmat AO
	
Antleun my	 Cab= AO
	
Antigun grey	 Colcfix AO	 Antlaun prey	 Calms( AO
	
BASIC MA BUILDING
	
MODIFIED BUILDING
	
BASIC lEA BUILDING
	
MODIFIED BUILDING
Figure 5.15 and 5.16	 Annual heating and cooling energy demands in the south office (basic IF.A and
modified building description) for Denver.
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Figure 5.17 and 5.18
	
Annual heating and cooling energy demands in the south office (basic lEA and
modified building description) for Kew.
The errors arising from the use of the conventional calculations, rather than the improved
method, may be positive or negative. For Antisun grey, the incidence angle dependent
transmittance values of the conventional method lie above the corresponding improved val-
ues (Fig. 5.13), hence, the cooling energy demands are over-predicted and the heating en-
ergy demands are under-predicted. For Calorex AO the conventional values lie below the
improved transmittance values (Fig. 5.14), so the cooling energy demand is too low and the
heating energy demand is too high.
The percentage errors in the heating energy demands are greater for Denver than for Kew,
however, the percentage errors in the cooling energy demands are greater for Kew
(although the absolute differences are higher for Denver). Generally, the predicted errors in
the cooling energy demands are much higher than the errors in the heating energy demands.
This may be expected because the intensity, incidence angle, (and at Kew the duration) of
the solar radiation, is greatest when cooling is needed. Thus any differences in the glazing
models will be exacerbated. For Kew the cooling energy demand error reaches 19% in the
case of the modified building compared with 11% for the basic LEA building. The highest
error in the heating energy demands was 7% for the modified building located in Denver.
When the simulation results are used for design purposes the decision concerning the best
glazing type may be influenced by the calculation method used for the glazing. Looking at
the cooling energy demands for the basic IEA building, the improved calculation method
leads to a clear preference of Antisun grey since it requires 74 kWh less than Calorex AO in
Denver or 30 kWh at Kew. On the other hand, the conventional method recommends the
opposite since it produces 24 kWh more for Antisun grey than for Calorex AO in Denver or
13 kWh more in Kew. When a design decision is based on the heating energy demands, the
improved method recommends Calorex AO in favour of Antisun grey (33 kWh lower heat-
ing demand for Denver and 11 kWh for Kew), while the conventional method again sug-
gests the opposite (6 kWh more heating demand for Denver, 4 kWh for Kew).
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The modified building description led to the same conclusions but bigger differences. For
example, the predicted difference between the improved and conventional method for the
annual cooling energy demands in Denver is 137 kWh for Antisun grey and 133 kWh for
Calorex AO.
For Antisun grey, the conventional method over-estimates the maximum cooling power on
a hot, sunny summer day in Kew by about 5% (basic IEA building description) and 9%
(modified building description) (Fig. 5.19). For Calorex AO it under-estimates the cooling
power by about the same amounts, which could lead to an under-sizing of the cooling
equipment. Because the necessary heating power is determined by very cold ambient condi-
tions without significant solar gains (typically at cloudy days or during the night) it is largely
unaffected by the glazing calculation methods.
BOO i 
maximum cooling power, W 
	
Figure 5.19:
Maximum cooling power in the south office
at a hot, sunny summer day (basic lEA and
modified building description) in Kew.
Antigun grey	 Colima AO
	
Antigun gray
	
Gabor= AO
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MODIFIED BUILDING
It is clear for the above results that thermal simulation programs, such as SERI-RES
(Palmiter and Wheeling 1983) or TRNSYS (Klein et al. 1988), which internally calculate
the transmission properties of glazing systems using the Fresnel equations and a recursive
formulation for multi-layered systems (valid for combinations of clear glass panes), may
produce inaccurate predictions. Such programs could therefore lead to incorrect design de-
cisions being made for buildings with special tinted or coated glazings.
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CHAPTER 6
TOTAL SOLAR ENERGY TRANSMITTANCE
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The most important glazing property for clear and special glazing is the total solar energy
transmittance (see Chapter 2, section 2.4.3). It is widely used in quasi-stationary
calculations of cooling or heating energy demands or cooling and heating power (BREDEM
(Anderson et al. 1985); ASHRAE Handbook 1981; CIBSE Guide 1986; WarmeschutzVO
1993; DIN 4108, 1981; ISO 9164, 1992; DIN 4701, 1983; VDI 2078, 1977). It is also used
in some DSMs. For example, the program ZB-SIMULAP (Zimmermann and Becker 1992)
uses total solar energy transmittance values to calculate the solar heat gains. In addition, the
simplified U-value approach of windows in ESP (Clark and McLean 1988) requires the
definition of total solar energy transmittance values.
The total solar energy transmittance represents the ratio of the total transmitted energy to
the total incident global radiation. It considers the radiation which is directly transmitted as
well as the absorbed radiation, which heats the panes and is then radiated and convected as
a secondary heat flow into the room. The total solar energy transmittance and the heat
transfer coefficient (U-value) are both fundamental energy related properties which com-
pletely describe the thermal impact of the glazing. DIN 67507 (1980) defines the total solar
energy transmittance as a fixed value considering normally incident radiation only. Many
international glass producers use this method for describing of their products (e.g. Pilking-
ton 1988). It is calculated as follows:
(6.1)	 t, t+ fr* cf
where -Ow, is the total solar energy transmittance,t: is the direct transmittance for normal
incidence, a: is the absorptance for normal incidence and fr is the fraction of secondary
heat directed inwards using the normal exterior and interior surface resistances in the
CIBSE-Guide (1986) and DIN 67507 (1980).
In practise, of course, the incidence angle of the solar radiation is not fixed; it varies with
the sun position and is therefore highly dependent on the geographical location and the time
of day. For vertical surfaces the incidence angle is usually greater than 40 0 , normal inci-
dence rarely happens. Since the energy transport through glazing decreases as the incidence
angle of the radiation increases (see Chapter 4 and 5) the total solar energy transmittance
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for normal radiation incidence is higher than that which is found in practise. Thus, if the
value for normal incidence is used in thermal energy calculations the heat gains through the
glazing will be overestimated.
This detailed investigation of total solar energy transmittance values was inspired by the
new German heat protection law (WanneschutzVO 1993) for buildings, in which solar en-
ergy gains are a predominant issue. The first draft of the law used typical total solar energy
transmittance values for normal radiation incidence. Since these values over-estimate the
solar gains, the heating energy demand of a building was underpredicted. Moreover, since
highly insulated buildings are particularly sensitive to solar energy gains, the total solar en-
ergy transmittance values has a significant impact on the overall assessment of a building, in
particular, on the selection of appropriate glazing areas and glazing types.
To get a better representation of the total solar energy transmittance, the new calculation
models described in Chapters 4 and 5 were extended to predict 'effective window proper-
ties'. A computer module GLSIM-TOT was created, which calculates the total amount of
radiation entering a space by using hourly irradiation data (of the type found in the climate
files of DSMs). The calculation considers, of course, the accurate incidence angle dependent
glazing properties for the direct and diffuse radiation at each hour. Thus, the new effective
(time averaged) values implicitly take account of the incidence angle dependency of the ra-
diation transfer and the change of radiation intensity. The values depend on the location,
orientation and inclination of the window surface and on the special transmission behaviour
of the glazing system (which is particularly important for special glazing).
The following sections deal with the theory of the new computer module GLSIM-TOT and
demonstrate how the newly predicted effective total solar energy transmittance values affect
the thermal assessment of glazing systems.
6.2 THEORY OF TOTAL SOLAR ENERGY TRANSMITTANCE
The effective total solar energy transmittance T enn describes the relationship between the
transmitted solar energy E in and the total incident radiation energy Eon, which consist of a
direct radiation portion Ed and of a diffuse radiation portion Ef. The calculation, on which
the computer module GLSIM-TOT is based, considers the incidence angle dependent
transmittance and absorptance (r d and ad) of the direct radiation (Chapter 5) and the diffuse
transmittance and absorptance (T1 and af) (Chapter 4).
Ein E(Ed *(Td +ad * fr) +E f*(t f +a f*.fr))
.	 .
Eon
	 2 (Ed +.E1)(6.2)
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The direct and diffuse radiation energies Ed and Ef are calculated on a hourly basis using the
irradiation data in a climate file (of that type used by DSMs). The intensity and incidence
angle of the direct radiation on inclined surfaces is obtained using the theory in DIN 5034
(1983). Generally, it is possible to calculate Teta for any time-period. However, the investi-
gations, which are shown here, concentrated on monthly values t
	 on annual values
'lot •
In (6.2) fr is the fraction of secondary heat flow which is directed inwards. It can be calcu-
lated from the thermal properties of a glazing (U-value; internal and external surface heat
transfer coefficients 13 i and Po; thermal resistance of the glazing A and the ratio of radiation
absorbed in the inner pane to the total absorbed radiation (absorptance-split) spi (DIN
67507, 1980)):
(6.3)	 fr	 Pr	 for single glazing;
Pi +13.
fr. U 4. spi*U(6.4)	 for double glazing.
13 0	A
Often the exact absorptance-split of double (or triple) glazing is unknown. However,
assuming that the absorptance-split is largely independent of the incidence angle, fr can be
calculated from the glazing properties for normal incidence (which are usually known) by
rearranging equation (6.1):
fr.ttnot —.I'd
ct7i
6.3 EFFECTIVE TOTAL SOLAR ENERGY 'TRANSMITTANCE OF CLEAR
GLAZING
As described in section 6.1 the total solar energy transmittance is not fixed, but depends on
the orientation and inclination of a window surface; it also depends on the sun position,
which leads to a seasonal and geographical variation of the values. Therefore, a parametric
study was conducted to investigate the seasonal variations in T1 as the window orientation
and inclination of glazings is varied. The study concentrated on the German weather condi-
tions of North-WUrttemberg (Appendix B), since the main aim was to improve German
laws and standards. However, a special investigation showed that the trends produced by
British weather data were similar.
The highest seasonal swing in tr occurred for south orientated glazing (Fig. 6.1). For a
typical (2x6 mm) clear double glazing (refraction = 1.52; extinction coefficient = 0.03
1/mm; normal transmittance = 0.61), t imot was 0.65 in winter and reduced to lower than 0.54
(6.5)
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in summer. North orientated glazing had a smaller seasonal swing: while -c m., was about 0.60
during the winter season (Oct. - Mar.), it decreased to 0.56 in summer (June/July). West
orientated glazings showed the opposite behaviour: in winter -c70, was 0.575 whilst it was
higher in summer (t 0.62). It was assumed that east orientated glazings were similar to
west orientated glazings.
total solar energy transmittance
Figure 6.1:
Effective monthly total solar energy trans-
mittance values for south, north and west
orientated vertical windows. The glazing
consists of 2x6 mm clear glass.
0,5 h
0,45 	
Doe Jan Fob Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sop Oct Nov Doc
Tilted glazings often occur in south orientated highly-glazed spaces, which are designed for
high solar gains (e.g. conservatories), or in the roofs of atria and glazed halls. They are also
found in the roofs of modestly glazed spaces. Effective total solar energy transmittance val-
ues for tilted glazings are demonstrated in Fig. 6.2.
0,75
0,71-
—X— south	 '-e- woo —X— noon
Figure 6.2:
Effective monthly total solar energy trans-
mittance values for south orientated
windows as the inclination angle of the
glazing is varied: 900 (vertical); 45 0 ; 00
(horizontal). The glazing consists of 2x6
mm clear glass.
The highest solar gains occur in winter for a vertical and 45° tilted window (0.65), while at
that time TZ, is around 0.56 for horizontal glazing. In summer the trends are reversed: t:
reduces to 0.54 for the vertical glazing (0.60 for 45 0 tilt), while the horizontal glazing
transmits more radiation (0.63).
These results clearly demonstrate, that the standard total solar energy transmittance for
clear double glazing of 0.8 (DIN 4108 (1981), part 2, table 4) is too high. Similarly, the
-E-
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more accurately calculated value for normally radiation t in DIN 67507 (1980) are
also too high: a value of about 0.72 for clear double glazing is not found in practise. Com-
pared to this, an approximation of 0.85x-c" leads to a value (0.60 for the 2x6 mm double
glazing), which is the value about which the monthly values of Trot oscillated, with a vari-
ation of about ± 5%.
The reduction factor of 0.85 was first proposed by CEN TC 129/WG 9 (draft 1993) mem-
bers. It was confirmed by the investigation discussed here (see also Pfrommer et al. 1993b).
This investigation led to a new formulation for the solar gain calculations in the German
heat protection law (WarrneschutzVO 1993), which implicitly includes a reduction factor of
0.85. In addition, the factor was accepted for the new DIN 4108 (1993) standard.
6.4 EFFECTIVE TOTAL SOLAR ENERGY TRANSMITTANCE OF SPECIAL
GLAZING
Whilst the shape of the incidence angle dependent relative transmittance curve is nearly the
same for all clear glazing systems, it differs considerably for special glazing (Chapter 5, sec-
tion 5.5.2). For example, metal-oxide or noble metal coated glazings maintain high relative
transmittance as the solar radiation incidence angle increases above 40°, whilst the transmit-
tance of tinted glazing is reduced even for low incidence angles. Therefore, it is inappropri-
ate to describe these systems by applying a fixed effective reduction factor to the total solar
energy transmittance at normal incidence; which was the method adopted for clear glazing
(section 6.3). Instead, the effective annual total solar energy transmittance values t o, are
used to demonstrate the differences of these systems more realistically. These values im-
plicitly take account on the known incidence angle dependent transmission characteristics of
the glazing system.
To demonstrate the consequences of this new approach for special glazings, the two glaz-
ings used in section 5.6 are compared. The glazing systems were:
heat absorbing grey glass (Antisun grey ® (Pilkington 1988)); and
non absorbing, sun-reflective glass (Calorex AO ® (Schott 1982)).
These glazings have the same conventional (producer quoted) energy related properties: U-
value (2.9 W/m2K) and total solar energy transmittance (0.48). Differences occur in the
light transmittance and the colour appearance. Because the energy related properties of the
glazings are the same, there would be no reason to choose between one or the other when
considering such issues as imposed heating or cooling loads, energy demands, peak tem-
peratures, etc.
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The incidence angle dependent total solar energy transmittance curves of both glazing sys-
tems are demonstrated in Figure 6.3. These values were calculated at each angle of inci-
dence using the following equation
(6.6)
	 ;of	 fr* a d
where fr was obtained using equation 6.5. Both td and ad are calculated by GLSIM-FILM.
For normal incidence, both glazings show the same total solar energy transmittance (0.48)
as quoted by the manufacturers. For higher incidence angles, Calorex AO has a total solar
energy transmittance curve which lies considerably above the curve for Antisun grey.
Using GLSIM-TOT, the effective annual total solar energy transmittance T1, for a vertical,
south orientated glazing located in Denver (USA) or Kew (UK), as used in the sensitivity
analysis of section 5.6, becomes 0.40 for Antisun grey and 0.44 for Calorex AO. In this in-
stance there are only small differences due to the different locations and weather conditions.
It should be noted however, that t,a  values actually depend on the geographical location
(latitude) (and on the particular climate conditions). The latitudes of Denver (40°N) and
Kew (51.5°N) are not too different. More work is needed to investigate the dependence of
these values on the latitude and climate.
Figure 6.3:
Incidence angle dependent total solar en-
ergy transmittance of Calorex AO and Anti.
sun grey glazing systems.
In section 5.6 the thermal consequences of both &zings on the predicted environmental
conditions in a commercial buildings were discussed. Comparing the simulation results with
the producer quoted U-values and total solar energy transmittance values, it was clear, that
the conventional classification of the glazing systems did not represent the thermal conse-
quences of the glazings correctly. The simulation results showed significant differences be-
tween the glazings, while the energy related glazing properties indicate that the thermal im-
pact will be similar (same total solar energy transmittance, same U-value).
As described above, the effective annual total solar energy transmittance values were calcu-
lated as 0.40 for Antisun grey and 0.44 for Calorex AO whilst the conventional values for
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both were 0.48. The higher effective total solar energy transmittance of Calorex AO points
to higher solar radiation gains which would result in higher cooling energy demands and
lower heating energy demands. This was in fact the case (Fig. 5.15 - 5.18). The lower value
corresponding to Antisun grey demonstrates reduced solar energy gains which causes
higher heating energy demands and lower cooling energy demands. Because the effective
annual total solar energy transmittance reflects the thermal consequence of the glazing more
realistically it appears to be a valuable parameter upon which to make design decisions.
As described above, the reduction factor of 0.85 to t considered in the
WarmeschutzVO (1993) and DIN 4108 (1993) is only adequate for clear glazing systems. It
does not reflect the special incidence angle dependent transmittance characteristic of special
glazings. Therefore, the introduction of effective annual total solar energy transmittance
values ;In , which could be listed for the most important glazing systems (as it is already
common for U-values or ;In ) could further improve the characterisation of special glazings.
In addition, by indicating effective values, the glazing producers would give valuable infor-
mations to the customers enabling them to predict the thermal consequences of special
glazings more accurately.
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RADIATION TRANSFER THROUGH SLAT-TYPE BLINDS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
Shading is important to reduce the risk of overheating in highly glazed spaces. It has been
indicated in Chapter 2 (section 2.4.4) that DSMs use simplified calculation methods for
shading effects which may lead to inaccurate simulation results for highly glazed spaces.
This Chapter deals with the current calculation practices and introduces a new, improved
calculation model for slat-type blinds.
The most effective way to reduce the solar load through windows is to intercept direct ra-
diation from the sun using external sunshades, e.g. roof overhangs, vertical or horizontal ar-
chitectural projections, obstructions, awnings, horizontal panels, venetian blinds or louvers.
Internal shading devices are also used to protect occupants from direct solar radiation. Ex-
ternal and internal slat-type sunshades are the most current sun protection devices. Movable
louvers can adapt in response to the illumination conditions. The slat surfaces reflect and
absorb direct sunlight. At the same time, the space between the slats guarantees the trans-
mission of diffuse sunlight, which does not evoke uncomfortable illumination, but contrib-
utes to lighting a room. In the following, the term "blind" always means a slat-type internal
or external sunshade.
While there are well known calculation methods for the shading impact of frames, side fins,
overhangs and obstructions (sky line) (Rodriguez et al. 1988; Rodriguez and Alvarez 1991)
which are implemented in many programs (ESP; SERI-RES; HTB2) there are no calcula-
tion principles for slat-type blinds. There is no possibility of simulating blind systems dy-
namically. Some programs offer crude methods of defining time-fixed shading factors (e.g.
SERI-RES). ESP and HTB2 permit the scheduling of glazing properties, which can be used
to implicitly consider the time-dependent solar shading effect of blinds. Unfortunately, the
fixed or time-scheduled values are generally unknown. It should be noted, that ESP also
permits the scheduling of the thermal resistance of glazing/blind systems, which is useful for
considering the thermal effects of blinds and shutters.
Time-fixed standard shading factors are published which relate either to the total solar en-
ergy transmittance (DIN 4108, 1981; see Chapter 6), or to the solar gains through a refer-
ence glass pane (ASHRAE Handbook 1981; VDI 2078, 1977). Sometimes total solar en-
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ergy transmittance values of a combination of glass and blind systems are presented
(CIBSE-Guide 1986).
• DIN 4108 (1981) gives just two reduction ("z") factors for venetian blind systems (0.5
for internal blinds and 0.3 for external blinds).
• VDI 2078 (1977) distinguishes between three reduction ("b") factors; which depend on
the location of the blinds (external; between the glass panes; internal). These values are
indicated to be valid for blinds with 45° inclined slats (no more information).
• The total solar energy transmittance values in the CIBSE-Guide (1986) distinguish be-
tween the colour of the slats (dark or light) the geometry (horizontal or vertical slats)
and the location (internal or external). The slat inclination angle for horizontal slats is
indicated to be 45 0
 (downwards).
• The ASHRAE Handbook (1981) presents shading coefficients ("SC") for internal vene-
tian blinds which depend on the glazing system and the colour of the slats (medium;
light). For external slats, shading coefficients for six groups of blinds and different pro.
file angles (see section 7.2) are given.
Some blind producers seek to demonstrate the optical quantities of their products more
precisely:
• Hunter Douglas (1979) presented shading factors, which were measures at a sun radia-
tion incidence angle of 45 0 . These values distinguish between the colour of the slats
(white; grey; dark), the inclination angle of the slats (45*; 80°) and the blind location
(external; internal).
• Pilldngton (1992) presented a detailed investigation of opaque, as well as of translucent
blinds in connection with different glazing systems. The total solar energy transmittance
values given distinguish between the glazing type, the colour of the slats (white; pastel;
dark), the slat inclination angle (closed; 60'; 45 0) and the slat material (opaque; translu-
cent). The values were calculated for a fixed sun radiation incidence angle, which was
always normal to the slat surface.
None of the given values meet the requirements for the use within DSMs, which usually
need the net-reductions of the different radiation components (transmitted or absorbed; di-
rect or diffuse). In addition, none of the published values considered the time-dependent
changing of the shading factors as the beam radiation incidence angle varies (no time-
scheduling).
Just one presentation of shading factors was found to be useful for DSMs. Pilkington
(1988) demonstrated the direct beam incidence angle dependent transmittance values of
several glazing and blind systems. These values are suitable as input data for ESP or HTB2.
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However, the corresponding blind systems were not described in detail, the calculation or
measurement methods were not documented and no range of uncertainty was given.
These problems lead to a very unsatisfactory situation in the case of highly glazed spaces, in
which the inside climate depends fundamentally on the amount of solar radiation entering
the room. A new program module GLSIM-BLIND was therefore created, which calculates
the detailed radiation transfer through glazing and blind systems. It can produce the neces-
sary input values for DSMs to either simulate blind systems accurately at each simulation
time-step (by specifying the incidence angle dependent properties of the blind and glazing or
by scheduling the shading factors) or to simulate blinds approximately using simplified daily
effective shading factors for the different radiation components. In addition, the program
calculates effective total solar transmittance values or effective shading factors, which can
be used in quasi-stationary calculation models of cooling and heating loads or for more
simple DSMs such as SERI-RES. The predicted values are comparable with the currently
available properties in ASHRAE Handbook 1981; CIBSE-Guide 1986; DIN 4108, 1981
and VDI 2078, 1977.
The rigorous mathematical formulation of the complex radiation path through glazing/blind
systems allows any arrangement of blinds with horizontal slats to be simulated. The algo-
rithms can also be used to investigate, compare and optimise blind arrangements during the
early design states of a building. For many applications, the ideal blind adjustment shades
the direct beam while it permits the transmission of a great portion of diffuse radiation to
illuminate the space. Thus, the program can be used to find the ideal slat inclination angle.
The following sections deal with the basic calculation principles, and the application and
verification of the new calculation model (see also Pfrommer et al. 1995b). A more detailed
description of the theory is given in Appendix D (or in IR6).
7.2 THEORY OF RADIATION TRANSFER THROUGH BLINDS
The theory upon which the computer module GLSIM-BLIND is based, was developed to
facilitate quick calculations during a thermal simulation run. The algorithms were originally
intended for implementation directly into the thermal processor. Therefore, analytical solu-
tions were preferred before time-intensive numerical procedures or ray-tracing techniques.
Although the algorithms were finally realised in a pre-processing program, they are never-
theless appropriate for implementation directly into a thermal processor. The clarity af-
forded by the analytical formulations enables different blind systems to be quickly solved on
a PC. This is an important feature when various blind systems are to be compared, or when
one blind system is to be optimised to produce desired shading characteristics. GLSIM-
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BLIND also offers a cost-effective route to generating a database of blind properties which
could be used by DSMs.
At the start of the work, there were nearly no useful references available. All algorithms in
GLSIM-BLIND were developed by considering the fundamental geometrical and physical
relations of light in blind and glazing structures. However, the political changes in Germany
(and eastern Europe) in the early 90s gave access to research work in the eastern countries.
Interesting investigations of blinds were found to have been done at the technical University
of Dresden (see Liiber 1974; Rudolph 1978). There are many similarities between the work
conducted in Dresden and the new algorithms developed for GLSIM-BLIND. In fact, the
formulation of the basic calculation principles are more or less identical although the
mathematical solutions are quite different. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to make
detailed comparisons between the two approaches.
The radiation transmission through slat-type blinds was divided into four different radiation
paths (see also Rudolph 1978):
CO the unshaded transmission of the direct beam (direct transmittance);
00 the direct-reflected beam at the slat surfaces (direct-reflected transmittance)
The reflectance may be pure diffuse, pure specular (metallic) or any combination be-
tween both;
(iii) the unshaded transmission of the diffuse radiation (diffuse transmittance); and
(iv) the reflected diffuse radiation at the slat surfaces (diffuse-reflected transmittance).
The calculation considers the inter-reflections between the slats and between the glass panes
and the slats. The incidence angle dependent transmittance through a glazing behind a blind
(external device) is treated by considering the true or effective incidence angle of both the
directly received radiation and the radiation reflected from the slats. The effect of curved
slats is approximately considered.
The following sections concentrate on the calculation principles of the different radiation
portions. The basic symbols used to describe blind systems are demonstrated in Fig. 7.1.
Since the slats are assumed to be of infinite length, the spatial blind geometry is reduced to
two dimensions. The slat geometry is fully described by the slat width (sw) the slat distance
(sd) and the slat inclination angle (si). Usually the slat width corresponds approximately to
the slat distance. This is called a regular blind geometry.
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Figure 7.1:	 Basic symbols and angles used to describe the blind systems. The right Figure demon-
strates the projected sun height angles (h'l - h'3) for different illumination situations.
The ability of horizontal panels or slats to intercept the direct component of solar radiation
depends on their geometry and on the projected (effective) sun height angle h'. The pro-
jected sun height angle h' determines the effective incidence angle of the direct beam radia-
tion onto the slat surfaces. It is defined as the angular difference between a plane normal to
the window and a plane tilted about a horizontal axis in the plane of the window until it in-
cludes the sun. It can be calculated from the real sun height angle hs as follows,
sin(h5 )(7.1)
	 h' arctan( 
cos(az, — az
ri 
) 4. cos(k) ) 90 0 +11
where azs is the azimuth angle of the sun, az,, the azimuth angle of the window and i the
inclination angle of the window (0 0 for horizontal).
The corresponding angle, which determines the effective incidence angle of a diffuse radia-
tion portion from a certain sky (or ground) point, is called the profile angle Q. (For vertical
south-facing surfaces, Q corresponds to t, see Fig. 4.2.) If the sky (or ground) vault is cut
into slices, all sky (or ground) points on the same slice surface have fortunately the same
height projection (profile angle). It is therefore possible to reduce the two-dimensional in-
tegration of diffuse radiation portions (along a height and a slice angle) to a one-dimen-
sional integration along the profile angle Q (Fig. 7.2).
slice . Figure 7.2:
Cross-section through the sky and ground vault. The slice
surface area corresponds to that area on the sky or ground
vault which lies between two curves with constant projected
height (or profile) angles.
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7.2.1 Direct transmittance
One portion of the direct radiation is shaded by the slats, the other portion enters the room
through the unshaded open space between the slats. The direct transmittance tbd (the super.
script b denotes blinds) is simply the ratio between the unshaded space and the total space
between the slats,
(7.2) l',1 -1--sh .1 sw* sin(h' — ,si) 	 1 —(sw*sin(si)— sw*cos(si)* tan(hi ))/ sd
sd	 sin(90°—h )*sd
where sh is the shaded area, sd the slat distance, sw the slat width, and h' the projected sun
height angle (Fig. 7.3).
Figure 7.3:
Relationship between sunposition and slat
geometry to illustrate the shading of direct
solar radiation.
SW
7.2.2. Direct-reflected transmittance
The direct-reflected radiation consists of two parts: a direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation
portion 4 and a specular-reflected radiation portion tbdr . The relation between both com•
ponents depends on the slat material and is defined by the shining factor a of the material.
The shining factor becomes 1 for pure diffuse reflection or 0 for ideal specular reflectim
Shining factors for different materials were measured by Ward (1992) (Table 7.1).
rolled brass:	 0.23	 enamel finished metal: 0.83
rolled aluminium: 	 0.32
	
Latex paint:	 0.9
lightly brushed alum.: 	 0.44	 plastic laminate: 	 0.9
glossy grey paper:	 0.78
Table 7.1:	 Shining factors, after Ward (1992).
The calculation of the direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation considers the multi-reflections
between the slats up to the second reflection. This is an appropriate approximation since the
radiation portion remaining after the second reflection is very low. The error in this radia-
tion path was found to be lower than 5% for light slats (reflectance, p = 0.6) or lower than
1% for dark slats (p = 0.2). The direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation is given by
(7.3)	 4 -(p*A+p2*.f.2443)*(1--c!)
backloss
nr = 3
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where p is the slat reflectance and fi  is the view factor between the illuminated slat area and
the inside, 12 is between the illuminated slat area and the upper slat and h is between the
upper slat and the inside. These view factors were approximated based on an approach
which correctly represents the radiation emittance of infinitely small illuminated areas. The
approach has a maximum error of 4% (compared to the rigorous numerically predicted
value), when the total slat width is illuminated. The term (1 - Tbd ) defines the absorbed or
reflected direct radiation component. The total direct absorptance 4 can be obtained by
summation of all the absorbed radiation portions (see Appendix D.3.1).
The calculation model for the specular-reflected radiation portion uses a rigorous analytical
solution with no approximations. It considers all higher-order reflections. The specular-re-
flected radiation normally consists of different portions Poi , which are reflected with a dif-
ferent number of inter-reflections nri:
(7.4)	 tbds	 p"' *Poi
The number of inter-reflections, nri , is calculated by considering different geometrical situ-
ations (with and without radiation backloss) using fundamental geometrical relations (Fig.
7.4). Again the total direct absorptance corresponds to the sum of each the radiation ab-
sorbed at each reflection (Appendix D.3.2).
Po2
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Figure 7.4:	 Specular inter-reflections of direct radiation between slat surfaces.
7.2.3 Diffuse transmittance
The diffuse radiation on a surface consists of a portion from the sky and a portion from the
ground (see Chapter 4). In Chapter 4, the accurate consideration of radiance distributions
were found to be primarily important for overcast days, whilst the distribution was largely
irrelevant for clear days. Since blind calculations are mainly interesting for clear days, the
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assumption that the sky is isotropic seems to be justified. Others have used this approach for
this type of calculation (see Rudolph 1978).
,
,
• ...../.7..,
cutoff angle ill
cutoff angle 02
Figure 7.5:
Geometrical presentation of the cutoff angles. Any radiation
from above the cutoff angle C21 and below the cutoff angle Q2
is totally shaded.
The unreflected diffuse radiation enters the room through the open space between the slats,
which is defined by the cutoff angles C21 and 02 (Fig. 7.5). These depend on the slat ge-
ometry and slat inclination angle (si). The diffuse transmittance 'r by integrating the
radiation from each slice of the sky (or ground) across the vault between the cutoff angles.
The net-transmittance T(Q) of the diffuse radiation from each slice is calculated in a similar
way to the direct transmittance T,/(h') (see section 7.2.1). Here, the projected sun height
angle h' is substituted by the profile angle Q of a certain sky (or ground) slice. When Q is
the integration angle, T(Q) the diffuse transmittance of radiation from a slice and L the radi-
ance of the sky (or ground), the formulation becomes,
(7.5a)
02
fDo cos(C2)*T(Q)* Al
b	 01 
t f =	 90°
SL*cos(C2)*dC2
-9cr
(7.5b)	 t(c2) - 1— (sw*sin(si)— sw*cos(si)* tan(0))/ sd
For isotropic sky and ground radiance distributions the integrals can be solved analytically.
Since the calculation distinguishes between sky and ground radiation, it must be executed
for both components separately.
7.2.4 Diffuse-reflected transmittance
The reflectance of the diffuse radiation on the slat surfaces is either diffuse, specular or any
combination of these. The calculation of the specular reflectance needs numerical solution
techniques. These were not considered within the basic version of GLSIM-BLIND (but
added to a later version of the program). For an analytical solution, the reflectance of the
diffuse radiation on the slat surfaces was assumed to be purely diffuse. Thus, the calculation
of the reflected radiation from each slice is similar to the calculation of the direct-to-diffuse
reflection calculation (section 7.2.2). Here, the projected sun height angle h' is substituted
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by the profile angle Q of a certain sky (or ground) point. The diffuse-reflected transmittance
4 is obtained by considering the inter-reflections of each diffuse radiation portion and the
corresponding view factors! up to the second reflection.
(7.6a)
90
fL*cos(C2)*(1 — T(C2))*(p* A (0) + p2 * f2 (2)* f3 )440
b	 -9  
'I ff .	 90
fL * cos(C2)*A2
-90
(7.6b)	 1- t(C2) . (sw*sin(si) — swocos(si)*tan(C2)) / sd
Again, the integration must be split into different parts, which consider either ground or sky
radiation slices. In (7.6a) the view factors fi and f2 depend on the illuminated width of the
slats (isw), which again depends on the profile angle Q of the radiation slice. To get an
analytical solution, a simplified assumption was adopted, which uses either half or total il-
lumination of the slats. Half illumination is assigned to all radiation portions from the sky
(or ground) vault above or below the cutoff angles, which is approximately the energy-
weighted average. Total illumination actually occurs for all radiation slices with a profile
angle lying between the cutoff angles. The error of the total transmittance due to this sim-
plification was found to be lower than 1%. For the diffuse absorptance see Appendix D.5.
7.2.5 Curved slats
In GLSIM-BLIND curved slats are treated as surface-slices of a cylinder. The curvature of
the slat is described by the radius of the cylinder. The influence of curved slats on the
transmittance of the different radiation components was considered as follows.
• The direct transmittance is reduced by an additional shadow due to the slat curvature. A
correction is introduced which represents the additional shadow correctly (no approxi-
mation). It is calculated from first principles dependent on the sun location and the exact
blind geometry.
• The influence of the slat curvature on the direct-to-diffuse transmittance is approxi-
mately considered by a correction of the view factors. For flat slats the error in the view
factors due to the simplifications was found to be lower than 4% (compared with the
rigorously calculated values; see section 7.2.2). Since the rigorous view factor for
curved slats is difficult to obtain, the error was not investigated. However, it is probable
that the uncertainty is similar to that of flat slats.
• To avoid numerical calculations, the effect of slat curvature on the diffuse transmittance
as well as on the specular-reflected direct transmittance was neglected.
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• The influence of the slat curvature on the diffuse-reflected transmittance is approxi.
mately considered by a correction to the view factors (similar to the correction used for
the direct-to-diffuse transmittance.
An investigation showed that the influence of slat curvature decreases as the radius of cur.
vature increases. For normal blind geometries (slat radius of curvature > slat width) the in.
fluence was negligibly small (Fig. 7.6). In most cases the approximation of slats as being flat
appears to be justified. If, nevertheless, the slat curvature is considered, the error due to
simplifications in the treatment of curved slats will be marginal. However, for highly curved
slats (slat radius of curvature < slat width) the influence of the slat curve may be important.
transmittance
0,5
Figure 7.6:
Variation of the direct transmittance and
direct-to-diffuse transmittances of a vertical
blind with horizontal (si = 0 0) slats as the
ratio of the radius to slat width is varied
(2.0 means that the radius is twice the slat
width). The projected sun height angle is
250, which leads to a certain direct trans-
mitted radiation portion.
7.2.6 Interaction between blind and glazing
Interactions between the blind and the glazings occur in two ways:
by multi-reflections between glass panes and slats; and
• by the effect of blinds on the beam direction, which modifies the angle at which solar
radiation strikes the glass panes.
The multi-reflections between the blind and the glazing are considered by using a recursive
row of calculation steps up to the second reflection. An investigation showed that the error
due to neglecting of the third or higher order reflections was, in most cases, lower than 1%.
When 'o' is the external layer (glass or blind) and 'i' the internal layer (glass or blind) in
principle the calculation row follows by,
(7.7) 10+1 - to * ,ri .1. t o *pi * po *1i
where t are the blind or glazing transmittance components for direct, diffuse or direct-to.
diffuse radiation and p the blind or glazing reflectance components for direct, diffuse or di.
rect-to-diffuse radiation.
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The primary radiation ray (first order transmittance) is calculated by considering the true
incidence angle of the radiation onto the glass panes behind external blinds. For specularly
reflected direct beam radiation, the incidence angle can be calculated easily from simple
geometrical considerations (see Appendix D.7.1). For diffuse radiation (direct-to-diffuse;
diffuse; diffuse-reflected) it is necessary to predict equivalent diffuse radiation incidence
angles and hence diffuse glazing transmittance values (Fig. 7.7). These must be calculated
for each diffuse radiation path:
(i) the effective glazing transmittance for direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation 4;
(ii) the effective glazing transmittance for the diffuse-reflected radiation t; and
(iii) the effective glazing transmittance for the unreflected diffuse radiation t.
Figure 7.7:	 Incidence of diffuse-reflected radiation onto a glass pane at the inner side of external
blinds.
The Law-of-Lambert states that the radiation intensities above an ideal diffuse shining
(reflecting) surface decrease with the sine of the emittance angle. Thus, the effective diffuse
transmittance Sg for the glass pane behind a diffusing slat surface is given by,
01
isin(Q)*1(Q — si)* dC1
g	 0
"r IN
where 1 is the direct radiation glazing transmittance for incidence angle (E2 - si) and o/ is
the opening angle, within which the reflected radiation reaches the glass pane.
The effective glazing transmittance ;if for direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation is obtained
from equation (7.8) by considering the actual illuminated slat width (isw). The calculation of
the effective glazing transmittance tgff for the diffuse-reflected radiation is similar, however
the illuminated slat width always corresponds to the total slat width (isw = sw). In addition,
in the case of diffuse-reflected radiation both sides of the slats are illuminated simultane-
(7.8)
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ously. It is therefore necessary to consider two different opening angles, one from the lower
slat and one from the upper slat (see Appendix D.7.1).
The calculation of the effective glazing transmittance for the =reflected diffuse radiation 17
is more complicate. The diffuse radiation coming from the sky (or ground) between the
cutoff angles, is not reflected by the slat surfaces (Fig. 7.8). Thus, the direction of the radia-
tion is not changed. The distribution of the tmreflected diffuse radiation at the inner side of
external blinds must therefore retain its usual three-dimensional character. The calculation is
shown in Appendix D.7.1 (see also Chapter 4).
Figure 7.8:
Transmittance of unreflected diffuse radiation
through a glass pane at the inner side of external
blinds.
glass pane
Since the incidence angle dependent glazing transmittance is usually given as a series of
discrete values for each incidence angle (e.g. 10 values for 0° - 90 0
 as used by HTB2) the
integrals (e.g. in equation 7.8) can not be solved analytically, instead numerical summations
become necessary. These are the only numerical procedures in the basic version of GLSIM-
BIAND. However, the simple numerical summations can be solved quickly. In addition, the
glazing properties for diffuse radiation stay the same over the whole simulation period. They
are therefore calculated only once at the beginning of the program run.
Generally, the significance of the effective radiation incidence angle should not be under-es-
timated. As an example, consider a situation where a 'regular' blind (slat width = slat dis-
tance; slat reflectance = 0.5) is located at the outer side of a horizontal clear double (2x6
mm) glazing (normal transmittance = 0.6; diffuse transmittance on overcast days = 0.52).
The projected sun height angle is 0°, hence, the sun beam strikes the window normally. The
effective transmittance for the direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation decreased from 0.55 to
0.1 as the slat inclination angle increased from 00 to 80° (Fig. 7.9). For the =reflected dif-
fuse radiation, the effective glazing transmittance due to the slat inclination angle decreased
from 0.56 to 0.43. In contrast, the variation of the effective glazing transmittance for the
diffuse-reflected radiation was found to be very small.
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transmittance
Figure 7.9:
Variation of the effective glazing transmit-
tance values for a horizontal window (no
influence of the ground) as the slat inclina-
tion angle (si) is varied. The projected sun
height angle is 00, hence, the sun beam
strikes the window normally. The glazing
consists of two clear glass panes (direct
normal transmittance = 0.6).
7.3 APPLICATION FOR SIMULATIONS
The theory was implemented in the program module GLSIM-BLIND, which produces
shading factors at three different levels of abstraction and accuracy. The most accurate op-
tion permits a dynamic treatment of the blinds. For this purpose, the incidence angle de-
pendent transmittance and absorptance of a glazing/blind system are produced for use as in-
puts to DSMs. Secondly, effective daily glazing/blind properties are generated by consider-
ing the standard clear sky conditions on an example day. Thirdly, at the simplest level, the
program can calculate the radiation transfer through glazing/blind systems by considering
the irradiation data in a climate file. This method leads to an annual effective shading factor.
The following sections describe the principles of all three calculation methods, and different
applications (blind optimisation; ranking of systems etc.) are discussed.
The theory (sections 7.3.1, 7.3.2 and 7.3.3) concentrates on external blinds. Modifications
appropriate to internal blinds are discussed later (section 7.3.4). In addition, one section
deals with the modelling of different blind control methods (section 7.3.5).
7.3.1 Dynamic treatment
The ability of slats to intercept solar radiation is highly dependent on the sun position and
therefore on the time of day, season and geographical location (latitude). An accurate
simulation of the hourly thermal conditions in a shaded space requires the time-dependent
glazing/blind properties (dynamic blind treatment) to be considered. As described above, the
new calculation technique was originally intended for implementation in the thermal proces-
sor (e.g. in HTB2), however, to make the program independent of a specific DSM the the-
ory was finally realised as a pre-processing module (GLSIM-BLIND). Nevertheless, a dy-
namic treatment of blind/glazing systems, based on input values rather than implicit calcula-
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tions, is still possible. Authors of DSMs could use the theory outlined here to integrate
blind/glazing calculations within their program.
Many DSMs use incidence angle dependent transmittance and absorptance values to calcu-
late the radiation transfer through glazing (e.g. HTB2 or ESP). By knowing the correspond-
ing values for a glazing with a shading system, the impact of the shading system can be ac-
curately simulated. No modifications or implementations to the DSM are necessary. There-
fore GLSIM-BLIND calculates the relationship between the direct radiation transmittance
properties (which depend on the projected sun height angle 10 and the incidence angle of
the direct beam radiation onto the window plane.
Since every incidence angle of the direct beam radiation onto a window plane occurs twice
a day (generally once in the morning and once in the evening), there are always two sets of
values given (see Fig. 7.10). The first set is valid from sunrise to the time with the lowest
incidence angle (e.g. half past three in Fig. 7.10); the second set is valid till sunset. For
south orientated windows the situation is symmetric, hence, both sets are corresponding.
direct transmittance
Figure 7.10:
Beam radiation incidence angle dependent
transmittance values for a pure clear double
glazing (direct normal transmittance = 0.6)
and the glazing with external horizontal
slats (slat reflectance = 0.5; slat width = slat
distance) at Kew. The orientation of the
window is south-west. The date is 21/3.
The values depend on the date and the geographical latitude of the site. When the local time
does not correspond to the local sun time, the geographical longitude is also important. For
annual simulations, the values for example days can be scheduled. Since the variation within
one month is insignificant, it is possible to use one example day for each month (e.g. the
15th day) or even to be satisfied with one example day for each season (see also section
7.6.1).
Since the calculation of the diffuse radiation transfer through blinds uses an isotropic sky
model (ISO), the diffuse transmittance and absorptance values are independent of the time
of day, date, season or location. In addition, the values can be used for clear, as well as for
overcast days. The diffuse transmittance (and absorptance) through a glazing/blind system is
easily specified by changing the diffuse transmittance (and absorptance) of the glazing used
by the DSM. (This can normally be done through the standard user interface).
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GLSIM-BLIND also produces incidence angle dependent direct-to-diffuse transmittance
values. Unfortunately, DSMs do not often permit the specification of these values. To con-
sider the thermal effect of the direct-to-diffuse transmitted radiation in an approximate way,
the incidence angle dependent direct-to-diffuse transmittance values can be added to the in-
cidence angle dependent direct transmittance values.
7.3.2 Daily effective properties
For simpler DSMs, and for quasi-stationary calculation models of daily heating or cooling
loads, values which express the daily influence of blinds are needed. In addition, these daily
values can be used to find the best blind arrangement or the best slat inclination angle for a
chosen day. Therefore, daily effective glazing/blind properties were introduced, which
correspond to the daily average transmittance and absorptance values weighted by the
incident radiation energy. The calculation considers the direct and diffuse radiation in-
tensities on a window at each hour using a method similar to the one in DIN 5034 (1983)
(standard clear sky conditions). The resulting effective properties distinguish between the
direct and diffuse-, as well as between the transmitted and absorbed-, radiation components.
They therefore meet the requirement of the most DSMs.
The following direct radiation glazing/blind properties are predicted:
• effective direct transmittance of glazing/blind system
• effective direct absorptance of the glazing,
• effective direct absorptance of internal blinds (=0 for external blinds)
The calculated direct radiation transmittance and absorptance values depend on the date and
geographical location of the site but, because the calculation considers standard clear sky
conditions, the values are independent of a particular climate.
The variation of the values within one month is insignificant. Therefore, it is possible to use
the values for each month or even to be satisfied with the values for each season (see sec-
tion 7.6.2). Since the calculation of the diffuse radiation transfer through blinds uses an iso-
tropic sky model (ISO), these values are independent of the time of day, date, season and
location. In addition, the values are used for clear, as well as for overcast days. The follow-
ing diffuse radiation glazing/blind properties are predicted:
• diffuse transmittance of glazing/blind system
• diffuse absorptance of the glazing
• diffuse absorptance of internal blinds (=0 for external blinds)
Until this point, the glazing and the blind have been treated together and described by com-
bined radiation transfer properties (transmittance or absorptance values). Often, however,
the pure shading effect of a blind system (without the glazing) is required. (Shading factors
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are often used to express the extra shading effect of a shading device when added to a cer•
min existing glazing.) Therefore, effective blind reduction (shading) factors were introduced
which are (approximately) independent of the glazing system.
The effective reduction values are given by the ratio of the total daily transmitted radiation
energy of a glazing with blinds (g+b) to the total daily transmitted radiation energy of the
same glazing without blinds (g):
• - 
Etdeb
reduction factor of the direct radiation transmittance 	 RFtd
Etdg
Etfeb
• reduction factor of the diffuse radiation transmittance 	 RIV -
Etfg
Eadeb
reduction factor of the direct absorptance 	 RFad .
Eadg
E'afg+b
• reduction factor of the diffuse absorptance	 RFaf -
where Etd is the total daily transmitted direct radiation energy and Etf the corresponding
diffuse radiation energy. Ead is the total daily direct radiation which is absorbed in the
glazing and Eaf the diffuse radiation energy absorbed.
As noted before, GLSIM-BLIND can be used to investigate, compare and optimise blind
arrangements during the design stage of a building. This is especially important when fixed
blind devices are planned. Often the best slat inclination angle is required. For many appli-
cations, the ideal blind adjustment shades the direct beam radiation whilst enabling the
transmission of as much diffuse radiation as possible to illuminate the space. Sometimes
movable slats are considered. Because the position of the sun changes continually it is usu-
ally impracticable to keep the slats in the most efficient position at all times. Therefore, it is
common practise to make an initial setting and then leave the slats unchanged until the sun
is off the façade.
Considering either the case of fixed slats, or assuming that the slats are adjusted only once a
day, it is interesting to compare the effective daily transmission properties.
The method of detecting the best slat inclination angle is demonstrated for a vertical glaz-
ing/blind system on the 21th of March (Fig. 7.11): In this case, the highest radiation trans-
mission occurs when the slats are inclined upwards with an inclination angle of about 40 0 .
To reduce the transmittance of the direct beam radiation effectively, the slat inclination an-
gle must be reduced. Because the diffuse transmittance decreases slowly as the slat inclina-
tion angle decreases, the direct beam can be intercepted without the total lost of the diffuse
radiation. When a direct transmittance of about 20% (in March) is admitted the best slat
inclination angle would be 00 (horizontal slats).
Eaf g
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Figure 7.11:
Daily effective transmittance values on 21/3
1 for a vertical, south-facing clear double
glazing system (direct normal transmittance
= 0.6) with external slats (slat reflectance =
0.5; slat width = slat distance) at Kew
(ground reflectance = 0.2) as the slat
inclination angle (st) (positive = inclined
upwards) is varied.
7.3.3 Annual (monthly) effective properties
Most quasi-stationary calculation models of cooling and heating loads (CLBSE-Guide 1986;
DIN 4108, 1981; VDI 2078, 1977 etc.) need one single value of the total solar energy
transmittance (Chapter 6) or one single shading factor. As described in section 7.1, most
available statements about blind systems are formulated in this way. These single values can
also be used to quickly compare the shading effect of different blind systems. They can be
useful for classifying or ranking different systems. In addition, such values meet the re-
quirement of simple thermal programs, which do not distinguish between the net-reduction
in the direct or diffuse, transmitted or absorbed, radiation components (e.g. SERI-RES).
Therefore, GLSIM-BLIND was extended to calculate annual (or monthly) effective blind
properties, which correspond to the energy weighted average for the whole year (or
month).
The calculation uses the hourly irradiation data in a climate file. The values are therefore lo-
cation specific. The effective annual solar energy transmittance T describes the relation-
ship between the annual transmitted solar energy Ein and the total incident radiation energy
E on:
Ein E(Ed*(tTs +T T* + ctTd''b +a Ti 4rs ir ) 4. Ef *(rTf + Ci f..12 + arf * fr));am .
Equation (7.9) corresponds to equation (6.2) in Chapter 6, which was used to obtain the ef-
fective total solar energy transmittance of pure glazing systems. However, here the hourly
transmittance and absorptance data of the glazing and blind system are considered (see Ap-
pendix D.7.2): direct (diffuse) transmittance T; (T;); direct-to-diffuse transmittance t; di-
(7.9)
	 Eon	 1(Ed +E1 )
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rect (diffuse) absorptance of internal blinds a? (a rf.b ); direct (diffuse) absorptance of the
glazing aTt 's (a?).
The effective annual reduction in the total radiation transmitted to the space (the shading
factor) is defined as the ratio of the effective annual total solar energy transmittance of the
glazing/blind system to the effective annual total solar energy transmittance of the pure
glazing system. This value corresponds to the "z-factor" defined in DIN 4108 (1981).
(7.10)
	
t
	 I glazing system) 
z
	
t
	 glazing system)
To study the seasonal variation of the total solar energy transmittance, the monthly effective
values T7o, of a vertical, south-facing clear double glazing (normal total solar energy trans-
mittance = 0.72) with internal or external horizontal slats were calculated (Fig. 7.12). The
corresponding monthly total solar energy transmittance values of the pure glazing without
blind have already been discussed in Chapter 6 (see also Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2). For external
blinds, the predicted effective z-factors were in summer 0.41 and in winter 0.77. Both of
these are higher than the standard value of 0.3 (DIN 4108, 1981). For internal blinds, the
values become 0.89 in summer, or 0.92 in winter. These are both much higher than the
standard value of 0.5 (DIN 4108, 1981). Clearly, the predicted values are only valid for one
certain glazing/blind system and location, while the standard values seek to represent all
systems. Nevertheless, the results clearly show that the standard values must be used with
considerable caution.
total solar energy transmittance
0,7
0 	
Jen Fab Mar Arg May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dee
Figure 7.12:
Effective monthly solar energy transmit-
tance of a vertical, south-facing double
glazing system (normal total solar energy
transmittance = 0.72) with internal and ex-
ternal horizontal slats (slat reflectance =
0.5; slat width = slat distance) for North
Wurttemberg (Germany) climate conditions
(ground reflectance = 0.2).
It should be noted, that the values for internal blinds (shown in Fig. 7.12) do not consider
any secondary thermal effect which the blinds may have, e.g. the ventilation, longwave ra-
diation or conduction energy transport to the outside (see following section).
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7.3.4 Modelling of internal blinds
The theory (outlined in sections 7.3.1, 7.3.2 and 7.3.3) can be used to model external as
well as internal blinds. However, for internal blinds some additional modifications must be
considered.
Since the absorbed radiation energy of external blinds is lost to the ambient air, it is not nec-
essary to calculate the (incidence angle dependent or daily effective) direct or diffuse ab-
sorptance values of external blinds. In contrast, the radiation energy absorbed by internal
blinds contributes to the heat gain to the space. Thus, the (incidence angle dependent or
daily effective) direct or diffuse absorptance values of internal blinds are important.
For internal blinds it is also important to decide how to assign the absorbed radiation (in the
internal blinds) to the space. Since the surface area of the slats is very high, while the ther-
mal mass of the slats is very low, the heat storage of the slats, and therefore their transient
(non-stationary) effects is minimal. Any absorbed radiation energy is quickly lost to the
surroundings. Two simplifications seem to be appropriate.
(i) The (incidence angle dependent or daily effective) direct or diffuse absorptance values
of internal slats are given as input values to the DSM. The direct and diffuse radiation
energy absorbed by internal blinds is then directly (without any time-delay) assigned
to the air in the space by a (new) program subroutine. New model implementations
are therefore necessary.
Alternatively, the direct and diffuse radiation energy absorbed by internal blinds is
simply added to the direct or diffuse transmitted radiation, which is then distributed
among the internal room surfaces (internal solar distribution). Thus, the absorptance
of internal blinds can be considered in a way which does not require new program
implementations.
The first method treats the heat loss from the slat surfaces as being purely convective. This
appears to be a realistic assumption, since the air flow around the slats is emphasised (free
convection due to temperature differences), whilst the longwave radiation (infra-red) heat
losses are reduced (the slat surfaces often lie flat, which reduces the radiation connection
with the surroundings). The second treatment however assumes a purely radiative energy
gain to the room surfaces. Therefore, the radiation absorbed by the slats is assigned to an
unrealistically high thermal mass (wall material). This may introduce an unrealistically long
time delay into the heat gain to the air. Both models were implemented within HTB2 and
compared in a sensitivity analysis (section 7.5).
Neither treatment of internal blinds considers any thermal effects, which the blinds may have
on the energy transport to the outside. Often, the air gap between the glass and the internal
blinds is ventilated with outside air, which increases the shading effect of the blinds. How-
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ever, issues of ventilation and conduction are treated separately by DSMs in the simulation
of temperatures and energy flows. Only shortwave radiation processes are considered in this
work. It would be an interesting task to try and model the thermal effects of internal blinds.
This could be an objective of future work.
7.3.5 Modelling of blind control
One important advantage of (non-fixed) slat-type blinds is that they can easily be adapted:
(0 by lifting them up (which totally removes the shading) or lowering them down (for full
shading); or
00 by rotation of the slats.
Both methods of blind adjustment need controls, which are either manual (user dependent)
or automatic. In detailed simulations of moving blinds the control regimen must be con-
sidered. This can be done as follows.
• Movable blinds are normally only brought down (by automatic or manual control) when
uncomfortable direct illumination occurs. For example, they are unlikely to be used on
overcast days. This interrupted use of movable blinds can be modelled by limiting the
times when shading factors are applied to certain solar radiation situations (e.g. for di-
rect radiation intensities above a certain level). As an illustration, this form of control
was realised in the source code of HTB2.
• The modelling of rotating slats is much more difficult. With manual control, the exact
slat inclination angle is generally unknown. However, it is plausible to assume that the
blind will be (at least in a statistical way) ideally adjusted. The ideal slat inclination angle
cuts off the (unreflected) direct beam radiation, while it enables as much diffuse radia-
tion to enter the space as possible. Because the position of the sun changes continually it
is impracticable to keep the slats continually in the most efficient position and it is cus-
tomary to make an initial setting and then leave the blind unchanged until the sun is off
the façade. Considering adjustment once a day, the ideal slat inclination angle can be
found by using the slat optimisation method outlined in section 7.3.2 (looking at the
daily effective blind properties). For annual simulations, the glazing/blind properties for
monthly or seasonal example days can be scheduled.
Automatic slat control is able to continuously produce the ideal slat inclination angle.
The ideal slat inclination angle at a certain time of day corresponds to the maximum
cutoff angle, which completely eliminates the direct beam radiation (see Fig. 7.5). It can
be calculated as follows,
(7.11)	 sd*sin(90° —h i ) sw*sin(le —si)
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For the special case of a regular blind geometry (slat distance = slat width) equation
(7.11) reduces to:
(7.12)	 Si - 2*h' -900
These formulations were realised within the latest version of GLSIM-BLIND to calcu-
late either the incidence angle dependent or effective properties of glazing/blind systems
with this form of automatic control.
It should be noted, that DSMs are often used to simulate the internal temperatures or cool-
ing loads on a single extremely hot design-day. For these simulations, the seasonal variation
of the ideal slat inclination angle, as well as the consideration of movable blinds, is
unimportant.
7.4 VALIDATION OF THE CALCULATION MODELS OF BLINDS
Verification was mainly done using analytical investigations during the model development
process. Inter-model comparisons were however possible by using programs which use a
different (ray-tracing) technique to calculate the radiation transfer through glazing/blind
systems (Furler 1990; Diegmann 1991; RADIANCE). In Diegmann (1991) measured data
are also presented, but this was the only empirical validation that was possible. Clearly,
further data to evaluate the software would be useful. This could be from full-scale field
measurements, or from models placed outside or in artificial sky conditions.
7.4.1 Empirical and inter-model tests of diffuse transmission
Diegmann (1991) presented a computer program which calculates the radiation transfer
through inclined slat structures using a ray-tracing technique (here named DEEG91). The
program was tested against measured values for one blind system at different slat inclination
angles. The comparison was limited to the 'hemispherical' (without ground reflected radia-
tion or for horizontal surfaces respectively) diffuse radiation transfer through a blind with-
out any glazing. The measured and simulated sky conditions were isotropic (ISO).
The blind geometry was regular (slat distance = slat width) and the slats were smooth. The
upper slat surface was coated with a metal (mirror) film, so the reflectance at this surface
was purely specular (shining factor = 0, see section 7.2.2). The lower slat surface was white
(reflectance 0.9) and purely diffusing (shining factor = 1). Since it is not possible to define
different slat surfaces in GLSIM-BLIND, an average shining factor of 0.5 was adopted. (It
should be noted, that for the hemispherical diffuse transmittance, the statements 'upper' or
'lower' are irrelevant).
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The measured and calculated (by DIEG91 and GLSIM-BLIND) diffuse transmittance val-
ues as the slat inclination angle varies are compared in Fig. 7.13. The values calculated by
GLSIM-BLIND were found to be in close agreement with the measured values. In addition,
GLSIM-BLIND reproduced the measured values better than DIEG91. For high slat inclina-
tion angles (> 60°), GLSIM-BLIND produced nearly identical values, while DIEG91 gen-
erated differences of more than 100%.
slat inclination angle
Figure 7.13:
Variation in the hemispherical diffuse
transmittance (for isotropic sky condi-
tions) of a horizontal blind system as
the slat inclination angle is varied (slat
reflectance = 0.9; slat distance = slat
width, shining factor = 0.5).
The level of agreement is particularly pleasing because:
the greatest uncertainty, and the most simplifications (e.g. in view factors) exist in
the algorithms for the reflected radiation;
the extremely light coloured slats will exacerbate any calculation error;
a simplified assumption for the reflectance at the slat surfaces was adopted (shining
factor = 0.5);
the calculation of diffuse radiation transmittance is more complex than the calcula-
tion of direct radiation transfer.
7.4.2 Inter-model verification of direct and diffuse radiation
Voss (1992) presented results for the radiation transfer through blinds (without glazing),
which were based on calculations done by Furler (1990). Unfortunately, the basic principles
of the computer program (here named FURL90) were not given. In addition, the precise
reference to Furlers work was not given.
The blind system investigated was similar to that used by Diegmann 1991. The slats were
extremely light coloured (reflectance = 0.9), flat, and regular (slat width = slat distance).
The slats were horizontal (inclination angle = 0°), but the axis of the blind was inclined at an
angle of 90° (vertical). Thus, the ground reflected diffuse radiation component (ground re-
flectance = 0.2) was considered.
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For this blind system the diffuse radiation transmittance as well as the direct radiation
transmittance for different projected sun height angles (le) (Fig. 7.14) was studied. The dif-
fuse as well as the direct radiation transmittance values were calculated for either purely
diffusing slats (shining factor = 1) or for purely specular slats (shining factor = 0).
a) Purely specular slats
For purely specular slats the programs FURL90 and GLSIM-BLIND predicted the same
direct transmittance values at all projected sun height angles (Fig. 7.14). The diffuse
transmittance was calculated to be 0.92 by FURL90, and 0.91 by GLSIM-BLIND.
Such close agreements may be expected, since the direct transmitted radiation (section
7.2.1) and specular-reflected radiation (7.2.2) can be reproduced without any simplifying
assumptions. Although the simulation principle of FURL90 is unknown, the agreements
give confidence in the GLSIM-BLIND program.
b) Purely diffusing slats
For the purely diffuse slats the programs produced direct transmittance values which dif-
fered by between 0.05 and 0.1 (Fig. 7.14). However, the predicted trends in the direct
transmittance as the projected sun height angle varied, were similar for both programs. The
break in the curve at a projected sun height angle of 45 0 , which corresponds to the slat
cutoff angle (Fig. 7.5), is reproduced by both programs.
The diffuse transmittance was calculated by FURL90 to be 0.65, while GLSIM-BLIND
yielded a slightly lower value (0.60).
The differences in the predictions may be caused by simplifying assumptions in one or both
of the programs (view factors, multi-reflections). An exact explanation is not possible.
0°	 15°	 30°	 45°	 60'
	
75°
	
90•
projected sun height angle
Figure 7.14:
Variation in the direct transmittance of a verti-
cal blind system as the projected sun height
angle (h) varied. The blind had regular hori-
zontal slats (reflectance = 0.5).
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7.4.3 Inter-model tests of diffuse transmittance with glazing
The validation has, so far, concentrated on blind systems without any glazing, so interac-
tions between the glazing and the blinds has not been tested. Therefore, another validation
study was undertaken which concentrated on a clear single glass pane (thickness = 6 mm)
with internal or external horizontal flat slats (the slat reflectance was 0.5 and purely diffus-
ing; the slat width equalled the slat distance). The blind/glazing system was not inclined (no
ground reflected radiation) and the sky conditions were isotropic (ISO).
The predicted (hemispherical) diffuse transmittance values by GLSIM-BLIND were com-
pared with those predicted by RADIANCE (Ward 1989). RADIANCE uses a ray-tracing
technique to simulate the lighting characteristics and luminance levels in buildings. Most fin.
portant is its ability to accurately account for both diffuse and specular inter-reflection in
complicated spaces and system structures. It therefore considers in detail the radiation
transfer through transparent materials and sunshades.
For external blinds GLSIM-BLIND predicted a diffuse transmittance of 0.408, while RA-
DIANCE predicted 0.393. For internal blinds, the results of both programs were nearly
identical (0.383 for GLSIM-BLIND and 0.385 for RADIANCE). The differences for exter-
nal blinds may be attributed to the approximate assumptions used by GLSIM-BLIND to
calculate the effective incidence angle of the diffuse radiation onto the internal glass pane.
7.5 SENSITIVITY OF PREDICTIONS TO BLIND CALCULATION METHODS
7.5.1 Blind models used
An investigation examined the thermal consequences of using different blind/glazing models.
The investigation concentrated on the program HTB2, which was provided with all the nec-
essary inputs and calculation possibilities. Three alternative calculation methods were stud-
ied.
• A rigorous dynamic treatment (see section 7.3.1) with the radiation absorbed by internal
blinds assigned directly to the zone air using a solar-to-air number.
• By assigning daily effective properties (see section 7.3.2) with, in most cases, the radia-
tion absorbed by internal blinds assigned directly to the zone air. The thermal conse-
quences of adding the internal absorbed radiation to the transmitted radiation portion
(simplified case) was investigated in a single study.
• By using annual effective properties (see section 7.3.3) with the radiation absorbed by
internal blinds implicitly added to the transmitted energy. (The pre-calculation of the an-
I
	 nual effective properties used the same climate data as used for the other methods.)
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7.5.2 Building description
To predict the influence of the different blind models on the environmental conditions in a
room, the simple direct gain test room used in previous studies (see Chapters 2 and 4) was
used (Appendix A.1). This corresponded to a typical UK living-room with an advanced
highly-insulated and heavy-weight construction (average U-value of 0.3 W/m2K). To exag-
gerate the thermal influence of the glazing, a large vertical clear double glazed (2x6 mm)
window of about 14 m2
 (which corresponded to the total south wall) and a low infiltration
rate of 0.35 ach was adopted. The room was continuously heated to 21°C.
The room was located at Kew near London (UK) (latitude = 51.5 0
 North; longitude = 00).
It was unobstructed with respect to the wind and sun (no shading from other buildings was
considered).
The room was studied for different window orientations (south; south-west; west; north-
west; or north) and for January and July sunny design days (Appendix B). These represent
the lowest and highest sun positions. The blinds used had a regular geometry (slat width =
slat distance), a medium colour (reflectance = 0.5) and a shining aluminium surface (shining
factor = 0.5). The basic room had external horizontal slats (slat inclination = 0°). Within
different studies the location of the blind (external; internal) and the slat inclination angle (00
(horizontal); -30° (downwards)) were varied.
Predictions of hourly or peak air temperatures and daily heating energy demand (in January)
were examined. The results are described in detail elsewhere (1R7).
7.5.3 Consequence of dynamic treatment
The shading effect of external horizontal slats increases as the incidence angle (or projected
sun height angle h) of the direct radiation increases. Thus shading is greater in summer than
it is in winter. A dynamic blind treatment should reproduce the seasonal variation of the
shading effect correctly. Therefore, the thermal consequence of horizontal slats were stud-
ied for a sunny day in both January (low shading) or in July (high shading).
The predicted inside temperatures in the shaded, south orientated room in January clearly
exceeded the heating setpoint of 21°C. The predicted peak air temperature was more than
30°C (dynamic treatment; Fig. 7.15), while the outside air temperature was lower than 5°C.
(The peak air temperature in the same room without the blind was just 3 K higher, i.e.
33°C). Therefore, the peak inside temperature is mainly determined by the strong solar en-
ergy gains and the shading effect of the blind system is small.
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Figure 7.15:
Influence of different blind calculation
treatments on predicted hourly air
temperatures in a south-facing room with
external horizontal slats in January.
Although the outside temperatures, the intensity and the duration of solar irradiation were
greater in July, the predicted inside temperatures in the south orientated room (Fig. 7.16)
were similar to those for January. The peak air temperature in the same room without blinds
was 48°C. This result confirms the strong shading effect of the blind system in summer.
temperature, *C
40 Figure 7.16:
Influence of different blind calculation
treatments on predicted hourly air tempera.
tures in a south-facing room with external
horizontal slats in July.
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This simple comparison demonstrates the marked influence of the shading effect of a blind
system on the predicted thermal conditions in rooms. It also demonstrates that the seasonal
variation of the shading effect is important. The dynamic blind treatment can reproduce
these seasonal changes.
7.5.4 Consequence of daily properties
For south orientations the predicted internal temperatures when the daily effective proper.
ties were used agreed very closely with those predicted when the rigorous dynamic treat.
ment was used. The predicted differences in the hourly temperatures for external slats in
January (Fig 7.15) and July (Fig. 7.16) were less than 1%. (The agreement was independent
of the season. This may be expected, since the daily effective properties implicitly consider
the seasonal situation.)
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When different slat inclination angles were used, the peak January temperatures predicted
using the two approaches also differed by less than 1% (Fig. 7.17).
Figure 7.17:
Influence of different blind calculation
treatments on the predicted peak air tem-
peratures in a south-facing room in January.
Different slat inclinations and blind posi-
tions are shown.
For east or west orientated windows the daily effective properties led to inaccuracies. There
were errors in the absolute temperatures as well as in the times of which the highest tem-
perature occurred. For example, consider the case of external blinds. The predicted peak
temperature for a west orientated window was 41°C and it occurred at about 6pm using the
dynamic treatment; by comparison, the value was 39°C and occurred at about 5pm when
the daily properties were used (Fig. 7.18). In the evening, both curves were shifted by about
one hour.
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42 Figure 7.18:
Influence of different blind calculation
treatments on the predicted hourly air tem-
peratures in a west-facing room with exter-
nal horizontal slats in January.
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It would appear that, for detailed investigations of the hourly temperature variations in east
or west orientated rooms, the rigorous dynamic blind treatment, which correctly represents
the interaction of the sun location and the blinds, should be used. For south orientations, the
use of daily effective properties seems sufficient.
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7.5.5 Consequence of annual properties
The annual average properties generally led to an overestimate of the shading effect of ex.
ternal blinds in winter and to an underestimate in summer. For example, with south-facing
blinds the underestimate in winter in the peak temperature was 6 K (Fig. 7.15) and the over.
estimate in summer was also 6 K (Fig. 7.16). The error decreased as the orientation
changed from south to north (Fig. 7.19). It was very low for north orientation, where the
influence of the incidence angle dependent direct beam radiation is small.
Figure 7.19:
Influence of different blind calculation
treatments on the predicted peak air tem-
peratures in January due to changing the
orientation of a blind with external horizon-
tal slats.
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The agreement was better for internal blinds than it was for external devices (Fig. 7.17).
This phenomenon can be explained by the particular shading impact of internal blinds, which
is approximately independent on the sun location (and season) (e.g. Fig. 7.12). This arises
because a reduction in the transmitted radiation due to shading is partly compensated by an
increase in the absorbed radiation which then appears as heat in the room.
As a conclusion, it seems that the annual shading factors are unsuitable for detailed investi•
gations of the environmental conditions (internal temperatures, heating demands in winter,
cooling demands in summer, and heating or cooling loads) in rooms with externally shaded
south-facing windows. They may however be useful for comparing or ranking different
blind systems, or for quick, but approximate, thermal calculations.
7.5.6 Consequence of internal absorbed radiation treatment
The absorbed radiation of internal blinds may be assigned directly to the zone air (base.
case) or added to the transmitted radiation, which is distributed among the room surfaces
(simplified method). The latter possibility correctly considers the energy magnitudes, but
may lead to a changed thermal interaction with the room environment. Both methods can be
used in connection with a rigorous dynamic blind treatment, or with effective blind proper.
ties. Here, the thermal consequences of both assumptions were tested using daily effective
blind properties. The investigation was limited to sunny weather conditions in January,
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Generally, the simplified method produced higher peak temperatures and lower heating en-
ergy demands than the base-case treatment. In highly glazed and highly-insulated spaces, the
utilisation of solar energy is better when it is assigned to a high thermal mass (insulated wall
surfaces) rather than to the air. (This may be because the thermal resistance between the air
and the window is lower than the thermal resistance between the wall surfaces and the
window. The heat losses through the walls are low. When the absorbed radiation is assigned
to the air, the heat losses through the window are increased). This may be different in
traditionally-insulated rooms with small glazing areas.
For an internal blind with slats inclined downwards by -30°, the differences were about 2 K
in peak temperatures (Fig. 7.20). The predicted heating energy demand was about 6 kWh
for the simplified case, while the base-case method yielded about 10 kWh. The difference in
heating energy demand was therefore more than 30%.
Figure 7.20:
Influence of the treatment of the energy
absorbed by internal blinds on the predicted
hourly temperatures in a south-facing room
in January (-30° inclined slats)
The results demonstrate, that the treatment of the internal absorbed radiation energy may
influence the predicted environmental conditions in buildings. A rigorous solar-to-air state-
ment is preferred to a simplified treatment, in which the absorbed radiation is added to the
radiation incident on internal surfaces.
7.6 DISCUSSION
In section 7.3 three approaches to modelling blinds (dynamic treatment, daily effective
properties, annual effective properties) were introduced. None of the treatments require the
implementation of new algorithms in the thermal processor. The different glazing/blind
properties produced by GLSIM-BLIND can be directly used as input values for DSMs. The
treatments differ in the level of detail (section 7.3), accuracy (section 7.5) and in the number
of necessary input values.
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In section 7.5 the three approaches to model blinds were tested using daily simulations. In
daily simulations, the (incidence angle dependent or daily effective) transmittance and ab-
sorptance values need not to be scheduled. Therefore, the number of input values was small,
The input for all three approaches could be done easily without modifications to the HTB2
input structure, and without the help of computer facilities (to automatically create the input
files).
However, in long-term simulations (e.g. annual simulations) a daily, monthly or seasonal
scheduling of the input values becomes necessary. The following sections discuss the differ-
ent blind modelling methods in the context of long-term (e.g. annual) simulations. In addi-
tion, the possibility of creating and using databases for blind properties is discussed.
7.6.1 Dynamic blind treatment
When the dynamic treatment of blinds is used for annual simulations, the scheduling of the
daily curves of transmittance and absorptance versus incidence angle is necessary. Since the
variations of the curves within one month are small, it is only necessary to schedule one
typical day per month (e.g. the 15th day). Nevertheless, the accuracy can be increased, if
more than one day per month is considered. These values must be calculated and specified
for each window type in the building. In this context, the window type changes if the orien-
tation, window inclination angle, glazing type or blind type change.
Thus, for annual simulations using HTB2 it is necessary to input 10 transmittance values
(one for each 100
 increment in the incidence angle between 0° and 90°) and 10 correspond-
ing values of absorptance for each month; a total of 240 values. (For windows which are
not south orientated, two sets of values for transmittance and absorptance must be specified
for each day, thus, the number of values increases to 480.) In programs such as ESP where
values are only needed for 5 angles between 00 and 90°, the data demands are reduced.
Since many programs allow the time-scheduling of input properties (e.g. HTB2 and ESP)
the specification of the transmission data is often straight forward. However, the input can-
not be readily prepared without the help of a computer program. Hence, a routine was
added to GLSIM-BLIND which produces the necessary input file in the format needed by
HTB2 (a similar routine could be written for other programs).
It is also possible to simulate a blind/glazing system by scheduling the hourly values of
transmittance and absorptance (instead of the incidence angle dependent values for one
day). However, since most programs (e.g. HTB2 and ESP) do not accept hourly values of
transmittance and absorptance, this method requires modifications to the input structure of
the DSM.
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It should be noted that none of the treatments (hourly values, or incidence angle dependent
values for one or more days) increases the thermal simulation time. In addition, the pre-
simulation time of GLSIM-BLIND is insignificant.
7.6.2 Daily effective properties
The daily effective property (daily shading coefficient) approach produces one value of di-
rect transmittance and one value of direct absorptance for each day. Since the variations
within one month are small, it is possible to use the values for one example day to represent
a month. Nevertheless, the accuracy can be increased, if more than one day per month is
considered. The diffuse transmittance and absorptance values are independent of the date
and season.
For the annual simulation of one glazing/blind system, the input of at least 12 values of di-
rect transmittance and 12 values of direct absorptance, one value of diffuse transmittance,
and one value of diffuse absorptance is necessary (26 values altogether). Hence, the data
needed are (relatively) low and need not necessarily be automated. Considering that the cal-
culation accuracy using daily effective properties for south-facing windows is comparable
with that of using the rigorous dynamic blind treatment (see section 7.5.4) the use of effec-
tive properties appears to be the most practical option for such windows. For east and west
orientated windows the daily effective properties lead to inaccuracies.
It should be noted however, that this option requires a DSM to accept the input of daily
shading factors (or effective properties). If a DSM does not allow the definition of shading
factors (e.g. HTB2; ESP) new program implementations become necessary.
7.6.3 Annual effective properties
The annual shading coefficient approach produces only one annual shading factor which can
be easily used for thermal simulations. However, the calculation accuracy is limited (see
section 7.5.5). Annual shading factors appear to be unsuitable for detailed thermal simula-
tions of internal temperatures, daily heating or cooling load and annual heating or cooling
demands in rooms with externally shaded, southerly-facing windows.
Since the annual effective shading factors consider the specific features of a blind/glazing
system (location, orientation, blind geometry etc.) more accurately than the common stan-
dard values (DIN 4108, 1981; CIBSE-Guide 1986 etc.) (see section 7.3.3), the new effec-
tive shading factors are likely to be an improvement on these methods. This was not, how-
ever, investigated in detail.
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7.6.4 Database of glazing/blind properties
The incidence angle dependent (section 7.3.1) and daily effective (section 7.3.2) glaz.
ing/blind properties depend on the location of the site (latitude; ground reflectance), the lo.
cation of the window (orientation; inclination angle) and the particular glazing/blind system
characteristics (glazing type; blind type; slat inclination angle etc.). The annual effective
glazing/blind properties (section 7.3.3) also depend on the local climate conditions (climate
file).
The influence of geographical location (latitude) on the glazing/blind properties was not in.
vestigated in detail. This could be an objective of future work. However, one investigation
showed that there was nearly no differences between the values for South-Germany
(latitude about 48° North) and the values for London (latitude about 51.5° North). Thus,
the values could be reasonably constant across middle Europe.
In contrast, the dependence of glazing/blind properties on the window location and on par.
ticular system characteristics was found to be significant. Therefore, a database should
consider different window orientations, inclination angles, glazing types, blind geometries,
slat inclination angles, slat surfaces (colour, shining) etc. Thus, a database would contain a
huge number of different systems, all of which must be considered for different (at least 12
monthly) example days. The plausibility of such a database has not been tested. This could
also be an objective of future work.
It should be noted, that a database of annual effective shading factors for many different
systems has been created (Semen 1994) by using the program GLSIM-BLIND. The data-
base was created to provide more accurate shading factors for use in simplified thermal cal-
culations. The data were based on German climate conditions.
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Figure 8.1:
Plan view of a conservatory with attached
room to illustrate radiation re-transmission,
bacldoss and interzonal radiation transfer.
re-transmission
backloss
ROOM
CHAPTER 8
INTERNAL SOLAR RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
8.1 INTRODUCTION
It has been indicated in Chapter 2 (section 2.3) that the thermal behaviour of a glazed space
depends on the amount of transmitted solar radiation and its internal distribution. Solar en-
ergy, which enters the room through large glazing areas, is distributed around internal sur-
faces (sun-patching), absorbed, transmitted to the outside (re-transmission), reflected onto
other internal surfaces or back to the outside (backloss) or transmitted through internal
glazings into adjacent spaces (interzonal radiation transfer) (Fig. 8.1). In a modestly glazed
room radiation backloss is small, interzonal radiation transfer happens rarely, solar distribu-
tions can be easily determined, and finally, the overall solar energy gains are limited. These
are the reasons why DSMs use simplified shortwave radiation processes. In highly glazed
spaces, such as conservatories, these processes can be important.
interzonal
radiation transfer
An important weakness of the current solar distribution models within DSMs is, that the
programs require the user to input the relative amounts of sun received by the various inte-
rior surfaces (see section 2.3). They do not usually provide program modules to calculate
this. Guidelines exist (e.g. Niles 1984), which can be used to derive these figures for simple
(traditional) room shapes with small windows, but these guidelines are not suitable for
highly glazed spaces.
Moreover, DSMs normally assume the radiation split to be fixed over the whole simulation
period (since time-scheduling is often not possible or it too must be determined by the user).
But in highly glazed spaces, the solar distribution is highly dependent on the time of day and
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season. In addition, the diffuse radiation distribution in the space, inter-reflections, radiation
backloss and interzonal radiation transfer is calculated only approximately. None of the re.
viewed DSMs could model the immediate loss of direct radiation (re-transmission).
The thermal consequences of using different, simplified internal shortwave distribution
models (as typically used within DSMs) has been investigated already (section 2.3). The int.
pact of the models on the predicted internal temperatures in a conservatory and on the en.
ergy demand of an adjoining living-room were investigated.
The different simplified solar distribution models produced marked variations in the absolute
predictions which would lead to the wrong assessment of the internal temperatures and
comfort conditions in the conservatory. The modelling method also affected the design
trends, most notably, whether, by attaching a conservatory, the heating energy demand of
the attached building would increase or decrease. Since the solar distribution models in the
DSMs used in the study were only crude approximations, credible design conclusions for
the test building with the conservatory could not be derived. The study did however dem.
onstrated the importance of using detailed solar radiation distributions in the conservatory,
especially when there was interzonal radiation transfer. In addition, in highly glazed spaces
the treatment of radiation backloss, diffuse radiation, and internal reflections was felt to be
important. It was concluded that there was a need of more detailed solar distribution mod.
els.
8.2 EXISTING DETAILED SOLAR DISTRIBUTION MODELS
In a first step towards solving the solar distribution problem, existing more detailed solar
distribution programs were reviewed. Two computer programs ESP-INS (Clark and
McLean 1988) and ATRIA (Chuard 1992) produce detailed internal solar radiation splits as
a function of time and can therefore be used as pre-processors for DSMs. In addition, one
program the TRNSYS sunspace model (Beckman and Parsons 1980) was examined, which
derives detailed time-dependent solar distributions during the simulation. The ability of
these programs for simulating highly glazed spaces and for connection to other DSMs was
studied.
• ESP-INS predicts the time-series insolation of internal zone surfaces (opaque or trans-
parent), caused by direct solar radiation penetrating through windows. The computa-
tions are performed only for the day in the user-specified month which corresponds to
the condition of average solar declination. The consideration of more than on month
(e.g. for annual simulations) is possible. The insolation profiles can be transferred,
automatically, to a zone insolation database for subsequent access.
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As noted in section 2.3, the applicability of ESP-INS for modelling highly glazed spaces
is limited. The program version ESP-INS 6.20a, which was available at the beginning of
this work, could not treat more than 3 insolated surfaces at any one time. Unfortunately,
the number of simultaneously insolated surfaces in highly glazed spaces is usually
higher. Secondly, when windows were treated as multi-layer constructions (TMCs) the
ability to use the insolation data files, and therefore to consider time-changing solar
distributions, was lost. In Chapter 2, it was indicated that the modelling of windows as
multi-layer constructions (TMCs) was important. These problems have already been
recognised by the program developers and suggested as future improvements to ESP
(Strachan 1990). Other fundamental weaknesses of ESP-INS are that: it does not con-
sider the re-transmission of direct radiation; and it leaves the calculation of diffuse ra-
diation distribution, internal reflections and view factors to the main thermal processor
ESP-BPS (building and plant simulation system), which treats these operations only
approximately. The fact that ESP-INS only deals with part of the solar radiation distri-
bution problem (direct sun-patching) diminishes its value for a wider range of DSMs.
• The IEA task 12 work group developed a solar distribution program (ATRIA), which
calculates the internal solar radiation split for each hour of example days (Chuard 1992).
Unfortunately, the program can only deal with simple rectangular room shapes (shoe-
box), which is insufficient for simulating complex highly glazed spaces.
• Similarly, the TRNSYS (Klein et al. 1981) attached sunspace model can only be used
for certain room shapes. In addition, the solar distribution method used assumes simpli-
fied geometrical condition for determining the sun-patching, and interzonal radiation
transfer is not considered (Beckman and Parsons 1980). The program was originally de-
veloped for use in connection with the TRNSYS building processor. An application for
other DSMs appears to be difficult.
None of these thermal models were felt to be suitable for the rigorous simulation of highly
glazed spaces. Since the relative distribution of light and solar radiation in a room is ap-
proximately the same, another possibility was to use existing daylighting programs to pre-
dict internal solar radiation distributions. All that is needed is the hourly proportion of
transmitted direct and diffuse radiation received by each surface on sample days. Thus, the
usefulness of the daylight programs SUPERLITE (Wilde 1985) and RADIANCE (Ward
1989) as solar pre-processors for DSMs were investigated. This investigation identified the
following problems.
• Daylight programs predict the internal light (radiation) distribution for certain fixed clear
or overcast sky conditions. However, DSMs need the dynamic solar distribution for
each hour of day. The repeated use of daylight programs for each hour of the day would
be very time consuming (especially when the ray-tracing program RADIANCE is used).
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• Daylight programs calculate the detailed lighting levels on internal surfaces, while DSMs
usually need one value for the received radiation by each surface. Therefore, an addi-
tional conversion of lighting levels into single values of solar radiation energy would be
necessary.
• The available version of SUPERLITE (1.0) could not treat complex room shapes and
interzonal radiation transfer.
It was concluded that the daylight programs can not readily produce the input values, which
are necessary for DSMs to simulate solar radiation distribution in highly glazed spaces. The
development of a special linkage between daylight programs and DSMs was felt to be diffi-
cult.
Elsewhere, effort is being expended to combine daylight programs and DSMs. The new
linkage SUPERLINK (Erhorn and Szerman 1993, 1994) connects the daylight programs
SUPERLITE and RADIANCE with different DSMs. However, the linkage concentrates on
the effect of daylight levels in rooms on the predicted lighting energy demands. It does not
provide the accurate solar distribution for the thermal processor. The newly developed
module TRIT7YS-LIGHT (Dietrich 1994) offers similar possibilities for the thermal proces-
sor of TRI,IYS. It should be noted, that these programs were not available at the starting
of this work and that their detailed calculation principles were unknown.
Because appropriate solar distribution programs for modelling complex highly glazed spaces
were not available, a new geometric solar distribution program (called SUNSIM) was cre-
ated. It considers all the important aspects such as: dynamic (time-changing) internal radia-
tion distribution; re-transmission; backloss; interzonal radiation transfer etc. It produces the
hourly absorbed radiation energy quantities for all internal surfaces for the whole simulation
period, rather than the relative radiation splits (as calculated by ESP-INS). In this way, the
solar processing is totally separated from the thermal processing.
The pre-simulation module SUNSIM is independent of a particular DSM. For demonstra-
tion and testing purposes a new interface was created, which allows its connection with
HTB2.
The following sections deal with the most important calculation principles of SUNSIM, they
illustrate its ability to calculate solar distribution, interzonal radiation transfer, radiation re-
transmission, and backloss in highly glazed spaces. A sensitivity analysis concentrates on the
thermal effects of these aspects on the environmental conditions of a room with an attached
conservatory. A detailed description of the SUNSIM input structure is enclosed to IR10 or
given in the SUNSIM user manual.
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Figure 8.3:
Illustration of the sub-division of planes by
meshes to produce part-planes.
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8.3 OPERATION OF SUNSINI
8.3.1 Geometry
The solar distribution program SUNSIM can model one room, which is enclosed by any
number of opaque or transparent planes. Adjacent zones are not modelled. Partition win-
dows to adjacent rooms must be defined as opaque planes (the method of modelling inter-
zonal radiation transfer is discussed in section 8.3.4).
To simplify the definition of certain room geometries, a pre-processing program GEOSIM
was created which permits the automatic digitising of the room geometry. The user only has
to specify the building type and the basic geometrical information about the length, depth
and height of the room. Currently it is possible to process six different building types: rec-
tangular room with flat roof (shoe-box); hipped roof; gable roof; pent roof; barrel roof; or a
round room with dome roof (Fig. 8.2).
Figure 8.2:
	 Possible room and roof shapes used by the solar distribution program SUNSIM.
The planes which define the space are divided by meshes into part-planes (grids) (Fig. 83).
These part-planes are either opaque or, to model windows, transparent. The calculation ac-
curacy and the calculation time increases with the grid density.
All the planes and part-planes of the zone are mathematically described with the coordinates
of their 4 corner points. (In the case of triangular surfaces, the fourth point is set to zero).
The information about the room shape is stored in a file (termed part.def). It is used by
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SUNSIM to track the solar radiation round the space (section 8.3.2) and to produce the
view factors between the part-planes (section 8.3.3).
It should be noted, that SUNSIM can deal with any convex room shape and any number of
opaque and transparent planes (part-planes). The number of possible room shapes could
therefore be extended by replacing the graphical interface GEOSIM by a sophisticated CAD
computer program, which generates these room shapes. This could be an objective of future
work.
8.3.2 Theory of solar tracking
To determine the amount of beam radiation striking a particular part-plane at a certain time
requires the intersection of the sun's rays with the interior part-planes to be determined. This
can be done for any time by calculating the vector projection of the sun beam through the
centre point of the transparent part-plane onto the internal part-plane. The transmitted ra.
diation power through one part-plane is assigned to exactly one internal part-plane (Fig,
8.4). The part-planes to which the solar radiation is 'patched' can be either opaque or trans.
parent, they can bound another room or separate the zone from ambient conditions.
-	 Figure 8.4:
Cross-section through a conservatory with attached
room to illustrate the passage of sun beams through
the external part-planes onto internal part-planes.
-
part-plane 2 H.-- .. .
	
-
part-plane 1
When the internal part-plane receiving the radiation is a transparent external element the re-
transmission of the beam to the outside is considered. The reflected radiation at each part-
plane is distributed among all internal part-planes by considering very accurate view factors.
A matrix solution method permits a mathematically complete simulation of all multi-reflec-
tions without any limitation on the amount of reflection. The bacldoss of reflected radiation
is also considered.
The direct normal, and the global horizontal, radiation intensities (as used by HTB2) are
taken from a user specified climate file. It is also possible to use direct and diffuse horizontal
radiation as provided by many other climate files. The direct and diffuse radiation intemities
onto inclined surfaces (and the incidence angle of the direct radiation onto the surfaces) is
then calculated assuming standard isotropic (ISO) sky and ground models (DIN 5034,
1983).
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When the outside plane or part-plane is a transparent element (with the area A1) the
transmitted direct radiation (Q di) is obtained by:
(8.1)	 Qd1 m t ril (e)*A1 t*Id0
The diffuse radiation (QM is given by:
(8.2)	 Qii m"r ft* 441*(1 r 
+1,4)
In these equations, 6 is the incidence angle of the direct beam radiation, td and tf
 are the
transmittance for the incidence angle dependent direct radiation and diffuse radiation re-
spectively, and 
'do is the direct radiation intensity normal to the surface. /8,7. and /sky are the
sky and ground diffuse radiation intensities on the part-plane respectively.
A vector projection of the sun beam through the middle point of part-plane (say 1) yields
the number of the illuminated internal part-plane (say 2) and the incidence angle of the beam
according to the internal part-plane (w) (see Fig. 8.4). When af2 is the diffuse absorptance
of part-plane 2, the absorbed radiation Qab2 in Part-plane 2 results as follows:
(8.3)	 Q0b2 ' a f2 lit Qd1
When the internal part-plane is opaque, the direct reflected radiation portion Qref2 is ob-
tained by,
(8.4)	 Qref 2 m (1— a f 2 )Qd1
When the internal part-plane is transparent, the direct incidence angle dependent re-trans-
mitted (and absorbed) radiation must be considered:
(8.5)	 aw2 -(1- a 2 (V) - t 2 (4)))*Qdi
The incidence angle dependent transmittance (T(0) and T(V)) and absorptance (a(V)) values
(10 values of transmittance and absorptance for incidence angles from 0° to 90'; see
Chapter 5) as well as the diffuse transmittance (T1) and absorptance (cti) for clear and
overcast skies (see Chapter 4) must be input by the program-user.
The reflectance p at internal part-planes is treated as purely diffuse. The total radiation
emitted from a transparent part-plane 2 (Qe2) consists of the direct-to-diffuse reflected ra-
diation Qref2 and a transmitted diffuse radiation component Qi2 (Fig. 8.5). For opaque part-
planes the transmitted diffuse radiation component is omitted.
(8.6)	 Qe2 m Qf 2 + Qref2
Figure 8.5:
Plan view of a room with two transport
sides to illustrate the total diffuse radiatioD
emitted from a transparent part-plane.
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The emitted radiation Qe2 is than distributed among all internal part-planes weighted by the
view factors f (see section 8.3.3). The total diffuse radiation portion Q2j, which is trans.
ported from part-plane 2 to any internal part-plane j is calculated as follows:
(8.7)	 Q21 ' f2j * Qe2 + f2f*P2*Q2
where Q2 is the total (reflected) diffuse radiation, which was arrived at part-plane 2 from all
the other internal part-planes and p2 is the diffuse reflectance, which considers the backloss
of the radiation (p2 = 1 - af2 - tf2).
The total radiation Qf onto any internal part-plane j can be obtained by,
n
(8.8)	 Q1 = fkj = Qek + fki*Pk*Qk
where n is the total number of internal part-planes.
This can also be written as one line in a linear equation system. The left side contains the
known quantities and the right side defines the unknowns.
(8.9)	 f1• *Q + f2i *Qe2 +...+ fnjQen m Qj — flj * Pl * Qi — f2i*P2*Q2 - ...- fni*Pn*Q.
For example, three part-planes lead to an equation system with 3 lines and 3 unknowns,
(8.10)
[
f21 * Qe2 + f31 * Qe31[1'
42 * Qe1 + f32 * Q4e3
f13 * Qe1 + f23 * Qe2
"
— f21P2
1— ft2Pi
1— fi3Pt
— f31P31
— f32P3
— f23P2
[Q11
* Q2
Q3
For n part-planes, the corresponding equation system has n lines and n unknowns. The
equation system is solved by a matrix solution method (Gauss-Seidel algorithm). The resul-
tant radiation portions Qi describe the total amount of diffuse radiation, which is assigned to
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the part-planes. The total amount of absorbed diffuse radiation Qabi follows by multiplica-
tion with the surface absorptance.
(8.11)	 Qatd a ll *Qs/
This energy portion is added to the direct absorbed radiation (equation (8.3)) and stored for
every part-plane and simulation hour in a file (termed greenh.aks).
8.3.3 View factors
A view factor 112 is defined to be the relation of the radiation portion transmitted from area
A1 to area A2 to the total radiation emitted from area AL
(8.12) 1A2
n*A1	
cos(9)1)*cos(9)2)* dA2* dAi
di2Ai A2
where di is the distance between the areas A1 and A2; (pi and cp2 are, respectively, the
emittance angle and incidence angle of the radiation (defmed in relation to the surface nor-
mal vectors).
There are a lot of analytical solutions to this problem for simple geometrical arrangements
(e.g. parallel surfaces; perpendicular surfaces). More complex arrangements need a numeri-
cal prediction.
Current numerical methods divide a surface into small part-planes and calculate the view
factor for every part plane as follows (see also VDI Warmeatlas 1988):
(8.13) cos(cp1)*cos(cp2) A2 su	 .A2di2*7C
A precondition of this calculation technique is that the distance di between the surfaces is at
least 5 times the diameter of the areas A. The reason of this limitation is the acceptance, that
the areas A are infinitely small and that the radiation emittance is hemispherical. Edge and
corner situations do not comply with this requirement.
To predict the exact view factors between all the part-planes, another more accurate calcu-
lation approach was chosen. It is based on a graphical representation of view factors found
in the VDI Warmeatlas (1988) and has the following advantages:
• much more accurate view factors are calculated when di is small;
• the calculation is totally independent of the surface area shapes;
the requirement 2 f12 = 1 (sum of all view factors equal 1) is always fulfilled, even when
there are inaccuracies in single values.
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Figure 8.6:
Graphical representation of view factors
found in the VDI Wirmeatlas (1988).
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A half vault is conducted above area Ait i , with the radius 1, and intersecting the x,y-plane.
The view factor between the area AA1 and A2 then corresponds to the ratio between the
projected area A (a 1 ; b 1 ; c1 ; d1) and the area of the circle (3t).
(8.14)	 fu -Ain
A numerical transformation of the graphical representation was used which calculates the
area A (a l ; b 1 ; c1 ; d1) by vector projection (see Kiister 1992).
8.3.4 Interzonal radiation transfer
Ii
When an illuminated internal part-plane is a transparent partition to an adjacent room, a part
of the incident radiation is transmitted into the adjacent room. Since SUNSIM is a one-zone
model, the radiation path into the adjacent room (and the distribution in the adjacent room)
is not simulated. Instead, the distribution of interzonal transferred radiation is left to the
main processor.
In SUNSIM, partition windows are defined as opaque surfaces with an absorptance, which
corresponds to the sum of the diffuse absorptance af and the diffuse transmittance tfi
(8.15)	 af M af +T1
ao
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Thus, the absorbed radiation (gab) stored in the transfer file (greenh.aks) includes the ab-
sorbed radiation as well as the transmitted radiation to the adjacent room. In the thermal
processor both radiation portions are separated using a weighting function:
(8.16) The absorbed radiation:
(8.17) The transmitted radiation:
af
Qab Q ab* a +t,
Qtr	
Tf
ab*
af +xf
The transmitted radiation to the adjacent room is treated as being purely diffuse. The
transmitted radiation power Qp. is distributed among all internal surfaces using an area and
absorptance weighting algorithm. This is the original HTB2 algorithm for internal diffuse
radiation distribution.
a *A1	 1(8.18)
A./. and a . are the area and the absorptance of surface j, while n is the total number of inter-
nal surfaces.
The exact geometrical information of the sunpath (correct sun patching) is neglected. More
precise calculations may be possible and could be the objective of further improvements.
However, as long as the adjacent space is not highly glazed just like the highly glazed zone,
the error due to the used simplification is marginal.
8.4 INTERACTION WITH THE THERMAL PROCESSOR
The solar distribution module SUNSIM is an independent pre-processing program. It uses
the weather data (which will subsequently be used by the DSM) to calculate the transmitted
solar radiation which is absorbed by each internal surface at each hour. The resultant file
(greenh.alcs) contains the absorbed radiation for every room surface and simulation hour.
This file is used by the thermal processor during the simulation along with the usual weather
file. The interface definition file (termed greenh.dat) contains all the necessary information
to connect the module with the main program (Fig. 8.7).
Figure 8.7:
	 Interaction between SUNSIM and the connected DSM.
[ weather
file 
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It was intended that SUNSIM would calculate the solar distribution in one (highly glazed)
zone in a complex multi-zone building. This zone was termed greenhouse zone. Although it
is also possible to pre-calculate conventional rooms (with small window surfaces), SUNSIM
is most useful for highly glazed spaces such as greenhouses and conservatories. An accurate
calculation of the solar distribution is usually only necessary in highly glazed spaces, where
radiation re-transmission, radiation backloss, and interzonal radiation transfer, are important
(see section 8.1). Since SUNSIM only produces the solar distribution for one particular
(highly glazed) zone, it does not replace the solar distribution routine of the DSM.
The greenhouse zone can be attached to the building (such as conservatories) or it can be
totally embedded (like many atria). There may be more than one neighbouring zone with
partition windows into the greenhouse zone (Fig. 8.8).
Figures 8.8:
Illustration of a greenhouse with two adjacent zones.
The greenhouse is included as a zone when the normal thermal simulations are undertaken.
The use of the module SUNSIM does not compromise the normal operation of the DSM.
Because of this, the DSM is used to calculate the radiation absorbed by the external wall
surfaces and by the external glazings (of the greenhouse zone) (Fig. 8.9). It should be noted
that both of these aspects can be accurately calculated by thermal models and need not,
therefore, be part of the solar pre-simulation (SUNSIM).
ext. wall DSMN
greenhouse zone
,
absorption SUNSIM
transmission i
1 absorption
DSM
absorption
Figure 8.9:
Illustration of the radiation absorbed by in-
ternal elements (as calculated by SUNSIM)
and external elements (as calculated by the
DSM).
Since the thermal simulation is totally separated from the shortwave processing, the green-
house zone can be subdivided to fictitious air spaces to simulate air flow and temperature
stratification (Fig. 8.10). Many DSMs, which internally calculate aspects of solar radiation
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distribution (e.g. ESP), cannot accurately calculate the shortwave radiation transfer through
the fictitious surfaces between the air layers.
Figure 8.10:
Sub-division of a greenhouse zone into fictitious air
spaces to simulate air flow and temperature stratifica-
tion.
Coupling the solar distribution module SUNSIM with the DSM, requires a specific interface
which means modifications are needed to the DSM. The following changes are necessary.
• The part-planes used by SUNSIM must be assigned to the surfaces (walls, windows
etc.) used by the DSM. In the case of partition window planes, the part-planes must be
assigned to the corresponding adjacent zone. The necessary information is stored in the
interface definition file greenh.dat.
• During the thermal simulation a new routine reads the transfer file greenh.alcs and as-
signs the absorbed radiation values to the corresponding surfaces (walls, windows etc.).
These values replace the absorbed radiation values, which are calculated by the DSM
using its original (native) solar distribution algorithms. (It is possible to slightly reduce
simulation time, when the original solar distribution algorithms of the DSM are switched
off).
The program HTB2 was modified to permit its interaction with SUNSIM. The new HTB2
version, which includes the SUNSIM interface, was called HTBSOL.
8.5 VALIDATION OF SUNSIM
Since SUNSIM is a purely geometrical model, which does not use any empirical relations
(except those of the standard sky models) the validation was restricted to a code debugging
task. This was done using analytical evaluation methods. The correct reproduction of the
sky model was tested by inter-model comparisons with HTB2.
8.5.1 Inter-model comparison
An investigation was conducted, which compared the internal absorbed radiation energy in a
conservatory (of the type used for the sensitivity analyses; section 8.6) predicted by SUN-
SIM and HTB2.
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When the SUNSIM calculation process of re-transmission and radiation backloss is
switched off, the transmitted radiation energy is totally absorbed by the space elements
(Qab j) . Thus, the total amount of absorbed radiation in the space predicted by SUNSIM
should agree with that predicted by HTB2 (or any other DSM), which only considers inter-
nal radiation absorption.
(8.19)
	 (SUNSIM)
	 ak(HTB2)
With such a comparison the following short-wave calculation principles and algorithms can
be tested:
• sun position (latitude, sun declaration, equation of time, solar altitude, solar azimuth,
hour angle, angle of incidence)
• modelling of diffuse radiation (sky radiation, ground reflected radiation)
• surface location (orientation, inclination, area)
• transmission through windows (incidence angle dependent direct transmittance, dif-
fuse transmittance)
• timing ( , :Avention (simulation start time, time in climate file, stop time)
The investigation yielded nearly identical values for the internal absorbed radiation for both
calculation models (Fig. 8.11). This was a very encouraging result, since both programs use
different algorithms for the calculation of the sun position, surface location and window
transmittance. It should be noted that SUNSIM and HTB2 use the same isotropic (ISO) sky
model.
Figure 8.11:
Total internal absorbed radiation in the con-
servatory on a UK sunny summer's day.
8.5.2 Analytical verification
• To validate the vector projection of the sun beam onto internal surfaces the SUNSIM
predictions were compared against graphically determined solar distributions. Different
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geometrical arrangements were tested. In all cases, corresponding results were obtained
from the two methods.
• To validate the calculation of internal reflections the values for the total radiation ab-
sorbed by internal surfaces for different geometrical arrangements, were compared with
values, which were predicted using a different, recursive calculation method. The
agreement was good.
• The numerical calculation of the view factors was tested against analytical values for
simple geometrical arrangements. In this way, the error potential (especially for edge
and corner situations) could be assessed. As a result, the error in the view factors were
found to be very low (lower than 5% for normal geometrical relations). For extreme
corner situations (distance about the same as surface diameter, see section 8.3.3) a
maximum error of 35% was found. This is much lower than the error of 120%, obtained
by the conventional calculation method (equation (8.13)).
8.6 SENSITIVITY OF PREDICTIONS TO INTERNAL RADIATION DISTRI-
BUTION MODELS
A previous investigation looked at a two-zone arrangement in which a typical UK living-
room was attached to a conservatory (section 2.3). The study examined the effect of using
simplified internal solar distribution models on the predicted daily energy demand of the
living-room and the daily peak air temperatures in the conservatory. The simplified solar
distribution models corresponded to those typically used by DSMs.
This study demonstrated the importance of modelling the dynamic solar radiation distribu-
tion in the conservatory, especially when there was interzonal radiation transfer. In addition,
in highly glazed spaces, radiation re-transmission and backloss, the treatment of the diffuse
radiation and the modelling of internal reflections were felt to be important. The solar distri-
bution models, used in that study, treated these aspects only approximately. Since there was
no accurate reference model available, it was not possible to quantify the error introduced
by the simplified modelling assumptions. Using SUNSIM, with its improved treatment of
internal solar distribution, it is now possible to undertake such quantifications.
The previous sensitivity analysis (section 2.3) was repeated using SUNSIM. The differences
in the predictions produced by SUNSIM and the simplified models (used in the previous
study) is a measure of the accuracy of the simplified models. All the variations were studied
for a UK sunny winter's day (Appendix B), which was shown in the previous study (section
2.3) to produced significant differences in predictions (section 8.6.3).
In addition, using SUNSIM, it is possible to investigate the thermal effects of different solar
distribution issues (such as interzonal radiation transfer or radiation loss). This was studied
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Two zone model of a typical UK living-
room with attached conservatory.
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by conducting annual simulations using weather data of Kew (UK) (section 8.6.4). All the
results are described in detail in IR11.
8.6.1 Building description
The basic building description corresponded to that used in the pervious study (section 2.3):
a two zone model of a typical UK living-room and a single glazed conservatory with a typi-
cal shape (Appendix A.2) (Fig. 8.12). To comply with the requirements for a passive solar
design and to enhance the sensitivity of the heating demand to solar energy gains, the living-
room was highly insulated (average U-value = 0.3 W/m 2K). It was continuously heated (to a
set-point of 21°C) and had a low infiltration rate of 0.3 ach. The conservatory had a rectan-
gular shape (floor area = 12 m 2) and was not heated. It was connected to the living-room by
a partition wall and a partition window, which was half the size of the partition area (7.07
m2) and double glazed. The conservatory was south orientated.
The study examined the influence of different partition window areas (none - 0 m 2; half -
7.07 m2; completely glazed -14.14 m2) on the predicted heating energy demand of the adja-
cent living-room and on the peak air temperatures in the conservatory. The partition win-
dow size is of primary importance when interzonal radiation transfer is modelled (see sec-
tion 2.3).
For the daily simulations (section 8.6.3) the conservatory was not ventilated. However, to
model the conservatory performance more realistically (especially in summer), ventilation
was introduced for the annual simulations. In these simulations, the conservatory was venti-
lated with a basic infiltration rate of 0.35 ach, which was increased to 10 ach when the con-
servatory temperature exceeded 27°C. The increased infiltration rate was assumed to mimic
the opening of windows in the conservatory. Interzonal air flow between the living-room
and the conservatory was not modelled.
8.6.2 Solar distribution models used
The study concentrated on the programs HTB2 and HTBSOL (HTB2 linked with SUN-
SIM). The use of the same thermal processor for all comparisons is advantages, since it
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prevents differences arising due to changes in other algorithms. The following HTB2 and
HTBSOL solar distribution models were considered for the daily simulations (see also sec-
tion 2.3).
(0	 The original HTB2, with all radiation directed to the floor, called HTB2_f.
All direct radiation was assigned to the conservatory floor. The diffuse radiation and
the reflected direct radiation was distributed among all internal conservatory sur-
faces. There was no interzonal radiation transfer, radiation re-transmission or back-
loss.
(ii) The original HTB2 with a fixed user-specified solar distribution, called HTB2_d.
All the direct radiation was distributed between the conservatory floor, the partition
(common) wall and the partition (common) window using an area weighting algo-
rithm. The diffuse radiation and the reflected direct radiation was distributed among
all the internal conservatory surfaces. There was no interzonal radiation transfer, ra-
diation re-transmission or backloss.
(iii) The original HTB2 with a fixed user-specified solar distribution, including interzonal
radiation transfer, called HTB2_tr.
All the direct radiation was distributed between the conservatory floor, the partition
(common) wall, the partition (common) window and the adjacent living-room floor
(to consider interzonal radiation transfer) using an area weighting algorithm. The
diffuse radiation and the reflected direct radiation was distributed among all internal
surfaces. There was no radiation re-transmission or backloss.
(iv) Dynamic solar distribution predicted by SUNSIM linked to the HTB2 thermal
simulation program, called HTBSOL.
All complex time-varying radiation distribution mechanisms in the rooms and adja-
cent spaces were considered (including interzonal radiation transfer, re-transmission
and backloss).
To investigate the particular effects of radiation loss and interzonal radiation transfer in
more detail, two additional solar distribution models were introduced. These were used for
the annual simulations only.
(v) Dynamic solar distribution predicted by SUNSIM and the HTB2 thermal simulation
program, but with no loss of radiation in the conservatory, called HTBSOL_nl
All the complex radiation distribution effects in the rooms and adjacent spaces were
considered. However, the SUNSIM features for predicting radiation re-transmission
and bacldoss were switched off.
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(vi) Dynamic solar distribution predicted by SUNSIM and the HTB2 thermal simulation
program, but with no interzonal radiation transfer, called HTBSOL_nz.
All the complex radiation distribution effects in the rooms and the adjacent spaces
were considered except that the SUNSIM feature for predicting interzonal radiation
transfer was switched off (the partition window was treated as opaque).
8.6.3 Consequences of using a rigorous treatment (HTBSOL)
The dependency of the heating energy demands of the adjacent living-room on the partition
window area has already been studied (see Fig. 2.8 in section 2.3). The investigation was
repeated but additionally the results of the detailed solar distribution model HTBSOL were
considered.
On the sunny winter's day, the detailed model (HTBSOL) produced (for all partition win-
dow areas) lower heating energy demands than all the other models (Fig. 8.13). Of the
simplified models (HTB2_f; HTB2_d; HTB2_tr) the best agreement with HTBSOL was
achieved by HTB2_tr, which roughly modelled the radiation distribution in the conservatory
and the interzonal radiation transfer. However, while HTBSOL predicted that the room
would demand about 6 kWh heating energy for a 14.14 m2 partition window, HTB2_tr
predicted 9 kWh, which was about 30% higher. The crudest algorithm (HTB2_f) produced
15 kWh, which was more than 200% to high!
Figure 8.13:
Variation of the room heating energy de-
mand on a sunny winter's day as the parti-
tion window area is varied.
It is worth noting that those models which did not consider any interzonal radiation transfer
(HTB2 f and HTB2_d) produced the wrong result trend: while HTBSOL and HTB2_tr
predicted decreasing energy demands as the partition window area was increased (from 0
m2
 to 7.07 m2), the models HTB2 f and HTB2 d indicated the opposite trend. This con-
firms the conclusion drawn in section 2.3 that the accurate treatment of interzonal radiation
transfer is crucial for attached conservatories are to be simulated reliably.
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The trends in peak air temperatures as the partition window area varied were also discussed
in section 2.3 (Fig. 2.10). Again, the investigation was repeated with the detailed solar dis-
tribution model, HTBSOL, included. On the sunny winter's day, HTBSOL predicted peak
conservatory temperatures which were, irrespective of the partition window area, more than
3 K lower than the temperatures predicted by the simplified models (HTB2_f; HTB2_d;
HTB2 tr) (Fig. 8.14). The differences were greatest for the largest (14.14 m2) partition
window: while HTBSOL produced a peak temperature of about 21°C, the simplest distri-
bution model (HTB2_f) predicted 30°C! The best agreement with the HTBSOL predictions
was achieved by using HTB2_tr (26°C), even this result was 5 K to high.
HTBSOL yielded decreasing peak temperatures as the partition window area was increased,
whilst the simplified algorithms produced the opposite trend (Fig. 8.14). The trend gener-
ated by HTB2_tr, which considered a fixed interzonal radiation transfer, lies between the re-
sults from HTBSOL and those of the other models.
Figure 8.14:
Variation of the conservatory peak air tem-
peratures on a sunny winter's day as the
partition window area is varied.
The HTBSOL solutions, which are a result of the modelling of solar distributions can be
taken as a benchmark against which to compare other simplified treatments (as adopted in
most DSMs). The simplifications can cause errors which can make it impossible to make
credible estimates of the impact of a conservatory on space heating energy demands of the
attached dwelling. Similarly, the studies have shown that they may seriously undermine any
attempt to estimate the thermal comfort and period of habitability of the space. In both
cases, for the particular day chosen, the simplifications lead to results which give a pessi-
mistic view of conservatory performance.
8.6.4 Consequences of interzonal radiation transfer and radiation loss
The differences in the result trends between the models which considered interzonal radia-
tion transfer (HTBSOL and HTB22r) and those which did not (HTB2 f and HTB2 d)
suggest that interzonal radiation modelling is particular important (Fig. 8.13 and 8.14).
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However, since other aspects of the models also differed, the particular effect of interzonal
radiation transfer (or any other aspect such as radiation loss) could not be demonstrated.
To investigate the particular effect of interzonal radiation transfer and radiation loss in more
detail, an additional study was conducted using HTBSOL and two other models: HTB-
SOL nz and HTBSOL_nl. These two models differed only in the modelling of interzonal
radiation transfer or radiation loss respectively (see section 8.6.2). By comparing the pre-
dicted conservatory temperatures and the heating energy demands (of the adjacent room)
with or without interzonal radiation transfer and with or without radiation loss, the signifi-
cance of these individual simplifications can be quantified. Many DSMs neglect interzonal
radiation transfer and radiation loss (or treat both of them very approximately).
To assess the influence of the different solar distribution models in more realistic situations,
the heating energy demand of the adjacent room and the conservatory temperatures were
studied using annual simulations. Again, the partition window area was varied.
a)	 Consequences of interzonal radiation transfer
The trend in the annual heating energy demand, as the partition window area was varied,
predicted by HTBSOL_nz, which did not consider interzonal radiation transfer, differed
from the trend predicted by HTBSOL. The lowest annual heating energy demand calculated
by HTBSOL (1500 kWh) was for a 7.07 m 2
 window, whereas HTBSOL_nz produced a
minimum demand (of 1800 kWh) for a total opaque partition (0 m 2
 in Fig. 8.15). The annual
energy demand for the large window (14.14 m 2
 in Fig. 8.15) was predicted, by HTBSOL, to
be 1700 kWh, whereas HTBSOL_nz produced 2200 kWh. Clearly, such discrepancies
would lead to quite different perceptions about the influence of the partition window area
on the energy demand of the building.
Figure 8.15
Variation of the annual heating energy
demand (of the adjacent room) as the
partition window area is varied.
Design decisions based on the occurrence of overheating are Rely to be based on the total
number of hours in a year for which the temperature exceeds a particular level. For conser-
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vatory air temperatures, it was observed (Fig. 8.16) that, irrespective of the level chosen,
HTBSOL produced lower totals than HTBSOL nz (without interzonal radiation transfer).
Taking an air temperature of 30°C as being indicative of overheating, the predicted trends in
hours of overheating caused by varying the partition window area disagreed (Fig. 8.17).
While HTBSOL predicted the least overheating for a large partition window (14.14 m2),
HTBSOL_nz indicated that partition window area had nearly no influence. These results are
in qualitative agreement with those from the single-day studies. (Compare the results for
HTBSOL and HTB2 tr in Figs. 8.13 and 8.14 with those in Figs. 8.15 and 8.17 respec-
tively).
hours above
Figure 8.16
Annual occurrence of excessive air tempera-
tures in the conservatory.
hours above 30*C
7.07
	
14 14
partition window area, m2
Figure 8.17
Annual occurrence of air temperatures in
the conservatory exceeding 30°C as the
partition window area is varied.
The result differences produced by HTBSOL and HTBSOL_nz clearly demonstrated that
the interzonal radiation transfer is an important aspect which can have marked impact on the
predicted temperatures in conservatories and energy demands of adjacent spaces. The ne-
glect of interzonal radiation transfer (as is often done in current DSMs) can lead to the
wrong assessment of the best partition glazing area between a conservatory and an adjacent
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space. An accurate modelling of interzonal radiation transfer is also likely to be important in
other highly glazed spaces, such as atria.
b)	 Consequence of radiation re-transmission and backloss
Since none of the models used in the previous study (section 2.3) appropriately considered
radiation loss (re-transmission of direct radiation or bacldoss of diffuse radiation), the im-
pact of these aspects could not be investigated. The above investigation compared the pre-
dictions of HTBSOL, which rigorously considered radiation loss, with HTBSOL_nl, which
did not.
The two models predicted similar trends for the variation of heating energy demands and
conservatory temperatures as the partition window area was varied. However, irrespective
of the partition window area, HTBSOL_nl predicted annual heating energy demands which
were about 200 kWh (10-15%) to low (Fig. 8.15). More significantly, the annual number of
hours for which the conservatory air temperature exceeded 30°C was about 400 hours (60-
80%) to high (Fig. 8.17). Such discrepancies in absolute temperature predictions clearly
demonstrated, that reliable comfort assessments based on DSM predictions in highly glazed
spaces are only possible, when radiation loss is carefully considered.
It should be noted, that these results were obtained for a dark coloured conservatory
(surface absorptances was 0.8) which leads to a small radiation loss (mainly caused by ra-
diation re-transmission). The radiation energy loss of medium or light coloured conservato-
ries is much more pronounced, and so the thermal consequences of backloss modelling will
be even greater.
The effect of radiation loss modelling has been estimated using solar distribution models
which are quite sophisticated. Most DSMs use a much cruder treatment of these issues and
so, as the results above suggest, the errors involved may be very large. It is valuable there-
fore, to try and generate effective solar-lost values which modellers may use to improve the
performance of existing (crude) DSMs. Therefore, in a first step, SUNSIM was used to
generate solar-lost factors for conservatories. The radiation loss was found to be highly de-
pendent on: the time of day; the season; and the conservatory design. For Kew (UK) cli-
mate conditions, the solar-lost factors reached 70%. It was concluded that more work is
needed to derive appropriate solar-lost factors for typical highly glazed spaces. This could
be an objective of future work.
8.7 PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF USING SUNSIM
As noted before, SUNSIM is independent of a particular DSM. Modellers could use it to
simulate the internal solar distribution in one particular zone. (An accurate calculation of
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internal solar distribution is mainly necessary in buildings with highly glazed spaces such as
greenhouses and conservatories.) If a building consists of more than one space with glazing
(which is the usual case) the internal solar distribution of the remaining building must be
calculated by the DSM. Therefore, SUNSIM can not totally replace the solar distribution
algorithms of the DSM.
Coupling the solar distribution module SUNSIM with the DSM requires a specific interface,
which can not be achieved without modifications to the DSM (section 8.4). This interface
must ensure that the values of the internal absorbed radiation calculated by the DSM are
replaced by the pre-calculated values. The problem lies mainly in the correct assignment of
the absorbed radiation values to the different surfaces of the room (as defined by the DSM).
Since DSMs use different internal numerical descriptions of room geometries and surfaces,
a unified interface can not be developed. In addition, the difficulty of creating such an inter-
face will be highly dependent on the DSM.
SUNSIM was basically intended for UNIX workstations. However, it can also be used on a
PC. The pre-calculation time of SUNSIM depends on the number of part-planes and, of
course, on the computer used. Since SUNSIM uses numerical procedures, the calculation
time is relatively long. It was found that HTB2 with SUNSIM attached (called HTBSOL)
took about twice as long to simulate a highly glazed space as HTB2 did in its native code.
The solar distribution calculated by SUNSIM depend only on the geometry of the highly
glazed zone, the geographical location (latitude) and the climate conditions. Therefore, if a
user wanted to simulate different building designs (without changing the highly glazed
space) he would only have to calculate the solar distribution once.
At the moment, SUNSIM is a simple pre-processor. It would, however, be possible to in-
tegrate SUNSIM into the core of a DSM so that solar distributions are calculated in step
with the thermal calculations. This has not been tested. However, the advantage of saving
simulation time (by reusing the pre-simulated solar distributions) would be lost.
Finally, it would be possible to modify SUNSIM so that it calculates the amount of radiation
falling on each surface as a function of the sky radiation (e.g. global horizontal irradiation
and diffuse horizontal irradiation). The pre-processed file would then contain two values for
each part-plane and hour: (i) the proportion of direct transmittal radiation to go to the part-
plane directly and/or by reflection from other surfaces; and (ii) the fraction of diffuse radia-
tion to go to the part-plane. Such values would then be usable by any climate data. How-
ever the latitude would have to remain the same. This could be an objective of future work.
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CHAPTER 9
APPLICATION OF IMPROVED MODELLING METHODS TO THE STUDY OF
CONSERVATORY DESIGNS
9.1 INTRODUCTION
The application of all the new simulation aspects (glazing and blind modelling, solar distri-
bution) leads to a more authentic prediction of the environmental conditions in highly glazed
spaces than was possible before. In this Chapter the new modelling possibilities are used to
produce widely applicable information about conservatories, e.g. their design, their energy
saving potential as a passive solar systems, and their internal comfort conditions.
Many previous design guidelines for highly glazed spaces were derived from DSM predic-
tions. For example, the program SERI-RES was used in the UK Department of Energy's
Passive Solar Design Program (PSP) to study the effect of glazing types; glazing areas;
glazing orientations and conservatories on the energy demand of passive solar dwellings
(Yannis 1994). Also in the PSP the program ESP was used to predict the energy demand of
commercial atria (BDP 1991). The program FRED (Penz 1983) was used by Baker (1985)
to study the energy demand of dwellings with conservatories or the temperatures in conser-
vatories respectively. Other studies were also based on DSM simulations (e.g. Hauser 1984,
1986), however, the used DSM was not stated in the publications. In addition, design
guidelines for highly glazed spaces were also derived from simplified quasi-stationary calcu-
lations (e.g. Balcomb et al. 1983 (Passive Solar Design Handbook); Nikolic 1983 (TOV
Rheinland); Chu and Oreszczyn 1991).
However, the sensitivity studies conducted within this work have indicated that the ap-
proximate methods used to model glazings and internal solar distribution, solar shading etc.
can severely compromise the accuracy of DSM predictions, especially when highly glazed
spaces are modelled.
• The best glazing type of conservatories, partition glazing type and partition glazing
area etc. was shown to be dependent on the used internal solar distribution or thermal
glazing model when considering such issues as conservatory peak temperatures or
heating energy demands of the adjacent space (Chapter 2).
• The important question if conservatories can reduce the heating energy demand of
adjoining rooms was shown to be dependent on the detail of simulation internal solar
distribution (Chapter 2).
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The predicted room temperatures and heating energy (cooling energy) demands of
typical domestic scale rooms were shown to be highly sensitive to the calculation
model of solar energy gains (solar transmission through glazings). These are often
treated approximately, especially, when special coated or tinted glazings or slat-type
blinds are simulated (Chapter 4 - 7). In conservatories or atria, in which the inside cli-
mate depends fundamentally on the amount of solar radiation entering the room, the
uncertainty due to simplified solar glazing models are likely to be even more pro-
nounced (this was not investigated in particular).
• The heating energy demand of the adjacent space to an conservatory was very sensi-
tive to the interzonal radiation transfer into the space, which is modelled by most
DSMs only approximately (Chapter 8).
• Reliable comfort assessments based on DSM predictions in conservatories were only
possible, when radiation loss was carefully considered (Chapter 8).
It was concluded that design studies of highly glazed spaces such as atria and conservatories
based on current DSM predictions (which do not appropriately consider the above model-
ling aspects) must be treated with caution. However, the application of all the new simula-
tion improvements (glazing and blind modelling, solar distribution) leads to a more authen-
tic prediction of environmental conditions in highly glazed spaces than was possible before.
It was therefore decided to use the new modelling possibilities to produce widely applicable
information about the design of highly glazed spaces, their energy saving potential as pas-
sive solar systems and their internal comfort conditions. This study concentrated on conser-
vatories, rather than on atria or glazed halls. The choice was based on the following consid-
erations.
There is a wide interest of conservatories as fuel saving, passive solar features in the
UK (UK Passive Solar Design Program). Conservatories are popular retrofits to exist-
ing houses in the UK (and in other countries such as Germany).
Various studies were conducted on conservatory design. But the main massages, de-
sign guidelines and recommendations for conservatories do highly differ (see section
9.3).
The performance of conservatories depends strongly on the solar radiation process
treated within this work. In atria and glazed halls other issues such as ventilation are
also highly important, however, these were not particularly object of this work.
The conservatory design study investigated the influence of design variations on the usabil-
ity, on the impact of conservatories on the energy demand of adjacent buildings and OD
summer-overheating for typical conservatories in connection with different parent building
arrangements. It concentrated on unheated conservatories, however, the effect of heating a
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conservatory was also considered. Other important aspects of the building physics such as
lighting, moisture transfer, ventilation etc. were not detailed studied but considered within
the discussion of conservatory design guidelines. However, building aspects of architecture,
construction, building materials, pleasantness and economy could not be considered within
this study.
9.2 CONSERVATORY ORIGINS AND CURRENT PRACTICES
Historically, a conservatory was used like a greenhouse for growing temperature sensitive
(tropical) plants which could not survive without protection. For example, in the 17th cen-
tury, citrus fruits were produced widely in northern Europe in solar-heated orangeries. Con-
servatories were heated to protect the plants from cold temperatures in winter.
In the mid 20th century the falling price of glass made conservatories affordable and they
became a popular feature of domestic buildings. After the oil price rises of the early 1970s,
there was a growing interest in passive solar design of UK dwellings (and commercial
buildings). The aim was to make greater use of the renewable energy source, the sun, to
provide heating. As a result, conservatories were widely recommended as passive solar
systems, and so conservatories are seen as a valuable 'passive solar feature' for domestic
scale buildings. Moreover, they were seen by some as a pre-requisite for passive-solar
dwellings. Indeed, they were used as a visible outward statement that a house was energy
conscious, consider, for example, the Energy World dwellings in Milton Keynes, UK.
However, conservatories cannot be meant purely as solar collectors to save heating energy.
Their capital cost could hardly be justified on that basis alone. They are intermediate spaces
between indoors and outdoors, with their own climate and character and can be occupied. A
recent survey (Oreszczyn 1992) found that the majority of conservatories are used as habit-
able spaces for much of the year. The survey suggests that conservatories are predominately
built to provide extra living-space. The main design objective is to create a space that is
pleasant and usable for as much of the year as possible. Therefore, the habit of heating such
spaces is increasing. But a heated sunspace could hardly still be termed a conservatory, for
it is used like a living-room not Re a greenhouse. It has an artificial environment rather
than a natural environment which responds the external climate Conditions.
Here, the word "conservatory" describes a space which is physically separated from out-
doors, mainly by glazed surfaces and has, in particular, a glazed roof. It is not mechanically
heated or cooled and usually adjoins a heated indoor space. The British Building Regula-
tions (1985) define a conservatory as an unheated structure with a transparent or translu-
cent roof, which is exempted from building restrictions. There are no provisions for heated
conservatories in the Building Regulations (see Chu and Oreszczyn 1991). In Germany,
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heated conservatories are regulated such as conventional living-space (WarmeschutzVO
1993). Since they usually can not comply the requirements, heated conservatories are not
allowed.
Conservatories can take a variety of shapes and relate to the parent building in a number of
different ways. The size of a conservatory, the orientations and type of its glazing and its
relationship to the parent building are the major factors which determine the thermal envi-
ronment and amenity offered by the space and the potential energy savings for the parent
building.
The energy savings result from the following effects.
• The conservatory acts as a buffer zone reducing conductive heat losses through parti-
tion walls and windows. For example, a double glazed conservatory in connection with
a double glazed partition window (set in a small or highly-insulated partition wall) ba-
sically corresponds to a quadruple glazing, for which the surface area of the two outer
panes is greatly increased.
• The conservatory captures solar radiation like a solar collector. Compared to a simple
external window, a conservatory offers an increased surface area for collecting solar
energy. Due to the solar radiation gains, the air temperatures in the conservatory are
raised. This reduces the conductive heat losses from the living-space into the conserva-
tory.
• The solar radiation captured by the conservatory can be used to pre-heat air before it
enters the parent building. This solar pre-heated ventilation (SPV) strategy reduces the
heat losses associated with ventilation.
When solar gains make the conservatory warmer than the parent building, the building
air can be heated by circulating it through the conservatory. This can be termed
'recirculating air heating'. But recirculating air heating is only significant when the con-
servatory temperature is much higher than room temperature. This occurs infrequently
in the heating season in Northern Europe. This makes recirculating air heating rela-
tively unimportant in this regions.
• In summer a conservatory can be used to ventilate (cool) the parent building. The in-
creased buoyancy of the air in the conservatory (due to its high temperature) can gen-
erate a stack effect. This can be used to pull air through the building into the conserva-
tory and out through the conservatory roof. Thus, using the conservatory as a motor
for ventilation, the energy demand for mechanical ventilation may be reduced.
Although it is currently assumed that unheated conservatories can reduce the heating energy
demand of adjacent buildings, conservatories are hardly economic without considering the
improvement of the home amenity. Conservatories are unlikely to be adopted solely for
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their energy saving contribution. Hence, the time-of-usability becomes a very important
question. It is reasonable, however, to examine the cost-effectiveness of any marginal in-
vestments made to make a conservatory a more effective fuel saver.
As described above, the classical conservatory is not heated or cooled. However, when de-
signing conservatories one must always be the aware that they may be heated in the future.
A questionnaire of conservatory owners showed that the majority of users heat their con-
servatory more or less frequently (Oreszczyn 1992). It is estimated, that 50% of the conser-
vatories built every year in the UK are fully heated as living-spaces (Chu and Oreszczyn
1991). Indeed, modern conservatories are currently marketed as heated spaces. Therefore,
every design criterion for unheated conservatories should also consider the possibility that
the space will be heated.
9.3 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS CONSERVATORY DESIGN STUDIES
To derive the most important design questions for further examination, different conserva-
tory design studies were reviewed. Their design guidelines were compared to hi . hlight di-
verging views. Clearly, the sources reviewed could only be a small selection of all the inves-
tigations into conservatory design. However, the example studies demonstrate the wide
range of options on the subject.
Most of the design studies were based either on simplified, quasi-stationary calculations or
detailed computer simulations (Balcomb et al. 1983; Baker 1985; Hauser 1984/1986; Nik-
olic 1983; Chu and Oreszczyn 1991). These studies often try to provide widely applicable
design guidance. The limitations of such calculations have already been discussed (section
9.1). Other studies were based around observations made in existing sunspaces (e.g. BINE
1989/1991a/1991b; Erhorn 1989; Ohlwein 1992). These investigations tend to be building
specific.
Most of the research has been concerned with the potential energy savings through the use
of conservatories as passive solar systems. Less information was found about the thermal
comfort in -, and usability of -, conservatories. It should be noted, that all the statements,
which are considered here, refer to either UK or German weather conditions. It was as-
sumed that, despite the differences between these climates, general statements about con-
servatory performances could be compared. The well known Passive Solar Design Hand-
book (Balcomb et al. 1983) was not considered, since it concentrates on US weather condi-
tions for Albuquerque and Boston. Unfortunately, a precise description of the buildings
studied is not always given, neither is the exact location or the weather data used.
The estimated energy savings, due to adding an unheated conservatory to a building, differ
markedly between the sources studied.
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Simulation results for a detached house (of modern highly-insulated construction) in
Kew (UK) with 110 m2
 floor area and an attached conservatory (floor areas 8.64 m2 or
14.4 m2) were presented in the energy efficient house design guide (Yannis 1994). The
energy saving due to the conservatory was indicated to be 900-1000 kWh/year or 25-
28% of the dwellings heating requirement. Some 40% of this saving was attributed to
solar ventilation pre-heat (SPV). There was no difference between single or double
glazed conservatories.
• Baker (1985) concluded, that a single glazed conservatory in Kew (UK) covering an
11.6 m2
 wall on a well-insulated 95 m2 terraced house reduces the auxiliary heating of
the house by about 1000 kWh/year. This will increase to 1400 kWh/year if the conser-
vatory is double glazed. The savings would be mostly achieved by SPV although there
would be a small reduction in conductive heat losses.
• Ohlwein (1992) quotes a reduction of the energy demand of dwellings due to adding
conservatories of 20% in Germany. These results were obtained by measurements on
dwellings with and without conservatory.
• Hauser (1984) indicated an energy saving of 15.7% - 16.7% (about 2000 kWh/year).
These values were calculated for a well insulated dwelling (U-values between 0.23 and
0.55 W/m2IC; floor area = 88 m2) in Essen (Germany) with an attached single glazed
conservatory of 24 m2. The partition area was 28 m2 and completely double glazed.
The calculation approximated the effect of SPV.
• Measurements on two identical dwellings (average U-value = 0.64; floor area = 81.7
m2) in Rosenheim (Germany), of which one had a double glazed conservatory (floor
area 10.6 m2; partition area 16.3 m2), indicated a 12% (1670 kWh/year) lower heating
energy consumption for the dwelling with the conservatory (SPV was not used)
(BINE 1991b).
• Erhorn (1989) presented the result of a two years observation of 25 dwelling's in Ger-
many with passive solar components, 10 had conservatories. The energy saving poten-
tial of the conservatories was concluded to be about 10% of the dwellings heating en-
ergy demand.
The energy performance of a house plus conservatory has been modelled by Chu and
Oreszczyn (1991) to estimate the potential energy saving of an unheated conservatory
and the energy cost of heating a conservatory in the UK. The houses were modelled
with varying levels of insulation, corresponding to houses built at different times. It
was concluded that, generally, the energy saving derived from an unheated conserva-
tory was "very small" (lower than 2%).
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Although the energy saving potential was estimated very differently, most publications
agreed on the question of the economic efficiency of a conservatory: a conservatory was
considered to be uneconomic without considering the additional amenity benefits it pro-
vided (Yannis 1994; Ohlwein 1992; Hauser 1984/1986; Erhom 1989; Nikolic 1983).
There were a few statements found about the thermal comfort of conservatories or about
their time-of-usability.
Yannis (1994) stated that small or well integrated conservatories in Kew (UK) can
maintain mean temperatures that are close to those of indoor spaces for up to eight
months a year. With very sunny weather peak temperatures of 30 or 40°C would not
be surprising for unprotected conservatories.
The simulation studies of Baker (1985) showed that a double glazed conservatory in
Kew (UK) covering 11.6 m2 on a well-insulated 95 m2 terraced house is above 13°C
for 1609 hours over seven month heating season - i.e. about 90% of daylight hours, or
30% of total time. A similarly designed single glazed conservatory was shown to be
habitable for 1257 hours.
Hauser (1986) presented the annual number of hours, for which the dry resultant tem-
perature (average of the air temperature and surface temperatures of the enclosure)
was above 15°C. It was noted that single glazed south conservatories in Essen
(Germany) would be habitable for 3800 h/year, and that this would increase to 5600
h/year when heat protective (low-emittance) glazing is used.
Measurements in German conservatories showed that comfortable temperatures, be-
tween 18°C and 25°C, were obtained for 40% of the day-time, i.e. between 8am and
8pm (BINE 1989).
The following list summarises the conservatory design guidelines, which were given by the
different sources. Since it is not possible to discuss all the statements in detail, the list re-
stricts itself to the important design questions, and concentrates on those points for which
conflicting, or differing, information was given.
a) The conservatory size
Nikolic (1983) concluded that conservatories are, from the perspective of energy sav-
ing, better than 3- or 4- pane glazings. This means that a conservatory acts not only as
a thermal buffer, but also effectively as a solar collector. Large glazing areas are there-
fore favourable for a conservatory. A similar result was presented by Hauser (1986).
Yannis (1994) however indicated that small conservatories have energy, cost and com-
fort advantages. He concluded that the contribution of a conservatory, in terms of en-
ergy saving for the parent building, does not increase with its size.
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b) The conservatory glazing type
"Very small" differences in the predicted energy demand of parent buildings with single
and double glazed conservatories were indicated by Yannis (1994). But Baker (1985)
and Hauser (1986) indicated a considerable decrease in the energy demand of the par-
ent building as single glazing (for the conservatory) was replaced by double glazing.
c) The partition glazing type
Nikolic (1983) studied the energy demand of the parent building and the usability of
the conservatory. It was found to be better to put the thermal insulation (double glaz-
ing) to the outside of the conservatory, while using single glazing for the partition
window than the other way round. He admitted, however, that an accurate quantifica-
tion of the effects would be impossible with the calculation technique used. Hauser
(1986) indicated the lowest energy demand of the parent building occurred when
highly-insulated glazing (double or low-emittance) was used for the partition window.
d) The partition glazing area
The effect of the partition glazing area on the energy exchange between conservatory
and adjoining heated spaces, was found, by Yannis 1994, to be important. However,
little indication of the best partition glazing area was found in the literature. In one
study measurements on double glazed conservatories indicated that there was a small
reduction in the heating energy of the adjoining building, when the partition window
(also double glazed) area was large (75% of the partition area) (BINE 1991b).
e) The conservatory orientation
There were many different and contradictory statements on the topic of energy saving
and orientation. Hauser (1984) stated that the relative energy saving contribution of a
conservatory would be independent on the orientation. In addition, while the lowest
absolute energy demand of a building with conservatory would occur for south orien-
tation, the absolute reduction of heating energy due to a conservatory was indicated to
be highest for north orientation. These statements were confirmed by measurements of
conservatories at different orientations (BINE 1991b). However, Baker (1985), rec-
ommended an orientation, which should be "somewhat east of south".
f) Opaque elements
With opaque, highly insulated panels, a conservatory can be shaded and its heat loss
can be reduced. Yannis (1994) recommended that the conservatory side walls or roof
should be insulated to maintain the conservatory at higher temperatures. Measure-
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ments, however, indicated that it is not useful to insulate more than a third of the con-
servatory roof (BINE 1991b).
Summer overheating
Measurements on two conservatories (BINE 1991a) demonstrated that a ventilation
rate of 15 1/h - 20 1/h was sufficient to reduce the sunspace temperature to nearly
ambient temperatures. Therefore, no additional shading was recommended. Ohlwein
(1992) also indicated that extensive ventilation was the most important requirement. In
contrast to these findings, most other authors recommended additional shading device,
e.g. Yannis (1994) and Hauser (1984).
h) Integrated conservatories
Hauser (1984) recommended that it is advantageous to integrate a conservatory into a
house plan as far as possible. This was confirmed by Yannis (1994), however, he noted
that great care would be required "in attempting to estimate savings in such cases since
a house plan developed around a conservatory is unlikely to retain such a form without
the conservatory".
9.4 TERMINOLOGY FOR COMPARISONS
It was necessary to define a few simple parameters which would adequately reflect the
internal comfort conditions in conservatories. Similarly, the impact of a conservatory on the
heating energy demand of the space to which it is attached had to be expressed clearly. Un-
fortunately, an uniform approach to these issues could not be derived from literature (e.g.
see variety of parameters used in section 9.3).
A conservatory (cons) was defined as usable (habitable) if the temperature was between
15°C and 27°C. It was assumed that, in practise, the temperature could be prevented
from exceeding 27°C by adequate ventilation and shading i.e. by occupant intervention.
Thus, a temperature over 15°C was used to indicate usabilities.
• A conservatory was defined as being overheated if the temperature exceeded 27°C. This
was used in studies to show the likely-hood of overheating -when there was no occupant
intervention.
• The usability and overheating were evaluated using: (i) the air temperature; and (ii) the
dry resultant temperature (average of the air temperature and the surface temperatures).
Since the dry resultant temperature did not significantly differ from the air temperatures,
only the air temperatures are shown.
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• The period of usability was taken to be the fraction of the annual hours of occupancy for
which the air exceeds 15°C. (The symbol T>15°C is used for this parameter.) The as-
sumed hours of occupancy were from 7am to 11pm every day of the year; i.e. a total of
365 x 16 = 5840 h/year. This follows the assumptions used in previous work (Lomas et
al. 1989).
• The risk of overheating (when there was no occupant intervention) was taken as a frac-
tion of the occupied hours for which the air temperature exceeded 27°C. (The symbol
T>27°C is used for this parameter).
• The impact of conservatories on the energy demand is demonstrated by comparing the
absolute figures for the annual energy demand of the parent building with the conserva-
tory with the corresponding figures but without the conservatory (or for different con-
servatory designs). In some cases, the monthly or hourly energy demands are shown as
well.
• The annual energy demand of the heated conservatory (heated from 7am to 11pm) was
used for comparisons of different heated conservatory arrangements. If heating the con-
servatory had a marked impact on the energy demand of the parent building, the total
heating energy demand of the conservatory and the parent building was considered.
The program HTB2 was used for the simulations, with all the improved calculation modules
developed in this research included. Within the Applicability study (Lomas 1992) the Reso-
lution of DSMs was investigated for either single-zone direct-gain living-rooms, or for
whole realistic UK dwellings. For absolute annual energy demand predictions, the Resolu-
tion of DSMs was found to be around ± 15% for single zone arrangements and ± 10% for
whole dwellings. For energy saving predictions (relative figures) a Resolution of ± 5% was
derived. The predicted increases (relative figures) in the numbers of hours overheating as
the window area and orientation varied were 15% or less.
These Resolutions were taken as guidelines for interpreting the simulation results and simu-
lation result trends. The statements concerning the hours of overheating were assumed to be
fairly transferable to the hours of usability, since these are based on a similar method of
analysis (the time-of-usability merely refers to the temperatures over 15°C). However, since
the quoted Resolutions were valid for the simulation of single-zone direct-gain rooms or
realistic dwellings, their transfer to highly glazed spaces such as conservatories has to be
done with caution. It may be assumed that the simulation of the more complex climatic
conditions in a conservatory leads to higher uncertainties (worse Resolutions).
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9.5 DESCRIPTION OF BASE-CASE DWELLING AND CONSERVATORY
9.5.1 Modelling considerations
In a conservatory design study there are many possible ways of modelling the spaces. The
conservatory may be attached to a realistic building or to an abstract space. The building
may be one, two or more storeys high. It may be a typical domestic building with living
spaces or a commercial building with offices. The connected rooms may be totally enclosed
in the building or corner rooms. In this conservatory study two different cases were used for
the parent buildings attached to the conservatory:
(i) a typical domestic living-space, which considers neighbourhood zones in a non-explicit
manner; and
(ii) a realistic multi-zone domestic building.
The investigation of attached conservatories concentrated on the typical domestic living-
space. The realistic multi-zone domestic building was mainly used to study integrated
(corner or enclosed) conservatories. The choice was based on the following considerations:
• a two-zone arrangement (conservatory and living-space) requires a quick and uncom-
plicated calculation whilst considering all the complex thermal interactions of realistic
rooms;
• the likely-hood of modelling mistakes is reduced for simpler buildings;
• the design of a conservatory has a considerable affect on the heating energy demand of
the adjacent room, however, it has an energy impact, which is small in comparison to
the total energy demand of the whole house. So, if a whole dwelling is considered, the
comparison and evaluation of very small differences in heating energy would be neces-
sary, these could be beyond the Resolution of the DSM.
9.5.2 Parent dwelling
For the adjacent room, the typical UK living-space, used in the previous sensitivity studies
(Chapters 2 and 8), was adopted (Fig. 9.1; Appendix A.4). It was a 16 m 2 corner room with
an average external U-value of 0.5 W/m2K The west and south walls were external and
heavy-weight (two layered brick walls). The south wall adjoined the conservatory. Two
walls were internal and heavy-weight (one layer of brick), the ceiling was internal and light-
weight (two layers of plasterboard). Adjacent zones were imitated using fictitious construc-
tions on North, East and Ceiling. The floor was a concrete slab on the ground.
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Figure 9.1:
Base-case module of living-room
with attached conservatory.
The room was ventilated with external air using a fixed infiltration rate of 1.0 ach. This was
increased to 5 ach when the inside air temperature exceeded 27°C. This means, in reality,
there must be a ventilation connection between the room and the external air other than
through the conservatory. This is usually provided by an additional external window. How-
ever, to maximise the sensitivity of the room to the conservatory this additional window
was not modelled.
The room was heated to 21°C from 7am to llpm. During the night there was a 'set-back' to
16°C. The 'set-back' represented the common heating habit in Germany, where most houses
have central heating (some houses are heated throughout the night). Although in the UK
night-time heating is not typical, it was assumed, that a 'set-back' also represented modern
UK central heated dwellings. It was felt, that the 'set-back' was a good compromise between
complete night-time heating which is sometimes adopted in Germany and no night-time
heating which is common in the UK.
The room had one, south-facing external window with an area of about 7 m 2
 which corre-
sponded to half of the total wall area. The window was double glazed (window curtains
were not considered). (The symbol "d" was used for the base-case room with a double
glazed external window.) When the room was modelled with an attached conservatory, the
external window became a partition window between the living-room and the conservatory.
9.53 Conservatory
The base-case conservatory was rectangular and had a floor area of 12 m 2. It was double
glazed and its floor was concrete on the ground. The conservatory window frames were
assumed to cover 15% of the whole glazing area. The U-value of the frames always corre-
sponded to that of the glazing. A conservatory shading device was not considered. The
reflectance of the internal opaque surfaces was 0.2.
Interzonal air-flow (SPV), between conservatory and living-room, was not considered. SPV
requires additional construction measures like ducts and possibly fans and control units. It
was assumed that these measures would not be provided in a classic conservatory, which
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mainly acts as a solar-heated thermal buffer. The energy saving by using SPV is, however,
discussed separately (section 9.10).
The conservatory was ventilated at a rate of 1.0 ach or, when the air temperature exceeded
27°C, 15 ach. The increased (summer) ventilation rate was assumed to represent the typical
effect of opening the windows in the conservatory. To get this summer ventilation rate
without mechanical ventilation system, the necessary opening area has to be at least 10% of
the total external glazing area (see Hauser (1987) and Ohlwein (1992)). The base-case con-
servatory was not heated. (The symbol "cons" is used for the unheated base-case conserva-
tory attached to the base-case living-room.)
9.6 IMPACT OF LOCATION AND CLIMATE ON CONSERVATORY PER-
FORMANCE
While the energy demand of common opaque rooms depends mainly on the outside air tem-
perature, the performance of any passive solar system is, in addition, strongly influenced by
the solar radiation gains. In particular conservatories show a high sensitivity to outside sky
condition (clear or overcast) and wind velocities. Therefore, any statements about the per-
formance of conservatories are strongly dependent on the location and climate of the build-
ing.
The design study concentrated on the UK. However, it was important to investigate,
whether conclusions about conservatory design, based on a UK climate, could be trans-
ferred to other locations and climates.
For the UK the Example Weather Years of Kew, Finningley (near Sheffield) and Glasgow
were available (see Appendix B). The weather data of Kew were found to contain some
impossibly high solar radiation values for early morning or late evening hours, which are
probably caused by mistakes in the data. It was found, that these high solar radiation values
had a big impact on the internal climate of conservatories with east- or west-orientated
glazings. Since Glasgow had a non-representative northern climate, for the design studies
the Example Weather Year of Sheffield was used.
To study the influence of climate three different locations and climates were compared:
Sheffield, UK (fin); North-Wiirttemberg, GERMANY (nwb); and Denver, Colorado, USA •
(dco). To characterise the different climate files, the annual average of the external air tem-
perature, the heating degree-days (to base 15.5°C) and the annual total horizontal irradia-
tion were calculated (Table 9.1). For more information see Appendix B.
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Figure 9.2:
Influence of different locations and climate conditions
on the annual heating energy demand of the south-
facing living-room with different types of south-fac-
ing surfaces (passive solar systems): no south surface
(ref); the base-case, double glazed room (d); the base-
case, double glazed conservatory (cons).
fin:	 Sheffield, UK
nwb: North Wiirttemberg, GERMANY
dco:	 Denver, USA
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Location (code) Average annual external
air temperature, °C
Degree-days to base
15.5°C, Kelvinxdays
Total annual horizontal
irradiation, kWh/year m2
fin 9.0 3906 878
nwb 9.0 3895 1119
dco 9.7 3829 1832
Table 9.1:	 Characteristics of the climates studied.
Sheffield represents a moderate climate with low seasonal temperature variations (compare
Figure B.2) and relatively frequent overcast conditions (low solar radiation). North-Wiirt-
temberg has a typical middle European continental climate with cold, clear winters and
warm, sunny summers (high solar irradiation). Denver has an extreme continental climate
with very cold and clear winters and very sunny summers (solar irradiation is very high).
Three different building arrangements were compared:
• a reference case, with no south-facing surface (i.e. five well insulated opaque surfaces
only, no south window, no insolation, heat loss through five surfaces only);
• the base-case living-room (i.e. with 7 m 2 of double glazed window); and
• the base-case living-room with the base-case conservatory.
The reference case, without a south-facing surface, produced nearly the same annual heating
energy demand for Sheffield and North-Wfirttemberg (Fig. 9.2). The addition of a south
wall and south window had no consequences in Sheffield. Therefore, the area of double
glazing in a well insulated wall appears to be thermally neutral over a year in a Sheffield
(and possibly UK) climate. In North-Wiirttemberg the glazed wall led to an increase of 8%
in the annual heating energy demand. Therefore, the introduction of glazing is disadvanta-
geous in the German climate. This effect is probably caused by higher outside longwave
radiation and convective losses on the window in North-Wfirttemberg due to lower winter
temperatures and clearer weather conditions.
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For Denver the south window produced a significant reduction of the heating energy de-
mand. Because the average outside temperature for Denver (9.7°C) is only slightly higher
than for the other climates, this effect can only be due to the very high solar energy gains.
The attachment of the base-case conservatory to the south window yielded the same reduc-
tion of the energy demand (13.5%) in Sheffield and North-Wurttemberg. Therefore, any
statements about the effect of conservatories on the annual energy demands of a building
should be fairly transferable from one climate to the other. For Denver the energy saving
was predicted to be 16%, which is similar to that for both the other climates.
The time-of-usability (T>15°C) of the conservatory in North-Wurttemberg was 58.4% of
the annual occupied hours. It was only slightly higher in Sheffield (61.6%). However, it was
significantly higher in Denver (78.6%).
Based on these results, it was assumed, that for moderate or continental middle European
climates the thermal behaviour of a conservatory is similar. Therefore, the results of the
conservatory design study should be approximately valid for middle Europe and the British
Islands. However, it should be noted, that the performance of a conservatory also depends
on the heating habit of the adjoining room. However, that was, as already indicated in sec-
tion 9.5.2, assumed to be similar for modern dwellings in Germany and the UK.
9.7 PERFORMANCE OF BASE-CASE CONSERVATORY
9.7.1 Annual heating energy demand
This section compares the energy saving effect of conservatories (without SPY) and direct-
gain passive solar systems. The annual energy demand of the base-case living-room and
conservatory was compared with that of a living-room (without conservatory) but with five
different external glazings (Table 9.2). Except for the change in glazing type, all other fac-
tors of the room were unchanged.
Code Glazing type U-value, W/m2K Normal total solar
energy transmittance
s single 5.4 0.83
d double 2.9 0.72	 .
t triple 2.0 0.59
q quadruple 1.5 0.55
1 low-emittance 1.9 0.62
Table 9.2:	 Properties of the glazings studied. The low-emittance glazing corresponds to Pilkington
1Cappafloat (neutral) 74/629.
These six different passive solar systems were also compared against the reference case
(section 9.6), which had no south wall or external glazing.
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Figure 9.3:
Influence of different types of south-facing external
glazing (passive solar systems) on the annual heating
energy demand of the living-room.
ref:
	 no glazing
s: single glazing
d:	 double glazing (base-case room)
t: triple glazing
q:	 quadruple glazing
1:	 low-emittance glazing
cons: base-case conservatory
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A single glazed living-room (without conservatory) showed the highest annual energy de-
mand (Fig. 9.3). This was about 17% (710 kWh) higher than that of the reference case
without south-facing surface. As noted previously (section 9.6) the double glazed living-
room (without conservatory) had nearly the same energy demand as the reference case.
Therefore, the net annual energy balance of the glazing is, in this case, virtual zero. All other
passive solar measures (triple glazing, quadruple glazing, low-emittance glazing or a
conservatory) led to net energy gains. Low-emittance glazing produced the lowest energy
demand. This was about 14% (530 kWh) lower than that of the reference case.
8
The attached conservatory reduced the energy demand (of the base-case (double glazed)
living-room) by 14% (580 kWh). Thus, this arrangement has roughly the same impact as
low-emittance glazing and was marginally better than quadruple glazing (by 4%). The low-
emittance glazing, the quadruple glazing and the conservatory produced energy demands
which were within 5-6% of each other (i.e. between 3850 kWh and 3640 kWh). Thus, given
a Resolution of 5% for this type of predictions they must be taken as being indistinguishable
from each other. Compared with a pure double glazed direct-gain space, quadruple glazing,
low-emittance glazing and conservatory, offered an energy saving of between 10% - 15%
(400 - 600 kWh).
These percentage energy savings were obtained for a south-orientated living-room with an
unshaded, double glazed conservatory. The energy benefits of such a conservatory would be
much lower when compared to the energy saving of the whole dwelling (see section 9.11).
However, if low-emittance (quadruple) glazing was installed on the whole south side of a
house, the benefits (compared with double glazing) would still be 10% - 15% (of course, a
similar saving would be achieved, if a conservatory would cover the whole south side of a
house). In practise, therefore, passive-solar house designs are likely to be basically direct.
gain designs (low-emittance glazing is much cheaper than a conservatory). However, it
should be noted that unheated conservatories offer extra living-space (at least for a limited
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Monthly energy demand of the south-facing living-
room with (cons) and without conservatory, but with
a double glazed external window (d).
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time) without an increase in the energy demand (compared to simple direct-gain designs
using low-emittance (quadruple) glazing).
To study the seasonal energy benefits of the conservatory, the monthly energy demand of
the double glazed living-room (case "d") and the room with a conservatory (case "cons"),
were compared (Fig. 9.4). The conservatory produced a reduced heating demand during
every month of the year. The percentage monthly energy reductions varied between 9% in
November and 29% in June. The absolute monthly energy reductions varied between 14
kWh/month in July and 90 kWh/month in January.
9.7.2 Usability
To study the usefulness of a conservatory, the number of hours in each month exceeded
15°C (T>15°C) in the base-case conservatory (case "cons") were compared with those of
the external air (Finningley climate file, case "ext") (Fig. 9.5). During April, May, June and
October the external air temperature reached 15°C for about 100 hours per-month during
the occupied period (about 20% of the occupied hours). In the conservatory, however,
15°C was exceeded for about 400 hours per month (about 80% of the occupied hours in
each month). Hence, during that time, the conservatory was four times more usable than an
open-air garden.
During summer-time, the external temperatures are generally higher (up to 350 hours above
15°C). This reduces the apparent benefits of the conservatory.
Whilst there is no possibility of living in the open-air in winter, the conservatory offers 50-
100 hours per month during the occupied period, with temperatures higher than 15°C. This
is approximately 2 - 3 hours per day on average.
The annual time-of-usability for the base-case conservatory was about 62% of the occupied
hours (which is approximately 10 hours per day on average). During that time the average
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temperature in the conservatory exceeded the external air temperatures by between 4 K (in
winter) and about 11 K (in spring, summer and autumn).
<
It is worth recalling that without adequate ventilation and shading there are likely to be pe-
riods of the day within which this conservatory will be overheated (see section 9.4). In the
base-case conservatory the annual time of overheating (T > 27°C) was about 9% of the
occupied hours (which is approximately one and a half hours per day on average). Thus,
these figures of usability given here assume that adequate ventilation and shading features
are incorporated.
9.7.3 Heating the conservatory
Since conservatories are mainly used as an extension of the living-space, occupants tend to
heat such spaces. By heating of a conservatory temperatures can be kept above a chosen
value, which increases the time-of-usability. Heating may also be used to protect tempera-
ture sensitive plants.
To study the influence of restricted heating on the energy demand of the base-case conser-
vatory and time-of-usability, the conservatory heating setpoint was varied between 0°C and
21°C, where "0°C" means that the conservatory was unheated (i.e. the base-case). This
heating was restricted to the occupied period, i.e. between 7am and llpm. (It was assumed,
that conservatories are very unlikely to be heated throughout the night, when they are not
occupied.) To recognise the fact that plants may need continuous heating, a second series of
simulations were undertaken using round-the-clock heating in the conservatory.
For both heating regimes, the energy demand of the conservatory increased exponentially as
the heating setpoint was increased (Fig. 9.6). For a 10°C set-point the annual energy de-
mand was about 600 kWh for the 16 hour heating regimen. Although there were only eight
additional heating hours, the energy demand for the continuous heating was approximately
twice as much as for the partly-heating (1100 kWh).
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Figure 9.6:
Influence of the heating setpoint on the annual energy
demand of the heated base-case conservatory.
nnh:	 no nighttime heating
nh:	 24h continuous heating
For a 21°C set-point, the energy demand of the continuously-heated conservatory (6360
kWh) clearly exceeded the energy demand of the well-insulated adjacent living-room (4280
kWh; see case "d" in Fig. 9.3). In comparison, the partly-heated conservatory has a lower
energy demand (3900 kWh) than the living-room. However, when the energy demand is
compared as a fraction of floor area, the partly-heated conservatory (325 kWh/m 2) has an
higher energy demand than the living-room (268 kWh/m 2). It should be noted that the en-
ergy demand of the partly-heated conservatory clearly exceeds the requirements of the pro-
posed future German insulation standards (e.g. WarmeschtzVO 1993) which specifies en-
ergy levels of 100 kWh/m2 or less for domestic living-rooms.
The time-of-usability only marginally increased as the heating setpoint increased (for heating
setpoints lower than 15°C). Thus, with a heating setpoint lower than 15°C, the conservatory
temperature can hardly be lifted into the comfortable range. The graphical representation of
this result is not shown here.
Thus, to extend the habitable living-space (from the energy point of view) it may be better
to chose a traditional construction (with insulated opaque walls) instead of planning a con-
servatory. A typical, double glazed conservatory should be used as a purely unheated, oc-
casionally occupied space. Since occupants tend to heat their conservatory, it is best de-
signed without any heating possibility.
The restricted heating under 10°C is not very energy intensive and may be useful to protect
plants. However, restricted heating to a setpoint lower than the comfort temperature does
not sufficiently improve the time-of-usability to justify the energy demand. Nighttime heat-
ing is very energy intensive and should be avoided as often as possible.
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9.8 INFLUENCE OF ATTACHED CONSERVATORY AND DWELLING DE-
SIGN ON PERFORMANCE
9.8.1 Construction of adjacent room
The construction of the living-room influences its heat loss rate and the thermal storage
mass. It determines not only the annual heating energy demand, but also the utilisation of
solar energy and therefore the benefits of any passive solar system. The insulation level of
the base-case design (U-value = 0.5 W/m 2K) corresponded to the current standard in the
UK and was heavy-weight.
To assess the relationship between the energy saving potential of a conservatory and the
insulation level (average U-value) of the parent room, the annual heating energy demand of
the base-case room and conservatory (case "cons") was compared with that of the base-case
room without the conservatory (case "d") (Fig. 9.7). The average U-value of the living-
room was varied from 0.3 W/m2K (advanced high-insulation) to 1.4 W/m2K (traditional
low-insulation). The constructions are described in detail in Appendix A.1.
Figure 9.7:
Influence of the average living-room U-value on the
annual energy demand of the living-room with con-
servatory (cons) or without conservatory, but with a
double glazed external window (d).
6000
0
0,3	 0,5
	
1,4
U-value, W/m2K
The energy demand decreased by 46% as the average U-value of the living-room was de-
creased from 1.4 W/m2K to 0.3 W/m2K. In comparison, the reduction in energy demand due
to adding a conservatory was always about 500 kWh, i.e. between 13% and 18%. For en-
ergy saving purpose, it is therefore much more useful to increase the insulation level of a
room, than to add a conservatory.
A one-off study showed, that the energy saving potential of the conservatory (and therefore
the utilisation of the solar energy) was still the same, when the heavy-weight floor and walls
of the room were replaced by light-weight constructions. Furthermore, the internal tempera-
tures in the conservatory were not affected by the living-room construction.
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The studies showed that the energy saving potential, usability and overheating of a conser-
vatory is virtually independent of the insulation levels and storage mass of the adjacent
building.
9.8.2 Shading a conservatory (with opaque elements)
The base-case conservatory did not have any shading devices. Although overheating was
reduced by increased ventilation rates (15 ach when air temperature was above 27°C), the
time of overheating in the conservatory (T > 27°C) was considerable (0.09 or 9%, see sec-
tion 9.7.2). Higher ventilation rates in summer could further reduce the time of overheating,
but they do not offer any protection against discomfort due to solar radiation impinging di-
rectly onto people. Direct solar radiation is also likely to damage plants. Therefore, addi-
tional shading is important in a south-facing conservatory.
One effective way of shading a conservatory is to install opaque, highly insulated, elements
in the conservatory roof or in the side-walls (east/west walls). The chosen panels containing
120 mm of mineral wool (U-value = 0.3 W/m2K) reduced the solar gain in the conservatory
and offered better heat insulation. The performance of the base-case conservatory (with and
without heating) with different arrangements of opaque panels was investigated.
The annual energy demand of the adjacent room increased as opaque panels were added to
the unheated conservatory (Fig. 9.8). The increase was, however, marginal (1%) if they
were located in the side walls. An opaque roof increased the energy demand by 16%.
The time-of-usability changed very little as opaque panels were added (Fig. 9.9). The
change was greatest in the case of opaque side-walls, for which the usability increased by
0.025 (but this is probably beyond the Resolution of the DSM).
The overheating potential, in the absence of shading, reduced as the opaque panels were
added to the roof. With a totally opaque conservatory roof the overheating problem nearly
disappeared (Fig. 9.10).
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Influence of opaque panels on the relative number of
occupied hours (7am - llpm), for which the conser-
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(see Fig. 9.8 for key)
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Figure 9.10:
Influence of opaque panels on the relative number of
occupied hours (7am - llpm), for which the conser-
vatory air temperature exceeds 27°C.
(see Fig. 9.8 for key)
Figure 9.11:
Influence of opaque panels on the total annual heat-
ing energy demand of living-room and conservatory,
when the conservatory is heated to 21°C (between
7am and llpm).
(see Fig. 9.8 for key)
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In the case of a conservatory heated to 21°C between 7am and llpm, the total annual en-
ergy demand of the conservatory plus adjacent space, was reduced if opaque panels were
added. (The reduction was roughly proportional to the area of glass replaced by insulation.)
Of the options studied insulated side-walls led to the greatest reduction (Fig. 9.11).
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Overall considerations show, that opaque side-walls only marginally influence: the heating
energy demand of the space attached to the (unheated) conservatory, the time-of-usability
and the amount of overheating in the conservatory. They reduce the heating energy demand
if the conservatory becomes heated (by about 11%). For terraced houses with conservato-
ries opaque side-walls may also be useful to increase privacy.
Opaque roof elements are effective measures to reduce overheating in a conservatory. Al-
though the covering of the roof had nearly no influence on the time-of-usability (Fig. 9.9),
more detailed investigations yielded some comfort advantages for a shaded conservatory.
On a clear day (sunny winter's day; see Appendix B) the opaque roof not only reduced the
peak temperatures in the conservatory but it increased the temperature level in the evening
and at night (Fig. 9.12).
Figure 9.12:
Daily air temperature variation in the conservatory on
a sunny winter's day.
none: base-case without panels
r:	 opaque roof
ext:	 external air (Sheffield)
However, the opaque roof elements can have an unfavourable influence on the heating en-
ergy demand of the adjacent space. The totally opaque conservatory roof shaded the adja-
cent room from direct radiation over the whole year. Even when only half of the roof was
covered by opaque elements, the direct radiation was shaded for most of the year (a few
hours in winter excluded). Covering the roof (or part of it) increased the energy demand of
the living-room by up to 16% (580 kWh) (Fig. 9.8). Its heating energy demand is similar to
that of a simple double glazed direct-gain room (compare case "d" in section 9.7.1). Hence,
in this case, the energy benefits of the attached conservatory disappeared completely. For
the energy saving potential of an unheated conservatory to be realised, the transfer of radia-
tion across the conservatory into the adjoining living-space is crucial.
An opaque conservatory roof also reduces the lighting level in the adjacent room. This is
likely to be unwelcomed since the levels have already been reduced by the conservatory
construction. The reduced levels in the conservatory could have a negative effect on the
growth of plants. If a high sun protection is wanted, without a considerable rise in the en-
ergy demand, movable shading devices, which permit an appropriate and careful adaptation
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(e.g. by an automatic control, which brings them down only when high solar radiation is
present), are assumed to be favourable.
It should be noted that a conservatory with an opaque roof is not a strictly conservatory in
terms of its usual definition (see section 9.2). Moreover, a conservatory, for which five
surfaces are opaque (case "wr"), looks more like a conventional living-room with one ex-
ternal window than like a conservatory.
9.8.3 Conservatory and partition glazing type
To study the thermal consequences of the choice of glazing, nine different glazing arrange-
ments were compared. The conservatory had either single glazing, double glazing or had
low-emitttance glazing and for each of these options the partition window had either single
glazing, double glazing or low-emittance glass (see Fig. 9.13). The glazing properties have
been discussed previously (section 9.7.1; Table 9.2).
Figure 9.13:
Influence of the partition and conservatory glazing
type on the annual energy demand of the living-room
with unheated conservatory.
partition single - conservatory single
partition single - conservatory double
partition single - conservatory low-emittance
partition double - conservatory single
partition double - conservatory double
partition double - conservatory low-e.
partition low e. - conservatory single
partition low-e. - conservatory double
partition low-e. - conservatory low-e.
ss:
sd:
sl:
ds:
dd:
dl:
Is:
Id:
11:
Considering the annual energy demand of the living-room with an unheated conservatory,
there was virtually no difference between single or double glazing for the conservatory, or
between single and double glazing for the partition (Fig. 9.13). (The small differences which
are seen are less than 1% and thus beyond the Resolution of the model).
However, when low-emittance glazing was used, it was better to put this glazing on the
outside (conservatory), while keeping the reduction of the interzonal-radiation transfer be-
tween living-room and conservatory as small as possible (i.e. by using single glazing). As an
example (Fig. 9.13), the energy demand of a single glazed conservatory with a low-emit-
tance partition window (ls) was 12% greater than for a low-emittance glazed conservatory
with a single glazed partition window (sl). It increased by 9% when the combination of
double glazed partition and low-emittance glazed conservatory (dl) was reversed (1d). The
combination with the lower overall insulation, single glazed partition with low-emittance
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glazed conservatory (sl), is slightly (5%) better than identical windows (11). (This may, how-
ever, be beyond the model Resolution.)
When the conservatory was heated to 21°C (from 7am to llpm) the partition glazing type
had nearly no influence on the total energy demand of the living-room and conservatory
(Fig. 9.14). The annual heating energy demand was determined only by the conservatory
glazing type and could be nearly halved by changing from single to low-emiftance glazing
(i.e. from 9240 kWh to 5040 kWh).
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The time-of-usability was determined by the conservatory glazing type and independent of
the partition glazing type. It increased from 0.53 (of the annual occupied hours) for single
glazing to 0.73 for low-emittance glazing (Fig. 9.15). This corresponds to a rise of 1170
hours per year (or about 3 hours per day on average). Conservatory glazing with good insu-
lating properties is crucial if a space is to be used intensively.
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Figure 9.15:
Influence of partition and conservatory glazing type
on the relative number of occupied hours (7am -
llpm) for which the conservatory temperature ex-
ceeds 15°C.
(see Fig. 9.13 for key)
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The time of overheating, in an unshaded conservatory, increased from 0.05 for single glazed
conservatories to 0.16 for conservatories with low-emittance glass. Hence, the importance
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of having an effective shading device increases as the insulation level of the conservatory
glazing increases (Fig. 9.16).
0,18 Figure 9.16:
Influence of partition and conservatory glazing type
on the relative number of occupied hours (7am -
11pm) for which the conservatory temperature ex-
ceeds 27°C.
(see Fig. 9.13 for key)
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Generally, heat protection (low-emittance) glazing for the conservatory, leads to the lowest
total annual energy demands (with either an unheated conservatory or a heated conserva-
tory) and to the highest time-of-usability. It is worth noting, that insulating glazing (low-
emittance and to a lesser extend double) reduces (or even avoids) condensation at the glass
surfaces. This would be particularly relevant when a conservatory is used as a greenhouse.
In addition, higher surface temperatures (as provided by insulated glazing) increase the
thermal comfort of the occupants.
The usability of a conservatory, its energy demand and its tendency to overheating is not
influenced by the partition glazing. However, a highly transparent, single glazed, partition
slightly reduced the energy demand of the living-room (with unheated conservatory) com-
pared to better insulated partition glazings. It should be added, that highly transparent parti-
tion glazings are also favourable concerning the lighting of the adjacent room. (They may be
worse concerning the overheating of the adjacent room but this was not investigated.)
9.8.4 Area of partition glazing
Reliable statements of the variation of energy demand with window area are crucial for op-
timising direct-gain passive solar designs. Similar design questions occur for partition win-
dows, which are surrounded by a conservatory.
To investigate the best glazing size, the external glazing area (living-room without conser-
vatory) and partition glazing area (living-room with conservatory) was varied (no glazing (0
m2); half wall glazed (7 m2); completely glazed (14 m2)). Double glazing was used (see
base-case arrangement) for the conservatory glazing as well as for the partition glazing.
For the base-case living-room without conservatory (case "d") the energy demand varied by
9% with the lowest energy demand occurring for a glazing area which was about 7 m2 (half
10 IN..=.1
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of the wall) (Fig. 9.17). When the window was covered by a conservatory (case "cons"), the
optimum was shifted towards higher glazing areas (Fig. 9.17). The saving by using 14 m2,
rather than 0 m2, of double glazing was 11%. Similarly, the total energy demand of the liv-
ing-room with heated conservatory was lowest with the totally glazed (14 m2) partition
(Fig. 9.18).
Figure 9.18:
Influence of partition glazing area on the total annual
heating energy demand of the living-room and con-
servatory, when the conservatory is heated to 21°C
between 7am and llpm.
5000
7	 14
partition glazing area, m2
The time-of-usability, as well as the time of overheating were only marginally influenced by
the partition window area. The simulation results are not shown here.
From the above statements, it seems preferable to have a big partition window between the
conservatory and the adjacent room. In addition, big partition glazing areas improve the
lighting of the adjacent space, which is already reduced by the conservatory construction.
They also offer an almost unobstructed view into the conservatory, which is often desired
by conservatory owners.
However, it is important to consider other issues like the overheating in the adjacent room,
which becomes more likely as the partition area increases (this was not investigated in de-
tail). To avoid this possibility, it is important to have some way of ventilating the living-
8000
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space with air coming directly from the outside (this is also important to avoid moisture
problems in the space, when the conservatory is used as a greenhouse). It is also valuable to
have shading devices on the partition windows (curtains or blinds) which occupants can use.
When these measures cannot be employed overheating of the adjacent space is likely to be a
problem.
9.8.5 Conservatory size
It has been shown in section 9.7.1 that the thermal benefits of adding an unheated conserva-
tory to a double glazed external window are comparable with those obtained when changing
from a double glazed external window to a quadruple glazed external window (or to a low-
emittance glazed window). This result was obtained for a small (depth = 2.12 m) conserva-
tory with 12 m2
 floor area (base-case). It was important to investigate, whether this was still
true, for conservatories with other dimensions.
The conservatory depth was varied from 1 m to 4.2 m (corresponding to floor areas from 6
m2 to 24 m2). Whilst the conservatory depth was varied, the same partition area was kept at
about 14 m2. The variation in the annual energy demand of the living-room with the un-
heated conservatory was less than 2% (Fig. 9.19), which is well beyond the Resolution of
the DSM. (The unevenness in the results trend could not satisfactorily be explained.)
Figure 9.19:
Influence of the conservatory size on the annual en-
ergy demand of the living-room with double glazed
unheated conservatory.
3000	 i	 II	 i	 1
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size, m2
The time-of-usability decreased only marginally as the size increased (from 0.64 for 6 m 2 to
0.59 for 24 m2, Fig. 9.20), which corresponded to a reduction of 290 hours a year (or lower
than one hour per day on average). However, the daily temperature variations on a cold,
clear winter's day (Appendix B) showed (Fig. 9.21) that for limited time periods a small
conservatory can have considerably higher air temperatures than large conservatories which
makes them much more favourable.
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Figure 9.21:
Daily variation of conservatory air temperature on a
sunny winter's day for different conservatory sizes.
12 m2: conservatory floor area = 12 m2
24 m2: conservatory floor area =24 m2
ext:	 external air (Sheffield)
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Figure 9.20:
Influence of the conservatory size on the relative
number of occupied hours (7am -11pm) for which the
conservatory air temperature exceeds 15°C.
Size is much more important if the conservatory is heated. The annual heating energy de-
mand of the conservatory (heated to 21°C between 7am and llpm) more than doubled as
the size was increased from 9 m2 to 24 m2 (Fig. 9.22). When the heating energy demand of
the conservatory was related to its size, the relative energy demand decreased with the con-
servatory size from 497 kWh/m 2 (for a 6 m2 conservatory) to 281 kWh/m2 (for a 24 m2
conservatory). Compared to the base-case living room (268 kWh/m 2; see case "d" in section
9.7.1) a 24 m2
 conservatory has only a marginally higher heating energy demand. Thus,
large heated conservatories appear to be as economic as conventional spaces. However, the
following considerations reduce the universality of this conclusion.
(i) The size of the conservatory was increased keeping the same height. If the height had
been increased along with the floor area (which is the usual case), the heat losses
through glazings would have been increased too. This would have worsen the perform-
ance of the conservatory.
(ii)The conservatory was heated between 7am and llpm, whilst the living-room was
heated continuously (with a night set-back). If the heating regime of the living-room
was adopted for the conservatory its energy demand would increase (see section 9.7.3).
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Figure 9.22:
Influence of the conservatory size on the annual heat-
ing energy demand of the conservatory, when it is
heated to 21°C from 7am to llpm.
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Thus, small unheated conservatories have comfort advantages. Small conservatories also
permit steeply sloping roof glazings to be used whilst maintaining enough head rooms at the
ends. The size of an unheated conservatory does not affect the energy demand of the adja-
cent living-room. However, big conservatories may demand less energy (per unit floor
area), if occupants choose to heat them.
9.8.6 Conservatory thermal storage mass
The storage mass of the conservatory (mainly the floor) influences the utilisation of the
solar energy. To study the influence of the thickness of the concrete floor it was varied from
0 to 15 cm. There was a 5 cm thick insulation layer below the concrete. For these investiga-
tions, the storage mass of the partition wall was eliminated by putting the wall insulation on
the outside.
The storage mass of the conservatory floor had nearly no influence on the energy demand of
the living-room (with unheated conservatory). When the conservatory was heated, there
was a very weak minimum in the conservatory heating energy demand for a concrete thick-
ness of about 9 cm. The influence was about 5% which is relatively low and probably be-
yond the Resolution of the DSM. The results are not shown here.
The time-of-usability had a slight optimum for concrete of thickness 6 to 9 cm (Fig. 9.23).
If there was no storage mass in the conservatory the time-of-usability reduced by only about
0.03 (175 hours a year). In comparison with other conservatory design influences (e.g. con-
servatory glazing type, see section 9.8.3) this effect must be termed as being marginal and
beyond the Resolution of DSMs.
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Figure 9.23:
Influence of the thickness of the concrete floor on the
relative number of occupied hours (7am - llpm), for
which the conservatory air temperature exceeds
15°C.
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Although the influence of the storage mass on the annual figures of the usability were
shown to be very small, more detailed investigations, of daily temperature variations, indi-
cated considerable differences. On a clear winter's day a 9 cm thick concrete floor in the
conservatory reduced the daily peak temperatures slightly, but more importantly increased
the conservatory temperatures in the evening and night (Fig. 9.24). For example, with a 9
cm concrete floor the early evening temperature was 5 K higher than in a conservatory with
no storage mass. Thus, whilst the time-of-usability was not improved by adding storage
mass, it did improve the protection offered to plants against cold and frosty weather. The
energy demand of frost protection heaters may also be reduced by having some mass, but
this was not explored. Additional storage elements such as water tanks may also be benefi-
cial but these were not studied either.
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Figure 9.24:
Daily variation of conservatory air temperature on a
sunny winter's day for different conservatory concrete
floor thicknesses.
0 cm: no concrete floor (no storage mass)
9 cm: concrete floor thickness = 9cm
ext:	 external air (Sheffield)
A storage mass of about 9 cm in the concrete floor appears to be optimal but extra mass is
not detrimental. The surface area of the storage materials also determines the thermal per-
formance of a room. So, in circumstances with opaque side walls, additional mass could be
located in these elements.
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9.8.7 Surface reflectances
The reflectance of the opaque conservatory elements (mainly the floor and the partition
wall) determines the thermal storage, radiation backloss and the interzonal radiation transfer
into the adjacent space. For the base-case design a low reflectance (of 0.2) was used. This
corresponds to dark colours and a high solar energy absorptance.
To study the influence of surface reflectance on conservatory performance, the surface re-
flectances of the conservatory floor and partition wall were varied from 0.2 to 0.4 and 0.6.
The influence of the reflectance on the annual heating energy demand of the living-room
(with unheated conservatory), was very small (lower than 1%). Similarly, when the conser-
vatory was heated, the total annual energy demand of the conservatory and room increased
only slightly (by 5%) as the reflectance was increased. Both these results are probably be-
low the Resolution of the DSM.
The time-of-usability reduced by 0.035 (204 h per year) as the reflectance increased. This
reduction is comparable with the effect of storage mass in the conservatory (see previous
section).
Only the time of overheating was affected by the surface reflectance. It decreased by a third
(from 0.09 to 0.06) as the reflectance increased. This reduction in the overheating does not
solve the overheating problem. Shading and ventilation are much more effective at reducing
overheating.
As a conclusion, the surface reflectance has only marginal influences on the thermal condi-
tions in the conservatory and adjacent room. The choice of the surface colour is more likely
to be dictated by other issues, like aesthetics or the choice of materials. Since the influences
were shown to be low, graphical representations of the results are not shown here.
9.8.8 Partition wall-type
In section 9.8.4 it was concluded, that big partition glazing areas between conservatory and
living-space are favourable. Therefore, it was evident that the preferred partition wall area
will be small. However, if a conservatory is added to an existing older house, the partition
wall area between conservatory and living-space may be considerable.
To study the influence of the insulation level of the partition wall the U-value of the (7 nf
base-case) wall was varied from 0.3 W/m 2K (advanced, highly-insulated) to 1.4 W/m2K
(traditional, poorly-insulated).
It was found that the partition wall U-value had only a small effect on the energy demand of
the adjacent room (with an unheated conservatory) and the energy demand of the room with
a heated conservatory. The U-value of the partition wall did not influence the time-of-
usability of the unheated conservatory.
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Since the U-value of the partition wall has only little influence on the operation of the con-
servatory, it is not an important factor in conservatory design. It may be tempting therefore,
to reduce the costs of a new building by reducing the U-value of the area of wall. This
should not be taken to extremes however, because a purely insulated partition wall may lead
to serious condensation problems at the inner wall surface (especially if the relative humidi-
ties in the living-space are high and the conservatory is unheated (see Hauser 1987)). This
issue should be considered when the partition wall has a lower insulation level than the
other walls of a building.
9.9 ATTACHED NORTH CONSERVATORIES
Investigations of passive solar design (big glazing areas with or without conservatories)
generally lead to the conclusion that the best orientation is south or close to south (i.e. the
absolute energy demand of a building is lowest when the whole building is south-orien-
tated). However, the energy savings offered by a conservatory may not necessarily be high-
est for south orientation.
If south glazings are not possible because of the building site (e.g. on north slopes) and if
large north-facing glazings are necessary, heating loss reduction through the north glazings
becomes very important. This could be achieved by heat-protection glazings (triple -, quad-
ruple -, low-emittance glass) or by attaching a conservatory.
To study the influence of northward orientation on the annual energy demand the base-case
room and conservatory were used (section 9.5; Appendix A.4), but this time these faced
northwards. For the living-room alone, the glazing types (double, triple, quadruple, low-
emittance (see Table 9.2 in section 9.7.1)) were varied as were the glazing areas (no glazing
(0 m2), half glazing (7 m 2), or completely glazed (14 m2)). With the north-orientated (double
glazed) conservatory in place the same range of glazing areas was studied but the partition
was double glazed. It is important to stress that the study concentrated on a north room
which did not have additional south windows. If those had existed, the utilisation of the
solar gains through the north windows would decrease. Therefore, the result trends are only
transferable to purely north-orientated rooms, and not to rooms with additional big south-
facing windows.
Considering firstly the direct-gain spaces, it is apparent that the annual energy demand in-
creases as the insulation properties of the glazing decrease (Fig. 9.25). With double- and
triple- glazing, the energy demand of the (direct-gain) living-room increased considerably
with the glazing area (Fig. 9.25). For quadruple glazing, the energy demand stayed nearly
the same. With low-emittance glazing the energy demand decreased as the glazing area in-
creased. Thus, the net annual energy loss of the low-emittance glazing was lower than that
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of the partition wall (U-value = 0.5 W/m2K). However, the solar energy gains did not com-
pletely compensate for the heat losses. (The annual energy demand of a reference case
(without either a north wall or north window) was about 4200 kWh. This is lower than the
4400 kWh obtained for the completely glazed external window with low-emittance glazing.)
Figure 9.25:
Influence of external (or partition) glazing
—0-- d area on the annual energy demand of a north-
facing living-room with different types of
external glazings or a double glazed partition
	
q
	 window plus conservatory.
1	 d:	 double glazed external window
t:	 triple glazed external window
—)4:— co ran	 q:	 quadruple glazed external window
1:	 low-e glazed external window
consn: double glazed unheated conservatory
7	 14
external (or partition)
gluing area, m2
Irrespective of the glazing area, a north-orientated MOM with an unheated double glazed
conservatory (case "consn") had about 7% lower energy demands, than the same room
without a conservatory but with quadruple glazing (case "q") (Fig. 9.25). (For south orien-
tation it was marginally (4%) less, see section 9.7.1). For great partition glazing areas, the
energy demand lay in the range of that produced by low-emittance glazing. For small parti-
tion glazing areas, the conservatory behaved even better than low-emittance glazing.
Comparing Fig. 9.3 (section 9.7.1) with Fig. 9.25 (for 7 m 2
 glazing) the north-facing op-
tions, direct-gain or conservatory, are using between 16% and 18% more energy than the
south-facing options (irrespective of the passive solar system type). The energy saved by
attaching a conservatory to a north-facing double glazed room was about 16% (800 kWh)
(half partition glazed), or 23% (1300 kWh) (total partition glazed). For south orientation
the saving was 14% (600 kWh) or 20% (900 kWh) (see Fig. 9.17 in section 9.8.4). The
small differences between these two sets of energy saving rates (2% for half partition glaz-
ing and 3% for total partition glazing) are beyond the Resolution of the model. It appears
therefore, to make little difference to the percentage energy savings whether a conservatory
is attached to a south, or a north-facing façade.
If the conservatory was heated to 21°C, the total energy demand decreased by about 5% as
the partition glazing size increased (Fig. 9.26). This may be beyond the model Resolution.
The heating energy demand of the conservatory was 20-30% higher than for south orienta-
tion (compare Fig. 9.18).
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Figure 9.26:
Influence of the partition (external) glazing area on
the total annual energy demand of a north-facing
living-room with double glazed conservatory, when
the conservatory is heated to 21°C from 7am to
llpm.
The time-of-usability of a north conservatory was independent on the partition glazing area
and with about 0.52 (3025 annual hours) significantly lower than for south orientation
(0.62, 3600 h). The difference of 575 hours corresponds to one and a half hours per day on
average. The average temperature in the north conservatory was 2 K lower than for south
orientation. It was about 5 K above ambient. The time of overheating in a north conserva-
tory was very small (lower than 0.05).
These results are strictly valid for north conservatories, which are not shaded by the adja-
cent building. Even when the sun is at the south sky-vault, direct radiation can enter the
conservatory through the ceiling or though the side-glazings. In reality this is often not pos-
sible because of obstructions. However, an investigation showed, that the influence of the
direct radiation on the thermal conditions in north-orientated conservatories is very small. In
the worst case, when there is no direct illumination of the conservatory, the time-of-usabil-
ity was marginally reduced (by 0.03) to 0.49. The heating energy demand of the adjacent
room increased slightly by 3%. Neither is significant.
The results show that, when ever possible, it is better to direct glazings towards the south,
whilst keeping north glazings as small as possible. However, when there is a large north
glazing area, an unheated, double glazed north-facing conservatory will yield about the
same percentage energy savings as it would on the south side. Compared with quadruple
glazing an unheated, double glazed north-facing conservatory _produces bigger energy sav-
ings in the adjacent space. The time-of-usability of a north-facing conservatory is clearly
lower than for one with a southerly orientation. (It corresponds to that of a south conserva-
tory with single glazing.) However, north-orientated conservatories show very rarely exhibit
overheating problems - this may be advantageous for temperature sensitive plants. In addi-
tion, it makes its operation very simple and cheap (no costly shading or ventilation devices
are necessary).
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In choosing the orientation of a conservatory, other issues, like its exposure to wind, should
not be neglected. Single glazed conservatories are especially sensitive to wind exposure,
since their heat loss depends strongly on the air velocities at the glazing surfaces. Wind
protected locations are recommended.
9.10 SOLAR PRE-HEATING OF VENTILATION AIR (SPV)
The preceding studies did not consider any interzonal air flow. The conservatory reduced
the heating energy demand of the living-room purely due to its function as a solar heated
buffer space. It was therefore reasonable to examine the additional reduction of heating en-
ergy demand, when the adjoining room was ventilated with solar pre-heated conservatory
air (SPV). The simulations did not consider the detailed air-flow mechanism driven by wind
speed or temperature differences (stack effect). Instead, a simplified assessment method
based on fixed ventilation rates was used. (For more detailed information about interzonal
air flow patterns see, for example, Baker (1985).)
The ventilation heat loss of a space is proportional to the temperature difference between
inside and ambient. The advantage of SPV lies in the lower temperature difference between
the inside and the conservatory. Hence, the ration between these two temperature differ-
ences indicates the energy saving potential of SPV.
The reduction red(t) of the temperature difference at any time t is defined to be
T —T
red(t) =  con	 o 
Ti — To
where Tcon is the conservatory temperature; Ti the inside temperature and To the outside
(ambient) temperature.
The reduction of the ventilation heat losses at a given time dPv can be calculated from:
(9.2)
	 di), = p* red(t)
where p is the portion of ventilation air from the conservatory to the total ventilation air
quantity. The annual average reduction red is the mean of the present reductions during all
the heating periods.
To study the dependence of the conservatory temperature on the amount of ventilation rate,
the ventilation rate of the base-case conservatory (section 9.5.3) was varied between 0 and
320 m3
 per hour (corresponding to conservatory air change rates between 0 and 10.7 ach).
As expected, the annual average reduction of the temperature difference decreased as the
ventilation rate increased (Fig. 9.27). It was about 0.54, when there is no ventilation, going
down to 0.32 for a ventilation rate of 320 m3/h. The reduction of the conservatory tempera-
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tures was also reflected in the time-of-usability (Fig. 9.28), which decreased as the ventila-
tion rate increased.
Figure 9.27:
Influence of the conservatory ventilation rate on the
annual average reduction of the air temperature dif-
ference between the dwelling and the conservatory.
Figure 9.28:
Influence of the rate of solar pre-heat ventilation on
the relative number of occupied hours (7am - llpm)
for which the conservatory air temperature exceeds
15°C.
The influence of the reduced conservatory temperatures on the heating energy demand of
the room turned out to be lower than 5%.
Thus, in relation to the total energy demand, of a whole building, the additional fabric heat
loss (to the conservatory) due to SPV is minimal. The reduction of the ventilation heat
losses can therefore be calculated from the reduction of the temperature difference red and
the portion of ventilation air through the conservatory p.
For example, consider a space of 160 m 3 (one or more rooms, one-storey high, 62 m 2 floor
area) which is ventilated with an air change rate of 1 ach. If half of the air is taken from the
conservatory, this leads to a ventilation rate through the conservatory of 80 m 3/h. From Fig.
9.27 the temperature difference is reduced by a factor of 0.46. Hence, by using SPV the
ventilation heat losses of the whole dwelling can be reduced by 0.5 * 0.46 = 0.23 (23%). If
the ventilation heat loss is about half of the total heat loss for the space (which is a reason-
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able assumption for modern highly-insulated dwellings), SPV reduces the total energy de-
mand of the dwelling by about 11%.
For double glazed conservatories the practical reduction of the temperature difference is in
a range of 0.4 - 0.5. If all the ventilation air is recovered by the conservatory (the best case)
and the ventilation heat loss is half of the total heat loss of the adjoining house, SPV offers
an maximum energy saving of between 20% and 25%. This must be regarded as upper limi-
tation.
If SPV can only be used to cover the ventilation of those rooms, which directly adjoin the
conservatory, the saving of 20% - 25% refers only to the energy demand of those rooms. In
comparison, a conservatory without SPV (acting mainly as a solar heated buffer) reduced
the energy demand of the adjoining rooms (with double glazed external windows) by 10% -
15% (section 9.7.1). Thus, the energy benefits by using SPV would be about twice as much
as those offered by the buffering effect alone.
It should be noted, that SPV can reduce the energy demand of a whole building by these
20%-25%. However, this is only possible, when all the ventilation air of the whole building
is recovered by the conservatory. This is normally only possible, when the conservatory
covers many points where air can enter the building. Thus, integrated conservatories are
better suitable for SPV than attached conservatories. In comparison, a buffer conservatory
reduces the energy demand of a whole dwelling normally by lower than 10% - 15%, possi-
bly down to 2% (see section 9.11.2).
Since the energy saving by using SPV depends directly on the air temperature in the conser-
vatory, it can be further increased by using low-emittance glazing for the conservatory in-
stead of double glazing as used in the base-case. Similarly, double glazing is better than
single glazing. (This result contrast with that obtained when the conservatory was acting
only as a solar heated buffer space. In that case there was virtually no difference in the en-
ergy saving potential of single or double glazed conservatories (see section 9.8.3)). In con-
trast, the benefits of SPV would clearly be lower in north-orientated conservatories (section
9.9). All the other design options (partition glazing area; conservatory size; thermal mass
etc.) only marginally influenced the conservatory air temperatures (see previous sections)
and will therefore have little impact on the benefits of using SPV.
9.11 TWO-STOREY BUILDING WITH CONSERVATORIES
9.11.1 Building descriptions
Integrated conservatories have two or more partition walls to the adjoining building. The
coupling between the building and conservatory environments is therefore more pro-
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Construction mode of the dwelling:
Floor of the dwelling and the conservatory:
Internal storage mass:
Floor area of the dwelling:
Floor area of the conservatory:
Volume of the dwelling:
Volume of the conservatory:
Volume of the roof-space:
Ventilation rate of the dwelling:
Ventilation rate of the conservatory:
Ventilation of the roof-space:
Interzonal air flow (SPV):
Heating of the dwelling:
Heating of the conservatory:
Heating of the roof-space:
Windows of the dwelling:
Partition windows:
Glazing type of all the windows:
Frames of all the windows:
Curtains or blinds at all the windows:
heavy-weight, average U-value = 0.5 W/m2K
concrete slab on the ground
10 cm internal concrete partition floor
60 m2 [72 m91
12 m2
312 m3 [374 m311
72.8 m3 [52 m3]1
51.9 m3 [62.3 m31]
1.0 ach (5.0 ach if inside air temperature > 27°C)
1.0 ach (15.0 ach if inside air temperature > 27°C)
no
no
21 °C (7am - llpm); 16°C (11pm - 7am)
no
no
20.8 m2 at south wall; 6.24 m2 at north wall
50% of the partition wall area
clear double glazing
15% of window area
no
1 Values apply to all conservatory types except where square brackets are used to show the different values
for the attached conservatory.
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nounced. If there are big partition glazing areas, the heat losses from the house into the con-
servatory will significantly heat the conservatory.
To study the performance of integrated conservatories, two-storey semi-enclosed or corner
conservatories with a floor area of 12 m2, were integrated into a two-storey UK dwelling
with a floor area of 60 m2. In addition, to compare integrated and attached conservatories, a
similar dwelling (with a floor area of 72 m2) was investigated in connection with a two-sto-
rey attached conservatory of 12 m 2. The design and operation of the three conservatory and
house options are outlined in Table 9.3 (more details are in Appendix A.5).
Table 9.3
	
Description of the base-case dwelling and conservatory.
The dwelling was treated as a three-zone arrangement of heated living-space, unheated
roof-space and conservatory. It was simply a "blown up" version of the living-room used in
the previous sections. Thus, the construction, heating, ventilation and location of the
dwelling corresponded to those of the living-room (described in section 9.5.2).
Although the different rooms of the living-space were not explicitly modelled, the internal
storage mass was partly modelled by considering a 10 cm thick internal concrete partition
floor. The partition walls between the living-space and the conservatory (and the roof-
space) had the same construction and insulation level as the external walls.
Apart from the conservatory, there were four large exposed south-facing windows of total
area 20.8 m2 (50% of the south wall) and north-facing windows of 6.24 m2
 (10% of the
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Figure 9.29:
Three-zone dwelling with
attached conservatory.
2.6 m
2.6 m
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north wall). The partition window area (between the heated space and the conservatory)
was 50% of the total partition area.
Each conservatory was located at the south side of the building. Their base-case construc-
tion, roof-slope (30°), glazing type (double glazed) and ventilation rate (1.0 ach) corre-
sponded to that for the base-case conservatory described in section 9.5.3. Their floors had
the same area but measured 4 m by 3 m rather than 5.651 m by 2.12 m. (The symbol "cons"
is used for the unheated base-case conservatory attached to the base-case dwelling.) As
noted above, three different conservatory types were investigated: attached; semi-enclosed
and corner.
The attached conservatory (termed "consa") had a partition wall area of 20.8 m 2 and con-
tained, therefore, 10.4 m2 of double glazing (Fig. 9.29).
The semi-enclosed conservatory (termed "conse") had three partition walls (of total area
64.11 m2) with the adjoining building. Of this area, 12.11 m 2 adjoined the roof-space and
was separated from it by an opaque wall of standard (external wall) construction, and 52 m2
adjoined the living-space and had 26 m 2 of double glazing. Only the roof and the south-fac-
ing surface of the conservatory are exposed to the external climate (Fig. 9.30).
The corner conservatory (termed "consc") had two partition walls (of total area 45.92 m2)
with the adjoining building. Of this area, 9.52 m 2 adjoined the roof-space and was separated
from it by an opaque wall of standard (external wall) construction, and 36.4 m2 adjoined the
living-space and had 18.2 m2 of double glazing. The roof, the south-facing surface, and the
east-facing surface of the conservatory are exposed to the external climate (Fig. 9.31).
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Figure 9.30:
Three-zone dwelling with
semi-enclosed conservatory.
Figure 9.31:
Three-zone dwelling with
corner conservatory.
2.6m
2.6 m
2.6 m
2.6 m
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In the base-case the partition as well as the conservatory windows were double glazed.
However, the dwellings were also investigated for other, different partition and conserva-
tory glazing types (see Table 9.2 in section 9.7.1).
It is important to note that any statements about the benefits of integrated conservatories
should not be compared to the building arrangement without the conservatory, since a
house plan developed around a conservatory is unlikely to retain such a form without the
conservatory. Instead, for comparison purpose, an arrangement was used in which the inte-
grated conservatory was replaced by a heated living-space. This had the same vertical glaz-
ing as the conservatory (in the case of corner conservatories the side glazings are kept) but:
an opaque roof; a partition floor between the storeys; and continuous heating with night set-
back just like the rest of the dwelling. These arrangements were termed "no conse", "no
consc", and "no consa" for the enclosed, corner and attached conservatories respectively.
Simulations were also undertaken with each of the three conservatories being heated to
21°C from 7am to llpm ("heated conse", heated consc", and "heated consa" respectively).
9.11.2 Attached conservatory
The adding of a double glazed conservatory to a purely double glazed dwelling reduced the
energy demand of the dwelling by 450 kWh, or 2%, from 22030 kWh to 21580 kWh (Fig.
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9.32). In section 9.7.1 the energy saving potential of a single-storey double glazed
conservatory was 580 kWh, which was 14% of the living-room energy demand. The low
relative energy savings obtained here (2%) confirms the assumption made in section 9.5.1
that the energy impact of an attached conservatory is small in comparison to the total en-
ergy demand of a whole house.
However, the absolute energy savings of the double-height conservatory attached to a
whole dwelling were also (by 130 kWh) lower than those of the single-storey conservatory
attached to a living-room. Although this may be a consequence of modelling uncertainties
(Resolution), it could also be explained by the following effects:
the two-storey conservatory was narrower and deeper (the length of the common side
was only 4 m);
the proportion of useful solar gains from the conservatory was limited by additional
big south windows of the dwelling (see Fig. 9.29);
the two-storey dwelling shades the conservatory during early morning and late eve-
ning hours in spring and autumn.
The energy demand of the dwelling with unheated conservatory decreased marginally as the
insulation of the external glazing was increased from single to low-emittance glazing by 4%
(Fig. 9.32). There were nearly no differences due to different partition window types. This
confirms the conclusion of section 9.8.3, that it was more favourable to use low-emittance
glazing for the conservatory, while the partition window type was relatively unimportant.
Here, the glazing type had only a small impact on the heating energy demand of the adjacent
space (about 4%). This was because the influence of an attached conservatory on the total
energy demand of a whole dwelling was very low. Infact, all the results are possibly below
the Resolution of the DSM.
The energy demand of the dwelling with a heated conservatory (heated to 21°C from 7am
to llpm; case "heated consa") decreased by 21% as the insulation of the external glazing
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was increased from single glazing to low-emittance glazing. The strong influence of the
conservatory glazing on the heating energy demand of an attached conservatory has already
been shown in section 9.8.3. Again, the partition glazing type had little effect.
The trends in the time-of-usability, and in the time of overheating, as the partition and con-
servatory glazing types changed, were similar to those for the one-storey conservatory (see
Fig. 9.15 and Fig. 9.16 in section 9.8.3). The absolute time-of-usability and the absolute
time of overheating in the two-storey conservatory were, irrespective of the glazing type,
only marginally lower than in the one-storey conservatory of section 9.5.3. (The relative
number of occupied hours for which the temperature exceeded 15°C (i.e. the usability) and
the number of hours for which the temperature exceeded 27°C (i.e. the overheating) re-
duced by less than 0.02.) This is probably beyond the Resolution of the model.
9.113 Semi-enclosed conservatory
Compared to the dwelling without a conservatory, but with the same external glazing type
(case "no conse", see section 9.11.1 for description), an unheated semi-enclosed conserva-
tory always, irrespective of the glazing type, led to reduced total annual energy demands.
For example, whilst the dwelling with a double glazed façade instead of a conservatory
(case "no conse") had an energy demand of 21690 kWh/year, the dwelling with the un-
heated double glazed (base-case) conservatory had an energy demand of 18970 kWh/year,
which was 12% lower (Fig. 9.33). (The reductions were 8% for low-emittance external
glazing and 18% for single external glazing, respectively.)
'R	 — 	 43	 :g
	
:z
glazing type
Figure 9.33:
Total annual energy demand of a dwelling with un-
heated semi-enclosed conservatory (conse); heated
semi-enclosed conservatory (heated conse) or without
conservatory, but with heated living-space (no conse)
(see Fig 9.32 for key)
The heating energy demand of the case "no conse" was in most cases lower than that of the
cases "heated conse" (Fig. 9.33). However, the differences were lower than 5%, and there-
fore probably below the Resolution of the DSM. In practice, a small energy increase of 5%
may be worth it to have a heated conservatory (with glazed ceiling) rather than a typical
room with an opaque roof.
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The trends for the energy demand of the dwelling with the unheated semi-enclosed conser-
vatory, were very close to those for the attached conservatory (compare Fig. 9.32 and
9.33). However, the differences due to different glazing types were more pronounced. For
the unheated semi-enclosed conservatory, the energy demand of the dwelling decreased by
7% as the external conservatory glazing was changed from single to low-emittance glazing
(Fig. 9.34). For the attached conservatory the decrease was 4%. The partition window type
had little impact on the energy demands (variations lower than 3%).
conservatory glazing type
The total energy demand of the dwelling with the heated conservatory also decreased sig-
nificantly (by 20%) as the insulation of the external glazing improved from single to low-
emittance glazing (Fig. 9.33). Again, the partition glazing was unimportant (variations
lower than 1%).
The time-of-usability of the unheated conservatory increased significantly as the insulation
of the external window (ceiling) increased, i.e. from 0.61 (for single glazing) to 0.81 (for
low-emittance glazing) (Fig. 9.35). This increase corresponds to 1280 hours per year or
three and a half hours per day on average. Again, the partition window type had very little
impact.
conservatory glazing type
Figure 9.35:
Influence of the conservatory and partition glazing
type on the relative number of occupied hours (7am •
llpm), for which the air temperature in the semi-
enclosed conservatory exceeds 15°C.
(see Fig. 9.34 for key)
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Thus, the external glazing type has a big impact on the energy demands of a dwelling with a
(heated or unheated) semi-enclosed conservatory, and the usability of the conservatory,
while the influence of the partition glazing type is generally marginal.
When the annual energy demand is compared as a fraction of usable floor area (annual time-
of-usability x conservatory floor area + floor area of heated living-space) the dwelling with
a single glazed unheated conservatory had an energy demand of 154 kWh/m2, while the
dwelling without conservatory but with a single glazed façade (case "no conse") had 164
kWh/m2. Similarly, the dwelling with a double glazed unheated conservatory had 148
kWh/m2, while the dwelling with double glazed facade had 151 kWh/m 2. The dwelling with
a low-emittance glazed unheated conservatory had 140 kWh/m 2, while the dwelling with
low-emittance glazed facade had 137 kWh/m2. Hence, with regard to the pure energy de-
mand per m2 of usable living-space, there was only a small difference between an unheated
semi-enclosed conservatory or a heated living-space (without glazed roof).
The time of overheating in the semi-enclosed conservatory was very low. (It corresponded
approximately to that of an attached conservatory with an opaque roof, see section 9.8.2).
The value of T>27°C increased from 0.02 to 0.05 as the insulation level of the external
glazing was increased. Again, the influence of the partition glazing was low.
9.11.4 Corner conservatory
The result trends concerning energy demand of the dwelling and the time of usabilities of
the unheated conservatory as the glazing type was varied were the same as for semi-en-
closed conservatories. Similarly the predicted heating energy demands (for unheated or
heated conservatory) differed in most cases by less than 5% from those predicted for semi-
enclosed conservatories. These results are below the Resolution of the DSM and therefore
not discussed in detail here (see section 9.11.5).
It should, however, be noted that the time-of-usability of an unheated corner conservatory
was lower than that of a semi-enclosed conservatory. It was 0.55 for single glazing (semi-
enclosed conservatory 0.61), 0.63 for double glazing (semi-enclosed conservatory 0.70) or
0.75 for low-emittance glazing (semi-enclosed conservatory 0.81).
9.11.5 Comparison of conservatory performance 	 •11.
To compare the different characteristics of attached and integrated conservatories more
clearly, the results of the base-case conservatory (double glazed external glazing and double
glazed partition) for all three conservatory types (semi-enclosed; corner; attached) were
plotted (Fig. 9.36 and Fig. 9.37).
It can be seen, that the unheated, semi-enclosed conservatory and the unheated, corner con-
servatory had a similar impact on the energy demand of the adjoining dwelling. The un-
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Influence of the conservatory type on the total annual
energy demand of a dwelling with an unheated con-
servatory (cons); heated conservatory (heated cons) or
without conservatory, but with heated living-space
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heated, double glazed, corner conservatory reduced the energy demand by 17% (related to
a dwelling with south and east glazed façades), while the semi-enclosed conservatory of-
fered an energy saving of 12% (related to a dwelling with purely south glazed façades) (Fig.
9.36). The attached conservatory led to an energy saving of 2%.
The energy demand for heating a conservatory decreased as the integration with the build-
ing increased (Fig. 9.36). It decreased by 13% from attached conservatories to corner con-
servatories and by 5% changing from corner to semi-enclosed conservatories. Thus, com-
pared with attached conservatories, enclosed conservatories are less critical concerning their
heating.
conse	 consc	 consa
conservatory type
The time-of-usability increased (from a T>15°C value of 0.60 to a value of 0.68) as the
integration into the building increased (the external glazing area decreased) (Fig. 9.37).
Since the average annual air temperature in the conservatory is higher, integrated conserva-
tories are more effective collectors for use in SPV systems than attached conservatories.
Integrated conservatories also border more spaces and thus offer greater potential for venti-
lating these spaces with pre-heated conservatory air. In addition, the operation of SPV can
be more easily achieved without mechanical support (e.g. by fans).
Figure 9.37:
Influence of the conservatory type on the relative
number of occupied hours (7am - llpm), for which
the conservatory air temperature exceeds 15°C.
(see Fig. 9.36 for key)
conse	 consc	 cons a
conservatorY type
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While the unheated attached conservatories increase the usable living-space (at least for a
limited time), integrated unheated conservatories reduce the usable living-space. When the
energy demand is compared as a fraction of usable floor area (annual time-of-usability x
conservatory floor area + floor area of heated living-space) the dwelling with attached
(double glazed) conservatory had an energy demand of 143 kWh/m2, while the dwelling
with (double glazed) semi-enclosed conservatory had 148 kWh/m 2 (corner conservatory
144 kWh/m2). Hence, with regard to the pure energy demand per m 2 of usable living-space
there was not a great difference between integrated and attached conservatories.
9.12 COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS
In section 9.3 previous conservatory design studies were reviewed and their statements
were compared. It is worth trying to compare these statements with the simulation results
found in this study (section 9.7 - 9.11).
An attempt has been made to relate the estimated energy savings, due to adding an unheated
conservatory to a building, to the building and conservatory types (Table 9.4). Only the
investigations, presented in section 9.3, for which the main important building parameters
are known, are considered.
Number: Source
(and date)
House
floor
area, m2
Cons.
floor
area, m2
Partition
area, m2
Annual heating
energy de-
mand, kWhl
SPV cons.
glazing
type
Saving,
kWh per
Year
rel.
saving
%
1: Yannis (1994) 110 8.6
,
? 3534 yes double 900 -1000 25 - 28
2:	 " 110 8.6 7 3534 no double 530 - 600 15 - 17
3: Baker (1985) 95 7 11.6 6675 yes single 1000 16
4:	 " 95 ? 11.6 6675 yes double 1400 21
5: Hauser (1984) 88 24 28 11765 yes single 2000 16 - 17
6: BINE (1991b) 82 10.6 16.3 13920 no double 1670 12
7: Section 9.7.1 16 12 14 4280 no double 580 14
. 8: Section 9.11.2. 72 12 20.8 22030 no double 450
1 without conservatory
Table 9.4:
	
Energy saving estimates of attached, unheated conservatories in different sources.
A comparison of the different investigations must be done keeping the following limitations
in mind:
(i) the building types, floor areas, and operation patterns are very different;
(ii) dwellings number 5 and 6 were located in Germany, while all the other dwellings were
located in the UK (Kew or Sheffield);
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(iii) many important building and conservatory design parameters (such as the partition
window area and type) were unknown; and
(iv) the basic assumptions for the use of SPV (e.g. ventilation rates) were not always
known.
(v) the result for building 6 was measured, whilst all the other results were obtained by
simulation.
It was assumed that it is better to compare the absolute energy saving estimates (in terms of
kWh/year) than the relative energy saving estimates (in terms of % of the total heating en-
ergy demand), since absolute savings- are approximately independent of the total heating
energy demand of the parent building (see section 9.8.1). But it is important to emphasise
that the absolute energy savings are still highly dependent on the conservatory size and its
coupling with the parent building (covered partition wall and window area). In addition, the
absolute energy savings for buildings which use SPV are higher than for those which do not.
The two buildings, investigated in this study, the two-storey dwelling (section 9.11.2; num-
ber 8) and the living-room (section 9.7.1; number 7), can be best compared with the dwell-
ings number 2 and 6. None of these buildings had SPV and they all had double glazed con-
servatories. The following relationships are apparent:
• dwellings 7 and 8 had similar absolute energy savings (for an explanation of the small
differences, see section 9.11.2);
• the absolute energy savings for dwellings 7 and 8 are similar to those for dwelling 2
(which were obtained by simulations using the program SERI-RES); and
• the absolute energy savings for dwellings 7 and 8 (and 2) are clearly lower than those
for dwelling 6 which were obtained by field measurements. It should be noted however,
that dwelling number 6 was located at the foothills of the Alps in Germany (Rosenheim,
Bavaria). This area is famous for its unusually long sunny weather periods. This dimin-
ishes the significance of this comparison.
A comparison of the dwellings 7 and 8 with the dwellings 1, 3, 4 and 5 is more difficult,
because these dwelling consider the energy savings due to SPV. It was concluded in section
9.10 that, if the ventilation heat loss is half of the total heat loss of the building, the energy
benefits of using SPV can be up to 20% - 25% of the building's energy demand. Thus, the
absolute energy savings of dwellings 7 (with the extra benefit of SPV) would probably be
something between 580 kWh/year and 1650 kWh/year. Assuming that the ventilation heat
loss of dwelling 8 is not more than a quarter of the total building's heat loss, the absolute
energy savings for dwelling 8 would be between 450 kWh/year and 3200 kWh/year. These
ranges of energy savings would encompass the absolute energy savings obtained for all the
other dwellings (1, 3 and 4) except of dwelling 5 which shows (compared to dwelling 7)
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higher absolute energy savings. These high absolute energy savings could be a consequence
of its very large partition area (28 m 2) and of its location (Germany). An investigation
(section 9.6) showed that German locations and climates produce approximately the same
relative energy savings as UK locations and climates, but slightly higher absolute energy
savings.
It would have been interesting to compare the information in each source about the usability
of conservatories, their susceptibility to overheating, and their energy demands when
heated. However, none of the previous studies commented on their energy demand when
heated and the information about the usability of- and comfort in- conservatories (see sec-
tion 9.3) was too weak to permit satisfying comparisons.
These comparisons are not meant as a validation of any of the investigations. Rather, these
comparisons show that, although the energy savings obtained are quite different, the new
simulation results do not essentially contradict the previous results. All the investigations
agree that an unheated, attached conservatory offers some energy savings. It was felt how-
ever, that the new, rigorous, conservatory simulations gave more detailed, and more accu-
rate information, about the consequences of conservatory design than previous studies.
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9.13 OBSERVATIONS ABOUT CONSERVATORY DESIGN
The following design observations summarise the important results for the conservatory
design study (sections 9.7-9.11). Although the results were obtained for certain building
arrangements and certain building operation patterns, it is likely that the massages are valid
for typical UK and German dwellings with conservatories.
9.13.1 Performance of an attached, unheated, south-facing conservatory
a) Annual heating energy demand
(i) For a south-orientated direct-gain space, the annual solar radiation energy gains
through double glazing, are on average, nearly equal to the heat losses through the
glazing. Therefore, the net annual energy balance of the glazing is virtual zero. All
other passive solar measures (triple glazing, quadruple glazing, low-emittance glazing,
or a conservatory) lead to net energy gains.
The addition of a double glazed and unshaded south-facing conservatory reduces the
annual energy demand of a double glazed room by about 14% (580 kWh/year). The
same reduction could be approximately achieved by replacing the double glazing with
quadruple or low-emittance glazing. However, the energy benefits of a conservatory of
the same size would be small, compared with the energy demands of a whole building,
(possibly lower than 2%). If low-emittance (or quadruple) glazing was used for all the
south-facing windows in a house, the benefits (compared with double glazing) would
still be 10% to 15%. In practice, therefore, passive solar houses are likely to be basi-
cally direct-gain designs.
(iii) Conservatories are added for their amenity value. Unheated conservatories offer extra
living-space without an increase of the energy demand.
(iv) The addition of an unheated south-facing conservatory to a double glazed room re-
duces the energy demand throughout the year. The savings occur in winter, spring and
autumn and, for rooms which are heated in summer, in summer also.
b) Usability
(i) The usefulness of a conservatory as a habitable room is greatest during the transitional
period (spring, autumn). During this time a double glazed conservatory is four times
more usable than an open-air garden. During summer, the external temperatures are
generally higher, which reduces the relative benefits of a conservatory. While there is
no possibility of living in the open-air in winter, the conservatory offers a small time
period (10% - 20% of the hours between 7am and 1 lpm, which is approximately 2 to
3 hours per day on average), for which the air temperature is higher than 15°C.
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(ii) The annual time-of-usability for an unheated double glazed conservatory is about 60%
of the hours between 7am and llpm. During this time, the average temperature in the
conservatory exceeds the external air temperature by between 4 K and 11 K.
c) Heating an attached, south-facing conservatory
(1) The energy demand for heating a conservatory increases exponentially with the heating
setpoint. It increases significantly for nighttime heating. The annual heating to produce
an internal air temperature of 21°C (from 7am to llpm) was much greater than the
energy demand of a modern, well-insulated room. In comparison, restricted heating of
a conservatory to under 10°C, is not very energy intensive and may be useful to pro-
tect plants. However, restricted heating to a setpoint lower than the comfort tempera-
ture, does not improve the time-of-usability.
(ii) To extend the habitable living-space, designers should choose a traditional construc-
tion instead of a conservatory. A conservatory should be an unheated space occupied
adventitiously when its temperature makes this possible.
9.13.2 Influence of attached conservatory and dwelling design on performance
a) Construction of adjacent room
(0 For traditional poorly-insulated living-rooms, improvement in the levels of insulations
can offer annual energy savings of up to 50%. By comparison, passive solar systems
reduce the heating energy demand of the room by less than 15%. For energy saving
purpose, it is therefore much more favourable to increase the insulation level of a
room, before installing passive solar systems such as highly-insulated glazings or con-
servatories.
The reduction of energy demand due to adding an unheated south-facing conservatory
to a room is independent of the insulation level (average U-value) of the room. The
dwelling's construction mode has nearly no influence on the internal temperatures in
the conservatory.
b) Shading a conservatory (with opaque panels)
(i) Opaque side-walls only marginally influence: the heating energy demand of the space
attached to the (unheated) conservatory; the time-of-usability; and the amount of over-
heating in the conservatory. They reduce the energy demand if the conservatory be-
comes heated (by about 11%). For terraced houses with conservatories opaque side-
walls may also be useful to increase privacy.
(ii) Opaque highly-insulated roof elements, significantly reduce the peak temperatures in
the conservatory. Problems of overheating nearly disappear and the usability of the
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space in the evening is increased. However, if the opaque roof shades the adjacent
room from direct radiation, it increases its energy demand. Conservatory roof shading
also unfavourable reduces the lighting level in the adjacent room, which is likely to be
unwelcomed since the levels have been already reduced by the conservatory construc-
tion. In addition, the reduced lighting levels in the conservatory could have a negative
effect on the growth of plants.
For the energy saving potential of an unheated conservatory to be realised, the transfer
of radiation across the conservatory into the adjoining living-space is crucial. Any
shading of the direct radiation into the living-space (e.g. by an opaque conservatory
ceiling) reduces the energy saving potential of the conservatory. The heating energy
demand of a totally shaded adjacent room (with conservatory) is similar to that of a
double glazed direct-gain room. Hence, in the worst case, the energy benefits of an at-
tached conservatory disappear completely.
c) Conservatory and partition glazing type
(i) The glazing type (clear single or double glazing) of the conservatory and of the parti-
tion window has virtually no influence on the energy demand of a room behind an un-
heated conservatory.
If low-emittance glazing is to be used for either the conservatory or the partition win-
dow, it is better to place the low-emittance glazing on the outside. The partition glaz-
ing is less important but more transparent partition glazings (i.e. single glazing) lead to
reduced energy demands and improvements in the lighting of the living-space.
The time-of-usability of the conservatory increases as the insulation level of the con-
servatory glazing increases. Low-emittance glazing for the conservatory leads to the
highest time-of-usability (73% of the hours between 7am and llpm). In addition it re-
duces the heating energy expenditure, if the conservatory is continuously or intermit-
tently heated.
d) Area of partition glazing
(i) From the energy saving point of view, it seems preferable to have big partition win-
dows between the conservatory and the adjacent space.
Big partition glazing areas improve the lighting of the adjacent space. However, to
prevent the living-space overheating, it is valuable to have manually operated shading
devices on the partition windows (curtains or blinds).
e) Conservatory size
(i) Small unheated conservatories are comfortable more often than large conservatories.
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(ii) The size of an unheated conservatory does not affect the energy demand of the adja-
cent living-room, provided the partition area remains unchanged.
(iii) Big heated conservatories use less energy per unit floor area to maintain comfort, than
do similar small conservatories.
f) Conservatory thermal storage mass
(i) The storage mass in an unheated conservatory only marginally influences the energy
demand of the adjoining room. Similarly, the storage mass has little impact on the en-
ergy demand of a heated conservatory.
Whilst the time-of-usability was only marginally improved by adding storage mass, it
did improve the protection offered to plants against cold and frosty weather. Storage
mass in the conservatory also reduces the space temperature variations, reduces over-
heating and increases the temperature level in the evening and night.
A storage mass of about 9 cm of concrete in the floor appears to be optimal but extra
mass is not detrimental.
Surface reflectances
The reflectance of surfaces in the conservatory has only a marginal influence on the
thermal conditions in the conservatory and the adjacent room. The choice of the sur-
face colour is more likely to be dictated by other issues like aesthetics or the choice of
materials.
b) Partition wall-type
(i) The insulation level (U-value) of the partition wall has little influence on the operation
of the conservatory, it is not an important factor in conservatory design. It may be
tempting therefore, to reduce the costs of a new building by reducing the U-value of
the partition.
9.13.3 Attached north-facing conservatories
(i) When a building permits, it is better to direct glazings towards the south, while keep-
ing north glazings as small as possible. However, the energy saving produced of an
unheated, double glazed conservatory on a north-facing wall is about the same as on a
south-facing wall.
Compared with highly insulated (quadruple, low-emittance) glazings, an unheated,
double glazed north-facing conservatory produces bigger energy savings in the adja-
cent space.
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(iii) The time-of-usability of a north-facing conservatory is clearly lower than that for a
similar south-facing conservatory (e.g. 50% of the time between 7am and llpm com-
pared to 62% of the time)
(iv) North-orientated conservatories very rarely exhibit overheating problems - this may be
advantageous for temperature sensitive plants. In addition, it makes its operation very
simple and cheap (no costly shading or ventilation devices are necessary).
9.13.4 Two-storey building with conservatories
Unheated, semi-enclosed and corner conservatories, have a similar impact on the en-
ergy demand of the adjoining dwellings.
By replacing a heated living-space in a dwelling by an unheated, double glazed two-
storey semi-enclosed or corner conservatory, the energy demand of the whole dwelling
is reduced by 12% to 17%. In comparison, attaching a conservatory onto the outside
of the dwelling produces energy savings which may be lower than 2%.
Semi-enclosed conservatories and corner conservatories have higher usabilities (for
double glazed conservatories up to 70% of the annual hours between 7am and llpm)
than attached conservatories (60%). However, while the attached conservatories in-
crease the usable living-space (at least for a limited time), semi-enclosed and corner
conservatories reduce the usable living-space. With regard to the annual energy de-
mand per m2 of usable living-space there is virtually no difference between integrated
(semi-enclosed or corner) and attached conservatories.
(iv) The glazing used in the conservatory has a large impact on the energy demand of the
adjoining building and the usability of the integrated conservatories. In contrast, the
influence of the partition glazing type is generally marginal. The time-of-usability in-
creases as the insulation level of the external glazing increases. The energy demand of
the adjoining building decreases as the insulation level of the external glazing in-
creases.
(v) Compared to attached conservatories, integrated conservatories are less critical con-
cerning their heating. The energy demand of a heated integrated conservatory is com-
parable with that of a similar direct-gain space.
(vi) The frequency of overheating in integrated conservatories is low.
9.13.5 Solar pre-heating of ventilation air (SPV)
By using pre-heated air from the conservatory to ventilate the adjoining living-space
(SPV), the energy used to heat ventilation air can be reduced. For a modern one- or
two-storey dwelling, a double glazed conservatory can reduce the ventilation energy
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demand by 40% - 50%. If all the ventilation air is recovered by the conservatory (best
case) and the ventilation heat loss is half of the total heat loss of the adjoining house
(modem highly-insulated dwelling), SPV offers a maximum energy saving of about
20% to 25%. In comparison, a conservatory, which acts only as a solar heated buffer
space, reduces the energy demand of the whole dwelling by less than 10% to 15%.
This reduction could be as low as 2% for some conservatory and dwelling designs.
If SPV can only be used to recover the ventilation air for those rooms, which directly
adjoin the conservatory, the saving of 20% to 25% refers only to the heating energy
demand of the adjoining rooms.
Since the average annual air temperature in the conservatory is higher, integrated con-
servatories are better suitable for the use of SPY than attached conservatories. In ad-
dition integrated conservatories border more spaces and thus offer greater potential for
ventilating these spaces with pre-heated conservatory air.
(iv) The energy savings by using SPY can be further improved by using low-emittance
glazing instead of double glazing for the conservatory.
(v) South-orientation of the conservatory is clearly better for SPY than north-orientation.
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
10.1 CONCLUSIONS
This Chapter summarises the conclusions which can be drawn from the pieces of work out-
lined in Chapters 4 to 9.
10.1.1 Diffuse radiation transfer
i When modelling glazing, the transmittance and absorptance of the diffuse radiation
are normally taken as the values for the direct transmittance and absorptance at an
incidence angle of 60 0. This value appropriately represents the diffuse radiation
conditions on vertical clear glazings. In the cases of non-vertical windows or special
glazing, this value is inaccurate.
ii Existing, but more accurate models of diffuse radiation neglect either, the depend-
ence of the diffuse transmission on the surface inclination, or, the specific incidence
angle dependent transmission behaviour of the glazings. No model could be found
which considered real sky and ground radiance distributions.
iii A new technique has been developed, which calculates the glazing transmittance and
absorptance for diffuse sky radiation. The technique has been produced as a pro-
gram (GLSIM-DIF). It generates values which can be fed directly into DSMs.
iv GLSIM-DIF considers: the radiance distribution of the sky (overcast or clear); the
ground reflected radiation; the inclination and orientation of the glazings; the glazing
type; the time of day; and the season. The sky models used are the standard, ani- .
sotropic, CIE-radiance distributions of DIN 5034.
v For windows in built-up areas (e.g. in city centres), or in other places where there is
a high horizon (e.g. in a valley), the influence of obstructions on the diffuse radiation
transfer can become considerable. Within GLSIM-DIF the problem was solved by
assuming that the radiance of the obstructions corresponds to that of the ground.
vi On overcast days, the diffuse transmittance and absorptance values predicted by
GLSIM-DIF depend on the surface inclination, the ground reflectance, and the
glazing type. The dependence on the surface inclination is very pronounced. The
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diffuse transmittance, and therefore the predicted diffuse radiation energy transmis-
sion, varies by up to 10% as the surface inclination is varied.
vii The accurate definition of the diffuse glazing properties is essential for inclined sur-
faces on overcast days. Inclined glazings are used for conservatories, atria and
glazed halls. Programs to predict the environmental conditions in such spaces should
take advantage of the improved diffuse radiation properties for glazings.
viii On clear days, the diffuse transmittance and absorptance depends on the time-of-day
and the season. However diffuse radiation transfer is usually swamped by higher
energy directly-transmitted radiation. Hence, any inaccuracies in the clear-day dif-
fuse glazing properties, hardly effects the inside climate. Hourly values for the dif-
fuse glazing properties appear to be unnecessary on such days. Instead, daily effec-
tive glazing properties could be used. A method of calculating these has been ex-
plained.
ix Annual simulations require the distinction between clear and overcast sky condi-
tions. DSMs can use a cloud-cover statement to switch from clear to overcast dif-
fuse glazing properties or to interpolate between them.
10.1.2 Radiation transfer through special glazing
i DSMs normally calculate the radiation transfer through glazings using the incidence
angle dependent transmittance and absorptance values. In the case of clear glazing
these values can be easily predicted from the Fresnel equations. For special glazing
however (coated, low-emittance, or sun-reflective glazing, and absorbing tinted
glazing) these values are usually unknown.
ii The derivation of more accurate properties for special glazing requires: a calculation
technique which considers thick layers (glass panes) as well as thin layers (coatings);
the detailed optical constants of the glass panes and coatings; and the information
about the structure of the glazing systems. No calculation technique was found,
which offered an appropriate solution and which considered all these points.
iii A program GLSIM-FILM has been produced which is capable of predicting the
variation of solar transmittance and solar absorptance with wavelength, and the
variation of transmittance and absorptance with the angle of solar incidence, for any
type of glazing system.
iv The calculations were based on multiplying matrices rather than a recursive tech-
nique. They are applicable to any combination of coating and glass with no limitation
on the number or sequence of the layers.
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v A database of the most important (clear and tinted) glass panes, absorbing noble
metal films (gold, silver, copper) and dielectric films (metal oxides, metal sulphides)
has been created and incorporated within the program GLSIM-FILM.
vi Strategies have been developed for calculating the variation of the relative transmit-
tance with the angle of incidence using standard published manufacturers' data.
These strategies are applicable to glazing systems of clear, or tinted glass, or systems
incorporating a single noble metal layer, multiple layers of noble metal and dielectric
(metal oxide) films, or glazings with pure dielectric coatings.
vii The predictions of the program compared favourably with published measured data
for glazing systems. However, the limited data which was available gave incomplete
descriptions of the glazings and no estimates of the measurement uncertainty were
given. Further data to evaluate this software would be useful.
viii GLSIM-FILM is valuable as a pre-processor for dynamic thermal simulation pro-
grams. It enables them to produce more accurate predictions for buildings with spe-
cial glazing.
ix The clarity afforded by the matrix formulation enables different glazing systems to
be quickly modelled. The equations can be quickly solved on a PC. GLSIM-FILM
therefore offers a cost-effective route to generating a database of glazing properties
which could be used by detailed thermal simulation programs.
x The improved calculation technique indicated that the conventional Fresnel-based
approach (valid for clear glazing) is not sufficiently accurate for coated and tinted
glazings. The incidence angle dependent transmittances of such special glazings are
shown to be considerably different from those for clear glazing.
xi It has been shown that the conventional method could lead to significant under-, or
over-estimating of the annual heating and cooling energy demands of buildings. Such
errors occur in both extreme continental, and temperate, climatic regimes.
xii Simulations using HTB2 demonstrated that the wrong decision may be made con-
cerning the best type of glazing to choose, if clear glass properties are adopted for
special glazings (conventional method).
)dii The results of detailed thermal simulation programs which use simple Fresnel-based
recursive calculations to generate glazing transmission properties (valid for multi-
layered systems of clear glazing) should be interpreted with caution.
xiv The predicted maximum cooling power needed in a small office has been shown to
be influenced by the glazing calculation method. In some circumstances, the con-
ventional method could lead to an under-sizing of the cooling equipment.
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10.1.3 Total solar energy transmittance
i In simplified thermal models of buildings, the total solar energy transmittance and
the thermal transmittance (U-value) are the energy related properties which are used
to describe the thermal impact of a glazing system.
ii The conventional total solar energy transmittance for normal radiation incidence,
which is used in many international standards and quoted by glazing manufacturers,
is higher than the value which is obtained in practise (for non-normal radiation inci-
dence). The use of this value for the calculation of heating or cooling energy de-
mands or heating and cooling powers can lead to an over-estimation of the solar
energy contribution.
iii Monthly and/or annual effective total solar energy transmittance values were intro-
duced. These values were calculated by a new computer module GLSIM-TOT,
which integrates the total amount of radiation entering a space over the appropriate
time-frame. It uses hourly solar radiation data and the known solar radiation trans-
mittance and absorptance characteristics of the glazings.
iv The monthly effective total solar energy transmittance values were shown to be
considerably lower than the values for normal incidence. In addition, they were
strongly dependent on the season, window orientation and window inclination.
v For clear glazing systems exposed to typical German solar data, the effective annual
reduction of the conventional value for normal incidence was found to be about
0.85. This reduction factor was accepted in the latest German heat protection law
(WarmeschutzVO 1993) and in DIN 4108 (1993).
vi The conventional (producer quoted) total solar energy transmittance values were not
accurate enough to show the thermal differences between two glazing systems. The
newly introduced, climate and location dependent, annual effective total solar energy
transmittance values, indicated the imposed heating and cooling trends correctly and
permitted a more accurate calculation of cooling and heating demands.
vii	 The introduction of annual effective total solar energy transmittance values can fur-
ther improve the characterisation of special glazings.
10.1.4 Radiation transfer through slat-type blinds
i There are well known modelling methods for frames, side fines, overhangs and ob-
structions, and these are implemented in many DSMs. There are, however, no calcu-
lation methods for slat-type blinds. So it is not possible to accurately simulate blind
systems.
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None of the current standardised or producer quoted time-fixed shading factors
meet the requirement of DSMs, which usually need the net-reductions of the differ-
ent radiation components (transmitted or absorbed, direct or diffuse). Moreover,
none of the given values consider the time-dependent changing of the shading as the
beam radiation incidence angle varies.
iii	 A pre-processing program GLSIM-BLIND has been produced which is capable of
predicting the necessary input values for DSMs to accurately simulate blind systems.
iv The theory upon which the computer module GLSIM-BLIND is based, was devel-
oped for quick calculation. Therefore, analytical solutions were preferred before
time-consuming numerical procedures or ray-tracing techniques. Although the al-
gorithms were realised in a pre-processing program, they are also appropriate for
implementation directly into thermal programs.
The radiation transfer through a blind and glazing system is calculated by consider-
ing: the unshaded transmittance of the direct beam; the reflected direct beam at the
slat surfaces (the reflectance may be pure diffuse, pure specular or any combination
between these); the unshaded transmission of the diffuse radiation; and the reflected
diffuse radiation at the slat surfaces.
vi The program works for any orientation, window inclination angle, slat width, slat
distance, slat inclination angle, slat colour, and slat material (shining factor). The
slats may be located at the outside (external blinds) or at the inside (internal blinds)
of the glazing. At present, GLSIM-BLIND can only model horizontal slats.
vii The theory considers the inter-reflections between the slats and between the glass
pane and the slat. The transmittance through glazing at the inner side of external
blinds is treated by considering the incidence angle of the directly received radiation
and the radiation reflected from the slats. It has been shown that the significance of
the radiation incidence angle should not be under-estimated.
viii The effect of curved slats is approximately considered, however, an investigation
showed that, for normal blind geometries, the influence of the slat curvature is neg-
ligibly small. For most practical cases it seems acceptable to assume that the slats are
flat.
ix	 GLSIM-BLIND is able to model different manual, or automatic, slat control strate-
gies.
The predictions of the program compared favourable with the available measured
and calculated data for blind systems. Further data to evaluate this software would
be useful.
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xi For a dynamic treatment of blinds, GLSIM-BLIND produces the incidence angle
dependent transmittance and absorptance values of a blind/glazing system. These can
be used directly as an input to DSMs. The values depend on the date and the geo-
graphical latitude of the site.
xii The program can calculate effective (annual or monthly) total solar energy transmit-
tance values or shading factors for blinds. These values can replace the conventional
standard values currently used for quasi-stationary calculations of heating and cool-
ing demands (or loads) or by simpler DSMs such as SERI-RES.
xiii By using daily effective blind_ properties rather than incidence angle dependent
properties (dynamic blind treatment) the amount of data needed can be reduced. For
investigations of the thermal conditions in rooms with shaded south-facing glazing
the use of daily effective blind properties is sufficient. However, for east- and west-
facing rooms, a rigorous dynamic treatment of blinds yields more accurate results.
xiv Annual effective shading factors are not suitable for daily or seasonal investigations
of the environmental conditions in rooms with shaded south-facing glazing. They
may however be useful for comparing, or ranking, different blind systems, or for
approximate thermal calculations. They appear to be more accurate than the con-
ventional (fixed) standard shading factors.
xv For GLSIM-BLIND to be most effective, the treatment of the radiation energy ab-
sorbed by internal blinds is also important. DSMs which use a rigorous solar-to-air
approach are preferred to those which adopt a simplified treatment in which the ab-
sorbed radiation is added to the radiation incidence on internal surfaces.
xvi The clarity afforded by the analytical formulations enables different blind systems to
be analysed quickly on a PC. GLSIM-BLIND therefore offers a cost-effective route
to generating a database of blind properties which could be used by DSMs.
xvii GLSIM-BLIND can be used to investigate, compare, and optimise blind arrange-
ments during the design phase of a building.
10.1.5 Internal solar radiation distribution
A significant weakness of the current solar distribution models within DSMs is that
the programs require the user to input the relative amounts of direct solar radiation
falling on the various interior surfaces. The direct radiation distribution is normally
assumed to be fixed over the whole simulation period. In the case of highly glazed
spaces, the internal solar radiation distribution depends strongly on the time-of-day,
the season of the year, and the sky conditions.
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ri The DSMs usually calculate: the internal distribution of the diffuse radiation; the
distribution of the reflected radiation around the internal surfaces; the radiation re-
transmission; the radiation bacldoss; and the interzonal radiation transfer. However,
the models used are normally crude approximations. For example, none of the
DSMs reviewed ESP, HTB2 and SERI-RES could model the immediate loss of di-
rect radiation (re-transmission).
iii The consequences of using simplified internal solar distribution models on the pre-
dicted air temperatures in a conservatory, and on the energy demand of an adjoining
living-room, were investigated. The different, simplified, solar distribution models
produced marked variations in the absolute predictions and, more seriously, different
trends as the design of the building changed. Credible design conclusions for the test
building with a conservatory could not be derived from the DSM predictions.
iv Existing, more detailed solar distribution programs, were reviewed, ESP-INS,
ATRIA and the TRNSYS sunspace model. These programs were either incapable of
accurately simulating highly glazed spaces or they were unable to work in connec-
tion with more than one particular DSM. They could not therefore solve the solar
distribution problem in highly glazed spaces for a wider number of DSMs.
An investigation showed that daylight programs (such as SUPERLITE and RADI-
ANCE) are unsuitable for produce the necessary solar distribution values required
by DSMs. A linkage between daylight and thermal programs appeared to be diffi-
cult. Daylight programs calculate the detailed lighting levels on internal surfaces,
while DSMs usually need one value for the absorbed radiation on each surface. In
addition, daylight programs predict the internal distribution for certain fixed sky
conditions, while DSMs need the dynamic distribution for each hour of the day.
vi A new geometric solar distribution model, called SUNSIM, which considers all the
important aspects of dynamic internal radiation distribution (including radiation re-
transmission, radiation backloss, and interzonal radiation transfer) was created. It
produces the hourly absorbed radiation energy quantities for all internal surfaces for
the whole simulation period. In this way, the solar processing is totally separated
from the thermal processing.
vii The solar distribution program SUNSIM can model one room, which is enclosed by
any number of opaque or transparent planes. The room can be attached to a building
(like most conservatories) or it can be totally embedded (like many atria). To sim-
plify the definition of certain room geometries, a pre-processing program GEOSIM
was created which permits the automatic digitising of the room's geometry. At pre-
sent six distinct room shapes are offered: rectangular room with flat roof; pent roof;
gable roof; hipped roof; barrel roof; or round room with domed roof.
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viii SUNSIM uses a matrix solution method which produces a mathematically complete
simulation of all inter-reflections in the room without any limitation on the number
of reflections. The solution method considers very accurate view factors between all
the surfaces.
ix	 SUNSIM is independent of a particular DSM. For demonstration and testing pur-
poses, a new interface was created which allows its connection with HTB2.
x Since SUNSIM does not use empirical relationships (except those for the standard
sky models) the validation was restricted to a code debugging task. (The correct
reproduction of the sky models was tested by inter-model comparisons with HTB2.)
xi The simplified solar distribution models (as typically used within DSMs) and the
improved model, SUNSIM, were compared in a sensitivity study. The predicted
differences, in the conservatory peak air temperatures and the energy demands of the
adjoining room, confirmed the need for a rigorous treatment of solar distribution.
The simplified models predicted daily heating energy demands, which were between
30% and 200% too high. The error in the predicted conservatory peak air tempera-
tures was sometimes more than 5 K (in the temperature range between 20°C and
30°C). This is clearly to high for reliable comfort assessments.
xii Using SUNSIM, the specific effects of interzonal radiation transfer could be investi-
gated. The treatment of interzonal radiation transfer had a significant impact on the
predicted peak air temperatures in conservatories and the energy demands of adja-
cent rooms. The neglect of interzonal radiation transfer (as is often done by DSMs)
led to an incorrect assessment of the effect of the internal glazing (between the con-
servatory and the adjacent room).
xiii Using SUNSIM, the specific effect of not modelling radiation re-transmission and
bacldoss could be studied. It was shown that radiation loss is an important aspect,
which can have a marked impact on the predicted internal air temperatures in con-
servatories. It also affected estimates of the energy demands of adjacent spaces. Re-
liable comfort predictions for highly glazed spaces are only possible when radiation
losses are accurately considered.
xiv SUNSIM can not replace the internal solar radiation distribution routine of a DSM.
However, it is a very useful tool for simulating one particular highly glazed space,
such as a conservatory or atrium, within a complex, multi-zone, building.
xv Since SUNSIM uses numerical procedures, the calculation time is relatively long.
However, it is possible to simulate different building designs which have the same
highly glazed space rapidly because it is only necessary to calculate the solar distri-
bution once.
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10.1.6 Application of improved modelling methods to the study of conservatory de-
signs
i Many previous design guidelines for conservatories were derived from DSM predic-
tions. However, the sensitivity studies conducted within this work have indicated
that the approximate methods used to model glazings, internal solar distribution, and
solar shading, can severely compromise the accuracy of DSM predictions. It was
concluded that design studies of conservatories based on current DSM predictions
(which do not appropriately consider the above modelling aspects) must be treated
with caution.
ii To determine what the most important design questions might be, different conser-
vatory studies were reviewed. Most of the research has been concerned with the
potential energy savings resulting from the use of conservatories as passive solar
systems. The estimated energy savings, due to adding an unheated conservatory to a
building, differed markedly between the sources studied (i.e. from "very low", to 25
- 28% of the dwelling's heating energy requirement).
iii In the conservatory design guidelines found in the literature, there was conflicting
(or different) information about: conservatory size; conservatory glazing type; parti-
tion (i.e. wall between house and conservatory) glazing type; partition glazing area;
conservatory orientation; opaque element insulation, and the benefits of embedded
(integrated) conservatories.
iv The program HTB2 was used to investigate the influence of design variations on:
the usability of conservatories; the energy demand of the adjacent dwelling; and the
internal comfort conditions in the conservatory. In this study all the new simulation
models (for glazing, blind modelling and internal solar distribution) were used. This
produces more authentic predictions than was hitherto possible.
The results of this study are summarised in the conclusions v to xvi for conservatories act-
ing only as buffer spaces. The effects of using the conservatory to pre-heat ventilation air
are considered in conclusions xvii and xviii.
v The addition of a double glazed and unshaded south-facing conservatory to dwell-
ings reduced the energy demand of a double glazed living-room in the UK
(Sheffield) by about 14% (580 kWh/year). The same reduction could be approxi-
mately achieved by replacing the double glazing with quadruple or low-emittance
glazing.
vi Conservatories are added for their amenity value. An unheated conservatory offers
extra living-space without an increase in the overall energy demand. The annual
time-of-usability for an unheated double glazed conservatory in the UK is about
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60% of the hours between 7am and llpm, which is nine to ten hours per day on
average.
vii The attachment of a conservatory to a living-room with a south-facing window
yields the same relative reduction in the overall energy demand (14%) in Sheffield
(UK) and North-WUrttemberg (Germany). In addition, the time-of-usability and the
temperatures in the conservatory are similar for Sheffield and North-Wurttemberg.
Based on these results, it is assumed that, for moderate or continental middle Euro-
pean climates, the thermal behaviour of a conservatory is similar. Conclusions about
conservatory design based on a UK climate, could be transferred to locations and
climates in Germany.
viii When a double glazed south-facing conservatory is heated to 21°C between 7am and
llpm, the heating energy demand exceeds the energy demand of a room insulated to
current UK standards (325 kWh/m2). To extend the heated living-space, designers
should adopt a traditional construction (with insulated opaque walls) instead of a
conservatory.
ix The energy demand of a room with an attached, unheated, south-facing conserva-
tory is virtually unaffected by whether single or double glazing is used in the conser-
vatory and partition window. However, if low-emittance glazing should be used for
either the conservatory or the partition, the lower energy demands are obtained if
the conservatory is made of low-emittance glass. Low-emittance glazing also leads
to the highest time-of-usability in the conservatory (73% of the hours between 7am
and llpm!). In addition, it reduces the heating energy expenditure, if the conserva-
tory is (partly) heated.
x From an energy saving point of view, it is preferable to have a large area of glazing
in the partition wall. However, the insulation level of the adjoining room, the floor
area of the conservatory (for the same partition area), the thermal storage mass in
the conservatory and the reflectance of the conservatory surfaces hardly influence
the energy demand of the living-room or the usability of the conservatory.
xi If the side-walls of the conservatory are well-insulated and a large area of glazing is
used in the partition wall, the energy demands of a heated conservatory will be re-
duced.
xii The energy demand for heating a conservatory when expressed as a fraction of its
floor area, decreases as the conservatory floor area increases (provided the conser-
vatory height remains the same).
xiii	 High ventilation rates in summer do not completely solve the overheating problem in
a south-facing conservatory. Thus, additional shading devices are important. Highly-
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insulated, opaque elements in the conservatory roof significantly reduce the over-
heating in the conservatory. However, the opaque roof elements can have an unfa-
vourable influence on the heating energy demand of the adjacent space.
3dv In passive solar house design, it is better to direct glazings to the south, while keep-
ing north glazings as small as possible. However, when a large north-facing glazed
area is covered by an unheated, double glazed, conservatory the absolute energy
savings are about the same as for the same south-facing conservatory design. In
contrast, the time-of-usability of a north-facing conservatory is much lower than for
one with a southerly orientation.
xv An unheated, double glazed, integrated (semi-enclosed or corner) conservatory re-
duces the overall energy demand of the dwelling by 12% - 17% (relative to a dwell-
ing with a heated living-space instead of the enclosed conservatory). In comparison,
an attached conservatory leads to energy savings which are possibly lower than 2%
of the energy demand of a whole dwelling. Thus, unless an attached conservatory is
used to pre-heat ventilation air its overall energy benefits are unlikely to be worth
pursuing.
xvi Semi-enclosed conservatories and corner conservatories have higher usabilities than
attached conservatories (e.g. a double glazed, integrated, conservatory may be us-
able for up to 70% of the annual hours between 7am and llpm whereas the similar
attached conservatory may be usable for 60% of the time). However, while the at-
tached conservatories increase the usable living-space (at least for a limited time),
enclosed conservatories reduce the usable living-space. With regard to the heating
energy demand per m2 of usable living-space there is virtually no difference between
integrated and attached conservatories.
xvii By using pre-heated air from the conservatory to ventilate the adjoining living-space
(SPV), the ventilation energy expenditure of a building can be reduced. If all the
ventilation air is recovered from the conservatory (the best case) and the ventilation
heat loss is half of the total heat loss of the adjoining house (e.g. a modern highly-in-
sulated dwelling), SPV offers an maximum energy saving of 20% - 25%. This must
be regarded as upper limitation.
xviii Since the average annual air temperature in integrated conservatories is higher than
in attached conservatories, they are better suited for SPY. In addition, integrated
conservatories border more spaces and thus offer greater potential for ventilating
these spaces with pre-heated conservatory air. The energy saving of using SPV can
be further improved by using low-emittance glazing instead of double glazing for the
conservatory. South orientation for the conservatory is clearly better than north ori-
entation.
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xix The predicted energy savings, due to the addition of a south-facing conservatory to
a dwelling has been compared with results of previous investigations. This compaii-
son showed that, although the energy savings obtained are quite different, the new
simulation results do not essentially contradict the previous results. All the investi-
gations agree that an unheated, attached conservatory offers some energy savings.
10.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
10.2.1 Radiation transfer through special glazing
The program GLSIM-FILM, and GLSIM-DIF, can be used to generate databases of
glazing properties. As a first step, the incidence angle dependent relative direct and
diffuse transmittance and absorptance values of important glazing systems have been
determined (Appendix C). To use these values for a particular glazing, its coating
and/or glass types must be known. In addition, this method requires the user to cal-
culate the absolute transmittance and absorptance values from the relative values,
which is ponderous and time-consuming. Therefore, the database of glazing proper-
ties could be improved by replacing the relative values with the absolute transmit-
tance and absorptance values of currently available glazings.
li The predictions of GLSIM-FILM compared favourable with published measured
data for glazing systems. However, the limited data which was available, gave in-
complete descriptions of the glazings and no estimates of the measurement uncer-
tainty were given. More reliable measured values are needed for a thorough valida-
tion.
iii So far, the theory of thin films and the program GLSIM-FILM, has been used to
produce the incidence angle dependent properties for solar radiation transmittance.
However, they could also be adapted to calculate the incidence angle dependent
light transmittance through special glazing. These light transmittance values could
further improve the accuracy of daylight calculations (in programs such as
SUPERLITE and RADIANCE).
iv Effective total solar energy transmittance values depend not only on the window ori-
entation and inclination, but also on the geographical location (latitude) and on the
particular climate conditions. More work is needed to investigate the significance of
these dependencies. An investigation could show to what extent the values are con-
stant over geographical areas (e.g. over the UK; middle Europe; or all Europe etc.).
The consequences of this investigation could be considered in a database of effective
solar energy transmittance values. This database could improve simplified calcula-
tions of heating and cooling demands (loads) and/or internal temperatures.
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10.2.2 Radiation transfer through slat-type blinds
The theory of blind calculations outlined in Chapter 7 permits a great number of dif-
ferent blind and glazing systems to be simulated. Nevertheless, there are some blind
configurations which cannot be modelled by the latest version of GLSIM-BLIND.
These are calculations of:
• blinds between glass panes;
• blinds with vertical slats;
• special blind geometries (prismatic; honeycombed etc.); and
• blinds in connection with transparent material other than glazing
(e.g. transparent insulation material).
The development and implementation of appropriate algorithms to cover such con-
figurations would improve the scope of the program GLSIM-BLIND.
The incidence angle dependent or effective transmittance and absorptance values of
glazing and blind systems depend on the geographical location of the site, the loca-
tion of the window (orientation; inclination) and on the particular system character-
istics (glazing type; slat inclination angle; slat surface colour etc.). Thus, a database
of glazing/blind properties would contain a huge number of different systems. The
plausibility of such a database has not been tested.
To calculate the incidence angle dependent radiation transfer through glass panes at
the inner side of external blinds, within GLSIM-BLIND, the direct and diffuse ra-
diation distribution behind the blinds is considered. However, the affect of the blinds
on the internal solar radiation distribution in the room is not considered. This is a
necessary simplification as long as blinds are pre-calculated and expressed in terms
of glazing/blind input properties. As soon as blinds are incorporated into the solar
calculation routine of a DSM, the consideration of internal solar distribution be-
comes possible. It would, for example, be useful to implement the blind algorithms
into the internal solar distribution program SUNSIM and consider the consequences
of blinds on the direction of the direct and diffuse radiation. This would further ex-
tend the area of application of the program SUNSIM.
iv The present treatment . of blinds does not consider any thermal effects, which blinds
may have on the energy transport to, and from, the outside. Often, the air gap be-
tween the glass and internal blinds is ventilated with outside air. Likewise, blinds
may be located in a ventilated space between glazings. Issues of ventilation and con-
duction are treated separately by DSMs in the simulation of temperatures and energy
flows. It would be an interesting task to try and model the thermal effects of internal
or internal-glazing blinds.
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v Verification of the blind modelling system was mainly done using analytical investi-
gations during the model development process. Inter-model comparisons were how-
ever possible, by using programs which use a different (ray-tracing) technique to
calculate the radiation transfer through blind systems. The measured data of one
blind system was also available, but this was the only empirical validation that was
possible. Clearly, further data to evaluate the software would be useful. This could
be from full-scale field measurements, or from models placed outside or in artificial
sky conditions. Both the solar transmission characteristics of blinds and their thermal
consequences could be measured.
10.2.3 Internal solar radiation distribution
i The solar distribution program SUNSIM can simulate any convex room shapes with
any number of opaque and transparent planes. However, these room geometries
must be generated by a graphical computer module. A pre-processing program
(GEOSIM) has been created which can generate six different conservatory and
atrium room geometries. The number of possible room shapes could be extended by
replacing the graphical interface, GEOSIM, by a sophisticated CAD computer pro-
gram, which generates these room shapes.
ii Since SUNSIM can simulate only one zone at a time, interzonal radiation transfer
across more than one glazed room can not be modelled. In addition, the detailed so-
lar distribution in the adjacent rooms can not be modelled. More precise calculations
may be possible and could be objective of further improvements.
iii	 SUNSIM could be further improved by implementing routines for calculating the
shading effect of obstructions, trees, sky lines etc.
iv SUNSIM uses an isotropic (ISO) sky model to calculate the diffuse radiation inci-
dence onto inclined surfaces. The program could therefore be improved by using
more accurate anisotropic sky models (e.g. the sky model used to calculate the dif-
fuse radiation transfer through glazings (Chapter 4)).
v Since the distribution of radiation and light is similar, SUNSIM could also be used to
predict time-varying lighting levels on room surfaces. This would, for example, be
useful to investigate the time-changing or time-average lighting-levels in green-
houses. For the growth of plants, the time-averaged lighting-levels are much more
important than very accurate calculations of the lighting-levels at one certain time
(as predicted by daylight programs).
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10.2.4 Application of improved modelling methods to the study of conservatory de-
signs
i It would be useful to validate the program HTB2 (with all the new glazing and blind
calculation possibilities) by comparing its predictions with high quality field data
collected in a conservatory. It would be possible to validate the energy saving pre-
dictions due to adding an unheated conservatory to a room, the predicted time-of-
usability of a conservatory, and the predicted energy demand for heating a conserva-
tory.
ii In this work, the problems of air flow and temperature stratification in highly glazed
spaces were not investigated in detail. However, it would be useful to combine the
latest developments in the area of solar radiation modelling (as considered in this
work) with those in the field of air flow modelling (treated elsewhere). This would,
for example, permit design studies of commercial atria in which the effects of air
flow, convection, temperature stratification etc. are particularly important. A more
rigorous simulation of air flow would also be useful to investigate in detail the en-
ergy saving potential associated with solar pre-heated ventilation air (SPV).
iii The conservatory design study investigated the influence of design variations on the
thermal performance of conservatories subjected to the weather data for Sheffield
(UK). It would be interesting to repeat the design study for other geographical loca-
tions and climate conditions. This would permit more detailed design statements for
particular locations. It could also show if there are favourable or unfavourable loca-
tions for conservatories.
iv In the conservatory design study, the adjacent living-space was continuously heated
to 21°C with a night set-back to 16°C. Since the heat losses into the unheated con-
servatory depend highly on the heating regime in the adjacent living-space, it would
be useful to study the effect of continuous heating, not heating at night, and different
heating setpoints. It would also be useful to study the impact of insulating the parti-
tion window at night.
v The influence of fixed slat-type external blinds on the predicted thermal performance
of conservatories and adjacent rooms has been investigated. The results clearly
demonstrated that more work is necessary to derive suitable design guidance about
the appropriate use and control of blinds.
vi The conservatory design study could be improved by considering day lighting,
moisture transfer, and thermal comfort in more detail. It would also be useful to
consider economy issues.
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vii The heating and cooling loads- and the heating and cooling energy demands-, of
rooms with attached, unheated, conservatories are often approximated by reducing
the U-value of the partition walls (and glazings) by a fixed amount (e.g. by a factor
of 0.6 for a double glazed conservatory). Typically, such reduction factors (e.g.
WarmeschutzVO, 1993) do not consider the particular design of the conservatory. It
would be useful to calculate more accurate reduction values which take the impor-
tant design aspects into consideration.
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APPENDIX A	 BUILDING DESIGNS
A.1 DIRECT-GAIN LIVING-ROOM
A.1.1 Introduction
To predict the influence of glazing calculation models on the environmental conditions in a
room (Chapters 2, 4 and 7), a one-zone module of a typical living-room in a UK domestic
building was chosen The module was devised by studying the features of real dwellings and
published 'standard' building descriptions (Lomas et al. 1989). The advantage of the module
was that it bore a close resemblance to real structures and operating conditions, yet was
sufficiently simple that: protracted computer run-time was avoided; compatible program in-
puts could be assured; results for other dwellings could be inferred; and the effects of indi-
vidual thermal processes could be disaggregated.
A.1.2 The room module
The living-room was a corner room with two walls connected to the outside air and two
walls and the ceiling treated as internal elements (Fig. A.1). The room had a rectangular
shape with a floor area of 16 m 2 and a volume of 40 m3.
The west and south walls were external and heavy-weight (cavity brick walls) The east and
north walls were internal and heavy-weight (one layer of brick). The ceiling was internal and
light-weight (two layers of board). The floor was heavy-weight and on the ground.
The base-case room was south orientated. When other orientations were studied, the whole
room structure (shape; window; internal and external walls) was rotated.
The adjacent zones were treated as unheated buffer zones and were modelled in an non-
explicit manner. This was done by adding a material layer to the partition/ceiling which
represented approximately the thermal behaviour of the buffer zone. A method of selecting
the properties of this material was devised by Lomas (1988).
Figure A.1:
One-zone module of a typical
living-room in a UK domes-
-	 tic building.
atnaciecentdzonesm 
south
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A.13 Construction
Three alternative insulation levels of the external walls (and floor) were investigated in dif-
ferent studies. These reflect traditional and modern constructional practise.
• Traditional low-insulated: average U-value = 1.4 W/m2K (pre-1985 UK-regulations);
used walls Wl, Ii; ceiling Cl; and floor Fl.
• Modern-insulated: average U-value = 0.5 Wim 2K (post 1985 UK-regulations);
used walls W2, Ii; ceiling Cl; and floor Fl.
• Advanced highly-insulated: average U-value = 0.3 W/m21C;
used walls W3, 12; ceiling Cl; and floor F2.
The structure of the walls given from the outside to the inside, and for the floor (and ceil-
ing) given from the top to the bottom are given in the Tables A.1 to A.8. For air cavities the
thermal resistance is given instead of the conductivity.
Material thickness, mm conductivity, W/mk density, kg/m3 specific heat, J/kgK
Brick 105 0.84 1700 800
Cavity 65 0.18 m2K/W
Brick 105 0.62 1700 800
Plaster 16 0.26 800 1000
Table A.1: Heavy-weight external wall (U-value = 1.4 W/m2K) as used for traditional insulation (W1).
Material thickness, mm conductivity, W/mk density, kg/m3 specific heat, J/kgK
Brick 105 0.84
,
1700 800
Cavity 50 0.18 m21C/W
Fibre glass 50 0.04 12 840
Brick 100 0.62 1700 800
Plaster 16 0.26 800 1000
Table A.2: Heavy-weight external wall (U-value = 0.5 W/m 2K) as used for modern insulation (W2).
Material thickness, mm conductivity, W/mk density, kg/m3 specific heat, J/kgK
Brick 105 0.84 1700 800
Fibre glass 100 0.04 12 840
Brick 100 0.62 1700 800
Plaster 18 0.26 800 1000
Table A.3: Heavy-weight external wall (U-value = 0.3 W/m 2IC) as used for advanced insulation (W3).
Material thickness, mm conductivity, W/mk density, kg/m3 specific heat, J/kgK
Plaster 16 0.26 800 1000
Brick 105 0.62 1700 800
Plaster 16 0.26 800 1000
Table A.4: Internal wall (U-value = 1.9 W/m 2K) used for traditional and modern insulation (11).
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Material thickness, mm conductivity, W/mk density, kg/m3 specific heat, J/kgK
Plaster 16 0.26 800 1000
Block 100 0.51 1400 1000
Plaster 16 0.26 800 1000
Table A.5: Internal wall (U-value = 1.79 W/m2K) as used for advanced insulation (I2).
Material thickness, mm conductivity, W/mk density, kg/m3 specific heat, J/kgK
Carpet 5 0.06 1000 1000
Chipboard 20 0.16 950 2093
Cavity 200 0.17 m2IC/W
Plasterboard 18 0.16 950 840
Table A.6: Ceiling (Cl).
Material thickness, mm conductivity, W/mk density, kg/m3 specific heat, J/kgK
Carpet 5 0.06 160 1000
Screed 50 0.41 1200 840
Concrete 150 1.4 2100 840
Hardcore 150 1.83 2200 712
Earth 1300 1.4 100 500
Table A.7: Floor (U-value = 0.6 W/m2K) as used for traditional and modern insulation (F1).
Material thickness, mm conductivity, W/mk density, kg/m3 specific heat, J/kgK
Carpet 5 0.06 160 1000
Screed 50 0.41 1200 840
Concrete 150 1.4 2100 840
Polystyrene 90 0.03 25 1400
Hardcore 50 1.83 2200 712
Earth 1300 1.4 100 500
Table A.8: Floor (U-value = 0.3 W/m 2K) as used for advanced insulation (F2).
All external surfaces were medium coloured with an absorptance of 0.8. The internal sur-
faces were light coloured (absorptance = 0.5) except for the carpet which was medium col-
oured (absorptance = 0.8). All surfaces have been assumed to have a high emittance of 0.9.
It should be noted, that these constructions and surface characteristics were also used for
other buildings or room modules, which are described in Appendices A.2, A.4 and A.5. In
these Appendices a certain construction is defined by the insulation level of the building.
The wall, ceiling and floor constructions (and surface characteristics) for a certain insulation
level correspond to those listed above.
A.1.4 Window
The window of the base-case room was south orientated and had a basic area of 7.2 m2
which was 45% of the floor area and about half of the total south orientated wall area. The
window was located in the centre of the wall. However, until the modelling of shading and
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internal solar distribution becomes important, the location of a window is thermally unim-
portant. Window frames were ignored. In different studies the glazing area was varied:
• 3.2 m2 (20% of the floor area);
• 5.3 m2 (33% of the floor area);
• 7.2 m2 (45% of the floor area) - base-case;
• 8.8 m2 (55% of the floor area);
• 14.1 m2
 (88% of the floor area) - south surface completely glazed.
Within different studies the following window types were used:
• clear single glazing (U-value = 5.6 W/m2K);
• clear double glazing (U-value = 2.9 W/m2K);
• low-emittance glazing (U-value = 1.9 W/m2K).
The glazing properties of the low-emittance glazing were chosen to represent Pillcingtons
Kappa-float® double glazing as used in previous studies at DMU (Lomas et al. 1989).
a) Thermal glazing properties
All glass was assumed to be 6 mm thick and, in double glazed units, a 12 mm cavity was
used. The thermal resistance of the air cavity between clear glass panes was 0.17 m2IC/W.
However, the thermal resistance of the air cavity between one clear and one low-emittance
coated glass pane of the Kappa-float glazing was assumed to be 0.345 m2K/W. The thermal
properties of the glass panes are given in Table A.9.
Material thickness, mm conductivity, W/mk density, kg/m3 specific heat, J/kgK
Floatglass 6 1.05 2500 750
Table A.9:
	 Thermal properties of the used glass panes.
b) Solar glazing properties
The incidence angle dependent direct transmittance t and direct absorptance a for clear
single and clear double glazing (listed in Tables A.10 and A.11) were derived from the fun-
damental optical constants of the glass panes: refraction index = 1.526; extinction coeffi-
cient = 0.03 1/mm.
incidence angle: 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90	 '
t: .77 .77 .77 .76 .75 .73 .68 .57 .34 .0
a: .16 .16 .16 .17 .17 .18 .19 .19 .18 .0
Table A.10:
	
Incidence angle dependent transmittance t and absorptance a of 6 mm clear single glaz-
ing.
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incidence angle: 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
.59 .59 .58 .58 .57 .54 .49 .37 .16 .0
a: .29 .29 .30 .30 .31 .32 .33 .33 .29 .0
Table A.11:	 Incidence angle dependent transmittance 'r and absorptance a of 2x6 mm clear double
glazing.
For the low-emittance glazing, the incidence angle dependent transmittance and absorptance
values as used in previous studies at DMU (Lomas et al. 1989) were accepted. These values
were obtained by Parand and Lomas (1989b) using an approximate calculation technique
(Table A.12).
incidence angle: 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
t: .45 .44 .44 .43 .42 .39 .35 .26 .11 0
a: .46 .46 .46 .47 .49 .49 .50 .49 .41 0
Table A.12:
	 Incidence angle dependent transmittance T and absorptance a of 2x6 mm low-emittance
glazing.
For all glazings the diffuse transmittance and absorptance the values for direct radiation at
an equivalent incidence angle of 60° were used.
In clear double glazing units, 59% of the radiation energy was absorbed in the outer pane
(41% in the inner pane). For low-emittance glazing the radiation split was: 64% outer pane;
36% inner pane.
A.1.5 Heating (cooling) and ventilation
The room was continuously heated to set-points of 18°C or 21°C. The radiators had an
output which was assumed to be 100% convective. The capacities were so great that the
hourly loads never exceeded the capacities. The efficiency of the heat generation was 100%.
Occupancy, lighting and small power heat gains were neglected.
In one study the effect of cooling the room was investigated. In this study the cooling set-
point was 30°C.
The room was well sealed and had a low constant air change rate of 0.35 ach.
A.1.6 Location
The room was located at Kew near London (UK): latitude = 51.5° North; longitude = 0°.
The site was flat and unobstructed with respect to the wind and sun (no shading from other
buildings was considered). The ground reflectance was 0.2.
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A.2 LIVING-ROOM WITH ATTACHED CONSERVATORY
A.2.1 Introduction
To study the influence of thermal glazing and solar distribution models on the performance
of buildings with attached conservatories (Chapters 2 and 8), a two-zone module of a
typical UK domestic living-room and a typical single glazed conservatory was used (Fig.
A.2). The conservatory design was chosen considering the results of extended investigations
into the design of state of the art conservatories (Oreszszyn 1992).
A two-zone model was preferred before a multi-zone model of a realistic house with at-
tached conservatory for the following reasons:
(i) a two-zone model involves a relatively quick and uncomplicated calculation while
considering all the complex thermal interactions;
a conservatory has a considerable affect on the heating energy demand of the adjacent
room, however, it has an energy impact which is small in comparison to the total en-
ergy demand of the whole house. So, if a whole dwelling is considered, the compari-
son and evaluation of very small differences in heating energy would be necessary.
The likely-hood of modelling mistakes is lower for simple building arrangements.
A.2.2 The two-zone module
The living-room corresponded to the room of Appendix A.1 with an heavy-weight, ad-
vanced highly-insulated construction (average U-value = 0.3 W/m 2K). The south wall and
south window bordered onto the conservatory. The common wall between living-room and
conservatory had the same insulation level as the external walls (W3, see Table A.3). More
details of the room are described in Appendix A.1.
2.12 in
living-room
2.5 in
2.83 in
.thz
Figure A.2:
Two-zone module of a
typical UK domestic liv-
ing-room with attached
conservatory.
The conservatory was rectangular and had a basic floor area of 12 m 2
 and a volume of 26
m3. The construction of the conservatory floor corresponded to that of the living-room floor
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(F2, see Table A.8). The conservatory ceiling was slightly inclined with an inclination angle
of 15 0. The surface reflectance of all opaque internal surfaces was 0.2 (dark colour).
A.23 Windows
In the base-case, there was a 7.07 m 2 glazing area between living-room and conservatory,
which corresponded to the half of the total partition area. The window was located in the
centre of the partition wall. In different studies the glazing areas were varied:
• 0 m2 (no partition window);
• 7.07 m2 (half of the partition area) - base-case;
• 14.14 m2 (total partition area).
The base-case partition window was double glazed. The base-case conservatory was single
glazed. Window frames were not considered. In addition, a conservatory shading device
was not considered. In different studies the partition and conservatory glazing types were
varied:
• single glazing (U-value = 5.6 W/m2K);
• double glazing (U-value = 2.9 W/m2IC);
low-emittance glazing (U-value = 1.9 W/m2K).
The thermal and solar glazing properties are given in Table A.9 to A.12 (section A.1.4).
A.2.4 The floor area
As described above, the conservatory had a basic floor area of 12 m2. However, in one
study the floor area of the conservatory was varied: 0 m 2; 6 m2; 12 m2-, 18 m2. This was
done by varying the depth from 1 m to 3.18 m while keeping the same partition area of
14.14 m2. The case (0 m2) represented the living-room without the conservatory, but with a
double glazed external window.
A.2.5 Heating	 I%
The living-room was continuously heated to 21°C. The conservatory was unheated.
A.2.6 Ventilation
The living-room was well sealed and ventilated (with outside air) at a low basic air change
rate of 0.35 ach.
The base-case conservatory was not ventilated. Interzonal air-flow between conservatory
and living-room was not considered. However, in one study the effect of interzonal air flow
was examined. In this case, the following air flow path was modelled: external -> conserva-
tory -> living-room -> external. The following air change rates were considered: 14 m3/h;
14 m3/h (80 m3/h between 12am and 4pm); 14 m 3/h (200 m3/h between 12am and 4pm).
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A.2.7 Location
The building was located at Kew near London (UK): latitude = 51.5 0
 North; longitude = 0 0 .
The site was flat and unobstructed with respect to the wind and sun (no shading from other
buildings was considered). The ground reflectance was 0.2.
Figure A.3:
Three-zone test module of a
commercial building.
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A.3 COMMERCIAL BUILDING TEST MODULE
A.3.1 Introduction
To study the impact of glazing properties on the predicted performance of commercial
buildings (Chapter 5), a three-zone test module was chosen. The module was similar to that
being used by the LEA Annex 21 and Task 12 model evaluation groups (ICataja and ICalema
1992).
The use of the test module had the following advantages:
(i) It is appropriate for exploring specially coated and tinted glazings. These are increas-
ingly popular in commercial buildings to reduce the solar load in highly glazed office
rooms.
The simulation results of the base-case building could be compared with reference re-
sults from other DSMs (e.g. BLAST (Italy), ESP (UK), S3PAS (Spain) etc.) which
took part in the IEA evaluation study. Thus, the likelihood of simulation mistakes (e.g.
due to incorrect input parameters) could be reduced.
The three-zone commercial building module was part of a larger building, chosen to
represent the thermal conditions in a typical office. It had the advantage of a quick and
uncomplicated calculation.
In the sensitivity studies, the clear double glazing used in the IEA work was replaced by
different types of special glazing. These glazings are detailed described in Chapter 5 (section
5.6.2)
A.3.2 The test module
The test module consisted of two rooms with a corridor between them (Fig. A.3). The cor-
ridor was separated from the office rooms by an internal wall and a door. The area of the
window on each external wall was 2.52 m2. The building was orientated so that the win-
dows face North and South. Adjacent spaces were thermally identical to the space bounding
it. The corridor was closed by the internal walls and doors.
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The detailed description of the test module including all wall constructions are presented in
an IEA Task 12 Annex 21 report (ICataja and Kalema 1992). The most important building
details are presented in Table A.13.
WALLS:
	 The outside walls are well-insulated and heavy-weight (U =
The inside walls are light-weight
The floor/ceiling is of heavy concrete
0.53 W/m2K)
VENTILATION RATE: 800 - 17** 2.47 ach1700 _ 80.3 0.41 ach
INTERNAL HEAT LOADS: 900 - 16** Rooml: 500W
Room2: 500W
HEATING AND COOLING: Heating set point: 8" - 17** 20°C
17** - 8°° 18°C
Cooling set point: 25°C
Table A.13:	 Design and performance of the commercial building test module.
A.3.3 Modified building version
The basic LEA building had: an extremely high ventilation rate (2.47 ach in the daytime);
high internal lighting heat gains (500 W in every room); and a relatively small window size
(2.52 m2). All three aspects reduce the influence of solar radiation on the inside climate. In
commercial buildings with less ventilation, lower casual heat gains, and bigger windows, the
impact of the energy transmission through the glazing will be greater. Therefore, any inac-
curacies in the glazing properties will have a greater impact.
To produce a building which was more sensitive to glazing properties, three changes were
made to the basic IEA building description:
(0 the lighting system was switched off;
00 the day-time ventilation rate was reduced to a constant 0.41 1/h; and
(iii) the areas of the window were increased to 8.1 m2
 (i.e. the total external wall area).
A.3.4 Locations
The building was subjected to the climatic conditions in two different locations:
(0 Kew (UK), latitude 51.5° North, longitude 0°; and
00 Denver, Colorado (USA), latitude 39.8° North, longitude 104.9° West.
The building site was flat and unobstructed with respect to the wind and sun (no shading
from other buildings was considered). The ground reflectance was 0.2.
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A.4 DWELLING WITH ATTACHED CONSERVATORIES
A.4.1 Introduction
In contrast to the conservatory sensitivity study (Appendix A.2) the conservatory design
study (Chapter 9) required a more realistic building design.
In selecting a useful building arrangement the following three effects were considered:
the benefit of any passive solar feature depends strongly on the utilisation of the solar
energy, which, in turn, depends on the solar energy available, the heat loss, and the
thermal storage of the room;
the inside climate of the conservatory (and therefore its impact on the energy demand
of the parent building) is strongly influenced by the thermal coupling with the parent
building; and
the climatic conditions in the adjacent room influences the conservatory temperatures
and therefore its time-of-usability.
Three different cases were investigated for the space attached to the conservatory:
a virtual space with a defined heat loss and a defined storage mass, but without an
explicitly modelled room envelope;
a typical domestic living-space, which considers neighbourhood zones in a non-ex-
plicit manner; and
(iii) a realistic multi-zone domestic building.
The investigation showed that virtual spaces can not reflect the thermal conditions in the
room realistically enough. The temperature level in the room and the heat flow into the con-
servatory turned out to be strongly influenced by the thermal coupling of the walls, the win-
dow and the air. If a conservatory was modelled in connection with a comparable realistic
room (same total heat loss; same storage mass), the conservatory climate and its impact on
the energy demand of the room differed noticeably from those using a virtual space model.
This was because a realistic room treats the longwave interaction between walls and win-
dow, and the convective energy transport between air and windows (and walls) separately.
In contrast, the virtual space model assumed a combined convective and radiative connec-
tion between the air and the window surface. This led to different energy balances.
The investigation also showed that the use of a multi-zone dwelling to study the energy
benefits of attached conservatories is unfavourable. A conservatory has a considerable affect
on the heating energy demand of the adjacent room, however, it has an energy impact,
which is small in comparison to the total energy demand of the whole house. So, if a whole
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dwelling is considered, the comparison and evaluation of very small differences in heating
energy would be necessary.
These considerations led to the conclusion, that the best arrangement would be to consider
conservatories connected to a single adjacent room (Fig. A.4). This method also has the ad-
vantage of a quick and uncomplicated calculation while considering all the complex thermal
interactions of realistic rooms.
The following sections describe the base-case arrangement of conservatory and adjacent
room. Design variations (except of the glazing types) are not described here. These are dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 9.
A.4.2 The two-zone module
For the adjacent room the typical UK living-room as described in Appendix A.1 was used.
The base-case room had a heavy-weight, modern-insulated construction with an average U-
value of 0.5 W/m2K (for wall constructions see Tables A.1 to A.8, section A.1.3). The
south wall adjoined the conservatory. The common wall between living-room and conserva-
tory had the same insulation level as the external west wall (W2, see Table A2). The north
and east partition walls, and the ceiling, bordered adjacent zones, which were not modelled
explicitly (see section A.1.2).
The conservatory was very similar to that used in the sensitivity studies (Appendix A.2).
However, to consider a more realistic inclination for the conservatory roof (30 0), the roof
had to be connected to the external wall of the upper living-zone (which was not modelled
explicitly). In practise, such a design permits the pre-heated conservatory air to ventilate the
upper zone through openings in the wall. The construction of the conservatory floor
corresponded to that of the living-room (F1, see Table A.7). The surface reflectance of all
opaque internal surfaces was 0.2 (dark colour).
Figure A.4:
Two-zone module of a typical
UK dwelling with attached
conservatory.
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A.4.3 Windows
There was a 7.07 m2 glazing area between living-room and conservatory, which corre-
sponded to half of the total partition area. The window was located in the centre of the
partition wall. The partition window, as well as the conservatory, were double glazed. The
conservatory window frames were assumed to cover 15% of the whole glazing area. The U-
value of the frames was the same as the U-value of the glazings. Shading devices were not
used in the base-case building.
In different studies the partition and conservatory glazing types were varied. The following
glazing types were considered:
single glazing (U-value = 5.6 W/m 2IC; total solar energy transmittance = 0.83);
double glazing (U-value = 2.9 W/m2K; total solar energy transmittance = 0.72);
• triple glazing (U-value = 2.0 W/m2K; total solar energy transmittance = 0.59);
• quadruple glazing (U-value = 1.5 W/m2IC; total solar energy transmittance = 0.55); and
• low-emittance glazing (U-value = 1.9 W/m 2K; total solar energy trans. = 0.62) which
corresponded to Pilkington's Kappa-float (neutral) 74/62 ® (Pilkington 1988).
All glass panes were assumed to be 6 mm thick. The thermal properties of the glass panes
and cavities were the same as those described in section A.1.4 and Table A.9.
The solar properties of the glazings were calculated using the improved calculation possi-
bilities of the program GLSIM. The incidence angle dependent direct transmittance t and
absorptance a, as well as the diffuse transmittance and absorptance (index f), are listed in
the Tables A.14 to A.18.
Inc. angle: 0 '10 20 30 ' 40 ' 50 60 70 80 90 f
t: .764 .763 .761 .755 .744 .722 .675 .571 .343 .0 0.673
, a: .166 .167 .170 .174 .180 .186 .192 .192 .174 .0 0.18
Table A.14:
	
Incidence angle dependent transmittance x and absorptance a and the diffuse transmit-
tance and absorptance (f) of 6 mm clear single glazing.
Inc. angle: 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 f
.601 .600 .595 .588 .575 .550 .498 .383 .174 .0 0.502
a: .288 .289 .294 .300 .308 .317 .322 .316 .273 .0 0.304
Table A.15:	 Incidence angle dependent transmittance t and abso- rptance a and the diffuse transmit-
tance and absorptance (f) of 2x6 mm clear double glazing.
Inc. angle: 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 f
t: .481 .479 .475 .467 .455 .433 .385 .274 .098 .0 0.390
a: .381 .382 .387 .395 .404 .413 .415 .399 .327 .0 0.393
Table A.16:	 Incidence angle dependent transmittance T and absorptance a and the diffuse transmit-
tance and absorptance (f) of 3x6 mm clear triple glazing.
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Inc. angle: 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 f
T: .390 .389 .385 .378 .368 .350 .308 .205 .060 .0 0.311
a: .453 .455 .459 .467 .476 .483 .482 .455 .357 .0 0.458
Table A.17:	 Incidence angle dependent transmittance x and absorptance a and the diffuse transmit-
tance and absorptance (f) of 4x6 mm clear quadruple glazing.
Inc. angle: 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 f
T: .504 .503 .501 .495 .484 .462 .417 .318 .143 .0 0.421
a: .310 .311 .315 .321 .329 .337 .341 .332 .283 .0 0.323
Table A.18: Incidence angle dependent transmittance x and absorptance a and the diffuse transmit-
tance and absorptance (f) of 2x6 mm double glazing consisting of a clear outer pane and a
low-emittance coated inner pane (Pilkington Kappa-float (neutral) 74/629)
The absorbed radiation was distributed between the different glass panes of the glazings as
follows (absorbed radiation split):
clear double glazing - outer pane 59%, inner pane 41%;
clear triple glazing - outer pane 50%, middle pane 33%, inner pane 17%;
clear quadruple glazing -outer pane 33%, 2.pane 28%, 3.pane 22%, inner pane 17%; and
low-emittance glazing - outer pane 54.5%, inner pane 45.5%.
A.4.4 Heating
The living-room was heated to 21°C from 7am to llpm. During the night there was a 'set-
back' to 16°C.
The base-case conservatory was not heated. To study the energy demand of heating a con-
servatory additional investigations considered a conservatory heated to a setpoint of 21°C.
It was assumed, that conservatories are very unlikely to be heated throughout the night,
when they are not occupied. Thus, the heating period was restricted to the occupied period,
which was 7am to 1 lpm.
A.4.5 Ventilation
The living-room was ventilated with a fixed infiltration rate of 1.0 ach (5 ach when the in-
side air temperature exceeded 27°C).
The conservatory was ventilated at a rate of 1.0 ach (15 ach when the air temperature ex-
ceeds 27°C). Inter-zonal air-flow (SPV) between conservatory and living-room was not
considered.
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A.4.6 Locations
The building was simulated for three different locations:
Kew (UK), latitude 51.5° North, longitude 00;
Denver, Colorado (USA), latitude 39.8° North, longitude 104.9° West; and
North-Wurttemberg (G), latitude 48.8° North, longitude -15° East.
Because errors were inferred in the climate data for Kew, data for Sheffield were used in
this study. Nevertheless, the location for Kew was kept (see also Appendix B).
The building site was flat and unobstructed with respect to the wind and sun (no shading
from other buildings considered). The ground reflectance was 0.2.
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A.5 DWELLINGS WITH INTEGRATED CONSERVATORIES
A.5.1 Introduction
Compared to attached conservatories, integrated conservatories usually have more than one
adjacent space. Because the coupling between the conditions in the building and the conser-
vatory is more pronounced, the conservatory has a greater impact on the whole building. It
was therefore decided, to study both semi-enclosed conservatories and corner conservato-
ries connected to realistic multi-zone domestic dwellings.
A.5.2 The dwelling
The semi-enclosed and corner conservatories were integrated into a two-storey UK dwell-
ing. The conservatories covered both storeys (Fig. A.5 and A.6). For comparison purposes,
the same dwelling was investigated in connection with a two-storey attached conservatory
(Fig. A.7).
The dwelling was treated as a three-zone arrangement of heated living-space, unheated
roof-space and conservatory.
In the case of integrated (semi-enclosed and corner) conservatories, the living-space had a
ground floor area (and partition floor area) of 60 m 2
 and a volume of 312 m3. The conserva-
tory had a floor area of 12 m2
 and a volume of 72.8 m3. The unheated roof-space had a vol-
ume of 51.9 m3.
In the case of attached conservatories, the living-space ground floor area increased to 72
m2, its volume increased to 374 m3
 and the roof-space volume increased to 62.3 m3. The
attached conservatory also had a floor area of 12 m 2, but its volume was 62.3 m3.
The construction and insulation level of the dwelling was the same as for the two-zone livi-
ng-room and conservatory (see section A.4.2) with the exception of the living-space ceiling
(construction Cl, see Table A.6). Since the roof-space was unheated an additional layer of
insulation (100 mm fibre glass) was added. The roof itself had the same construction as the
ceiling, but without additional insulation (construction Cl). The roof was inclined with an
inclination angle of 30°.
Although the different rooms of the living-space were not explicitly modelled, the internal
storage mass was partly considered (100 mm thick internal concrete partition floor). The
common walls between the living-space (and roof-space) and the conservatory had the same
construction and insulation level as the external walls (W2, see Table A.2).
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Figure A.5:
Three-zone dwelling with
semi-enclosed conservatory.
2.6 m
2.6 m
Figure A.6:
Three-zone dwelling with
corner conservatory.
Figure A.7:
Three-zone dwelling with
attached conservatory.
2.6 m
2.6 m
2.6 m
2.6 m
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A.5.3 Windows
The dwelling had four exposed south-facing windows with a total area of 20.8 m 2. This
represented about 50% of the exposed south wall area. In addition, the dwelling had north-
facing windows with a total area of 6.24 m 2 which represented 10% of the north wall area.
Since the simulation program HTBSOL (HTB2 connected with the solar distribution model
SUNSIM) did not consider the geometry of conventional zones (living-room) explicitly, the
exact location of the windows in the walls was not defined.
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The conservatory was simulated as a special 'greenhouse zone', with the geometry of the
zone, the walls and the windows considered in detail. The partition glazing, between the
heated space and the conservatory, was 50% of the total partition area, i.e. 26 m2 for the
semi-enclosed conservatory, 18.2 m2 for the corner conservatory and 10.4 m2 for the at-
tached conservatory. The glazing was located in the centre of each partition wall.
The external windows of the dwelling were, in all simulations, double glazed. However, the
glazing type of the partition windows and conservatory windows were varied:
• single glazing (U-value = 5.6 W/m21C; total solar energy transmittance = 0.83);
• double glazing (U-value = 2.9 W/m21C; total solar energy transmittance = 0.72);
• low-emittance glazing (U-value = 1.9 W/m 2K; total solar energy trans. = 0.62) which
corresponded to Pilldngton's Kappa-float (neutral) 74/62 ® (Pilkington 1988).
The glazing types correspond to those described in the Tables A.14 to A.18 (section A.4.3).
Frames were only considered for the conservatory. These were assumed to cover 15% of
the whole glazing area. The U-value of the frames was the same as the U-value of the glaz-
ing. Conservatory shading devices were not modelled.
A.5.4 Heating and ventilation
The heating and ventilation was the same as that for the two-zone module (living-room plus
conservatory) described in sections A.4.4 and A.4.5.
A.5.5 Location
The dwelling was located at Kew (UK), latitude 51.5 0 North, longitude 0°.
Sheffield climate data were used in this study because of errors in the climate data of Kew.
Nevertheless, the location Kew was kept (see also Appendix B).
The building site was flat and unobstructed with respect to the wind and sun (no shading
from other buildings considered). The ground reflectance was 0.2.
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	 CLIMATE FILES
B.1 DAILY SIMULATIONS
For daily simulations UK design day data devised by Loxsom (1985) were used. These data
files consist of one single day of hourly data. To facilitate use by DSMs, a number of these
days have been strung together to produce 20 days of repeating values (thus a pre-simula-
tion time of 19 days can be considered).
Single day simulations permit numerous inter-model comparisons to be made because
simulation times are very short. It is also possible to isolate the specific meteorological
conditions for which different program algorithms produce good agreement and the condi-
tions for which they do not. The meteorological conditions considered are listed in Table
B.1.
Day Description Date
1 cold, pure diffuse winter's day 1/1
2 cold, sunny winter's day 1/1
3 pure diffuse spring day 1/4
4 sunny spring day 1/4
5 pure diffuse summer's day 1/7
6 hot, sunny summer's day 1/7
Table B.1:
	 Single design days after Loxsom (1985).
The winter design conditions were generated from a statistical analysis of the January con-
ditions during a ten year period from 1958 to 1967 at Kew. The spring conditions were
generated by analysing data for April and the summer conditions by examining the data for
July.
Each day contains 24 values for each of the climate parameters. These are
• for the programs HTB2 and SERI-RES - direct normal irradiation (kJ/m 2), total hori-
zontal irradiation (kJ/m2), air temperature (°C), dew point temperature (°C), wind speed
(m/s), and wind direction (deg from North); or
• for the program ESP - diffuse horizontal irradiation (W/m-2), air temperature (°C), direct
normal irradiation (W/m 2), wind speed (m/s), wind direction (deg from North), relative
humidity (%).
Table B.2 summarises the minimum temperature, the maximum temperature, the maximum
total horizontal irradiation and the total daily horizontal radiation energy of the design days.
The total horizontal irradiation includes direct and diffuse radiation.
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Day Minimum daily tern-
perature, °C
Maximum daily tern-
perature, °C
Maximum total hori-
zontal irradiation,
wim2
Total daily horizontal
radiation energy,
kWh/m2
1 -2.4 -0.4 47
,
0.25
2 2.2 5.5 240 1.12
3 5.8 13.8 241 2.28
4 5.8 13.8 688 5.41
5 13.5 20.0 278 2.6
6 _ 13.3 24.4 763 7.05
Table B.2
	
Characteristics of the design day data.
Because the design days represented Kew (London) climate conditions, the same geo-
graphical location was used for the buildings: latitude = 51.5° North, longitude = 0°.
Fixed ground temperatures were used for all the design days. The values of 7.28°C for
January (dayl and day2); 7.33 °C for April (day3 and day4); and 13.5°C for July (day5 and
day6), are quoted as being typical of the UK at 1.3 m depth (see Clark and McLean 1988).
B.2 ANNUAL SIMULATIONS
Annual simulations were conducted using CIBSE Example Weather Years (EWY) for Kew
(UK) and Finningley near Sheffield (UK), an EC (European Community) Test Reference
Year (TRY) for North-WUrttemberg (Germany) and a NCC (National Climatic Centre)
Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) for Denver, Colorado (USA) (for definition of Refer-
ence Years see for example Keeble 1990). Each year contains 8760 values of the climate
parameters. These are
• for the programs HTB2 and SERI-RES - direct normal irradiation (kJ/m 2), total hori-
zontal irradiation (kJ/m2), air temperature (°C), dew point temperature (°C), wind speed
(m/s), and wind direction (deg from North); or
• for the program ESP - diffuse horizontal irradiation (W/m2), air temperature (°C), direct
normal irradiation (W/m2), wind speed (m/s), wind direction (deg from North), relative
humidity (%).
It should be noted that the original Reference Years include several more climate parame-
ters which are, however, not used by the DSMs.
To characterise the different climate files, the annual average of the external air tempera-
ture, the annual degree-days to the base of 15.5°C and the annual total horizontal irradia-
tion per m2 were calculated (Table B.3).
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Figure B.2:
Absolute number of hours for which the
external air temperature lies in a certain
range.
Climate Files
Location (code) Average annual external
air temperature, °C
Degree-days to base
15.5°C, Kelvinxdays
Total annual horizontal
irradiation, kWh/m2 year
Kew 10.0 3482 928
Finningley 9.0 3906 878
North-Wurttemberg 9.0 3895 1119
Denver 9.7 3829 1832
Table B.3:	 Characteristics of the annual climate data.
In addition, to demonstrate the annual external temperature distribution, the hourly average
external air temperatures were attributed to 5 K temperature ranges (Figs. B.1 and B.2).
The numbers quoted are the absolute annual numbers of hours, for which the average tem-
perature lies in a certain range. The Kew and Denver climate conditions, as used in Chapter
5 to study the influence of glazing properties, are shown in Fig. B.1. The Sheffield and
North-Wurttemberg climate conditions, which were important in the conservatory design
study (Chapter 9), are compared in Fig. B.2.
annual hours
Figure B.1:
Absolute number of hours for which the
external air temperature lies in a certain
range.
annual hours
-20 .15 -10	 .5	 0	 5	 10	 15 20 25	 90
temperature, 'C
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Kew and Sheffield represent moderate maritime climates with reduced seasonal temperature
variations and relatively frequent overcast conditions (low solar irradiation). North-Wiirt-
temberg has a typical middle European continental climate with cold, clear winters and
warm, sunny summers (high solar irradiation). Denver represents an extreme continental
climate with very cold and clear winters and very sunny summers (solar irradiation is very
high).
The different climate files represented the following geographical locations:
• Kew and Sheffield - latitude: 51.5°, longitude = 00;
• North-Wiirttemberg - latitude: 48.8°, longitude = 15° East;
• Denver - latitude: 39.8°, longitude = 104.9° West.
To minimise the differences between Kew and Sheffield climate conditions in the conserva-
tory design study (Chapter 9), the latitude of Kew was used in conjunction with the
Sheffield climate.
The climate files represented the local climate conditions and local sun time. Since the
buildings were located at the weather data site, the longitude difference was zero.
For all annual simulations, a ground temperature of 10°C was used.
APPENDIX C	 GLAZING PROPERTIES
C.1 GLAZING PROPERTIES OF DIRECT RADIATION
Usually, the glazing properties for the direct radiation at normal (0°) incidence (e.g. tn , an)
are published (in the literature or by the glass producers, see Table C.6). In practise, of
course, the incidence angle of the solar radiation is not fixed; it varies with the sun position
and is therefore highly dependent on the geographical location and the time of day. For ver-
tical surfaces the incidence angle is usually greater than 40 0; normal incidence rarely hap-
pens. DSMs normally use the incidence angle dependent glazing properties (transmittance T;
absorptance a; and reflectance p) to take account of the changing sun positions and inci-
dence angles. For special (coated and tinted) glazings these values are generally unknown.
Within this research, the program GLSIM-FILM has been used to calculate the incidence
angle dependent glazing properties for most of the current glazing systems. To describe the
shape of the glazing properties versus incident angle curves (as produced by GLSIM-
FILM), the relative transmittance representation of ICrochmann et al. (1992) was adopted.
The relative properties pr (transmittance Tr; absorptance ar; reflectance pr) are simply the
ratio of the properties at any given angle of incidence p to the value of the corresponding
property at normal incidence pn. All relative properties therefore vary from 1 (at 0° inci-
dence) to 0 (at 90° incidence). The absolute properties p are found by multiplying the rela-
tive values pr by the known, usually published, properties at normal incidence pn.
(C.1)	 P n * Pr
The relative transmittance Tr and absorptance ar for the incidence angles 100 to 80° (in
steps of 10°) for many common glazing systems (see section C.3) are listed in the Tables
C.2 to C.5. The values for the incidence angles 0° (normal incidence) and 90° are not
shown, since the corresponding relative glazing properties are always "1.0" or "0" respec-
tively. The reflectance can be calculated from the absolute transmittance and absorptance
values as follows:
(C.2)
41,
C.2 GLAZING PROPERTIES OF DIFFUSE RADIATION
To describe the diffuse radiation transfer through glazings two different representations are
commonly used: (i) the diffuse glazing properties pf (transmittance Tfi absorptance afi and
reflectance pf); and (ii) the equivalent beam incidence angle op such that, for the particular
glazing system tf
 corresponds to the direct transmittance at an incidence angle of ep
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Many DSMs need either the diffuse glazing properties or the equivalent incidence angles to
calculate the diffuse radiation transfer through glazings. The program GLSIM-DIF has been
used to produce these values. To describe the diffuse glazing properties the relative repre-
sentation has been adopted. The relative diffuse glazing transmittance t, absorptance arf
and the equivalent incidence angle Of for the most common glazing systems are listed in the
Tables C.2 to C.5. These values are valid for vertical windows on overcast (purely diffuse)
days and for a ground reflectance of 0.2. The absolute diffuse radiation properties p i. can be
found by multiplying the relative values pri by the given glazing properties at normal (00)
radiation incidence pn (see equation C.1).
To take account on non-vertical windows, within this research, a tilt correction cr i (Table
C.1) has been introduced which approximately represents the variation of the equivalent in-
cidence angle as the window inclination angle / varies. (The window inclination angle 1 is
the angle between the surface normal and a vertical plane, i.e. 00 for horizontal). An investi-
gation using GLSIM-DIF has shown that this correction is approximately valid for all glaz-
ing types listed in Tables C.2 to C.5 (see Fig. 4.4 in Chapter 4 for clear glazings). Thus, the
equivalent incidence angle for inclined windows O f (1) can be calculated from the equivalent
incidence angle for vertical windows Of as follows:
(C.3)	 (3 f (1) = 6f — ci
,
inclination angle ri 00 150 300 450 60° 75° 90°
tilt correction c 12.4° 15.60 13.2° 7.5° 2.1° 0°
Table C.1:	 Tilt correction of the equivalent beam incidence angle for non-vertical windows.
C3 GLAZING TYPES
It has been found (see Chapter 5) that most glazing systems can be divided into one of the
following five groups:
(i) systems with one or more clear glass panes (Table C.2);
(ii) systems with single noble metal coatings (Table C.3);
(iii) glazings with multi-layered coating systems consisting of noble metal and dielectric
coatings (usually metal oxides) (Table C.4);
(iv) glazings with tinted glass panes (Table C.5); and
(v) glazings with pure dielectric (oxide) coatings.
For each group, characteristic relationships exist between the angle of radiation incidence
and the glazing properties. A method to calculate the glazing properties for glazings with
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pure dielectric coatings (system v) is outlined in Chapter 5, section 5.5.2. For the systems
(i) to (iv), the relative glazing properties are listed in the Tables C.2 to C.5. The following
points are important.
• The glazing properties listed (in the Tables C.2 to C.5) are valid for glazing systems
consisting of one or more 6 mm thick glass panes, with or without additional coating
systems. However, since the thickness of the glass panes rarely influences the relative
glazing properties, the values can also be used for glazing systems consisting of panes
with other thicknesses.
• The location of the coating system (and the tinted glass pane) does not influence the
relative transmittance and rarely influences the relative absorptance. It is therefore ap-
propriate to use the given values for different locations of the coating system in a multi-
layer glazing. For example, there is nearly no difference, when a coating system (in a
double glazing unit) is located at the inside of the outer pane or at the outside of the in-
ner pane.
• GLSIM-FILM calculates only one value of absorptance for each incidence angle. This
value corresponds to the total absorptance in a glazing system. For multi-layer glazing
systems, the knowledge of the absorptance-split between the different panes is neces-
sary. The following formulation can be used to derive, for double glazing units, the ratio
of the net-absorptance ai in the inner glass pane to the total absorptance a r of both
panes:
(C.4) a
,	
T;lor —td 	 Ro 
arm Usar *(11U-R0 -Ri ) lal-R0-Ri
where r70, is the total solar energy transmittance for normal incidence, T7, the direct
transmittance for normal incidence, and U the U-value of the glazing. These properties
are usually quoted by the glazing producers. R0 and Ri are the outside and inside surface
resistances respectively (see CIBSE-Guide 1986 or DIN 67507, 1980). It should be
noted that this method approximately assumes that the relative absorptance split is inde-
pendent of the radiation incidence angle.
• The glazing properties for glazing systems with single noble metal coatings (system ii)
depend on the thickness of the noble metal layer. This can be derived by using the
method outlined in Chapter 5, section 5.5.2 (Fig. 5.5).
Methods by which a particular glazing system can be recognised from the producers' data
are outlined in Chapter 5, sections 5.2 and 5.5.2.
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panes 0: 10° 20° 300 40° 50° 60° 70° 80° diffuse of
single Tr: .999 .995 .988 .973 .944 .883 .746 .449 .880 60°
QT: 1.006 1.022 1.049 1.083 1.12 1.152 1.153 1.048 1.083
double Tr: .998 .991 .979 .957 .915 .829 .637 .289 .836 59°
ar: 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.07 1.10 1.12 1.10 .949 1.06
triple Tr: .997 .988 .972 .946 .900 .801 .570 .205 .801 60°
ar: 1.004 1.017 1.037 1.061 1.083 1.090 1.047 .858 1.032
Table C.2: Relative transmittance and absorptance of clear glazings with 6 mm glass panes.
thickness 0:	 j 100 20° 30° 40° 50° 60° 70° 80° diffuse of
5 nm Tr: .999 .993 .982 .964 .930 .858 .683 .325 .854 60°
ar: 1.003 1.017 1.037 1.064 1.091 1.108 1.082 .927 1.047
10 nm Tr: .998 .993 .985 .971 .949 .896 .746 .382 .877 61°
ar• 1.004 1.017 1.036 1.063 1.09 1.105 1.081 .925 1.045
15 nm Tr: .998 .993 .987 .977 .964 .926 .801 .440 .898 62°
ar: 1.006 1.018 1.038 1.065 1.090 1.107 1.083 .926 1.047
20 nm Tr: .998 .992 .987 .980 .973 .949 .846 .490 .913 63°
ar: 1.004 1.019 1.039 1.065 1.091 1.107 1.081 .929 1.047
Table C.3: Relative transmittance and absorptance of double glazing systems with 2 x 6 mm clear glass
panes and one noble metal coating. The thickness of the noble metal coating is varied.
0: 100 200 300 40° 50° 60° 70° 80° diffuse of
tr:
ar:
.998
1.004
.993
1.016
.981
1.035
.956
1.060
.905
1.083
.800
1.094
.595
1.064
.267
.904
.822
1.038
58°
Table C.4: Relative transmittance and absorptance of double glazing systems with 2 x 6 mm clear glass
panes and a multi-layered coating system.
tint 0: 10° 20° 30° 40° 50° 60° 70° 80° diffuse of
green Tr: .996 .984 .962 .928 .874 .774 .587 .255 .806 57°
ar: 1.003 1.011 1.025 1.041 1.055 1.053 1.008 .821 1.008
grey Tr: .994 .978 .949 .905 .840 .734 .540 .222 .774 580
ar: 1.004 1.015 1.033 1.054 1.074 1.081 1.045 .857 1.027
bronze Tr: .995 .980 .954 .914 .854 .750 .555 .230 .788 56°
ar: 1.004 1.015 1.034 1.056 1.076 1.086 1.053 .874 1.031
Table C.5: Relative transmittance and absorptance of double glazing systems with 2 x 6 mm glass panes
consisting of one one clear and one tinted glass pane with the given colour.
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To illustrate the link between glazing types and the Tables C.2 to C.5, Table C.6 summa-
rises the transmittance and absorptance values for normal incidence of some glazings used
within this thesis (see Chapter 5 and Chapter 9). For every glazing, the Table number,
where the appropriate relative glazing properties pr are listed, is given.
glazing type transmittance IA absorptance an Table for pr
6mm clear single glazing 0.764 0.166 C.2
2x6mm clear double glazing 0.601 0.288 C.2
3x6mm clear triple glazing 0.481 0.381 C.2
4x6mm clear quadruple glazing 0.390 0.453 C.2
Pilkington Kappa-float 74/62® 0.504 0.310 C.4
Pilldngton SunCool 20/34® 0.160 0.660 C.3
Pilkington Antisun grey 36/48® 0.350 0.590 C.5
Schott Calorex AO 50/48® 0.440 0.230 see section 5.5.2
Table C.6: Glazing properties for normal radiation incidence as used in the thesis and number of the Table
where the relative incidence angle dependent properties are listed.
C.4 EXAMPLE
As an example suppose that the incidence angle dependent transmittance and absorptance of
the direct radiation and the transmittance and absorptance of the diffuse radiation for the
sun-reflective double glazing Interpane Ipasol-blau 53/38 ® has to be calculated. The follow-
ing glazing-data are given by the producer (Interpane 1990):
direct normal transmittance tn = 0.33;
direct normal absorptance an = 0.41;
total solar energy transmittance at normal incidence t„ = 0.38; and
U-value = 1.4 W/m2K.
The coating system of the glazing is most likely to be multi-layered (dielectric and noble •
metal films), because of the low-emittance quality of the glazing (this can be supposed be-
cause the U-value of a glazing is lower than 2.9 W/m 2K) and the bluish colour (quoted by
the producer) which is typical for dielectric coatings (see also Glaser 1990).
The incidence angle dependent glazing properties of the direct radiation and the diffuse ra-
diation properties can be derived by multiplication of the relative properties listed in Table
C.4 (for multi-layered coating systems) with the known properties for normal incidence (see
above). The resultant absolute incidence angle dependent transmittance and absorptance
values are listed in Table C.7.
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incidence angle 0: 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
t: .330 .329 .328 .323 .315 .299 .264 .196 .088 0
a: .410 .412 .417 .424 .435 .444 .449 .436 .371 0
Table C.7:	 Incidence angle dependent transmittance x and absorptance a of Ipasol-blau 53/389.
The absolute transmittance for diffuse radiation xi. is 0.271 which is equal to the direct
transmittance at 580 (Or). The absolute diffuse absorptance af is 0.426. These values are
valid for vertical windows on overcast days.
The absorptance split between the two glass panes can be calculated using equation (C.4).
By considering an internal surface resistance Ri of 0.14 m21C/W and an external resistance
Ro of 0.04 m2K/W the net-absorptance of the inner pane becomes 9 % of the total ab-
sorptance. The net-absorptance of the outer pane is obtained by taking the difference from
one (91 %).
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APPENDIX D	 BLIND ALGORITHMS
D.1 BASIC PRINCIPLES
The radiation transmission through slat-type blinds is divided into four different radiation
paths:
1. the unshaded transmission of the direct beam (direct transmittance);
2. the direct-reflected beam at the slat surfaces (direct-reflected transmittance)
The reflectance may be pure diffuse, pure specular (metallic) or any combination be-
tween both;
3. the unshaded transmission of the diffuse radiation (diffuse transmittance);
4. the reflected diffuse radiation at the slat surfaces (diffuse-reflected transmittance).
The calculation considers the inter-reflections between the slats and between the glass panes
and the slats. The incident angle dependent transmittance through a glazing behind a blind
(external device) is treated by considering the true or effective incidence angle of both the
directly received radiation and the radiation reflected from the slats. The effect of curved
slats is approximately considered.
The following sections concentrate on the calculation principles of the different radiation
portions. The basic symbols used to describe blind systems are demonstrated in Fig. D.1
Since the slats are assumed to be of infinite length, the spatial blind geometry is reduced to
two dimensions. The slat geometry is fully described by the slat width (sw) the slat distance
(sd) and the slat inclination angle (si). Usually the slat width corresponds approximately to
the slat distance. This is called regular blind geometry.
' slat width (sw)
Figure D.1:
	
Basic symbols and angles used to describe the blind systems. The right Figure demon-
strates the projected sun height angles (h'l - h'3) for different illumination situations.
The ability of horizontal panels or slats to intercept the direct component of solar radiation
depends on their geometry and on the projected (effective) sun height angle h'. The pro-
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jected sun height angle h' determines the effective incidence angle of the direct beam radia-
tion onto the slat surfaces. It is defmed as the angular difference between a plane normal to
the window and a plane inclined about a horizontal axis in the plane of the window until it
includes the sun. It can be calculated from the real sun height angle hs as follows,
(D.1) h' 	 sin(h3) arctan( 
cos(az, — az .)*cos(k)) 900 +1
where azs is the azimuth angle of the sun, azw the azimuth angle of the window and q the
inclination angle of the window (0° for horizontal).
The corresponding angle, which determines the effective incidence angle of a diffuse radia-
tion portion from a certain sky (or ground) point, is called the profile angle O. If the sky (or
ground) vault is cut into slices, all sky (or ground) points on the same slice surface have
fortunately the same height projection (profile angle). It is therefore possible to reduce the
two-dimensional integration of diffuse radiation portions (along a height and a slice angle)
to a one-dimensional integration along the profile angle Q (Fig. D.2).
Figure D.2:
•
•
slats
••
sky and ground vault
Cross-section through the sky and ground vault. The slice
surface area corresponds to that area on the sky or ground
vault which lies between two curves with constant projected
height (or profile) angles.
D.2 DIRECT TRANSMITTANCE
One portion of the direct radiation is shaded by the slats, the other portion enters the room
through the unshaded open space between the slats. The direct transmittance 1:i
 is simply
the ratio between the unshaded space and the total space between the slats,
sh
.2)	 1_	 1_ swa  sin (h. — ,si) 	 1— (sw* si(Dn(si)  sw*cos(si)  tan(h' )) / sd	 0
sd	 sin(900 —h )*sd
where sh is the shaded area, sd the slat distance, sw the slat width, and h' the projected sun
height angle (Fig. D.3).
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slats	 Figure D.3:
. I	 Relationship between sunposition and slat
• geometry to illustrate the shading of directsh
solar radiation.
sd - sh
SW
D.3 DIRECT-REFLECTED TRANSMITTANCE
The direct-reflected radiation consists of two parts: a direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation
portion 4 and a specular-reflected radiation portion T1. The relation between both com-
ponents depends on the slat material and is defined by the shining factor a of the material.
The shining factor becomes 1 for pure diffuse reflection or 0 for ideal specular reflection.
The radiation split into specular and diffuse-reflected radiation components is considered
only for the first reflection. All higher order reflections are either ideal diffuse or ideal
specular. This simplification may lead to some inaccuracies, especially when both radiation
components occur in similar portions (a = 0.5). However, the inaccuracy of the shining
factor itself is certainly much more important.
D.3.1 Direct-to-diffuse transmittance
The calculation of the direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation considers the multi-reflections
between the slats up to the second reflection. This is an appropriate approximation, since
the radiation portions after the second reflection becomes very low. The error in this radia-
tion path was found to be lower than 5% for light slats (reflectance, p = 0.6) or lower than
1% for dark slats (p = 0.2). The direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation is given by
(D.3) - 4 - (P*11+ p2*12413)*(1-T,i)
where p is the slat reflectance and fi is the view factor between the illuminated slat area and
the inside, f2 is between the illuminated slat area and the upper slat and f3 is between the
upper slat and the inside. The term (1 - .r:) defines the absorbed or reflected direct radiation
component. Substituting the reflectance of the slats by the absorptance (1 - p), the total di-
rect absorptance 4 is given by,
(D.4) a 94. - ((i - p) + p* f2 * (1 — p))*(1— t: )
The view factor between the illuminated (lower) slat surface and the inside fi corresponds
to the relationship between the projection (pr) of the slat distance (sd) onto the directly il-
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Relationship between illuminated slat
width and inside to illustrate the view
factor !1.
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luminated slat width (isw) and the illuminated slat width (calculation of view factors see also
VIM Wasmeatlas 1988),
(D.5) A - I. - 0.5*(1 — cos(o1))isw
where ol is the opening angle within which the reflected radiation reaches the inside (Fig.
D.4). The opening angle al results from the sine-law by considering the opening line (zl),
the slat distance (sd) and the enclosed angle (90 0- si),
(D.6a)
(D.6b)
ol . arcsin( sd*sin(90° —si))
zl	 ) .
z12 . (sw — 0.5* t'sw) 2 + sd 2 — 2* sd(sw — 0.5* Lsw)*cos(90° —si)
The illuminated slat width (isw) depends on the projected sun height angle (hp, on the slat
geometry and on the slat inclination (si):
(D.7) Lyw - sd*  sin(9°e —hi )  sw
sin(h' —si)
When the upper slat is illuminated (h' < si) equation (D.7) becomes:
(D.8) isw . sd* sin(900 +h') s sw
sin(h' +si)
All other equations remain unchanged. The view factor between the illuminated (lower) slat
and the upper slat f2 (Fig. D .5) can be obtained by:
(D.9a) f2 - 0. 5*(cos(ol) + cos(180 0 —ol — 02))
(D.9b) o2 . arcsin(sw*sin(o1))
z2
.	 slats
,
	 I	 0.5"sw
	 I
,
,
,
,
,
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(D.9c)	 z22 - sw2
 + z12 — 2*sw*zl*cos(ol)
Figure D.5:
Relationship between illuminated slat width and up-
per slat to illustrate the view factor f2.
isw
Similarly the view factor between the upper slat and the inside (Fig D.6) is given by,
(D.10a)	 13 .. O. 5* (1 — cos(o 3))
sd* sin(90° +si))(D.10b)	 o3 arcsin(
z3	 )
(D.10c)	 z32 - 0.25*sw2 + sd 2
 — sd* sw* cos(90° +si)
Figure D.6:
Relationship between illuminated upper slat and the
inside to illustrate the view factor f3.
\
,
isw
The described view factor formulations are correct for infinitely small illuminated slat areas.
In most cases, there is an error which increases as the illuminated slat width (isw) increases.
The error was found to be at maximum about 4% (compared to the rigorous numerically
predicted value), when the total slat width was illuminated. It is lower than 1%, when half
of the slats or less are illuminated.
D.3.2 Specular-reflected transmittance
The calculation model for the specular-reflected radiation portion uses a rigorous analytical
solution with no approximations. It considers all higher-order reflections. The total trans-
mitted radiation -cl consists of, at most, three different radiation components, which repre-
sent a different number of inter-reflections nr,
nr = 3
nr = 4
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(D.11) „btds ‘ds2	 'd.r3
When there is no reflectance back to the outside, the absorptance al is simply the differ-
ence between %I and one. When there is radiation backloss, s can be obtained from the
sum of all the single absorptance portions in the sequence of inter-reflections:
b	 nr-1
(D.12)	 abds, - (1- p)*--irds' it 'SI pi
P ftt
The calculation of the different radiation components must also distinguish between the
cases a) "no radiation backloss" or b) "radiation backloss", which are determined by the re-
flecting slat width (rsw). The reflecting slat width (rsw) is defined to be the slat area, which
may reflect specularly to the inside (or to the outside).
(D.13a)
(D.13b)
> si:	 rsw sd* sin(90° —h' +2* si) sw
sin(h' —si)
< si:	 TSW sthk sin(90° +1:1 —2tsi) SW
sin(si — h' )
When the reflecting slat width (rsw) is positive, all radiation (after the first reflection) is
multi-reflected to the inside. When rsw is negative, there is one radiation component, which
is (after the first reflection) lost to the outside.
a)	 rsw > 0 (no radiation backloss)
When rsw is positive, three radiation components, which are inter-reflected with a different
number of reflections (nr), are transmitted to the inside (Fig. D.7). In a sequence of inter-
reflections these components are finally reflected by either the lower or the upper slat sur-
face.
•
1	 •
•
I
s	 I	 I
I
• •
•
Figure D.7:
Specular inter-reflections of direct radiation
between slat surfaces (without radiation
backloss).
isw
isw	 I	 rl(low)
rsw
nr = 2
The reflectance length (r1) is defined to be the final (inner) slat area (in a sequence of inter-
reflections), which actually gets reflected sunlight. It may be at the lower slat (rliow) or at
the upper slat (r/ ). It can be calculated by,
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(D.14a)	 rl low . sw — 0.5* mnr*(isw + rsw)
(D.14b)	 rl up . sw — 0.5* mnr*(i.sw + rsw)— rsw
where mnr is the minimum number of reflections:
(D.15)	 mnr . 2* 
1 iS1,14 • TSW
The following relations must be regarded:
Hi,. < 0
 silo., . 0
rl up < 0
 ?Iv
 0
rliow > isw rliow - 0
rl„p > isw rlup . 0
If rliow is greater than rlup the radiation component with the lowest number of reflections is
(in the sequence of inter-reflections) finally reflected by the upper slat. In this case, the ra-
diation components can be obtained from equations (D.16):
(D.16a)
(D.16b)
(D. 16c)
b
mn , 
iSW — rib.,
-C dst - P	 * 	 isw
b	 onnr+1) * rliow — rlup
T ds2 ' P	 iSW
b (mnr+2) *LE1
t d.s3 m P isw
mnr . 0 .tbds, 0
If rliow is lower or equal than rlup the radiation component with the lowest number of re-
flections is (in the sequence of inter-reflections) finally reflected by the lower slat. In this
case, the radiation components can be obtained by equations (D.17):
(D. 17a)
(D.17b)
(D.17c)
b	 (nw+1) * iSW — ?iv
t riti " P isw
*b	 (mnr+2) *rlu ...p rim
.1 ds2 m P	 iSW
b	 (mnr+3)* rim,
t ds3 'I P isw
b)	 rsw < 0 (radiation backloss)
When rsw is negative, there are two radiation components, which are transmitted to the in-
side and one component, which is lost to the outside (Fig. D.8).
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,
‘, backloss
...-1 1 isw+rswi isw+rsw [
Figure D.8:
Specular inter-reflections of direct radiation
between slat surfaces (with radiation
bacldoss).
The two transmitted components can be obtained as follows,
(D.18a) b 	 mnr *1 els1 m P	 (isw + rsw)— rliowisw
(D.18b)	 b	 (mnr+2) *rilowIdS2 m P isw
where
(D.19) -	 mnr . 2* Isw + rsw 1
isw + rsw
and
(D.20) rl low - (sw + rsw)— 0.5* mnr* (isw + rsw)
D.4 DIFFUSE TRANSMITTANCE
The diffuse radiation on a surface consists of a portion from the sky and a portion from the
ground (see Chapter 4). The sky radiance distribution was assumed to be isotropic (ISO).
The unreflected diffuse radiation enters the room through the open space between the slats,
which is defined by the cutoff angles Q/ and Q2 (Fig.D.9).
90° + Si
,
•	
I
,
I'
900_ Q
Figure D.9:
Geometrical presentation of the cutoff angles. Any
radiation from above the cutoff angle C21 and below
the cutoff angle C22 is totally shaded.
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From Fig. D.9 it can be seen that
Q1. arctan(sd + sw*sin(si))(D.21a)
sw* cos(si) )
(si)(D.21b)	 C22 — arctaf sd—sw*sin 
sw*cos(so )
The diffuse transmittance 'Of follows by integrating the radiation from each slice of the sky
(or ground) across the vault between the cutoff angles. The net-transmittance -r(0) of the
diffuse radiation from each slice is calculated in a similar way to the direct transmittance
t's 019 (see section D.2). Here, the projected sun height angle h' is substituted by the profile
angle Q of a certain sky (or ground) slice. When C2 is the integration angle, T(0) the diffuse
transmittance of radiation from a slice and L the radiance of the sky (or ground), the formu-
lation becomes,
(D.22a)
(D.22b)
132
SL*COS(Q)*T(0)*A1
,to	 lin	 Q1 
lon	 90°
$L*cos()* dQ
-c(0) 1— (sw*sin(si)— sw* cos(si)* tan(0)) / sd
I 	 in are the total incident and transmitted diffuse radiation intensities. For isotropic
sky and ground radiance distributions the integrals can be solved analytically.
Since the calculation distinguishes between sky and ground radiation (dependent on the
window inclination angle Ti; 0° for horizontal), it must be executed for both components
separately. In addition, the particular sign of the integration must be considered (if the abso-
lute value of is greater than the absolute value of si, the integration of I equation
(D.22a) has a negative sign!), which leads to five different calculation cases for jm . A sim-
plified notation is used to illustrate the integration limits:
si cm
For 02 > 1 - 90° (no ground radiation) and si > 0 4,- 5:-
02 Si
si 02
For 02 > - 90° (no ground radiation) and si < 0
	 -
01 si
si	 Q1 71-90*
For 02 < 1 - 90° and si > 0	 1,„ 
-	 -f- f
71-90° Si Q2
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Si n-90* 02
For 02 < 1 - 90° and si < 0 and si > Ti - 90°	 ii„ - f - i _$
01 a	 q-90*
ti-90*	 si	 02
For 02 < i - 90° and si < 0 and si <q - 900	ii„ - i - i - f
01	 11-90* si
The analytical solutions of the integrals are not shown here (but are given in IR6). Noting
that the ground radiance for a (pure) overcast day corresponds to the sky radiance multi-
plied by the ground reflectance p gr, the solution of the incident intensity I on reduces to one
simple formulation:
(D.23)	 10„ * 1— sin( i —90°)+ pg,(sin(ti — 900)+1)
D.5 DIFFUSE-REFLECTED TRANSMITTANCE
The reflectance of the diffuse radiation on the slat surfaces is either diffuse, specular or any
combination of these. The calculation of the specular reflectance needs numerical solution
techniques. The solution simply assumes the diffuse radiation from slices of sky (or ground)
is like direct radiation so the calculation principle for specular reflection outlined in section
D.3.2 is used. The sum of the specular transmitted radiation contributions (for each slice of
sky (or ground) vault) corresponds to the specular-reflected diffuse transmittance 4. Nu-
merical solutions were not considered within the basic version of GLSIM-BLIND (but
added to a later version of the program).
For an analytical solution, the reflectance of the diffuse radiation on the slat surfaces was
assumed to be purely diffuse. Thus, the calculation of the reflected radiation from each slice
is similar to the calculation of the direct-to-diffuse reflection calculation (section D.3.1).
Here, the projected sun height angle h' is substituted by the profile angle 0 of a certain sky
(or ground) point. The diffuse-reflected transmittance Tbhr is obtained by considering the in-
ter-reflections of each diffuse radiation portion and the corresponding view factors f up to
the second reflection.
(D.24a)
(D.24b)
90
fL* cos(C2)*(1 — t(S2))*(p* 11 (S2) + p2*f2(0)*f3)*dS2
..t. 1 in	 —90
1. ff E.
on
.1
1— -c(0) -. (sw*sin(si)— sw* cos(si)*tan(Q))/sd
When the reflectance at the slat surfaces is substituted by the absorptance (1 - p), the fol-
lowing equation for the total diffuse absorptance abf is obtained.
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(D.25)
90	 'i L * cos(Q). (1- x(Q))*((1- 13) + P* f2 (0)* (1- p))dLI
6	 I in	 —90 
-	 I on	
90
5 L* cos(Q)* Al
—90
The view factors f are calculated according to equations (D.5) to (D.10) (section D.3.1).
Here, the first illuminated slat can be either the upper slat or the lower slat. For lower slat
illumination, the view factors f (index "low") can be obtained directly from equations (D.5)
to (D.10). For upper slat illumination (index "up") the same equations can be used, but the
slat inclination angle (si) must be substituted by (-si).
Again, the integration must be split into different parts, which consider either ground or sky
radiation portions. In equations (D.24) and (D.25) the view factors fi and f2 depend on the
illuminated width of the slats, which again depends on the profile angle 0 of a certain radia-
tion slice. To get an analytical solution, a simplified assumption was applied, which uses
either half or total illumination of the slats (for isw in equations (D.5) to (D.10)) Half illu-
mination (isw = 0.5*5w; index "h") is assigned to all radiation slices in the sky (or ground)
vault above or below the cutoff angles, which is approximately the energy-weighted aver-
age. Total illumination (isw = sw; index "t") actually occurs for all radiation slices with a
profile angle between the cutoff angles. The error of the total transmittance due to this
simplification was found to be lower than 1%.
There are again five different cases (see section D.4) which consider the sign of integration
and the window inclination angle ri (0° for horizontal). For every radiation slice, the corre-
sponding view factors for upper (index "up") or lower (index "low"), as well as for half
(index "h") or total (index "t") slat illumination must be used. This simplified notation is
used to demonstrate the integration limits and the corresponding view factors.
For 02 >1 - 90° (no ground radiation) and si > 0
si	 01	 90	 ti-90'	 02
/..- f(f,:p)—f(ft.)+ f(f,L)+ f (4)+ f(izip)
02	 Si	 01	 —90'
For 02 >1 - 90° (no ground radiation) and si < 0
si	 02	 90'	 11-90'	 02/1„-5(fL.)—f(futp)+f(f,L)+ 5 (f.' ) 4- 5(4)
01	 a	 01	 —90'	 11-90'
For 02 < 1 - 90° and si > 0
si	 01	 n-90'	 90'	 Q2
lin m f (f,:p)— f(fl.)— f(f;:„)+ f (fIci.)+ f (f.1;)
1-90'	 si	 02	 01	
—90'
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For 02 < Ti - 90° and si < 0 andsi > i - 90°
Si	 1-90 	 02	 90 	 02
4. - f(flo.)— f (f4,)— f(f.'„)+ f (f',...)+ f(4)
01	 sl	 n-90'
	 01	 -90'
For 522 <1.1 - 90° and si < 0 and si < ri - 90°
11-90°
	 Si	 02	 90'	 024. - f (t.)—f(fite.)— f(f.0+ f (fi'..)+ f(f,P,)
R1	 ri-90'	 Si	 01	 -90'
The analytical solutions of the integrals are not shown here (but can be found in IR6). But it
should be noted, that in equations (D.24) and (D.25) r(Q) is zero for all radiation compo-
nents above or below the cutoff angles (index "h"). In these cases, the integration function
reduces to one simple cosine-function. The incident intensity I on is the same as for the dif-
fuse transmittance (section D.4).
D.6 CURVED SLATS
In GLSIM-BLIND curved slats are treated as surface-slices of a cylinder. The curvature of
the slat is described by the radius sr of the cylinder (Fig. D.10). The influence of curved
slats on the transmittance of the different radiation components is considered as follows.
SW
	 additional shadow
of dished slats: cot
shadow of flat slats: sh
point of contact
- X .11 	
Figure D.10:	 Relationship between sun position and curved slat geometry to illustrate the shading of
direct radiation.
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D.6.1 Direct transmittance
The direct transmittance is reduced by an additional shadow due to the slat curvature. A
correction (cor) was introduced which represents the additional shadow correctly (no ap-
proximation). It is calculated from first principles dependent on the angular position of the
sun and the exact blind geometry. The calculation is based on a geometrical consideration of
the point of contact, where the sun beam touches the slat (a detailed description of the deri-
vation is given in IR6).
When sr is the slat radius of curvature (always greater than 0.5*3w) and xc
 the point of
contact on an axis along the slat width, the correction (cor) can be obtained as follows,
(D.26a)
	 x, * sr sin(h i —si)	 —0.5sw <x, <0.5sw
(D.26b)	 for x, > 0	 cor . (sp.IPT) _ x2)_/(.2 — 0.25 sw2 ) — (0.5 sw — x,)tan(le —si)
(D.26c)
	 for x, < 0 	cor * (sr 2 — 4) — li(sr 2 — 0.25 sw2 ) — (x, — 0.5 sw)tan(111 —si)
As a result of the correction (cor) equation (D.2) for the direct transmittance modifies to:
(D.27) tbd . 1_ sh+cor * 1, — SW* sin(h — si) 	 cor	 (sw*sin(si)— sw*cos(si)*tan(le )) cor*1—
sd	 sin(90°—h )*sd sd	 sd	 sd
D.6.2 Direct-to-diffuse transmittance
The influence of the slat curvature on the direct-to-diffuse transmittance is approximately
considered by three single corrections to the view factors f1 and f2.
a) When a sun beam touches the slat curvature, the slat is illuminated between the outer
end of the slat and the point of contact. The corrected illuminated slat width (isw*) re-
sults from,
(D.28) isw* * 0.5*sw + sr*sin(h' —si)
b) The opening angle ol used to calculate the view factor fi is reduced due to the reflec-
•I•
tance characteristic of the curved surface:
(D.29) ol* . ol—arctan
(sr 2 _ x c2 — V(sr 2 — 0.25 sw 2 )
isw
c) The slat distance (sd) is reduced due to the height of the central point of the curved
slat:
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(D.30) sd * . sd + V(sr 2 — 0.25sw2 ) —.sr
In equations (D.3) to( D.9) isw*, al*, and sd* replace isw, ol and sd to yield the amended
view factors. These view factors are approximate values. For flat slats the error due to these
simplifications was found to be lower than 4% (in comparison with the rigorous analytical
value). Since the rigorous analytical view factor for curved slats is difficult to obtain, the
error was not investigated. However, it is probable that the uncertainty is similar to that of
smooth slats.
D.6.3 Specular-reflected transmittance
To avoid numerical calculations, the effect of the slat curvature on the specular-reflected
transmittance was neglected.
D.6.4 Diffuse transmittance
To avoid numerical calculations, the effect of the slat curvature on the diffuse transmittance
was neglected.
D.6.5 Diffuse-reflected transmittance
The influence of the slat curvature on the diffuse-reflected transmittance can be treated in
the same way as the direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation (section D.6.2) considering three
corrections of the view factors given within section D.5.
D.7 INTERACTION BETWEEN BLIND AND GLAZING
Interaction between the blind and the glazing occurs in two ways:
• by the effect of blinds on the beam direction, which determines the incidence angle (and
hence the transmittance and absorptance) in the glass panes; and
• by multiple-reflections between the glass panes and the slats.
D.7.1 Effect of blinds on the beam direction
For internal blinds, the incidence angle of the direct or diffuse radiation is not influenced by
the slats. Thus the radiation transfer through the glass pane can be calculated by considering
the usual direct and diffuse transmittance and absorptance values of g,lazings without blinds
(as explained in Chapters 4 and 5).
For external blinds, however, the direction of the radiation is normally changed by reflection
at the slat surfaces (one exception is for the direct transmitted radiation (section D.2) which
is not influenced by the slats). Thus, the transmittance and absorptance values of the glass
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panes (at the inner side of external blinds) must be calculated by considering the altered in-
cidence angles of the radiation. This is done for the primary radiation ray (first order
transmittance). The following transmittance values must be considered:
a) the glazing transmittance for the specular-reflected radiation t;
b) the effective glazing transmittance for the direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation If;
c) the effective glazing transmittance for the diffuse-reflected radiation t gff ; and
d) the effective glazing transmittance for the unreflected diffuse radiation r.
The glazing absorptance values for the different radiation paths can be calculated using the
same procedures as for the transmittance values. The direct radiation glazing transmittance
in equations (D.32) to (D.34) I must simply be replaced by the direct radiation ab-
sorptance a5. Thus, in the following sections, only the prediction of the transmittance val-
ues - which are usually more important - is demonstrated.
a)	 The glazing transmittance for the specular-reflected radiation
The glazing transmittance for the specular-reflected radiation Tfu corresponds to the direct
radiation transmittance at the incidence angle 0. For specularly reflected direct beam radia-
tion (section D.3.2) the incidence angle 0 can be calculated by considering the reflection
angles at the slat surfaces. As described in section D.3.2, the specular transmitted radiation
consists of, at most, three different radiation portions which represent a different number of
inter-reflections (nr). When the number of inter-reflections (nr) is even (2; 4; 6 etc.) the in-
cidence angle 0 of the direct radiation onto the glass pane corresponds to that incidence
angle, which would occur without the blind (thus, in this case, the slats do not influence the
incidence angle of direct radiation onto the glass pane).
When the number of inter-reflections is uneven (1; 3; 5 etc.) the direction of the direct beam
radiation is changed by reflection at the slat surfaces. The new incidence angle of the radia-
tion onto the glass pane corresponds to the sum of the incidence angle (say 0 /) of the direct
radiation onto the slat surfaces and the inclination angle (si) of the slats (projected into the
beam direction) (Fig. D.11).
Figure D.11: .
Direct radiation incidence onto a glass pane at the
inner side of external blinds, which is reflected
specularly at the slat surfaces (with an uneven num-
ber of inter-reflections).
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The incidence angle of the direct radiation onto the slat surfaces OW can be calculated with
the same (well-known) algorithms, which are used to calculate the incidence angle of direct
radiation onto any inclined surfaces (walls; roofs; ground etc.). These are not described
here.
Knowing the azimuth angle of the window (azw) and the sun (azs), the projection of the slat
inclination angle (si') into the beam direction is given by,
(D.31)
	 Si' arctan(tan(si)*cos(az, — caw))
It should be noted that for slats which are inclined downwards (the normal case for vertical
blinds), the radiation is more likely to be inter-reflected on an even number of times. Thus,
in GLSIM-BLIND it was assumed that the incidence angle of the direct radiation onto the
glass pane always corresponds to that, which would occur without the blind. The conse-
quences of this assumption was not investigated.
b)	 The effective glazing transmittance for the direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation
The glazing transmittance for direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation T5f corresponds to the
average of the (incidence angle dependent) transmittance values for all the reflected radia-
tion portions onto the glass pane (Fig. D.12).
Figure D.12:
	 Incidence of direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation onto a glass plane at the inner side of an
external blind.
The Law-of-Lambert states that the radiation intensities above an ideal diffusing (reflecting)
surface decrease with the sine of the emittance angle. Thus, the effective direct-to-diffuse
transmittance tgif for a glass pane behind a diffusing slat surface is given by,
(D.32)
ol
isin(C2)*Tli 	— si)* c/S2
_g	 0 
df	 ol
sin(Q)*c/C2
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where r is the direct radiation glazing transmittance for incidence angle (C2 - si) and ol is
the opening angle, within which the reflected radiation reaches the glass pane. The opening
angle (ol) is calculated by considering equation (D.6) and the actual illuminated slat width
(isw).
c)	 The effective glazing transmittance for the diffuse-reflected radiation
The calculation of the effective glazing transmittance for the diffuse-reflected radiation tgff is
similar to that of T51 , however the illuminated slat width always corresponds to the total slat
width (isw = sw). In addition, in the case of diffuse-reflected radiation, both sides of the
slats are illuminated simultaneously. It is therefore necessary to consider two different
opening angles, one from the lower slat (o1,) and one from the upper slat (ol isp).
(D.33)
otiew
sin(C2)*Tft (C2 — si)* dQ + sin(C2)*T5 (C2 + s i)* c/C2
otff	 0 
sin(C2)*A2 + 5sin(C2)«dil
For lower slat illumination, the opening angle ol (subscript "low") can be obtained directly
from equations (D.5) to (D.6). For upper slat illumination (subscript "up") the same equa-
tions can be used, but the slat inclination angle (si) must be replaced with (-si).
d)	 The effective glazing transmittance for the unreflected diffuse radiation
The calculation of the effective glazing transmittance for the unreflected diffuse radiation tgf
is more complicate. The diffuse radiation from the sky (or ground) vault which lies between
the cutoff angles is not reflected by the slat surfaces (Fig. D.13). Thus, the direction of the
radiation is not changed. The distribution of the unreflected diffuse radiation at the inner
side of external blinds must consider its usual three-dimensional character.
unreflected
-
	 diffuse
radiation
ss	 , •
- -	 • ,
- z	 /	 • - -
diffuse radiation	 .	 s•,
•
,
• slats
• /
Figure D.13:
Incidence of unreflected diffuse radiation onto a
glass plane at the inner side of external blinds.
glass pane
The effective diffuse glazing transmittance tgf is found by integrating the radiation from
each point of the sky (or ground) vault which lies between the cutoff angles. Each radiation
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portion is transmitted through the blind dependent on the net blind-transmittance T(Q) (see
section D.4). The net glazing-transmittance t of each radiation portion considers the exact
incidence angle 0 of the radiation portions onto the glass pane.
For the integration, the sky (and ground) vault is cut into slices. The integration follows
along a slice angle and along the profile angle C2. (Note: the profile angle corresponds to
the height angle t used in this type of integration previously, see Chapter 4, section 4.2). By
considering that tgd (0) is the direct glazing transmittance at an incidence angle of 8, the in-
tegration becomes,
(D.34a)
where
(D.34b)
T it
90
-90"
90°
-90'
L* cos(0)*T(Q)* tgd
 (0)* sin()* dS2*
"f	 90°
T(Q) - 1—
-90°
(sw*
90°
-90°
Dicos(0)*T(S2)*sin()*a*4
sin(si) — sw* cos(si)* tan(Q)) / sd
The incidence angle 0 of the diffuse radiation portions can be calculated as follows,
(D.35)	 arccos cos(arcsin(sin sin S2))* cos arctan sin cos  ))1
Since the calculation distinguishes between sky and ground radiation (depending on the
window inclination angle), it must be executed twice, once for each component.
Since glazing transmittances are usually given as discrete values at certain incidence angles
(e.g. in 100 steps from 00 to 90° in HTB2) the integrals of equations (D.32) to (D.34) can
not be solved analytically, instead numerical summations become necessary. These are the
only numerical procedures in the basic version of GLSIM-BLIND. However, they are suf-
ficiently simple that they can be solved quickly. Because the glazing properties for diffuse
radiation stay the same over the whole simulation period, they only need to be solved once
at the beginning of the program run.
D.7.2 Multi-reflections between blind and glazing
The multi-reflections between the blind and the glazing are considered using a recursive se-
quence of calculation steps up to the second reflection. An investigation showed that the
error in the total transmittance values, due to neglecting of the third or higher order reflec-
tions, is in most cases lower than 1% (IR6).
cos
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The sequence of reflections is described by: the blind (superscript "b") transmittance tb; the
blind reflectance pb; the glazing (superscript "g") transmittance tg; and the glazing reflec-
tance pg. Each of these parameters must be considered for radiation which is: direct
(subscript "d"); diffuse (subscript "f'); direct-to-diffuse reflected (subscript "df'); specularly
reflected (subscript "ds"); or diffuse-reflected (subscript "if'). Since the reflectance values
are not calculated from first principles, they must be obtained from the transmittance and
absorptance values. The sequence of reflections is different for internal or external blind
device.
a)	 External blinds
For external blinds the reflectance values of the blind and glazing, for the different radiation
components (d, f, df, if ds), can be calculated as follows:
(D.36a)	 Reflectance of diffuse radiation from the blind:
p 
1 Tr; tbff _ abf
(D.36b)	 Reflectance of direct radiation from glazing:
(D.36c)
	
Reflectance of direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation from glazing:
p‘gif . 1— t1 _ 41
(D.36d)	 Reflectance of diffuse radiation from glazing:
p gf
 -1— T A; —agf
(D.36e)	 Reflectance of diffuse-reflected radiation from glazing:
pgff .1—tgff — agff
(D.36f)	 Reflectance of specularly reflected radiation from glazing:
pga
The total (superscript "T") transmittance and absorptance for the different radiation por-
tions due to multiple reflections up to the second reflection (Fig. D.14) are given by the
following equations.
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Figure D.14:
Sequence of multiple reflections between
glazing and external blinds.
1. ray
2. ray
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The total direct transmittance:
(D.37a) TT; td * (tbd T1)
The total direct-to-diffuse transmittance:
(D.37b) b	 g ,	 .,g * nb * .rgffT	 ( b	 )i.ng • nb *T g 	Aitd i	 i --t+ di r ftdf td "r 	 ri if	 di
The total diffuse transmittance:
(D.37c) b g bgb	 g	 *n	 lot,„,g + ..rb *AB • nb irtgff +telit ff
 "Cif rff	 fftf 'f-"f
The total direct absorptance of the glazing:
(D.37d)
b	 g	 b	 ga 7d.'g = t'i s a5 +t bd *pfeli ef *agff 	+td,spds*pf*aff
s ,g	 b
-r	 Pdfsn f `.4 ff
The total diffuse absorptance of the glazing:
(D.37e)
	
-cbfiagf +-c bf *pgf *p bf *agff +-c beagff +tbepgepbfiagff
Since the absorbed radiation energy in external blinds is lost to the ambient air, the total ab-
sorptance of external blinds is (thermally) unimportant.
b)	 Internal blinds
For internal blinds the important reflectance values of the blind and glazing can be calcu-
lated as follows:
(D.38a)
	
Reflectance of direct radiation from the blind:	 nb 1 ,b ,b eyV d I. 4* — '' d — ‘ df — `4bd
(D.38b)	 Reflectance of diffuse radiation from the blind: 	 pbf - 1— tbf — tbff _ abf
(D.38c)	 Reflectance for diffuse radiation from the glazing: p gi -1— Tgf — agf
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The total (superscript "T") transmittance and absorptance values for the different radiation
portions are calculated by considering the multiple reflections between the blind and the
glazing up to the second reflection (Fig. D.15).
Sequence of multiple reflections between an
internal blind and the glazing.
/
outside
	 /
/
glazing blind
The total direct transmittance:
/	 Figure D.15:
	  1. ray
> 2. ray
inside
(D.39a) T	 g	 6	 6Id m (Id * tel + )tds
The total direct-to-diffuse transmittance:
(D.39b) T	 g ....b + tg ,,,..b „,,..a * (i.b ..y bff );If m "rd " Tdf 	 d-Fd—F f " f • •••
The total diffuse transmittance:
(D.39c)
	
TTI. mt gf *(rbf 4-4)+Tgi tpbf *pgi.*(tbf 4.4)
The total direct absorptance of the glazing:
(D39d) „„,g _,_,,..g ., to „,,.„gud m ud -1- t. d —p d -u f
The total diffuse absorptance of the glazing:
(D39e)	 aTig - agf +.rgfspbpiagf
The total direct absorptance of the blind:
(D39f) ,.„T,t. _I „,,,,b „g ,.,1) *pgf *abf
'Ad " ‘d *"‘4 €1""	 -F'd
The total diffuse absorptance of the blind:
(D39e)	
'
,J,b
1 ' 'r il  -r‘f-FI-Ff'f
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
The following symbols are used in Appendix D. The list contains some additional symbols
which are not considered in the common symbols list of the Chapters 1 to 10.
English Letter Symbols
az:	 azimuth angle, deg or rad
cor:	 correction, same unit as used for slat distance (sd)
f:	 view factor, -
h':	 projected sun height angle, deg
h:	 height angle, deg
isw:	 illuminated slat width, same unit as used for slat distance (sd)
isw*:	 illuminated slat width for curved slats, same unit as used for slat distance (sd)
intensity, WIm2K
L:	 radiance, Wlsr m2
mnr:	 minimum number of reflections (in a sequence of inter-reflections),.
nr:	 number of reflections (in a sequence of inter-reflections), -
o:	 opening angle, deg
o*:	 opening angle for curved slats, deg
pr:
	 projection of the slat distance onto the illuminated slat width, same unit as used for slat distance
(sd)
rl:	 reflectance length, same unit as used for slat distance (sd)
rsw:	 reflecting slat width, same unit as used for slat distance (sd)
sd:	 slat distance, any unit
sd*:	 slat distance for curved slats, same unit as used for slat distance (sd)
sh:	 shaded area, same unit as used for slat distance (sd)
si:	 slat inclination angle (positive upwards; negative downwards), deg
si':	 projection of the slat inclination angle into the direction of the direct radiation, deg
sr:	 slat curvature radius, same unit as used for slat distance (sd)
sw:	 slat width, same unit as used for slat distance (sd)
xc:	 point of contact on an axis along the slat width, same unit as used for slat distance
z:	 opening line, same unit as used for slat distance (sd)
Greek Letter Symbols
a:	 absorptance,
height integration angle, deg
TI:	 inclination angle between window normal and a vertical plane (e.g. 0° for horizontal surface), deg
0:	 angle between radiation incidence and surface normal, deg
slice integration angle, deg
P :	reflectance, -
a:	 shining factor, -
transmittance, -
SI	 profile angle (projected height angle of diffuse radiation portions), deg
C21: cutoff anglel, deg
C22: cutoff angle2, deg
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• Subscripts
d:	 relating to direct radiation
dfi	 relating to direct-to-diffuse reflected radiation
dg :	 relating to specular-reflected direct radiation
fi	 relating to diffuse radiation
if	 relating to diffuse-reflected diffuse radiation
fs:	 relating to specular-reflected diffuse radiation
gr:	 relating to ground
in:	 into the room
low:	 at the lower slat
on:	 onto the outer glazing surface
s:	 relating to sun
up:	 at the upper slat
w.	 relating to window surface
Superscripts
b:	 relating to blind
g: relating to glazing
h: half
t:	 total
T:	 total transmittance (absorptance; reflectance) of a multi-layered glazing and blind structure
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